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INTRODUCTION 

The abolition of the Janissary corps in 1826 and the massacre in 
Istanbul of large numbers of its members were the key blows against 
t li1· reactionary elements which blocked the path of reform in the 
< >ttoman Empire.1 That reform was necessary became patently obvious 
;1' the Ottoman army, after having been the foremost Islamic power and 
t I w bane of the Christian kings, failed to match the military progress of 
t lie West and suffered ever more serious defeats. The attempt of Sultan 
Sallm III to revitalize the army and his failure need not be repeated 
lwre.2 Sultan Mal)mud II, after he had tested the opposition and found 
11 too entrenched, made lengthy preparations to obviate the disaster that 
l1ad befallen his uncle. He sought trustworthy subordinates, a military 
f, 1rce in Istanbul on which he could depend, the support of the leading 
11lema, and the best possible control over the crumbling empire. 

The fact that he was largely successful in his endeavour produced the 
111Tcssary climate for reform and his successor, 'Abd-al-Majid, pursued 
the acquisition of what the West had developed with the aid of vizirs 
fa miliar and sympathetic with the accomplishments of European civiliza
t ion.:i It was, however, too late for the Ottoman Empire. \i\lith 'Nestern 
tt-chniques came liberal ideas and a quest for identity other than Islam 
which gradually tore the empire apart. 

The effect of the attempted reforms of Salim III on the Arab prov
inces of the empire was minimal. During his reign ( 1789-1807) there 
is no noticeable change in the direction of the downward trend; in fact, 
that trend appears to accelerate. In Istanbul the reformist movement 
1lt·veloped slowly against entrenched opposition. But elsewhere in the 
empire it took shape only after the destruction by his nephew's orders 
of the roots of a military corporation essentially political in action. Sub
_,equently, a beginning was made in the creation of a new army. In 
the province of Aleppo this took place in 1830 with the training of 
troops in the European manner in spite of religious opposition.4 

In face of the invasion of Ibrahim Pasha from Egypt the following 

' The best available account of the destruction of the Janissaries and the events 
that led up to it is Howard A. Reed, The Destruction of the Janissaries in 1826; 
lww Sultan Ma�mud II A bolished the Corps ( Princeton, 1951 ; unpublished doc
toral dissertation ) .  It does not deal with the Janissaries of Aleppo. 

•Cf. J. H. Kramers, "Selim I II," EI'. 
• For a commentary on Rashid Pasha cf. Stanley Lane-Poole, The Life of 

1.ord Stratford de Redcli[f e, K. G. (London: Longmans, Green, 1890), 205-208 ; 
Frank Edgar Bailey, British Policy and the Turkish Reform Movement; a Study 
in Anglo-Turkish Relations, 1826-1853 ( Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 
1942) , 1 81-184. On 'Ali Pasha, sec H. Bowen, "'Ali Paaj}a Mul)ammad AmJn," 
El'. On Fu'ad Pasha, see Cl. Huart, "Fu'ad Pasha," El'. · · · '  

•Infra. 1 38. 
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year and the reforms he instituted during the nine years he held Syria,11 
which so altered the traditional way of life that it could not be regained 
with the restoration of Ottoman rule, it can easily be overlooked that 
the events from 1826 to 1 83 1  were the beginning of change for Aleppo. 
The process had already begun before Ibrahim Pasha's invasion. 

This, then, is one of the two basic reasons for the terminal date of 
1826 for this study of the political situation in the province of Aleppo 
before the era of reform. The second is that as elsewhere in the Ottoman 
Empire the Janissaries were one of the major local political factors. 
After their dissolution they retained some of their former influence and 
were even considered by the first Ottoman governor following the 
Egyptian occupation to be essential supporters of his government .6 
There can be no doubt, however, that the elimination of their privileges 
broke their power, for it destroyed the foundation on which that power 
was based, namely, unity for the protection and exploitation of those 
privileges. 

The date of the commencement of this study is less specific. It has 
been placed at 1760 to provide an adequate background for the first 
significant political event in the struggle between the factional forces 
treated. In 1768 the Janissary forces were drawn off for the war with 
Russia that ended so disastrously for the Ottoman Empire in the Treaty 
of Kuchiik Qaynarjih . This departure of the Janissaries gave the 
ashraf, the genuine or spurious descendants of Mul)ammad, an oppor
tunity to enhance their political position in the city. With the return of 
the Janissaries the conflict that had been dormant between these two 
factions broke out with ever increasing frequency and bitterness. 

This conflict between the asliriif and the Janissaries shares the stage 
with the Ottoman attempts to control the city and proviuce oi Aleppo. 
Thus there are three principal elements in the political history of the 
city during this period : the Janissaries, the asl1rlif ancl the administra
tion. The latter element must be divided into l wo groups, the offices 
under the control of the wali, or governor, and those relating to the 
ulema under the influence , if not the control, of the qa1.li, the magistrate . 
These were the two officials generally sent from Istanbul to Aleppo. A 
third, the sirdar, the appointed head of the Janissaries. more properly 
belongs with that group . 

Other elements of the population were important , not the least of 
which were the religious minorities. Their economic importance cannot 
be denied. Their role as hankers and money-lenders was a vital , if 
elusive, factor in the administrative system : the imposition of avanias, 

•Cf. Henry Dodwell, The Founder of Modern Egypt; a Study of Mithammad 
'Ali (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1931 ) ,  248-258. 

•[A. A. Paton ] ,  The Modern Syrians; or, Nati11e Society in Damascus, Aleppo, 
and the Mountains of the Druses, durilig the Years 1841-2-3 (London : Longman, 
1844). 246. 
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• •r extortions based on actual or trumped-up charges, was a source of 
11111ch needed financing for the politicians; and the intercession of for
,· ign consuls on their behalf before the wali or even the Istanbul govern-
111cnt sometimes reflected on local politics. 

The prepossession of 'V es tern contemporary or later authors with 
1 lic affairs of the minorities, however, tends to exaggerate their im
portance during this period. The consular records in actual fact contain 
l;u- more information on the minorities than on the majority.7 These 
1 ··cords, moreover, indicate tellingly the circumstance most vitiating to 
t lie political influence of the Christian minorities : sectarian rivalries 
wt're of such overweening concern that any gain in the position of one 
111inority was attacked by another8 to the ultimate detriment of both, 
for a sectarian squabble could easily he turned to the financial profit of 
1 lie wali. 

For the minorities political influence derived from commercial and 
li11ancial activities was not likely to reflect on the local communities as 
;1 whole to any material degree. Such influence as may have existed, and 
··vidence of that in Aleppo is minimal, was on an individual basis; there 
are few indications that the millahs, or sectarian communities, in the 
city profited from the achievements of its successful members. In the 
lirst place, the individual in a position of political influence tended to 
identify himself with the majority, for through it his success might be 
l'nhanced or, in the case of the �arraf, or banker, his investment pro
tected. Self-interest was paramount. Or, in the second place, com
mercial and financial profit was derived from the possession of a bara'ah, 
or immunity, issued by a foreign power which provided the individual 
with commercial advantage and the aegis of the capitulations.9 These 
hara' ahs had originally been accorded to the foreign powers for issuance 
to interpreters, agents, vice-consuls, guards, and the like; in other words, 
for the necessary local employees of the foreign power.10 In time, 
however, the foreign ambassadors came to abuse this privilege by sell-

7 " • • •  with the lower classes of Turks we [the consuls] have not the slightest 
acquaintance:" John Barker to the Levant Company, 30 June 1823, SP 105/141 .  

• "Voulant des disciples aveuglement soumis a la voix de leurs chefs ecclesiasti 
l)Ues, !es pretres grecs commencent a leur inspirer une haine violente contre !es 
chretiens d'un autre rite :" Antoine de Juchereau de Saint-Denys, Histoire de 
/'empire ottoman dep11is 1792 jusqu' en 1844 ( Paris : Guiraudet et J ouaust, 1844), 
II, 1 1 -12. In 1818 there occurred a serious riot in Aleppo between the Greek 
Orthodox and the Greek Catholics in which 1 1  of the Catholics were killed. A 
full but biased account of this may be found in BU!us Qara'li, ed., Ahamm lfa
wadith lfalab fi al-Na$f al-Aurn1al min al-Qarn al-Tasi' 'Ashar Naqlan 'an Mu
fakkiratin Makhtutatin li-al-Mutran Billus Arutin Usquf lfalab al-Marani (Cai
ro : Syrian Press, n.d. ) ,  2 1 -29. 

° For the benefits of the bara'ah, see Hamilton A. R. Gibb and Harold Bowen, 
lslamic Societ:y and the West; a Study of the Impact of Western Civilization on 
M oslcm Culture in the Near East (London: Oxford University Press, 1 950), I, 
pt. 1 ,  311. 10 Nasim Sousa, The Capitulatory Regime of Turkey; its Histor}', Origiti, and 
Vature (Baltimore: J ohns Hopkins University Press, 1933). 93. 
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ing barii'ahs to individuals having no connection with the embassy.11 As 
the proteges armed with the advantages of such immunities captured 
more and more of the foreign commerce of the empire,12 they lost what
ever direct political influence they might have had. In fact, the political 
force of the minorities in Aleppo may even have been a negative one 
in that the activities of the foreign consuls on behalf of the barii' atlis and 
nafar firmiinlis13 and the increasing commercial activities of these in
dividuals were instruments in the hands of the ashraf party to arouse 
the Muslims to the support of the descendants of the Prophet. 

It is on the basis of the above considerations that the minorities will 
be given no notice comparable to that of the administration, the Janis
saries and the ashraf. Only where particular events involving the mi
norities have a direct bearing on the political activities of the administra
tion and the two political parties in their interrelation will they be con
sidered as a group. 

Another body of some political importance in Aleppo was the a'yiin, 
the provincial notables who in former times represented the people vis
a-vis the government.14 By the latter part of the eighteenth century, 
however, the a··yan of Aleppo cannot be considered as anything but a 
group of provincial landlords usually so identified with the governor's 
party as to have lost any popular representative character. They will 
therefore be considered in the chapter dealing with the administration. 

The Janissaries and the ashriif were essentially urban parties, based 
on the city of Aleppo and attempting to control it. Although many in
dividuals , especially among the latter, had land holdings, control of the 
countryside was beyond their capabilities. The province, exposed to the 

11 Cf. the letter of Robert Liston, British ambassador at Constantinople, to 
Lord Grenville, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 25 April 1795, in which 
Liston states : 

This system was liable to gross abuses. . . . In many cases all idea of connec
tion between the title and function of Dragoman was lost, and persons were 
seen strutting in the habit of a Diplomatic Interpreter, who were unable to 
read the Patent by which they held their privileges, and knew no language but 
the Jargon of their Province. The servant lived at a thousand miles' distance 
from his master . . .  in the process of time it became the universal practice to 
dispose of Berats at a stated price. . . .  On the arrival of a new Ambassador 
his confirmation of the Patents of his predecessor has been purchased for 300 
p [ iasters ] :" FO 78/16. 

For further information on the bara'ahs and their abuses, see Sousa, Capitulatory 
Regime, 97-102; Kamil ibn-l:Iusayn ibn-MuQammad ibn-Mu�tafa al-Pali al
l:Ialabi, known as al-Ghazzi, N ahr al-Dhahab fi Ta'rfkh lJ a lab, (Aleppo: 
Maronite Press, 1342-1345/1923-1926), III, 311; Pierre Arminj on, Etrangers 
et proteges dans l'empire ottoman ( Paris : Chevalier-Marescq, 1903), I, 61-63; 
Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1, 310-311. 
12 Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1, 310. 
13 Barii'atlis was the term used to designate those holding barli'ahs. Nafa.r 

firinanlis was applied to those holding nafar firmans, that i s, documents showing 
that they were servants of bara'atl£s. They had lesser privileges, but the extent 
of these is not clear ; Robert Abbott to S ir  Robert Ainslie, B ritish ambassador at 
Istanbul, 30 July and 13 August 1791 , SP 1 10/53. 

" Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1, 198. 
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.i, ... ,.rt on the one hand and bordered by mountain refuges on the other, 
11.1·; i ncreasingly prey to raids of Kurds, Turkomans and Bedouin to 
tllf' l'xtent that neither the government nor the urban parties can be 
· .. 1 id to have had any but nominal authority over it. The Janissaries and 
111/rriif did not seriously attempt to exercise such control, but the semi-
1111111adic peoples, by alliances with the urban parties , by their enfeeble-
11w11t of the government forces, and by the economic effects of their 
do·preclations on the city, deserve considerable attention. The first 
'l1:1pter of this study is therefore devoted to the relationship of the 
pwvince to the city, to the wali's attempts to control the province, and 
111 the activities of the Kurds, Turkomans and Bedouin . 

The second chapter is devoted to the composition of the administra
t 11111, describing the functions of the administrative officials and their 
1" 1sition relative to the chiefs of the two groups, the wali and the qliqi. 
\1any of the problems that come to light in this discussion must be 
f,.ft unanswered because of the paucity of information regarding provin
··ial administration. 

The organization and composition of the Janissary party, its relation 
11> the Janissaries in Istanbul and elsewhere in the empire, and its powers 
:111<1 privileges form the subject of the third chapter. The fourth chapter 
dl'als with the ashrlif in much the same manner, although the treatment 
',f that party will contain more historical material of a general nature. 
This is based on the fact that the ashrlif and their position in Islamic 
history are less known than the Janissaries , yet for a study of Aleppo 
t lt1·y are of manifest importance . 

The fifth and last chapter before the conclusion is devoted to a sur
v1·y of the struggle for predominance that took place within the city of 
\ !t·ppo during the period under study. The relationship of that struggle 

to those taking place elsewhere in the region will be pointed out. 
Much attention in recent years has been given to the impact of 

\ \' cstern civilization on the Ottoman Empire and its successor states . 
:\1any of the works published on this subject, however, have been pred
j,·atcd on inadequately tested assumptions of the conditions extant in 
that area at the time contact with European civilization so increased 
:ts to have definite effect on the existing society.15 A worthy attempt 

'"For instance, the dichotomy of Muslim and Christian in the social edifice of 
iii<' Arab provinces explained in George Antonius, The Arab Awakening (New 
\ ork: Putnam, 1946), 32-33, is oversimplified. As will be shown, there were 
"roups of Muslims, i.e., Janissaries and ashraf, who had privileges of exception 
.. 1·er other Muslims nearly as great as those between Muslim and Christian. 

Albert Hourani states that : 
"After the rule of Jazzar had come to an end, Ottoman administration only 
functioned effectively in the large towns, where the garrisons of Janissaries 
were stationed, in a section of the coastal strip and certain portions of the 
countryside:" 

S.\'ria and 1.ebanon; a Political Essay ( London: Oxford University P ress, 
l '1·16), 46. It is clearly revealed in this study that Ottoman control over the 
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has been made to fill this gap in Hamilton A. R. Gibb and Harold 
Bowen's Islamic Society and the West, but in the words of the authors : 
"It began . . .  to dawn on us that, far from being over-cultivated, much 
of our field of study was practically virgin soil."16 Although the 
achievement of a work of this depth is a tribute to the scholarship of 
its authors, it is hampered by the absence of detailed monographs on 
the provinces of the Ottoman Empire toward the end of the period in 
which the traditional way of life was dominant. On the basis of a num
ber of such studies, certain val id and proven conclusions might be 
drawn to provide a base on which to build the pattern of the impact of 
external forces. A partial contribution to this base is the objective of 
this essay. 

* * * * * 

A study of this nature is never possible without extensive assistance 
from a multitude of individuals and institutions. In its original form as 
a dissertation submitted to the Department of Oriental Studies of 
Princeton University, it was directed by Professor Philip K. H itti. His 
rigorous training in my field of study is recalled with nostalgia. If 
the product does not measure up to his expectations, the fault does not 
lie with his efforts to promote high standards of scholarship . The in
struction of Professor Lewis V. Thomas, also of Princeton University, 
was inspiring and of inestimable value . 

A research grant to reside in the Middle East and consult the 
archives in Paris and London was provided by the Ford Foundation. 
This invaluable support made possible the study of the primary sources 
and is gratefully acknowledged . The Foundation is, of course, in no 
way responsible for any of the statements made or views expressed 
herein. 

During my residence in Beirut , Lebanon, the :\merican University 
of Beirut was kind enough to offer its facilities for research. The asso
ciation in Beirut with Noureddine Zeinc and Nasri Azar Id in the un
ravelling of Ottoman and Arabic texts respectively was particularly en
joyable and rewarding. The opportunity of a teaching fellowship at the 
Institute of Islamic Studies of McGill University made possible the com
pletion of the study. The acute and elucidating suggestions of Professor 
Niyazi Eerkes and the careful reading of the manuscript Ly Dr. Howard 
A. Reed were invaluable. 

cities was, at least in the case of Aleppo, in spite of the Janissaries, rather than 
because of them as the above quotation implies. 

Hourani has revised this view in a subsequent article: 
" .. . even in the cities and plains the double challenge of the Janissary threat 
to order and the Beduin threat to the country-side gave a premium to any 
ruling group which could master them; by so doing they could win the aquies
cence of Istanbul and some support from the local population :" "The Changing 
Face of the Fertile Crescent in the XVIIIth Century," SI, VIII (1957), 100. 
1• I, pt. 1, 3. 
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My deepest gratitude is due to the members of the editorial board of 
1lw lames Sprunt Studies i11 History a,nd Political Science and to the 
l�escarch Council of the University of North Carolina for their generous 
1i11ancial support in the publ ication of this study. It would not have 
1 ... en possible without it. 

To my wife who endured tribulations and discomforts during the 
1 l('riod of research and writing and who culminated years of dedication 
'" my interests with the thankless task of preparing the index, I owe a 
dd>t that cannot be repaid . For Carlyle and Whitney, who hardly under
tood the meaning of my prolonged absences and their frequent changes 

of residence, I can only hope that the adventures and experiences are 
lt'tnembered more in pleasnre than in pain . To them the product of 
that mysterious activity encompassing their childhood is lovingly dedi
cated. 
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Abbreviations 
Archives nationales. Affaires etrangeres B1 
Archives du Ministere des Affaires etrangeres. Correspond
ence commerciale, Alep 

Encyclopaedia of Islam. 1st edition. Leiden: Brill, 1913-1934. 
4 vols. and supplement 

Encyclopaedia of I slam. 2nd edition. Leiden: Brill, 1960-

Public Record Office. Foreign Office 78 
!slam AnsiMopedcsi. Istanbul: Milli Egitim IJasunevi. 1941-

1 ournal asiatique 

Revue des eludes islmniques 

Studia Islamica 

Public Record Office. State Papers 105 and 110 

Archives du Ministere des Affaires etrangeres. Turquie
M cmoires et documents 



NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

The system of transliteration adopted by the Department of Oriental 
Studies of Princeton University is used in this dissertation for all Arabic 
words or words of Arabic origin employed in Turkish. 

For words of Turkish origin the above-mentioned transliteration 
,ystem has been adopted as a base with the following modifications 
;ulopted in conformity with the Turkish alphabet and Turkish phonetics: 

� p � 

<:!. ch 

f g 

5 fi 

The above symbols have been recommended by the Royal Asiatic 
Society. 

In Turkish words the letters e and o have been added as short 
vowels where proper pronunciation has so demanded. 

Foreign words listed in Webster's Unabridged Dictionary have not 
licen transliterated or italicized. 



ENVIRONS OF ALEPPO 

A-Antioch; AF-'Afrin; A R-'Ariha ; AZ-'Azaz ; B-Bab; BL-Baylan; D
Dir Kush ; E-Elbeyli ; H-l;Ialqah ; HY-l;Iaylan ; 1-lskandarun; ID-Idlib; 
J-Jisr al-Shughr ; K-Killis; KQ-Khan Qarahmurt; KT-Khan Tuman; N
N ayrab; P-Payiis ; S-Sarmin; SF-Safirah. 



CHAPTER I 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE POLITICAL CONTROL 

OF THEW ALAYAH OF ALEPPO 

It was natural that Aleppo, long a seat of government and one of 
the two largest and most important cities of Syria, should become the 
t"apital of a province at the time of the Ottoman conquest of the Arab 
lands.1 In the eighteenth century this was still true ; it was the resi
dence of a vizir, a pasha of three !ughs, or horse tails,2 but the area 
over which he ruled as wali was officially much reduced and even more 
so in actuality. For instance, the district of Adana, a walayah3 in the 
eighteenth century, had been a sanjak of the wali'iyah of Aleppo in the 
early seventeenth.4 In the mid-seventeenth century Ma'arrat al-Na'man 
was independent of Aleppo as was Birahj ik.5 The status of these dis

tricts and the borders of the walayah of Aleppo not later than 1768 is 
revealed by the description of Alexander Russell : 

The nominal Province, or Bashawlick [of Aleppo] , is of great extent, 
reaching Eastward from the bay of Scanderoon [Iskandarfin] to the banks of 
the Euphrates, and from 40 m iles North of the city, extending about fifty 
miles to the South East. But it is not near so extensive as it was in former 
times. Khillis, which was formerly dependent on Aleppo, has been erected 
into a distinct Province, on account of the frequent depredations of the 
Kurdeens who inhabit the neighbouring mountains ;  and since the year 1752, 
an alteration has taken place with respect to Bylan, wh ich together with 
Caramoot [Khan Qarahmurt] , Scanderoon, Byas [Payas], and the adjacent 
mountains [the Amanus Range] , has been put under the government of a 
native of Bylan, who for that purpose was created a Bashaw of two tails. 

1 For the disposition of the provinces of Syria in the early years after their 
conquest, see George William Frederick Stripling, The Ottoman Turks and the 
Arabs, 1511-1574 (Urbana : University of Illinois Press, 1942), 50, 58, 66-68, and 
71 .  

1 Infra, 19. 
3 In this monograph the term walllyah, a province governed by a wiili, will be 

used instead of the Ottoman designation, iyi:ilah, spelled eyalet in modern Turkish, 
and the term wili:iyah, the government of a waliiyah, will be employed instead of 
the Ottoman term wtililik. Vilayet, the modern Turkish designation for province, 
results from the fact that the distinction between waliiyah and wiliiyah has been 
infrequently maintained. 

• Alphonse Belin, "Du Regime des fiefs militaires dans l'Islamisme et principale
ment en Turquie," IA series 6, XV, ( 1870) , 276 ; Mu�tafa Niiri, Natiiyij al
Wuqu'at, 3rd ed. ( Istanbul : Ukhiiwat Press, 1327 / 1 909), I, 129 ; J.-G. Barbie du 
Bocage, "Notice sur la carte generale des pachaliks de Baghdad, Orfa et Hhaleb, 
et sur le plan d'Hhaleb de M. Rousseau," Recueil de voyages et de memoires publie 
par la Societe de Geographie ( Paris ,  1825), II, 220. 

•Barbie du Bocage, "Notice sur la carte generale," Recueil de voyages et de 
memoires, loc. cit. 
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At present the Bashawlick on the north is bounded by the village Bailik 
[Elbeyli ?], situated on the road to Aintab; Eastwanl, it is bounded by the 
desert; Bab, at a distance of 10 hours East North East, and Haglah 
[I;Iaqlah], about the same distance South South East, being among the last 
inhabited villages. On the South, it is soon bounded by the great Desert, 
between the skirts of which and the \tVest, or West North West. are situated 
the most fertile and populous parts of the Province. Sirmeen [Sarmin], is 
the last town Southward; ancl Antioch, with its dependencies, may be reck
oned the Western boundary , which till of late years, reached to the sea: 
Scanderoon and Byas being then the two frontier maritime towns. Shogle 
[Jisr al-Shughr J is under the Government of an Aga whose jurisdiction 
extends also to Idlib, and he is named by the Porte independent of any 
Bashaw.6 

The district of Killis, bordering Aleppo on the north. was a special 
case not only for the reason Russell mentions, hut also heca11Se it had 
become a revenue source for the grand vizir after 1745. th at is, it was 
given by the sultan as a /dzii,�,�. or special, domain from which the grand 
vizir drew his ma' ash. or means of subsistence.7 I 'resumahly the grand 
vizir farmed the district to a multa:::im, or tax far1 1 1 ('r , according to the 
usual custom, and auctioned the right to possess this iltiziim, or tax 
farm. Thus its disposition varied greatly even during the period covered 
in this study, as various officials vied for possession of it. This was its 
financial status. Administratively, it appears to have been attached to 
the walayah of Mar'ash, Urfa or Aleppo and governed by a sanjak bey, 
a mutasallim, deputy governor, or a voivode.8 At times its mutasallim 
appears to have been exercising independent authority, whether with 
the Porte's sanction or not. In 181 2  Fa4li Agha, its mutasallim and 
multazim, was confirmed in his government in spite of the attempts of 
Shamli Raghib Mul;ammad Pasha, the wali of Aleppo, to obtain the 
iltizlim. It was said that the mutasallini paid 150,000 piasters for its 
retention.11 In 1804 the town was under the jurisdiction of the wali of 
Aleppo, J:Iamid J:Iamii.d Mttl)ammad Pasha, but he could not enter it in 

• Alexander Russell, The Natural History of A leppo, 2nd edition, revised by 
Patrick Russell (London : Robinson, 1794), I, 314-315. Khan Qarahmurt is 
located at the foot of the Bayliin pass outside of Antioch. Payas is a town and 
district on the Gulf of Iskandariin, while Sarmin is just east of ldlib : Rene 
Dussaud, Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et mCdievale ( Paris : Geu
thner, 1927), viii and map xi, 503, 213-21 4  and map x. On Payiis and Sarmin see 
also Shams al-Din Sami, Qamiis al-A'lam (Constantinople: Mihran, 1889-1898), 
1571 and 2554. 

7 ismail Hakkt Uzum;ar§th, Osmanl1 Dcvletinin Merke:: 1•c Bahriyc Te§kildti 
(Ankara: Tiirk Tarih Kurumu Bas1mcvi, 1948), 1 65 .  

• Kilisli Kadri, Kilis Tarihi, ed. b y  Osman Vehbi ( Istanbul : Biirhaneddin, 
1932), 54-55. The office and functions of nwtasallim are cliscussecl infra. 33-34. 

• Joseph Louis Rousseau, "Douzieme bulletin," entries of 13 March and 20 
March 1812, CCAlep, XXV, ff. 57r. to 58r. Kaclri's version has Fae.Iii Agha as 
mutasallim for Mul;iammad Raghih Pasha: Kilis Tarihi, 73-74. On Shamli Raghib 
MuJ:iammad Pasha, cf. MuJ:iammad Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmani yakh11.d Tazkarah-i 
Mashiihir 'Uthmiiniyah ( Istanbul : 'Amirah Press, 1308-1311/1890-1893), II, 360. 
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1 •1te of an expedition against its possessor.10 Its administrative status 
111;ty be characterized as an appendage to one of the neighbouring 
,,.,rt,iyahs, but from the numerous references to mutasallims who asserted 
1ill'ir independence11 it was often a potential dereh beylill, or an area 
1 1 ded by petty dynasties of rebels against the Porte, called 'lords of 
11"' valley.' 

Baylan had the same status in fact although not in theory. It was 
11111sidered to be a part of the waliiyah of Aleppo, but since 'Abd-al 
l\;il_nnan made himself independent in that key pass over the Amanus 
l\ange, the Porte recognized reality as Russell has indicated. By making 
l1illl a mir-nnran, literally amir-i mn'iriin, commander of commanders, 
.t rank conferring two /ughs upon him, and by acquiescing in his nomina
l ion of the qacj,i, it gained his allegiance against the Kurds and Turko-
111ans and thus kept the pass open for caravans.12· 'Abd-al-Ral.m1an Pasha 
,oon became a dereh bey himself, however, and the Porte did not gain 
rnntrol over Bayliin until Chapan Ughlu JaH.il-al-Din Mul.rnmmad 
I 'asha of Aleppo defeated and killed his successor 'Abd-Albh Bey in 
l.'>15.13 Another region that was frequently independent under a minor 
daeh bey was Jisr al-Shughr, while Payas was constantly a troublesome 
-;pot for the regularly constituted representatives of the Porte. That the 
hJJrders of the walayah were in fact so vague was the result of the in
.diility of the wali to assert his authority over the area assigned to him. 

Limiting still further the wtili's area of effective control were the 
1 arious nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes of northern Syria. Because 
of the situation of the waliiyah of Aleppo, its government was faced not 
1111ly with the Bedouins to the south and southeast, but also with Kurds 
i11 the mountains to the north and the Turkomans who wintered in the 
':\mq plain. For each of these peoples Aleppo was a market, either 
directly or through the medium of the villages in the surrounding areas. 

The Turkomans provided the city with sheep, wool, firewood, but
ter, cheese and carpets, in addition to which they were the principal 
suppliers of camels and cameleers for caravans between Aleppo and 
Iskandarii.n. In return they bought such necessities as cloth, dyes, guns 
and all metal objects which their scale of living required. They were 
also limited consumers of such luxury items as coffee, sweets and 
Jewelry .14 Kurdish trade was not much different from that of the 
Turkomans. From their location and the imports to Aleppo therefrom, 

10 John Barker, "Bulletin," I September 1804, SP 105/129, f. 362v. On l:lamid 
MuJ:iammad Pasha, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmlini, II ,  256-257. 

11 Kadri, K ilis Tarihi, 63-85. 
12 De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1777]." AE BL94. 
13 "Expose" addressed by the consuls of Aleppo to their respective ambassadors 

;1t Istanbul, 15 September 1815, SI' 105/135, ff. 75r.-76r. On Chaplin Ughlu Jalal
:d-Din Mul:tammad Pasha, cf. Thurayya, Si.iil-i 'Uthmlini, II, 80. 

" John Lewis Burckhardt, Travels in Syria and the Holy Land ( London: 
\forray, 1822), Appendix I, 637-638. This is a detailed account of Turkoman life. 
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they must have been the main suppliers of  gallnuts , used in tanning, and 
beeswax, and it was they perhaps who were the cultivators of tobacco 
in the region around Killis. 15  Lacking camels, they did not take part in 
the caravan trade. The Bedouin, on the other hand, were the cameleers 
par excellence, which made them as indispensable to Aleppo's heavily 
mercantile economy as was that occupation , and the goods purchased 

with its proceeds, to them. 
Yet to these same peoples the commercial activi ty of the city was 

a source of income in another way : the rich caravans were a constant 
temptation for pillage to those for whom a successful looting operation 
was not only a monetary concern but a matter of prestige in their 
own community and a testimony of opposition to control from without. 
Raiding and warring with the government that sought to impose its 
authority on them was a custom of ancient standing, and ruthless sup
pression had at best only a temporary dissuasive effect. Aleppo was 
never free from the danger of Tttrkoman, Kurdish or Be<louin raiders ; 
rather, a strong government was essential to keep them from the very 
walls of the city. 

The Turkomans were the least troublesome to the Aleppines of the 
three peoples. They are not mentioned nearly as frequently as are the 
Kurds and the Bedouin, and it is  probable that they were the least 
numerous. Those in the region of Aleppo were d iv ided into two main 
tribes, the Rishwan and the RIJ:ianlu. Both were predominantly sheep 
nomads, wintering near Aleppo and summering on the Anatolian plateau 
east of Ankara . The Ril_lanlu pastured their flocks in the 'Amq plain 
and a few, in 18 1 1 ,  engaged in agriculture on the fertile plain during 

the months that they remained there.16 The Rishwim had made the 
plains around the salt lake of JabbUl their winter pastures until some
time between 1 798 and 181 1  when they had shifted to the 'Amq plain, 
for in 1 8 1 1 John Lewis Burckhardt found them at the latter place,17 and 
they are mentioned as having raided the Jab bu I area when the Janis
saries and ashrlif were fighting for control of Aleppo in 1798.18 Burck
hardt implies that the reason for the change of pasturage was the result 
of a change in tributary relationship . While in the J abbUI they paid 
tribute to Rishwan (Jghlu , "the governor of Besna I ? ] which lies at one 
day's journey from Aintab."19 In 1 8 1 1 ,  however, they like the Ril;anlu, 

'" De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1777 ] ," AE BI -94 ; Jean Sauvaget, A lep ; essa-i 
sur le developpement d'une grande ville syrienne, des origincs au milieu du X!Xe 
siccle ( Paris : Geuthner, 1941 ) ,  1 6. 

18 B urckhardt, Travels in Syria, 634. Cf. Robert Mantran and Jean Sauvaget, 
Rcglements fiscaux ottomans: les provinces syriennes ( B eirut : Institut franc;ais 
de Damas, 195 1 ), 102, and 102, n. l .  11  Ibid., 643. 

1• Robert Abbott to Samuel Manesty, 22 April 1 798, SP 1 10/53, f. 125r. 
1• Travels in Syria, 643. 
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paid tribute to Chapan lJghlu Sulayman Bey, "the powerful governor 
[dereh bey]  of the eastern part of Anatolia, who resides at Yuzgat."20 

Although they paid tribute in their summer quarters and evidently 
paid none to the wali of Aleppo, yet while in the walayah of Aleppo 
they were under the authority of its governor. In 1 777 Al).mad 'Izzat 
Pasha sent a punitive expedition against them for their depredations 
against the Aleppo-Iskandarun caravans and the success of this expedi
tion made possible the renewal of trade.21 

The tribute relationship of the Kurds, however, is not so clear. The 
indication is that they paid it to the wali of Aleppo, for the consuls twice 
refer to payments to him. Both of these instances, however, are toward 
the end of the period under study. In 1 823, the mutasallim of Daranda
hli al-Sayyid J:Iasan Ri<;la' Pasha, AIJmad Bey, was sent against the 
Kurds near Killis to compel them to pay more than the usual tribute. 
He was defeated and retired to Killis.22 In 1825 the Kurds demanded 
a reduction in the usual tribute from W al_1id M ul;ammad Pasha, who 
was forced to give in to their demand when the Janissaries of Aleppo 
refused to march against them.23 These two events are rather con
clusive evidence that the Kurds were paying tribute to the wali of 
Aleppo, at least after 1820, but it is curious that this is not mentioned 
in earlier sources nor included in the revenue accounts as such. 

There appear to have been no large Kurdish tribes west of the 
Euphrates. The center of their influence having been considerably 
farther east, those living near Aleppo can be considered on the fringe. 
Joseph Louis Rousseau lists and locates six tribes living in the walayah 
of Aleppo and the sanjak of Aintab : the Bakli, the Musa Bakli , the 
Baraq, the Dqjah Uzunli ,  the Qarah Blzlkli, and the Qiziq.24 Of these 
the consuls mention only one by name : the Baraq tribe, termed nomadic, 
aided the inhabitants of Aintab in a revolt against Jalal-al-Din Pash

.
a 

in 1 821 .25 If the Baraq were a nomadic tribe, they were the exception, 
for Burckhardt says that 

the Kurds have spread themselves over some parts of the plain [the 'Amq] 
which the Afrin [Nahr al- 'Afrin] waters, as well as some of the neigh
bouring mountains. They live in  tents and in villages, are stationary, and 
are all occupied in agriculture and the rearing of cattle.26 

•• Ibid., 635 and 643. Cf l;Iaydar AJ:imad al-Shihabi, Lubniin fi 'Ahd al- Umara' 
al-Shihabiyin, ed. Asad Rustum and Fouad E. Boustany ( Beirut : Catholic Press, 
1933 ) , 594. 21 De Perdriau, "Nouvelles d'Alep," 25 January 1777, AE Bt-94. On AJ:imad 
'Izzat Pasha, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i 'U thnziini, I, 268. 

•• Barker to Levant Company, 9 May 1 823, SP 105/ 141 .  On Darandahli al
Sayyid l;Iasan Ric;la' Pasha, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmiini, II, 167. 

23 Matthieu Lesseps to Ministry of Exterior Relations, 30 July 1825, CCAlep, 
XXVIII, f. 1 17r. 

•• Barbie du Bocage, "Notice sur la carte general," Recueil de Voyages et 
memoires, II, 207-217 and map. 

•• Charles Guys to the Baron de Pasquier, 4 May 1821, CCAlep, XXVI, f. 65r. 
•• Travels in S:JJria. 646. 
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However sedentary they might have been, these Kurds were con
stantly raiding the caravans and the villages around Aleppo and the 
walis sent many punitive expeditions into the mountains to repress 
them. Although victory was often claimed, and duly reported by the 
consuls, 27 the very fact that another expedition had soon to be staged 
indicates that these reprisals did little to daunt the Kurds. The most 
fearsome aspect of the problem for the walis must have been the tend
ency of the Kurds to become allied with the Janissaries, which gave 
the latter a refuge and the former an assurance that the Janissaries 
would not attack them. Such an alliance occurred in 1807 and con
tinued until 18 1 1 . 2-s While this alliance might have had at least a tem
porary dissuasive effect on Kurdish depredation, it gave the Janissaries 
the upper hand in Aleppo and made the walis sent hy the Porte mere 
ciphers in their hands. 

In the eighteenth century the limit of other than sporadic agriculture 
was approximately thirty miles southeast of Alepvu.  Beyond this limit 
extended the domain of the Bedouin. Of these there were two principal 
tribes, the Mawali and the I:Iadi:di, while beyond them was the great 
federation of the 'Anazah.:..�i Direct control of the llcdouin was virtually 
impossible : when under pressure they could always retire to the desert 
where the wali's military forces were at their mercy . Khurshi:d Alpnad 
Pasha declared war on them in 1818  at a time when the French consul, 
Charles Guys, was engaged in negotiations with the Bedouin for the 
purchase of Arab stallions for France. His comment testifies to the 
efficacy of such measures : 

07 The capture and strangling of two Kurdish chiefs in the Payas area : Thomas 
to Ministry of the Marine, 17 August and 23 October 1 770, AE BL90 ; the im
paling of more than 60 Kurds captured in battle : Louis Alexandre Corancez to 
Citizen Minister of Exterior Relations, 3 Fructidor Yr. 12/21 August 1804, 
CCAlep, XXIII, f. 213v. ; impaling of the principal Kurds of two pillaging bands : 
Corancez, "Bulletin," April 1808, CCAlep, XXIV, f. 35v. 

•• Corancez, "Bulletin," 30 August 1807, CCAlep, XXI II, £. 41 7r. ; Rousseau, 
"Neuvieme bulletin," entry of 23 October 181 1 ,  CCAlep, XXl V, f. 41 7r. 

•• There is considerable confusion in the sources as to the number of tribes 
affecting the waliiyah of Aleppo. Barbie du Bocage, based on Rousseau's map 
and notes, lists the following : the Banu Ghurayr, the Fal,il, the I;Iadidi, the Mawali, 
the 'Ukaydat, and the Sachan, with the 'Anazah confederation beyond the confines 
of the waliiyah : "Notice sur la carte generale," R.ecueil de voyage et de memoires, 
I I, 207-217 and map. ( The names are transliterated from the Arabic of Rousseau.) 
G. A. Olivier speaks of "deux hordes nombreuses d' Arabes bedouins" : Voyage dans 
I' empire othoman, l'Egyp te et la Perse ( Paris : Agasse, Yr. 9/1 800- 1801 ) ,  IV, 169. 
Robert Abbott, the British agent for the East India Company in Aleppo from 
1791 to 1799, in a letter dated 15 August 1796 to his counterpart at Basra, Nathan 
Crow, mentions three tribes, the 'Anazah, the Mawali, and the I;Iadidi : SP 110/53. 
Finally Vital Cuinet lists the 'Anazah, the Mawali and the I;Iadidi as occupying the 
territory of Aleppo in 1 891 : La Turquie d' Asie ; geographic administrative, statis
tique, descriptive et raisonee de chaque province de l'Asie-mineure ( Paris : Leroux, 
1891 ) ,  II ,  12 1 .  Whatever may have been the exact tribal situation in the walayah 
of Aleppo, the Bedouin with which the wali had to contend were those mentioned 
in the text. 
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La Guerre que notre Pacha V ient de declarer aux Arabes va les eloigner de 
notre Ville ou rendre du moins nos relations avec eux plus clifficiles, mais 
comme cet etat de choses peut changer d'un moment a l 'autre ii ne convient 
pas moins de se mettre en Mcsure des bonnes occasions d'acheter qui pour
roient se montrer.30 

For the same reason it was impossible to levy any tribute from the 
Bedouin. On the contrary, it was found that the most feasible means to 
protect the caravan lifeline and the villages was to pay one of the 
shaykhs, or chiefs, to restrain the others. Although the following state
ment of G. A. Olivier presupposes but two tribes involved, probably 
the Mawali and the J:Iadldi, :n it is nevertheless informative on the 
system employed : 

Les Terres incultes, desertes, qui s'etendent a !'orient et au midi d 'Alep, 
sont frequentees par deux hordes nombreuses d' Ara bes bedouins qui se dis
putent le titre d'Emir, que cette ville est clans l 'usage d'accorder a l 'un des 
deux chefs . Ce titre est accompagne d 'un present annuel assez considerable, 
et de la concession de quelques privileges pour la vente des denrees que ces 
Arabes envoient au marche.32 

No more information is given regarding these marketing privileges, 
but concerning the payments there is considerable additional material, 
which, although conflicting on some points, clarifies the position of the 
Bedouin vis-a-vis the government . In a memoir to the Ministere de la 
Marine on the general situation in Aleppo Pierre Petro de Perdriau, 
the French consul, outlines the customary arrangement : 

II existe dans le Territoire d' Alep plus ieurs Tri bus d' Ara bes Vagabonds . 
Le Pacha choisi parmi Eux un Chef qui porte le nom de Meraly Bey ; Et 
auquel les Europeens donnent communement celuy de Prince des Arabes. A 
Sa nomination ou Confirmation Ce Vizir le fait revetir d'une Pelisse de 
Martre ; et la ville luy paye une pension de 10.000 piastres. Ce Prince des 
Arabes est Charge de defendre Jes environs d'Alep contre les Incurssions des 
Arabes du clesert.33 

Robert Abbott, in a letter in 1 796 to Nathan Crow about the diffi
culties of maintaining the East India Company's postal route across the 
desert, gives a slightly different version of the custom of some years 
prior to that date : 

. . . formerly the Pashaw or mutsel i m at this place, on his entering in to 
his  of1lce, used immediately to take in to his consideration the protection of 

•• Guys to the Due de Richelieu, 30 March 1818, CCAlep, XXV, £. 312v. On 
Khiirshid AQ.mad Pasha, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmani, II, 3 1 1 .  The quotations 
from French manuscripts are reproduced as written, without editing to correct 
the numerous errors in orthography. 

31 At the time of his visit to Aleppo, they were plundering the caravans : Abbott 
to Nathan Crow, 1 5  August 1796, SP 1 10/53, f. 93v. 

•• Olivier, Voyage, IV, 169. 
•• De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1 777]," AE B 1 -94. 
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the environs o f  Aleppo, that the Commerce and Passingers may b e  secured 
from the depredations of the different Tribes of Arabs, . . . and for which 
purpose he used to appoint one of the more Capable of the muwally arabs, a 
Prince over them, with an appointment of about Twenty thousand piastres, 
which was annually paid to him by the Town, and whose bus iness was to 
Oear the Sourts of Aleppo from all Robbers . . . .  a4 

Our earliest informant reveals that it was the Sublime Porte which 
made the payment to the 'Prince of the Arabs' and that for the main
tenance of his forces he was given the sum of 28 purses, equivalent to 
14,000 piasters per annum.35 

The title given to the shaykh chosen as the protector of the city and 
its commerce was probably al-amir al-'iili, or supreme chief, for De 
Perdriau calls him the Meraly Bey. The same consul intimates that the 
office was auctioned,36 but Abbott indicates that he was selected only 
from among the Mawali. It is notable that the latter writer, in listing 
the chieftains in the same letter, while calling the leader of the 'Anazah, 
al-Shaykh Fa<;lil and that of the I:Jadidi, al-Shaykh R�tj ib, designated the 
chief of the Mawali ,  I:Jasan Pasha.37 The use of the title 'pasha' may 
be evidence that the title al-amir al-'ali also carried the rank of pasha. 

If the statement of Pierre Thomas is to be given credence, it was the 
practice of the Ottoman government to pay for the protection of the 
waliiyah from the Bedouin.  The quotations from de Perdriau, Olivier, 
and Abbott, however, attribute the cost to the city . This may be one 
of many indications of the decline of the central government, for we find 
that in the year 1757 the wali of Aleppo became the recipient of the 
money.38 The responsibility for caravan and vil lag-e security thus de
volved solely upon him. To have continued the payments might have 
avoided trouble with the Bedouin. To stop them was to invite it. In 
1 765 the aniir of the Mawali seized a caravan coming to Aleppo from 
Diyar Bakr with 30,000 sheep. 

Les Choses en cet Etat le Pacha, le Molha, Chelehy Effendi,  et Jes autres 
grands d'Alep Jui ont expedie dernierement des Jettres par lesquelles ils 
l'exhortoient a rentrer clans son devoir, on clit que le Prince des Arabes 
\eur a reponclu qu'il etoit prct a restituer Jes 30 mille Moutons et le Pillage 
de la Caravanne de D iarbek i r , a condition qu'on luy paycroit annuellement 
!es 28. Bourses que la Porte luy donnoit a commencer de cette annee et qu'il 
demandero it rien des 7. a 8. annees qu'il avoit ete prive de ces 28. Bourses, 

34 Abbott to Crow, 15 August 1796, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 93v. 
•• Thomas to Ministry, 1 9  February 1 765, A E B1-89. 
•• De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1 777] ," AE BI-94. 
•• Abbott to Crow, 15 August 1796, SP 1 10/53, f. 95r . Prior to the mid-eight

eenth century the Mawiili had been the strongest tribe of the Syrian desert and 
had lived in relative harmony with the Ottoman government : Hourani, "Fertile 
Crescent," SI, VIII ( 1957 ) ,  94. 

•• " . . .  Jes Pachas d' Alep avoient trouve depuis 7. a 8. ans le moyen de Se 
faire accorder par la porte ces 28. Bourses :" Thomas to Ministry, 19 February 
1 765, AE BI-89. 
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on ne Sa it point encore S i  le Pacha et !es autres grands adhereront a Sa 
deman<le.39 

What finally occurred in this case is not revealed in later letters. 
Perhaps the Porte in following years ceased the payment to the wiili, 
expecting him to collect it from the city . Certainly that officer would 
avoid payment whenever he could sufficiently intimidate the Bedouin, 
but one must assume that this was not frequently the case. Al-l:Iajj  
Ibrahim Agha Qattar Aghasi ( later a pasha ) was in  1 796 both mutasal
lim and muf:iaHil, or collector of taxes, and one of the wealthiest per
sonalities in the city 

. . .  but as he is so Excess ive  foncl of money, that he neglicts ever object 
of Security of the Town , that he may advance his own Interest, by puting 
all in to his own treasury and Consequently the Twenty thousand Piasters 
which ought to have been paid to the Prince of the Arabs has not been 
paid him for these [three] or four years past, which has made that Prince 
regardless of his office and by that means, the muwal ly A rahs [who] inhabit 
Zor . . .  , and the Hadidine A rabs finding no opposit ion from the part of 
the Government, have begun to plunder the Caravan passengers, etc. wher
ever they run meet with them, and lately they Carrier! of E ighteen Camels 
belonging to the muhasil [ l lm-thim Agha h imself] with some others belong
ing to the Jan issar ies of Aleppo, which were graz ing about four hours di stant 
from this place , this obl iged the muhasil to go after them with four or five 
hundred men, but without the least Effect, the Camels are forever lost.4° 

Ibrahim Agha evidently mastered the Bedouin by some means, how
ever, for Burckhardt relates that "in the time of Ibrahim Pasha, the 
neighbourhood of Aleppo to the distance of four or five hours was kept 
in perfect security from all hostile inroads of the Arabs, by the Pasha's 
cavalry guard . . . .  "41 

The most elusive but attractive method employed by walis against 
the Bedouin or, for that matter, against any refractory group, was to 
capitalize on either personal or group rivalries . It was attractive in that 
it was inexpensive, but it was difficult to achieve because at least in 
principle all groups were against the wali as the symbol of established 
authority.42 The delicate artifice of playing upon rivalries was ap
parently doubly employed by Raghib MuJ:iammad Pasha in 1811 as he 
sought to re-establish the Porte's authority in the walayah of Aleppo. 

A few months before his arrival peace had been made between the 
Aleppines and the Mawali,43 by an alliance between the Janissaries and 
the tribe, for the Janissaries were in complete control of the city. It 

•• Ibid. 
•• Abbott to Crow, 15 August 1 796, SP 1 10/53, f. 93v. On al-l;laj j Ibrahim 

Pasha Qattar Aghasi, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmani, I, 149. 
n Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 655. 
•• A possible exception were the a'yan. See infra, 34-36. 
" Rousseau, "Bulletin," 12 July 1 8 1 1 ,  CCA lep , XXIV, f. 368v. 
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was this combination of the Janissaries, the Mawali, and the Kurds44 
that Raghib Pasha sought to split by inviting the amir of the Mawali 
to Aleppo and loading him with honors. This amir, by the name of 
Genj , was the son of the powerful Amir M ul:,iammad al-Khurfan who is 
reputed to have had 30,()(X) cavalry at his disposal and to have ravaged 
the environs of Hama some thirty years previously.4" Genj , famous for 
his strength, courage and raiding ability,46 was a worthy successor of 
his father. But his son, Mul.iammad, lacking this character, appeared 
more tractable,47 so Raghib Pasha ordered Genj executed and appointed 
Mu!)ammad in his place.48 The immediate effect was as desired : two 
shaykhs of the 'Anazah confederation came to pay their respects and to 
offer Raghib Pasha 18,()(X) horsemen ready to march on order ; the 
Janissaries, seeing their ally struck down, were intimidated.49 But 
Raghib Pasha was ultimately deluded. When he provoked a battle with 
the Janissaries, the promised 'Anazah support failed to materialize and 
he was defeated. It is surprising that under the circumstances Raghib 
Pasha should have mounted an expedition against the rebels Tupal 
'Ali and Mu!)ammad Sa'id Agha of Jisr al-Shughr and Aril:,ia respec
tively, expecting the 'Anazah cavalry to join him. When they did not 
appear, he nevertheless forced the issue and was defeated once again.60 
It is not too much to assume that given the general tenor of relations 
between the walis of Aleppo and the Bedouin and given the assassination 
of Genj ,51 the 'Anazah shaykhs in their abandonment of Raghib Pasha 
were merely revenging the death of one who in relation to the wali was 
their ally, although they were otherwise opponents. 

Events in the second and third decades of the nineteenth century 
indicate a progressive deterioration of effective control over the Bedouin. 
Payment for protection, it is likely, became sporadic, for Charles Guys 
stresses the fact that in 1 8 1 6  the 'Anazah had to be bought off by Jalal
al-Din Pasha.52 This letter from Guys contains another significant state
ment : the 'Anazah had seized the Antioch caravan.53 Their raiding 
therefore was no longer confined to the southeastern approaches of the 

< • Supra, 8. 
•• Shihabi, Lubnan, 584 ; Volney, Voyage, II, 161 ; Gibb and Bowen, Islamic So

ciety, I, pt. 1, 234. 
•• Rousseau, "Douzieme bulletin,' ' entry of 16 April 18 12, CCAlep, XXV, £. 

59r. 
'" Shihabi, Lubnlin, 584, where it is also stated that an affair of honor was the 

cause of a feud between the 'Anazah and the Mawali. 
•• Rousseau, "Douzieme bulletin,'' entries of 16 April and 20 April 1812, 

CCAtep, XXV, f. 59v. 
•• Ibid., ff. 59v. and 60r. 
•• Shihii:bi, Lubnlin, 581 ;  Rousseau, "Quinzieme bulletin," entries of 18 July 

and 21 July 1812, CCA!ep, XXV, ff. 64v-65r. 
•1 The receipt of the head of the Amir Genj at the Porte is mentioned in a 

khatt-i lmmliyiin, or imperial rescript, published in : Cemal Tukin, "Mahmud II. 
Devrinde Halep isyam," Tarih V esikalari, I, ( 1 941 ) ,  257. 

•• Guys to the Due de Richelieu, 10 July 1 816, CCA!ep, XXV, f. 187r. 
"' Ibid. • 
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city, but this activity could be extended to its western dependencies as 
well. 

The relationship of the wtili of Aleppo to the Bedouin in the period 
as a whole can be summarized by pointing out a very definite trend : 
whereas there was initially an arrangement by which a degree of con
trol was normally exercised over the Bedouin, by the end of the period 
this had vanished and the wali attempted either repression or only 
temporarily effective bribery . One of the reasons for this trend and 
its acceleration in the latter part of the period can be fonnd in the 
growing power of the W ahhiibi movement in Arabia which forced the 
'Anazah northward.54 They in turn pressed upon the Mawflli and the 
l;Iadidi. While in the last decade of the eighteenth century and the 
first of the nineteenth most references in the sources are to the Mawali , 
in the second and third decades of the nineteenth one finds the 'Anazah 
increasingly mentioned. Before discussing a second basic reason the 
full picture of the disrupt ive elements in the walayah of Aleppo must 
be given. A further group existed, different in quality from the Turko
mans, the Kurds and the Bedouin, but no less destructive of security : 
the discharged troops of the wtili. 

Every wali had at his d isposal a force of cavalry to keep order in the 
province and of infantry to police the city. These troops, called dalis and 
tufinkjis respectively,55 were in the pay of the wali himself and their 
number varied according to his  means and needs. In referring to these 
brigands, the consuls called them "Capsis" or "Kabsisis," which Jean 
Sauvaget interpreted as a corruption of the Turkish word chiipqi mean
ing a marauding raid or 'razzia.'56 This seems to be a forced and 
tenuous interpretation in view of the fact that the consuls gave an 
indication of what they meant by calling them "disbanded soldiers 
called Kabsisis."57 There can be little doubt that " Capsis" and "Kab
sisis" are phonetic transliterations of the Turkish word qapusuz in a col
loquial form, which by its meaning of "unemployed" fits much more 
closely the translation "disbanded soldiers." 

Not infrequently the remaining active dalis had little success in de
feating or driving off these qapiisuz. In 1760 the wali lost about 100 
men killed and several captured but later released. The brigands then 
combined with the Bedouin to raid the neighbourhood of Hama, driving 

.. In 1807 Su'fid ibn-'Abd-al-'Azlz and his Wahhabis plundered 'Ana and Dayr 
al-Zur : Alois Musil, The Middle Euphrates; a Topographical Itinerary (New 
York : American Geographical Society, 1927) , 3, n.3. It was the advance of the 
'Anazah which led to the decline of the Mawiili : Hourani, "Fertile Crescent," 
SI, VIII ( 1957 ) ,  94-95. 

•• See infra, 22-24, for the definitions of these terms. The concern here is only 
with those who were discharged. 

"" Sauvaget, A lep, 194, n. 71 1 .  
_. Abbott t o  Crow, 1 5  August 1 796, SP 1 10/53. "Capsis" are referred to in : 

Thomas to Ministry, 1 May 1760
!..

1 3  March 1 761,  AE BL88 ; De Perdriau "Nou-
veltes," 10 April 1776, 17 May 1176. AE BI -93. 

' 
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off the sheep and cattle in pasture.58 In the following year the wali of 
Aleppo died and all his troops were therefore automatically discharged. 
In the interregnum qapusuz and Arabs plundered the environs of the 
city.59 After the Russo-Turkish war of 1 768- 1 774 the returning wiilis 
discharged many of their personal troops but then had to turn and fight 
them when they massed together and ravaged southern Turkey. The 
remainder of this force, numbering some 800 to 1000 men, entered the 
walayah of Aleppo and caused consternation among the a'yiin. The 
mutasallim engaged them but lost 1 50 men and was himself captured.80 

A month later the new wiili went out against them with five thousand 
men and three cannon, but the qapusuz retired without giving battle.81 

A graphic description of the ruin that these former troops created 
is given by Thomas : 

Le Pacha . . .  ayant l icencie environ quatre cents hommes a Cheval de Ses 
Troupes ces Gens-Ia commenccrent a courir le Pais et commettre une infinite 
de desordres dans les environs et meme Jusques aux Portes d'Alep . . .  
personne n'osoit Sortir, Ils allerent clans un village appelle Sphire [ Safirah] 
qui est a 6. l ieues d'icy a l 'Entree du desert OU ils tuerent tous les hommes 
et violerent beaucoup de femmes [et] filles et brulerent ensuite ce village, et 
un [autre] a quelque distance de la, le Pacha tint [plusieurs] Conseils pour 
aviser aux moyens de repr . . .  [reprimer] l'audace et Jes exces de cette 
Canaille, a [laquelle] s'etoient Joints encore trois a quatre cents hommes, et 
on ne trouva pas de meilleur expedient que d'envoyer des Troupes [con
tr'eux] a la Tete desquelles le Kiaya et plusieurs Agas se mirent, ils Joigni
rent a environ huits [ l icues] cl ' icy Jes Rebelles clans un village OU ils 
[s'etoient] renfermes, le Kiaya fit entourer ce village par ses Troupes, les 
rebelles firent une Sortie ou clles furent fort malmennccs et ou elles auroient 
ete infaill iblement defaites Si clans le moment 11 ne !cur etoit arrive un 
Secours de cent cinquante hommes qui prirent les rebelles en flanc et les 
obl igerent de rentrer clans le vi l lage, et ne leur restant plus ni poudre 
ni Plomb, Ils furent forces de l 'abandonner et de Se Sauver comm'ils 
purent, on n'en put prendre que Seize auxquels le Kiaya fit Sur le Champ 
couper la Tete qui furent apportces le 25 du mois passe Sur des piques et 
exposes dans la Cour du Serall du Pacha, on tira a cctte occasion quelques 
Coups de Canon qui sont <!ans cette mcme Cour et le Pacha fit de grands 
Largesses au Kiaya, aux Agas, et aux Troupes qui avoient etc employees 
dans cette expedition, on <lit que Jes Rebelles Se Sont en fu i s  clans !es Mon
tagnes des Kurdes, D ieu veuille qu' i ls  ne fassent pas quelque nouvelle ex
curtion.62 

The magnitude of the celebration and the long discussions on the meas
ures to be taken against these qapasuz well indicate the gravity of the 
situation, and the fact that the rebels fled to the Kurdish mountains 

•• Thomas to Ministry, 1 May 1 760, AE BI-88. 
•• Thomas to Ministry, 13 March 1 761 ,  AE BL88. 
•• De Perdriau, "Nouvelles," 10 April and 19 April 1 776, AE BI-93. 
•1 De Perdriau, "Nouvelles," 17 May 1776, AE BL93. 
•• Thomas to Ministry, 1 March 1763, AE BI-89. 
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may b e  substantiation fo r  Constantine F .  C .  Volney's assertion that 
the dalis were composed of Turkomans, Kurds and Qarahmanlis.63 

It is curious that after the eighteenth century one finds no reference 
to qapusu::: under that name. Thereafter all references are to "Arnaouts" 
or Albanians.64 It is apparent from the references to these Arnawf1d in 
the sources65 that they were not quite the same as dalis, but might 
have been tufinkjis, their infantry counterpart. It may be that as the 
Albanians displaced the Kurds and Turkomans in the composition of 
the personnel of these troops so arniiwild replaced qapusuz as the 
term denoting those discharged from the wali's service. 

Against the spoliation of marauding Bedouin, Turkomans, Kurds 
and qapusuz the villagers had no defense. Their communities being 
too dispersed and too small for self-preservation, the responsibility for 
protection was imposed on the city whose prosperity they supported. 
That in former times the marketing center could acquit this responsi
bility to mutual benefit is obvious from the numerous archaeological 
remains of the Byzantine period located between Aleppo and Antioch : 
they attest to a prosperous cereal and viniculturist economy. In the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, however, the necessary strong 
government was lacking, the plunderers were only momentarily checked 
by armed reprisals or monetary reprieves, and the villages suffered ac
cordingly. The rapid decline of the Aleppo marketing area is frequently 
remarked upon by contemporary travellers : William Eton, writing 
about 1 797 says that "fifty or sixty years ago were counted forty large 
villages in the neighbourhood [ of Aleppo J ,  all built of stone ; their ruins 
remain, but not a single peasant dwells in them."66 William G. Browne, 
who visited Aleppo in the same year, makes the contrast somewhat 
more striking by broadening the period : 

The villages are so much deserteLl , that, in the neighbourhood of Aleppo, 
for instance, where within the present century stood three hundred villages, 
there now remain no more than ten or twelve.67 

Other quotations in the same sense, but equally vague as to either pe
riod or scope, can be found among the voyagers and the consuls,68 but 
perhaps the most impressive of all are the figures given by Volney : 

•• Constantine F. C. Volney, Voyage en Egypte et en Syrie ( Paris : Parmantier 
et Froment, 1825 ) ,  II, 42. 

•• Corancez to M. Parandier, charge d'affaires at Istanbul, 10 Brumaire Yr. 
14/ 1 November 1805, CCA lep, XXl II, f. 290v. 

•• Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvelles," 24 Vendemiaire Yr. 13/ 1 6  October 1804 ; 
"Bulletin," 1 1  October 1807, CCA lep, XXIII, ff. 224r. and 436 v. ; Barker to 
Captain Edward Stephenson, 10 July 1804, SP 105/ 129, f. 354r. 

•• A Survey of the Turkish Empire, 2nd edition ( London :  Cadell and Davies, 
1799 ) ,  276. 

•• Travels in Africa, Egypt, and Syria, from the Year 1792-1798 ( London : 
Cadell and Davies, 1 799) , 399. 

•• Russell, Natural History of A leppo, 11, 338-339 ; Olivier, Voyage, IV, 190 ; 
the Deputies and Merchants composing the French 'nation' at Aleppo to De 
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. . .  sur !es anciens deftar ou regi stres d'impots on Jui comptait plus de trois 
mille deux cents villages ; auj ounl'hu i  le  collecteur en realise a peine quatre 
cents.69 

This daftar, based on a cadastral survey, undoubtedly included villages 
no longer belonging to the wal!iyah of Aleppo, but this does not detract 
from the point contained in these statistics : there was a marked decline 
in the number of villages in the market area of Aleppo and a consequent 
decl ine in the prosperity of the region, for these villages provided Aleppo 
with such basic items of consumption or trade as grain, vegetables, 
cotton, olives and pistachios, j u st as the peasants were, in turn, the 
consumers of the products of the urban artisans. 

A number of the authors cited above speculated on the reasons for 
this abandonment of villages . Eton stressed the plague as the funda
mental cause,70 and the frequent incidence of this disease, as recorded 
in Russell71 and Kamil ibn-J:Iusayn ibn-MuJ:iammad al-Pali al-Ghazzi72 
in no way discount this factor, but it is more appl icable to the depopula
tion of the congested city. Browne more nearly approaches the true 
causes : 

. . .  this depopulation of the villages swells the cities and towns, not indeed 
in the same proportion, but still with a ris ing tide. The causes seem to be, 
1. In the cities the modes of gaining a l ivel ihood are more mult i farious, and 
small or no capital is required, whereas in agriculture it is ind ispensable. 
2. In the cities the property is not tangible, so to speak ; it is veiled from the 
eye of the government, so as to be safe from the exces,:ive exactions imposed 
on the peasants, whose property is of the most unw ieldy and self-apparent 
description. The peasantry, both in Syria and in Egypt, are not Villani, but 
as free as any class of men ; and it happens unfortunately, that even a good 
governor cannot sufficiently protect them, for he must either resign, or 
pay the usual tributes at the Porte. Money he must have, and the modern 
ministerial arts, of diving into the most secret recesses o f  property, being 
there unknown, he of course taxes that which is most apparent, and the 
most difficult to remove.78 

The necessary, and often unnecessary, avidity of the wali was with
out doubt one of the most pressing reasons for the in-migration of the 
peasants, and the more that did so, the more difficult it became for 
those remaining behind, for, as Olivier says, 

Perdriau, 6 September 1 775, AE BL93 ; De Perdriau, "Memoire" [of 1777 ) ," AE 
BL94 ; Antoine de Jucherau de Saint-Denys, Revolutions de Constantinople en 
1807 et 1808 ( Paris : Brissot-Thivars, 1819) , I, 1 34, n. I .  

• •  Voyage, II, 44. 
•0 Survey, 276. 
71 1719, 1 729, 1 733, 1 742, 1 743, 1 744, 1760, 1761, 1 762, and 1787 : Natural His

tory of Aleppo, II, 336-338. 
12 1 685, 1 691,  1719, 1 721 ,  1733, 1 760, 1 762, 1 786, and 1814 : Nahr al-Dhahab, III, 

291 , 292, 295, 302, 303, 309, and 320. 
•• Travels, 399. The reasoning apparent in this passage is of a caliber not 

found among other travellers of the period. 
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. . .  le pacha exige les memes retributions, e t  oblige ceux qui restent d e  payer 
pour ceux qui se sont enfuis :  d'oit ii suit que tons les habitants disparaissent 
bientot, et que le village est a j amais abandonne.74 

The wali of Aleppo was not, however, the collector of the taxes 
for the walayah; they were farmed to a mul}a��il, an unusual character
istic of this province.75 The "retributions" mentioned in the above quo
tation were rather in the form of avanias, the result of fabricated in
juries or complaints, which were continually aimed at the weaker ele
ments by the wali or any other official as a means of supplementing his 
revenues. It was natural that the vil lages would suffer frequently from 
such avanias, the burden of which, distributed proportionally among 
the families, gradually brought many to the verge of bankruptcy, forced 
them to leave the land , and to seek refuge in the anonymity of the city 
or among the brigands of the mountains. As this process, repeated over 
and over, destroyed villages , it set in motion an ever-accelerating spiral 
of decline : the wali, unable to exact a sufficient amount to cover the 
cost of the wilayah and his normal and luxurious expenses, would cut 
down the number of dalis , thns  leaving the villages more exposed and 
more of a temptation to plunderers . They, in turn, sapped the economic 
strength of the villages and thus indirectly that of Aleppo. The ac
cumulated impoverishment refl ected once more on the revenue of the 
officials. A strong and beneficial governor might alter this trend for a 
time, but this was all too infrequently the case . 

One might add, therefore , to the reasons given by Eton and Browne 
for the abandonment of the vi l lages the factor of the depredations of 
Kurds, Turkomans, Bedouin and  11af1 17su:::. These, coupled with avanias,  
which were no more than a more acceptable form of plundering, were 
the basic causes for the depopulation of the rural districts . Depopula
tion led directly to a greater restriction of the area of the wlili's effective 
control, for as the land became less inhabited, the brigand bands ex
tended the scope of their search for remunerative targets, often even to 
the very suburbs of Aleppo. 

" Voyage, I, 309. 
•• Volney, Voyage, II, 39. 



CHAPTER II  

OTTOMAN OFFICIALDOM I N  ALEPPO 

In order to administer effectively its far-flung empire, the Ottoman 
government relied on the principle of forming provinces that were fi.,. 
nancially self-supporting with a surplus payable to the central govern
ment, that possessed sufficient troops for internal order and for the needs 
of the campaigns of the empire, and that were largely self-governing 
under a wali. The theme was thus decentralization ; impl icit within this 
decentralization was the danger of the governor transforming autonomy 
into independence. In order to prevent any such occurrence, the Porte 
resorted to frequent transferrals of wlilis and to the appointment of offi
cials independent of the wali in certain areas of provincial administration. 
The role of these officials was to act as a check upon the acquisition by 
the wlili of the bases of personal power. 

In the s ixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the walis, generally called 
beylerbeys, were chosen for the most part from the ranks of the qapu
qulis, the servants of the sultan converted at an early age to Islam and 
indoctrinated with unswerving loyalty to their master. In view of this 
background and the consequent lack of any unity of interest with the 
upper classes of the provincial populace, the walis were effectively 
checked by the independent officials in the administration. In addition, 
there was the body of a'ylin who formed the divan or consultative coun
cil of the wali and represented the interests of the provincial populace.1 
The existence of this council is  perhaps proof of the gulf between the 
governor and the governed. 

But in the eighteenth century, the devshirnieh system having been 
allowed to lapse,2 the wlilis came to be drawn from the upper provincial 
classes. Intransigent loyalty to the sultan was lost through their as
sociation with the interests of the a'ylin and a certain subordination to 
those of the ulema. While the effectiveness of the separation of admin
istrative responsibilities in the province was not entirely annulled, it 
was certainly hampered and was often insufficient to prevent the rise 
of wlilis considerably more independent of the Porte than was desired. 
It was therefore incumbent on the central government to find additional 
means of curbing the walis. It seems indubitable that rivalries between 
provincial officials were, if not encouraged, pem1itted, and it is certain 
that where there were local political factions, such as the Janissaries and 

1 Infra, 34-36. 
9 The devshirmeh was the Ottoman system of the periodic recruitment of un

married male children from the Christian communities for conversio11 to Islam 
and training for state service : cf. V. L. Menage, "Devwirme," EI�. 
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ashraf in Aleppo, their opposition to the wali's rule and attempts to 
arrogate it to themselves were not looked upon with particular disfavor 
so long as the fiction of the Porte's predominance was maintained. In 
general, therefore, one may consider the policy of the Ottoman govern
ment as one of expediency . Preoccupied with wars against Russia, 
Austria and France and with more serious uprising-s in the Balkans, 
Arabia and I stanbul, continually embarrassed by shortage of money, 
and reluctant to advertise its lack of interior cohesion by mounting a 
concerted and powerful attack against recalcitrant subjects, the Porte 
would take advantage of any local dissensions to prevent any one in
dividual from maintaining his authority over a period of time.3 

This chapter will deal with the various governmental officials resident 
in Aleppo whom the harassed Porte balanced against one another in 
the hope of minimizing in so far as possible any wayward tendencies on 
their part. For the sake of clarity these officials may be divided into four 
basic groups : the wali and the officers under him who dealt with mat
ters of provincial administration in general and those of criminal justice ; 
the mu�iaHil, responsible for the collection of taxes ; the qa¢i, together 
with the mufti, who were primarily concerned with matters of civil jus
tice and offenses against the Sharl'ah ; and the sirdar and di:::diir, mili
tary commanders responsible for the troops of the Porte not directly 
under the command of the wali. The officials of the first three groups 
will be discussed in this chapter. The sirdar and dizdar, having been a 
part of the Janissary organizat ion , will be treated in chapter III . 

The wilayah of Aleppo was a post of great prestige in the Ottoman 
empire, for among its walis were at least four that had been grand vizirs 
and fou r that were raised to the grand vizirate from the wilayah of 
Aleppo or very shortly thereafter.4 Therefore , the wilayah carried 
with it the rank of viz ir, pasha of three !ughs, or horsetails.  Those 
who were appointed to the wiliiyah of Aleppo having only two !ughs, 
or the rank of beylerbey or m'ir-m'iran of Rumelia, were raised to the 
rank of three tughs.G One except ion to this exists : when in 1 770 the 

" Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I ,  pt. 1 ,  200-201 ,  217. 
• The wiilis of Aleppo who had hecn grand vizirs were : 'Abd-AW-ih Pasha al

Farari, wali in 1760 : Al).mad Wa�if Effendi, Ma(1iisin al-Athar wa-ffaqciyiq al
Akhbiir ( Cairo : Biilaq, 1 246/ 1 830-1831 ) ,  I ,  125. ( Hereinafter cited acconling to 
its more usual designation as Wa�if, Ta'rikh. ) Mu�tafa Pasha, wa/i in 1 76 1 - 1 763 : 
ibid., 147 ; Yusuf l)lya' -al- Din Pasha, wtrli in 1 808-1 809 : AJ:ima<I J awdat Pasha, 
Ta'rikh-i lawdat, 2nd edition ( Istanbul : Ottoman Press, 1 309/ 1 89 1 - 1 892 ) ,  IX, 
1 14 ;  and Khiirshid Pasha, wllli from 1 8 1 7- 1 820 : ibid., XI, 47. Those raised to 
the grand vizirate were : Mu$tafa Pasha in 1 763 : Wasif, Ta'rikh, I, 147- 1 48 ; 
Yaghliqj i Zadah MuJ:iammad Amin Pasha in 1768 : ibid., II ,  27 ; Silal).dar l;Iamzah 
Pasha in 1 768, a year after he had left A leppo : Thomas to Ministry, 24 September 
1 768, AE BL90 ; and Yusuf l)lya'-al-Din Pasha in 1 809 : Jawdat, Ta'rlkh, IX, 52. 

5 The instances of the wiili being raised to the rank of vizir were : Mul.iammad 
Pasha in 1766 : Thomas to Ministry, 20 February 1 766, AE B1-90 ; Ibrahim Pasha 
in 1 777 : De Perdriau, "Nouvellcs," 10 September 1 777, AE B L94 ; 'A?m Zadah 
Yiisuf Pasha in 1 781 : Jawdat, Ta'ril�h, II, 156-157 ; Mul)ammad Pasha ibn
lbrahlm Pasha Qattar Aghasi in 1 804 ; Barker to Stephenson, 10 July 1804, SP 
1 05/129 ; Muhammad Sariiri Pasha in 1 809 : Jawdat, Ta'rikh, I X, 1 1 4. 
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ashraf revolted against the nmtasallim and drove him out of the city, 
'Abd-al-Ral;man Pasha, the mu(iafiq, or warden, of Baylan and a mir
niiran, was appointed qa'im-nzaqiim, or deputy for the wali, and ordered 
to put down the revolt.6 On his successful completion of this mission, 

ce Gouverneur, par une lettre rccue dcrn ierement du c;rand Vizir ,  aprend 
que la Porte luy a Confcre r 1 c ·I l'achal ik  d'Alep. a \" (:c Permi ss ion de jouir  
des honneurs attrihues aux Pachas ;'t tro is  queues, quoyq u ' i l  n 'c11 possede que 
deux.7 

This extraordinary arrangement may well have been dictated by political 
necessity.8 

1 n addi tion to the prest ige of the vizirate, the honors of that post 
consisted of the privilege of having a resplendent arnl full retinue, and 
of having the military hand play twice daily before h is  palace.\l On the 
arrival of a vizir in Aleppo, the citadel greeted him with eleven salutes 
from its cannon . 10 Presumably a mir-m7n7n recei ved fewer or none at 
all . An additional honor which a willi received was that of being met 
outside of the city and escorted into it in ceremon ious procession ; but 
the character of th is  procession was in great degn·l' determined by the 
reputation of the wali and the ex isting political considerations. The 
ne>v governor might assess the notables favorable to h im or seeking his 
assi stance by whether or not they went out to greet him.  For instance, 
in 1 8 1 1 ,  when Raghib Pasha was approaching Aleppo \vh ich was then 
in the control of the Janissaries, he was met hy the a'y<in and the 
tnu{ia-,��il Ftbiri Effendi and escorted to the 1nayd<1 n ,  the camping ground 
just outside the city wal ls .  There he was entertained at a feast hy the 
Jabiri brothers currying his favor and met by the former vizirs, alm
Maraq Pasha and 'Abel-Allah Pasha , both of whom were living in exile 
in the city and no doubt desirous that a good report of their conduct be 
sent to the Porte. Bnt the Jan issary aghas were conspicuous by their 
absence which presaged the conflicts to come.11 

But leaving aside the question of the prestige o( o n e  wlll-i as against 
another, no official held the same prestige in Aleppo a s  that of the wali 
whether or not he had a good or bad reputation among the people. He 
more than anyone else was the " Shadow of the Sul tan' '  and this was 
entirely due to his position and duties in the administration of the Otto
man province . 

0 De Perdriau to De Praslin,  7 November 1 770, AE 1? 1 -9 1 .  
• De Pcrdriau t o  De Pras l in , 26 February 1 77 1 , A E  /I U)J . 
• Ibid. 
• De Perdriau, "Relation de cc qui s'cst passe au suj et de !'expulsion d'Aly 

Pacha, gouverneur d'Alep," 22-28 December 1 775, AB R 1 -93. This  account indi
cates in a negative fashion the honors which a vizir enj oyed by relating how 'Al i  
Pasha was drummed out of A leppo after a successful revolt of  the  populace 
against him. 

10 Thomas to Ministry, 22 April 1 767, AE flL90. 
11 Rousseau, "Neuvieme bulletin," entry of 1 3  October 181 1 ,  CCA icp . X X I V, 

f. 41Sv. 
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Because of its all-pervasive quality, the single most important duty 
of the wali was the maintenance of law and order both in the walayah 
and in the city. lt was also a most difficult task to acquit in spite of the 
broad powers he held. Generally he could summarily execute alleged 
malfactors without recourse to the central government. Numerous ex
amples of the use of this power exist, and a few may be cited. 

In 1765, under the rule of �fmbat Zadah Mttl)ammad Pasha,12 the 
people massed on the ma.J;ikamah, or court of justice, in complaint over 
the lack of bread. The qa�li escaped to the willi who ordered out the 
sirdar and his forces to disperse the crowd. Two men were taken as 
ring-leaders, and the willi ordered them hung immediately . This heavy
handed j ustice brought order once again to the city.13 Again in 1 780, 
the willi ordered the execution of three men who had robbed a Jew in 
the quarter of Bab al-Na�r, one of the more tumultuous sections of 
Aleppo.14 

But perhaps the most notable examples of summary executions oc
curred at times when Aleppo was particularly restless and there can 
be little doubt that the Porte, if it did not order the executions , condoned 
them on being informed of the general situation. JaHU-al-Din Pasha, 
having been commanded to restore order after the failure of Raghib 
Pasha to do so,15 arrived in Aleppo in 1 8 1 3  and shortly thereafter began 
a reign of terror in which many of the principal Janissaries were ex
ecuted at one time through a ruse. Many others suffered the same fate 
during his rule. The English consul , John Barker, is quoted as having 
written of these executions : 

Our Pasha put to death two innocent persons , because he began to fear a 
popular insurrection, and thought it necessary to i:ispire terror by fresh ex
amples of his cruelty and power. 

On the first day of h is arrival here, before he had any power over 
the Janissaries, he walked through the streets incognito, followed by an 
executioner, with the express tlel iherate design of cutting off the heads of a 
few wretched shopkeepers, as a thing of authority in a new Government. 
Five innocent victims were seized ( not selected ) ,  on frivolous pretexts, in 
the different quarters of the city, and murdered in cold blood before him ! 

Can one be charmed by the arti ficial and perfidious smiles of such a 
monster on a visit of ceremony ? For my part, although I know there is no 
danger of my being decapitated too, I cannot help feeling a kind of in
voluntary horror and shudder as long as the audience lasts .16 

12 For a short biography of this wiili, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Vthmiini, I V, 254. 
13 Thomas to Ministry, 30 September 1 765, AE B 1 -89. 
" Mul)ammad R.ighib al-Tabbakh, !'lain al-Nubala' bi-Ta'rikh ljalab al

Shahba' (Aleppo : Maronite Press, 1923-1926) , III ,  367. 
15 Shani Ziidah Mu):Iamrnad 'Atii'-Allah Effendi, Ta'rikh-i Shani Ziidah ( Istan

bul : I:Iawadith Press, n.d. ) ,  II, 207-208. 
16 Uncited letter by John Barker in Edward B. Barker , Syria and Eyypt under 

the Last Five Sultans ( London : Tinsley, 1 876 ) , I, 141-142. The style resembles 
that of Barker's letters. 
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Arab historians of this period cite this wali's cruelty to demonstrate 
the misrule of the Ottoman governors17 but the attitude of the govern
ment toward the executions may best be gleaned from Al;mad Jawdat's 
account of the activities of certain J\leppines prior to the 1 8 1 9  revolt : 

[JaHil-al-Din Pasha hav ing executecl] through a ruse eighteen of the wicked 
leaders of Aleppo, comparative q u i et came to the city .  Bnt it was not long 
before there again came into e x i stence both with i n  and without Aleppo a 
group of rebels and aga i n order and the control o f  a ffa irs  deserted its 
streets. The Al eppines were once m o re in n ee'!  of chasf r ;ernent.  Taking the 
bit fi rmly in the ir  teeth, oppos i ng the g<wernment, and accepting and h iding 
in the city a group of outlaws, they were increa s i n g  t h e  hlackness [of the 

situation] and laying the foundations for <lepravity. 1 8 

Grounds certainly existrd for such repressive measures as were taken 
hy Jalal-al-Din Pasha against the Janissaries, but there was no specific 
safeguard that the power of summary execution would not he abused . 
Occasionally, however, when a wali stepped beyond the  l imits of repres
sion deemed suitable by the Porte to the circum sta n ces ,  he would be 
punished. Such an instance occnrred in 1 775 when t he Akppines , after 
suffering from the misrule of Ibrahim Pasha Zadah :\ 1 11 1.iammad Pasha, 
whose cruelties and avarice struck all classes, 19 final ly  rose against his 
successor, Chataljahli 'Ali Pasha, and ignominiously ej ected him from 
the city after his conduct proved to be even more detrimental to the 
populace than that of his predecessor. In the fac· of pct it ions hy the 
notables20 and the accounting at the mabl,·amah that ·Al i  Pasha had 
managed to amass fourteen hundred purses, or 700 .000 pi;:ste rs , in four 
and a half months by means of  his extortions .�1 the Porte condoned 
the popular uprising . �� 

The authority of the wa1i over the lives of those l i v ing in the walayah 
\ms, moreover, l imited in another fashion : he had to pet ition the 
Porte for any judgment against another official or individual in a high 
station.23 Thus we find that the qacji of Aleppo was deposed in 1 764 

17 E.g., Mul;iammad Kurd 'Ali, Khitat al-Sham ( Damascus : al - I;Iadithah Press, 
1 925- 1 928 ) ,  III ,  33 ; Tabbakh, I' lam, I I I, 375-376. 

1 8  Jawdat, Ta'rrkh, XI, 36. 
10 De Perdriau to De Sartine, 19 May 1 775, A T!  B L93. Ibrahim Pasha Zadah 

Mul;iammad Pasha is not found in Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uth11ui11i. under that name, 
hut he is probably to be identified with the Mul;iammad Pasha whose biography is 
given in Thurayya, I V, 260. If so , the fact that he ha<l to make good the miri 
debt of his father may he a reasonable explanation of his avarice : ibid. 20 De Perdriau to St. Priest, 4 J anuary 1 776, AE B L93. 

21 De Perdriau, "Relation de !'expulsion d'Aly Pacha," Appendix of 4 January 
1 776, AE B1 -93. 

22 Infra, 1 12-1 13.  The biography of Chatiilj ahl i 'Ali Pasha is given in Thurayya, 
Sijil-i 'Uthmani, I I I, 547. Thurayya says that he was deprived of his vizirate as 
a result of his misconduct in Aleppo, but the dates appear to hC' incorrect. 

2" Russell, Natural History of Aleppo, II, 3 1 6, n.  2. 
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on the plea of the wiili and a'yiin24 and again that Raghib Pasha peti
tioned the Porte for the execution of Mu!;ammad Pasha abu-Maraq, the 
former wiili of Jaffa living in exile in Aleppo , because he was siding 
with those opposing Raghib Pasha. A kha��aki was therefore sent 
from Istanbul to execute ahu-1\'Iaraq and bring his head to the Porte.25 · 

For the task of maintaining order within the waliiyah the wali had° 
two corps of troops to assist him, cavalry and infantry . The first of 
these corps was responsible for the countryside and was called the 
corps of dalis.2� The dalis were recruited largely from Kurds, Turko- . 
mans and Qarahmanlis,27 and thei r corps was divided into bayraqs, or ' 
flags, each theoretically composed of twenty-four troopers.28 In actuar 
ity, because its bula l� bii.shi, or sect ion commander , received for distribu
tion the pay of the troopers, ten piasters per month each plus a horse 
and its fodder,29 the bulal� bt7sh i expropriated much of the money for his . 
own purposes so the bayraqs were seldom composed of more than ten 
or twelve dalis .30 

The principal tasks of the da/is were to maintain the security of the 
roads and to collect the niiri, or royal revenue, from the villages .:n As 
demonstrated above, these troops were highly unsuccessful in the former 
task32 and the same judgment might well be passed on all their activities. 
This is hardly surprising since they were a completely mercenary corps, 

24 Thomas to Ministry, 13  June 1764, AE B1-89. 
•• Rousseau, "Dix-septieme bulletin," entry of 21 November 1812, CCAlep,: 

XXV, f. 79r . ; Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, I I ,  1 63 ; Jawdat, Ta'rikh, X, 87. . 
•• The original word of which da/i is a corruption is the Arabic dalil, or guide. 

Shani Zadah reveals this derivation through his use of it in the original form : 
Ta'rlkh, II ,  220. This reconstruction of the word is confirmed by Ismail .Hakk1 
Uzum;ar§th, "Deli," IA and by Mehmct Zeki Pakalm, Osmanli Tarih Dc:,iim ll'ri 11e . 
Terimleri So::liiijii ( I stanbul : Mill i  Egitim Bas1mevi, 1 946- ) , I, 420-422. 
Both describe the dalis in cons iderable detai l . A. N. Poliak refers to the corps. 
as "dulat ( sing. dall [biish] ) :" Feudalism in Egypt, Syria, Palestine, and the 
Lebanon, 1250-1900 ( London : Royal Asiatic Society, 1 939) , 75, n. 3. The term 
'Hawwarah' for these mercenary troops, which he states began to be applied 
after 1778 in Syria and Palestine, was evidently not used in Aleppo. Ghazzi calls . 
the corps daliitiyalt :  Nahr al-Dhahab, III ,  306. The European travellers appear 
to confuse the corps with its commander, calling it  the "delibashcs," or variants 
thereof : Burckhardt, Travels in S:yria, 65 1 and 655 ; Volney, Voyage, I I, 42, 22Q, 
and 221 ; Olivier, Voyage, I, 305 . It i s  possible, however, that these authors un
wittingly participated in a Turkish pun : dali also means 'mad' while bash basically 
means 'head' ; therefore, the term dali bash can signify a 'madman ' which might 
aptly have described their mode of riding. In a modern English work th is equa
tion has been made : "Delis or 'madmen' " ;  Alexander Fallis, In the Days of the 
Janissaries ( London : Hutchinson, 1 95 1 ) ,  4 1 ,  n. 3. 

27 Volney, Voyage, II,  42. Uzunc;aq11! indicates that the dalis were recruited 
from the Balkan peoples, but his frame of reference is the late fifteenth and early 
sixteenth century : "Deli," IA . 

•• Pakalm says that fifty to sixty troopers composed a bayraq : Tarih Deyimleri, 
I, 421 . 

•• Ibid. , 43. 
30 De Perdriau "Bulletin des nonvelks," 13 April 1 779, AE f] J .94. 
31 De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1 777] ," AE BI-94. 
32 Supra, 1 3- 1 4. 
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passing from the service of one wali to another as the resources of the 
walis ftuctuated .33 

Russell34 states that most of the dalis in the service of the wiili were 
quartered on the neighboring villages , only a few being barracked in 
the serail and the suburbs. The unruly nature of those few in the city 
was cause for several disturbances.  A serious disorder occurred in 
1769 when the Janissaries and the dalis fought in the city streets.35 
Nor were the dalis always on good terms with their urban counterparts, 
the tufinkjis , the infantry troops of the wali within the city .  In one case, 
the two groups fought over a woman of infamous character which re
sulted in the death of one dali and five or six tufinl�jis ;36 it took several 
days and the best efforts of the wali and a'yiin to resolve the dispute.37 

These tufinkjis were an even less esteemed corps than the dalis. 
Recruited largely from the M aghribi , they too were divided into bayraqs, 
but were paid only half the amount of the dalis , namely five piasters 
per month, and from this amount they had to buy their arms and cloth
ing. The wali, however, supplied their food.38 All the tufinkjis , being 
infantry and the wiili's foot-guard, were quartered in the city . 

The commanding officers of these two corps were the dali biishi and 
the tufinkji biishi, respectively .  There are indications that the former 
position was generally assimilated into that of the lwtldiuda of the wali, 
an office which might be termed that of deputy military commander. 
Shani Zadah Mul.mmma<l ' Ata'-Allah Effendi , speaking of expeditions 
sent by Mufti Zadah Al)mad Pasha39 against the Kurds in 1817, calls 
the officer commanding the troops " 'Uthmfm Agha, the lwtlihuda of 
Al)mad Pasha" in one place,40 and in another, " '  Uthmfm Agha, the 
dali bashi of Al_lmacl Pasha."11 This assumption is  further supported by 
the many references to dalis being sent on punitive missions within the 
waliiyah commanded usual ly by the lwtkhuda, in contrast to the one men
tion of a dali biishi.42 On the other hand, it is possible that the position 

•• On the arrival of Mul:iammad Raghib Pasha outside of :\ lcppo, a dali bashi 
rode into his camp with 200 horsemen to offer his services : lfousseau, "Neuvieme 
bulletin," entry of 18 October 1812, CCA lep, XXIV, f. 41 6v.  Wal.1id Pasha ar
rived in Aleppo in 1824 with a retinue of 50 and 1500 cavalry but soon discharged 
them and they went into the service of the wali of Aintab : Barker to Levant 
Company, 1 July 1824 and Barker to John Cartwright, 5 August 1824, SP 105/142. 

•• Natural History of A leppo, II, 324. 
"" Tabbakh, I' lam, III ,  347 ; Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, III, 306 . Little more 

information than that a fight occurred is available. 
36 Thomas to Ministry, 21 May 1 766, AE R1 -90. 
"7 Thomas to Ministry, 31 May 1766, AE BL90. 
•• Volney, Voyage, II, 43-44. 
''0 The biography of Ich Ilili Mufti Zadah Al:imad Pasha is given in Thurayya, 

Sijil-i 'Uthmtini, I, 286. Cf. also Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, II ,  374. 
'0 Shani Zadah, Ta'ril�h, TI ,  325. 
u Ibid. , 337. 
'" Tahbakh,  !'lam,  Ill, 350. European writers mention the dali bclslu'. frequently, 

but because of their general use of "delibashi" in error for dali it is seldom pos
sible to determine whether they are referring to a common trooper or to the 
corps commander. 
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of dali bashi was seldom mentioned because it was deemed relatively 
unimportant . 

This, however, was not the case with the tufinliji bashi. The role of 
this commander of the wtili's footguard is so intimately connected with 
the urban police and supervisory powers of the wali that he must be 
discussed in the light of information available on those duties and on 
the officers who appear to have been charged, at least theoretically, with 
their execution. 

It is  apparent from the sources that the wali also had certain police 
and supervisory powers over the markets and industries of the city. 
Gibb and Bowen, in Islamic Society and the West, lead one to believe 
that this was the responsib i lity of the qarj,i from the following quota
tions : 

We need do no more, therefore, in this place than mention the facts . . . 
that in cities and towns the f;:{uj.i had an adjutant other than the $uba§i, 
called Mufitesib or ll;itisab Afjasi, meaning ' Censor' through whom he dealt 
with all matters concerning trade and industry. 

The general responsibil ity for policing was shared by the market superin
tendent (mulitasib or emin i(ltisub ,  formerly a religious office, but now ap
parently held by a civil or m i l i tary office ) and by an aga or kaliya of the 
local Janissari es ,  known as the :;iuba�.a or waJi.43 

Our information indicates that this is not an accurate description 
of the situation in Aleppo. In neither the consular records nor the 
Arab sources on Aleppo in the period under study is any mention made 
of a mu�.tasib. Volney speaks of him only once in a general description 
of the police.44 As for the fttbtishi, or, as he is called by Volney, the 
wali,45 he was not under the authority of the qarj,i, as Gibb and Bowen 
imply,46 but appointed by the wali and definitely his deputy in the execu
tion of his police duties. Laurent d' Arvieux reveals certain of his duties 
through the revenues he received, namely a tax on prostitutes, coffee
houses, and weddings, all exactions and fines which he imposed of a 
sum less than 100 piasters , and ten percent of those above that amount .47 
Volney credits him with duties of a broader nature : as an officer of 
the watch. he roamed the streets night and day, arresting robbers and 

' " I, pt. 1, 1 55 and 279. Cf. also ibid., pt. 2, 80. 
• •  Voyage, II,  229. 
' " Ibid. In order to avoid confusion between the wali/�ubashi and the wali/gov

emor, we shall employ the term ,fitbashi for the police officer under discussion. 
The term wali with regard to a police official was probably of Fatimid origin : 
Emile Tyan, Historie de /'organisation judiciaire en pays d'Islam, 2nd ed. (Leiden : 
Brill, 1 960) , 576. 

•• The ,abashi was originally an officer within the benefice system having police 
duties, but the term was broadened gradually to cover police officers in non-benefice 
areas : Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I ,  pt. 1, 1 53-1 55 .  

" Laurent d'arvieux, Des H errn ·von Arvieux hinterlassene merkwiirdige 
N achrichten, ed. by ] . -B.  Labat, anonymous German translation ( Kopenhagen : 
Ackermann, 1 775 ) ,  VI, 388. 
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watching for any signs of unrest.  He had the powe1· of condemnation 
without appeal and was accompanied by executioners or baltahjis on his 
round to execute the death sentence on the spot. He had spies in the 
nature of pickpockets or the l ike who reported to him any suspicious 
activities. In addition he was the inspector of weights and measures in 
the markets.48 

None of the detailed narratives of the historical events of the period 
in Aleppo mention the �ubtishi, hut rather attribute police duties to the 
tufinkji biishi. De Perdriau says : "Les Tufenktch i s  font le guet, saisis
sent Jes Coupables, Et leur Chef a la garde des Prisonniers. "49 Russell 
does not mention any particular police power but says that he was "the 
person chiefly employed in the management of smaller A vanias, and he 
and his emissaries being perpetually on the watch , they have good in
telligence, and are the constant terror of the city , more especially of 
the Christians and Jews."50 

The situation regarding police officers in Aleppo in the late eight
eenth and early nineteenth centuries may be summarized as follows : it 
cannot be established that the office of mubtasib had ceased to exist, but 
it is certain that his prestige was far less than in Mamlf.tk times.r.1 The 
�ubiishi had taken over most of his duties. Since the wali had troops 
with which to maintain order within the city, namely the t11finlljis, and 
was empowered to appoint the �ubtishi, he tended to appoint the chief 
of his city garrison, the tu fink ji biishi, as �ubiishi. Th is became so reg
ular a practice that the term tufinkji biishi replaced that of ,�rtbiishi and 
came to signify the chief of police.52 

Some idea of the breadth of the wiili's pol ice powers, which he 
usually deputized to the tufinl?ji biishi, but sometime carried out him
self, may be determined from the following incidents. On the arrival 
of Kul AJ:imad Pasha Zadah 'Ali Pasha,53 in April 1 767, he ordered 
that all coffee-houses be closed at sunset and a general curfew be im
posed at night. In addition he forbade the women of the city to prome
nade in the gardens outside the walls.54 This latter order, and presum
ably also the former, lost its effect as soon as he was transferred a month 
later.55 The reason for these orders was undoubtedly the laxity of 

•• Volney, Voyage, II, 229. 
•• "Memoire [of 1 777] ," AH B1 -94. 
'0 Natural History of A leppo, l, 316. 
•1 Cf. Nicola A. Ziadch, Urban Life in Syria under the Early l\famluks ( Beirut : 

American Press, 1953 ) ,  122-125 for a summary of the information available on 
this o '.l:cial in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries . 

•• E. B. Barker, Syria and Egypt, I, 80. In 'Akka the term ,ntbiishi was re
tained in a corrupted form : shuba,�i btishi (a metathesis of the ,rnd and the shin 
and resultant repetition of the Mshi) and was listed among the officials of the 
wali : Ibrahim al-'Awrah, Ta'rilth /!Vilayat Su/aymiJn Pasha, ed. and annotated by 
al-Khiiri Kustantln al-Basha al-Mukhalli�i ( Sidon : Mukhalli� Press, 1 936 ) ,  167. 

03 Ku! Al)mad Pasha Zadah a!-l;Iaj j 'Ali Pasha's biography is in Thurayya, 
Sijil-i ' U  thmiini, III,  543. 

•• Thomas to Ministry, 22 April 1 767, AE B1 -90. 
"" Thomas to Ministry, 26 May 1 767, AE B1-90. 
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morals in the city at the time and its disorderliness at night . The coffee
houses had been closed for these reasons by 'A�m Zadah Mul)ammad 
Pasha in 1764,56 but evidently his measures also expired with his de
parture. 

The authority of the wali was particularly broad in business affairs 
where the historic revolutionary tendencies of the guilds and akhi organ
izations caused the Ottoman government to control them strictly, al
though it owed its development in good measure to their support. As a 
measure for its self-preservation it adopted a close supervision over 
their activities and this responsibil ity devolved upon the provincial 
governor among others. R;igh ib Pasha, on one occasion, toured the 
suqs in disguise, by no means an uncommon practice of oriental rulers, 
and finding that bread at several ovens was being sold at a very high 
price, arrested three bakers ancl had them pinned by the ears to the 
door of their shops.57 

It was also the wali's duty to see that the suqs kept functioning, for 
they had a tendency to close in t imes of trouble ; forcing them to reopen 
might impose upon the people a psychology of normality. After the 
deposition in December of 1 780 of Quchah 'Abdi Pasha,58 one of the 
more destructive walis of this period, and the refusal of the people of 
al-Raqqah to accept him as their wali, he returned with his troops to 
Aleppo. Before the arrival of the beylerbey of Aleppo, 'Uthman Pasha,59 
'Abdi Pasha imposed an exaction upon the Aleppines and the commerce 
of the city came to a standstill in  expectation of further trouble. The 
arrival of 'Uthman Pasha , however, forced the departure of the former 
wali, and the new governor took steps to bring the city back to normal . 

[He] warned the siiqs that they s! ;ould open and that the people shoul i 
return to their trading ;  that should a soldier buy something and not pay the 
price, deduct something from i t . o r i n r adc the r ights of 1·a shipkeepcrl and 
[that shopkeeper] to inform the pasha, he would be hung over his shop. Any 
shop-owner who did not open would have his  shop plundered and be hung.60 

•• Mu):iammad Khalil al-Muradi, Silk al-Durur fi A 'yan al-Qarn al-Thani 
'Ashar ( Cairo, 1301/1883-1884) , IV, 98-99. In addition to Muradi's biography of 
'A�m Zadah Mu):iammad Pasha, there is a biography of him in Thurayya, Sijil-i 
'Uthmiini, IV, 260. 

57 Rousseau, "Neuvieme bulletin," entry of 26 October 181 1 ,  CCAlep, XXIV, 
f. 41 7v. 

•• For the biography of Qiichah 'Abdi Pasha, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmani, 
III, 4 1 1 -412. 

•• 'Uthman Pasha was a protege of Qiichah 'Abdi Pasha, according to hi3 
biography in Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Utltmiini, I I I, 435. 

00 '.fabbakh, I'liim, III ,  359. There is considerable doubt as to what beylerbey 
means in reference to 'Uthman Pasha. Previous to his arrival in Aleppo he has 
been of mir-miriin rank and after he had been transferred to D iyar Bakr he seems 
to have become a vizir. It is not clear whether at this time bc:y lerbey was a desig
nation of rank or of function. Certainly 'Uthman Pasha while in Aleppo acted 
like a wiili, but Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmiini, III,  435, is precise in calling him the 
beylerbey of Aleppo. 
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The wali likewise had certain powers over commerce itself. A letter 
from the agent of the Levant Company in Istanbul to the British ambas
sador to the Porte reveals that J alal-a!-Din Pasha prohibited the ex
portation of raw silk from Aleppo, and was thought by foreign merchants 
in Aleppo to be planning the extension of the ban to galls . 

The Pasha pretends to justify these arbitrary Acts by al leging that the 
purchases made by the Europeans enhance the prices of those Articles to the 
prejudice of the Country ; Whereas it is evident that his  only view is to 
monopol ize them to his own profit and advantage, it being proved from the 
reporters of the Aleppo Customhouse that the quant ity of S ilk exported by 
the European Merchants has always been less than what they imported from 
the interior places of its growth, and that since the Pasha's prohibitory 
orders the price has risen about 10 pct. 61 

It is doubtful from the tenor of this letter that the action of the wali in 
this case was the result of orders from the Porte. Additional support 
for this view may be gained from the firman sent to .J al ;-t! -al-Din Pasha, 
the point of which was to allow the European merchants 

to purchase and export that A rticle [silk] only in case of a Superabundance 
after the manufacturers of the place shall have ful ly suppl ied their wants.82 

Among the other duties of the wali was that of providing the city 
with grain. This was made especially difficult in that the Aleppo region 
no longer produced enough for self-sufficiency. 

On Comptoit encore ii  n'y a pas plus de 30. ans 364. V i l l ages dans le seul 
district de cette Ville, dont un seul luy fournissoit le  Bled qui S'y Con
sommoit par jour, en Sortc qu'Elle t iroit de ccs Villages Sa Subsistence 
annuelle. Auj ourd'huy ce nombre est redu it a 55 .  Villages.a.> 

For this reason it was necessary to import wheat from Urfa64 or else
where and this presented opportunities for the wiilis to make consider
able profit on the transaction. After the ruinous revolt of the Aleppines 
against Khiirshid Al�mad Pasha, that wali desperately needed to recoup 
the expenses imposed on him by the revolt. On February 27, 1 820, four 
thousand makkuks of wheat arrived in Aleppo for the wali from Ru
melia. 
On this date [June I, 1 820] the vizir gave permission to the peasants to 
import grain into the town. He had forbi(lclen them to do so in order to 
sell his grain at the price of 36 [piasters the shunbul] . The price then began 
to fall until it reached 12 [piasters] the shun.bul.65 

"' Isaac Morier to Bartholomew Frere, 19 March 1816, SP 105/135, f. 348v. 
•• Marier to Levant Company, 10 May 1816, SP 105/135, f. 360r. 
•• De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1777 ] ," AE BL94. 
64 Rousseau to the Due de Cadore, 10 January 181 1 ,  CCAlep, XXIV, f. 299r. 
0" Qara'li, Ahamm f:lawadith, 59. Rousseau states that in 18 1 1  the price in times 

of abundance was 9 to 10 piasters, while at times of famine it could rise as high 
as 30 piasters : Rousseau to the Due de Cadore, 10 January, 181 1 ,  CCAleP, XXIV, 
f. 299r. 
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This is but one example of the manipulations which all those in authority 
in Aleppo, whether wali, Janissary or sharif, operated on the grain 
supply, always at the expense of the poor for whom it was the prime 
staple. 

The wali was also responsible for the maintenance of the water 
supply, the sabils, or publ ic fountains, and the underground conduits 
which distributed the spring water from IJayliin throughout the city . 
The expenses for this maintenance were paid  out of special awqaf for 
each mosque and sabil,66 but the initiative rested with the wiili, if not 
with the a'yan acting as his council .  For many years this canal from 
IJaylan had been falling int o disrepair and there are many indications 
that the city was short of wate1· .  This lack was not always due solely 
to the disrepair of the canal hut to the diversion of the water to the 
gardens of the powerfuJ .67 

The basic problem , however,  appears to have been that neither the 
IJaylan sources nor the Quwayq River supplied enough water, and it 
was in part Khurshld Pasha's avowed intention to correct the situation 
that brought on the revolt of  1 8 1 9. In the fourteenth century the Amir 
Sayf-al-Din Arghun d iverted hy means of a canal the waters of the 
Sii.jur River , a tributary of the l �uphrates, into the Quwayq. Khurshid 
Pasha proposed to clear this  canal of accumulated silt and restore it to 
use.68 Either because of insuffici ent waqf, or mortmain , money available 
for this task or because the proj ect presented a good excuse for an exac
tion, Khurshid Pasha levied a tax 011 the houses of the city.69 After the 
suppression of the revolt, he demanded money again : 

On the 1 st of Shawwi1l [J uly .1. 1 820] the vizir demanded of the Chri s
tians and Jews 1000 purses for the expense of the Sajiir [project] , so they 
began to collect it. Then he a!-;"a i n  drn1anded of the city 4000 purses for the 
conducting of the water of tlw �;ijur and they hegan to collect it on the 
lands and on the hearls. The crn<t for each household was 1 20 piasters.7° 

Barbie du Bocage noted that the project was started , but the fear that 
the gardens of Aleppo would be flooded in winter, and above all ,  repre
sentations and money from the people of Aintab, near the upper reaches 
of the river, prevented its realization.71 

80 S. Mazloum, L'Anciemie canalisation d'eau d'A lep ( le quanaye 1fr �foilan ) 
( Beirut : Institut fran<;ais de Damas, n.d. ) ,  33. 

87 Rousseau to the Due de Cadore , 3 July 181 1 ,  CCA !e/! . XXIV, f. 357v. 
There is the record of an interesting case j udged before the wali over water rights 
between city and cultivators in Mazloum, Canalisation, 90-93. It is dated 6 June 
1 738. 

88 Barbie du Bocage, "Notice sur la carte generale," Recueil de 'Vo'j•aues et de 
memoires, II, 224. 

89 Qara'li, Ahamm lfawadith, 40-41 ;  the tax but not its purpose is mentioned 
by Guys in a letter to the Marquis de Dessolle, 7 November 1819, CCA/ep . XXV, 
f. 400r. 

70 Qara'li, Ahamm lfawadith, 60. 
71 "Notice sur la carte generale," Recueil de 11oyages et de memoires. I I, 224. 
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The wali was required to provide for the entertainment and pro
visioning of other wiilis passing through the region of Aleppo, for which 
he was compensated by a certain amount from the city.72 His main
tenance of the postal system consisted of providing horses for the ta!lirs, 

or post messengers, passing through Aleppo on postal business. He 
also, no doubt, had his own ftifiirs to carry letters and documents to the 
Porte.73 There is evidence, in addition, that the wllli was obliged to 
provide tatars of the capitulatory powers with post horses : 

I appl ied to the Governor to furn i sh me with Post Horses and a Safe 
Guard for Cassim Aga to pass through the Gate of the Town on the 1 6th 
Instant at noon . The Governor was either too much confused with the 
Terrible Embroils he has now 011 his hands, or would not permit the Tartar 
to depart without giv ing an Account of these Embroils to the Porte.74 

The latter explanation of the wali's refusal to provide horses at that 
juncture is based on the fact that these tatars of the foreign representa
tives also carried personal mail of the city notables .75 

It is unfortunate that no list of the wali's retinue comparable to that 
of Ibrahim al-'Awrah76 for 'Akka exists for the wala:/ah of Aleppo. 
Sufficient information is found in the sources, however, so that a list 
can be reconstructed, although not of the amplitude of that for 'Akka. 
Since the latter is contemporary, it may be used as a guide. 

The wali's palace household shows every indication of having been 
copied from that of the sultan and grand vizir, although on a smaller 
scale as befitted his rank and financial resources . It was similar in 
composition, divided into Inside and Outside Services . Those officers 
mentioned in the sources on Aleppo which belonged to the Inside Serv
ice are as follows : 

The sila(idar agha, or sword-bearer for the wali . whose position was 
comparable to that of a lord chamberlain .77 

The chuqahdar agha, or valet of the wali. This officer is mentioned 

•• De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1 777 ] ," AE B1 -94. 
•• There is  no specific reference for this in regard to Aleppo, hut Ibrahim al

'Awrah includes in the retinue of Sulayman Pasha of 'Akka a fiiftlr aghiisi and 
twenty-five tatars : Sulayman, 164. 

74 Abbott to Spencer Smith, 1 7  April 1798, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 124v. Aleppo was 
then under siege by the Janissaries against the ashriif with the government re
maining ostensibly neutral. Cf. infra, 1 1 8-1 19. Q?.sim Agha was a [Ci[ar em
ployed by the East India Company agents. 

75 Certain responsibilities apparently shared by the wiili and qii\l i will be dis
cussed under the functions of the latter official, infra, 46ff. 

78 Sulayniiin, 1 56-166. 
•• The only reference to the silii�1diir iigha with regard to Aleppo pertains to 

his use as a negotiator by Raghib Pasha when the Janissaries in 181 1 would not 
allow him to enter the city : Rousseau, "Neuvieme bulletin," entry of 6 October 
1811 ,  CCA lep, XXIV, f. 414v. Cf. al- ' Awrah, Sulayman, 1 6 1 ,  and Gibb and 
Bowen, Islamic So ciety , I,  pt 1 ,  339. 
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by al-Tabbakh,78 but the same individual is called the qitl chuqahdiir, an 
apparently non-existent office, in the journal of Billus Artifin.79 

The muhurdiir, or seal-bearer of the wiili. His duties were to affix 
the wiili's seal on official documents .80 

No other officials of the Inside Service are specifically cited, but 
from the list of al-'Awrah , the following may be added as very likely to 
have existed : 

A bash chuqahdiir, or head valet, distinct from the above-cited 
chuqahdiir iigha;81 an ikinji chuqahdiir, his second in command ; a 
tiUftnji biishi, or chief tobacconist ; a khaftiin or qaftiin tighasi, keeper 
of the ceremonial robes of honor ; an ibriqdiir iighiisi, keeper of the 
ewer, who poured water over the wali's hands when he washed ;82 a 
qahwahji bashi, chief coffee-server ; a sufrahji biishi, chief butler ; a 
sariiydiir biishi, chief housekeeper ; and anakhtiir iighasi, keeper of the 
keys ; and, of course, one or more �iaram aghasis, keepers of the harem.83 

There may well have been others, such as the bash chawush of the 
ich ughliin, or chief herald of the interior pages, the sham'adiin aghasi, 
lamp keeper and lighter, the maji' bc1shi,84 or official usher, and various 
others, 85 but of their presence in every wali's suite we cannot be certain. 
Probably one iigha filled more than one of these posts at once under 
impecunious walis. 

It is most difficult to determine the dividing line between the Outside 
Service and the administration per se,86 but a tentative demarcation 
will be made according to the criterion of whether the duties of the par
ticular officer were more in the nature of personal service to the wali, 
or of general service in the waliiyah administration. It may not then 
correspond to organizational reality but will be significant as functional 
real ity . 

Only two officers mentioned in the sources on Aleppo can be 
definitely classified among those of the Outside Service. They are the 
sii'is bashi, chief groom of the wiili's stable,87 and the arpah amini, or 
superintendent of the barley supplies for the wiili's stables.88 Probably 

18 Tabbakh, I'liim, III,  390. Cf. Pakalm, Tarih Deyimleri, I, 385-386. 
•• Qara'li, A hamm f:lawiidith, 37. Cf. 'Awrah, Sulaymiin, 161 ; Gibb and 

Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1 ,  340. 
80 Abbott to Robert Ainslie, 4 October 1 793, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 53r. ; 'Awrah, 

Sulalman, 1 62 ;  Pakalm, Tarih Deyimlcri, II ,  609. 
• Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I,  pt. 1, 340 and 342 : Paka lm,  Tarih 

Deyimleri, I, 162. 
•2  Cf. Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1, 342 ; Pakalm, Tarih Deyimleri, 

I I, 1 4. 
•• 'Awrah, Sulaymiin, 161-162. Sulayman had four baram ar1h,1sis. 
•• Called by 'Awrah, mftji bashi : Sulayman, 1 62. 
•• Ibid. 
•• Cf. the comment in this sense referring to the household of the grand vizir 

in Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1 ,  363. 
87 Jawdat, Ta'rlkh, XI, 37. 
88 Tabbakh, !'lam, III, 390 ; Qara'li, Ahainm f:lawiid1'.tZ, 37 This officer is not 
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the sa'is bashi in rank was the amir akhar, or master of the stirrup, of 
the wiili.89 In addition there was a sa'is ikinji, or deputy chief groom, 
an 'alamdiir and bayriiqdiir, both of whom had duties relating to the 
banners and {ughs, a qawwas bashi, chief porter who commanded sev
eral rifle bearers,90 and several officers whose duties pertained to the 
wali's travels : the sirwiin bashi, in charge of travel arrangements, the 
mash'alji bashi, who procured men to carry torches in front of the wali 
on his night journeys, the 'ald�iim. biishi who was in charge of camels 
and their loads, and the biish talditri·wanji who procured l itters for the 
wali and his women.91 

Another official who might be classified as being of the Outside 
Service from the point of view of the wiili but who , in fact, had great 
power in administrative matters was the �arriif, the wali's banker, usual
ly a Jew or an Armenian. Since the wali was compel led to pay for his 
post,92· it was generally necessary for him to borro w  from the �arriif 
against the revenues which the possession of the wiliiyah would be 
likely to accrue to him. The �arriif thereby acr1uirccl an interest in the 
administration of the province.  No situation existed in Aleppo com
parable to that in 'Akka where the mu'allim I:Iayyl1 11 , ,rnrriif of Sulay
mii.n Pasha, had powers second only to those of the walin but the neces
sity to repay the debts owed to the �arriif was an underlying cause for 
the heavy exactions imposed on the people of the waliiyah. 

The katkhuda of the wali, who appears to be the second most im
portant officer in the adm inistration of the waliiyalz , might be termed a 
member of the Outside Service but his duties arc not entirely clear. 
From the information available he appears to have heen assistant to the 
wali in all matters military and administrative. H e  has already been 
mentioned in the role of deputy military commander!l4 and this  appears 
to have been his principal responsibility. This officer was the likely 
counterpart of the lwtld1uda bey who was "the Grand V e::.:ir's general 
deputy , but particularly in home and miltiary affairs. "IHi Being a part 
of the household, he ·was not l ikely to be a native of Aleppol1n and was 

apparently the nominee of the willi. In general he may he characterized 

mentioned in al-'Awrah's l i st, but m;iy he the equivalent o f  its jarbandi b1islti.  
which the annotator describes as a commissary-general for foo<l : 'Awrah, Sula}'
man , 1 67, n. 2. 

•0 'Awrah, Sulayman, 1 6 1 .  
00 Iltilus Artitin speaks o f  the qmer..vlisah in the sense o f  'police' : Qara'li, 

A haimn J:Iawadith, 58. 
01 'Awrah, Sulayman, 167. 
•• Cf. for example the comment on I:Ialabi Al�mad Pasha Ziiclah 'Uthman 

Pasha in Jawdat, Ta'rikh,  VIII ,  80. 
•• 'Awrah, Sulaymrm, 1 59. 
•• Supra, 24. 
•• Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Soci'.cty, I, pt. 1, 120. 
•• Rousseau, "Neuvieme bulletin," entry of 13 October 1 8 1 1 ,  CCA lep, XXIV, 

f. 4 1 6r. In one case he was the brother of the wali : De Perdriau, "Bulletin," 14 
July 1775. AE BI-93. 
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as the representative of the wali. Yet in this role he should not be con
fused with the mutasallim. 

This officer was the representative of the wali in his absence and 
charged with all his functions whereas the katkhuda only represented 
the wali in a particular function . A mutasallim deputized for the Porte's 
appointed governor when the wali was off with the Ottoman army, 
after a transferred wali had departed and before the new one had ar
rived, 97 or, in a slightly different sense, the deputy of the wiili in one 
of the districts of which the waliiyah was composed.98 Marie Nicolas 
Alexandre Ame, one of the French consuls, defines the mutasallim as 
follows : 

. . .  un des Grands de la V i lk, que <1uek1uefois la Porte, et plus souvent le 
Pacha, nomme a un Gouverncmcnt, designe pour commander en son ab
sence.99 

Sometimes the a'yan themselves selected one from their midst as mutas
allim,100 although he was not always from among the a'yiin of Aleppo.101 
Not being directly in the service of the sultan, as was the wali, he re
ceived a fixed stipend from the city, the amount of which was determined 
by the Porte, although the mutasallim would attempt to augment it in 
any fashion he could.102 The fact that he did not have the financial re
sources of the wiili may be the explanation of the reduced effectiveness 
of the government of Aleppo when it was ruled by a mutasallim. 

Cette Echelle Gouvernee par tm 111w,salcm se trouve susceptible de rumeurs, 
cet officer ne pouvant agi r a\'l'C le despotisme d'un Pacha. Le Corps des 
Cherifs . . .  clans une Emeute par Jui causee, ii a contraint le Moussalem a 
renvoyer la Ganie onlinaire des I 'achas et d'y supleer par une Troupe de 
Canailles qui, la nuit, veille ]es Bazars. 103 

At one point the mutasallim proved so ineffectual against the in
surgent elements of the populace that he had to be replaced by a qii'im
maqiim. A qa'im-maqiim came to Aleppo only in emergencies such as 
this. Whereas the mutasallims of Aleppo were simple aghas, in the loose 
sense of the term,104 the qa'im-maqam had the rank of a pasha, usually 
a m'ir-m'iriin. The one in question, 'Abd-al-Ral;iman, was a mir-m'iriin 

"' This was often a period of several months .  
•• In 1819 on the revolt of the Alcppines against Khiirshid Pasha, the wlili 

ordered his mutasallims in the towns of the walayah to come to his assistance with 
all available troops : Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, III ,  76. 

•• Ame to de Sartine, 23 August 1 780, AE BL95. 100 De Perdriau, postscript to "Bulletin," 14  July 1775, AE B 1 -93 . De Perdriau 
to De Praslin, 22 February 1 770, AE B L91 . 

101 De Perdriau to De Praslin, 15 April, 1 769, AE B1-91 ; Thomas to Ministry, 
23 June 1 767, AE B1-90 ; De Perdriau to De Sartine, 14 August 1778, AE B1-94. 10• D' Arvieux, N achrichten, VI, 369. 10• De Perdriau to De Praslin, 8 October 1 769, Ajjaircs etranqercs R I -91 ; An 
incident similar to this occurred in 1778 : De Perdriau, "Bulletin," 7 October 
1776, AE B1-94 ; C.f. Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. I, 257. 10• Thomas to Ministry, 23 June 1767. AE B 1-90. 
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and the mu!Jafi:;, the military defender, of Baylan.105 The probable dif
ference between a mutasallim and a qa'im-maqlim, in addition to the fac
tor of rank and consequent prestige, was that the qii'im-maqam enjoyed 
the status relative to the Porte of the wiili and therefore his remunera
tion. He was not supported financially by the city as was the mutasallim. 

Among the administrative posts were those of the ra'is al-kuttiib, 
the chief of all the administrative clerks under the wi1li, 106 and the diwan 
efendisi, the secretary of the wiili's consultative council ,  or divan.107 

This divan was composed of the major officials and notables of the 
city, the wlili, mu!Ja-F-Fil, qa<f,i, mufti, naqib al-ashrc'if, sirdar, the principal 
ulema, and the a'yiin108 with the diwan efendisi and perhaps one or two 
of the clerks in attendance as secretaries. It met regularly every Friday 
morning at the serail, the effendis assembling beforehand at the ma�
kamah to accompany the qaqi in ceremonial procession to it. In addition, 
it could be called at any time into emergency session, the summonses 
being sent to each member by the wali's chliwushs. 109 After the Friday 
morning session most of the members accompanied the wc'ili in proces
sion to the grand mosque for the Friday prayers . 1 1° 

The function of the divan was to discuss all matters pertaining to the 
city that the wlili saw fit to bring before it. It might advise the wlili in 
cases brought before him for adjudication and on the basis of its recom
mendations, he might make his decision. Although the wali could ignore 
these recommendations, and no doubt often did, it was not an entirely 
useless body. In the first place, since the wc'ili was seldom resident for 
much more than a year, few walis had knowledge of the details of the 
situation in the city. Thus the divan had an informative function. Sec
ondly, in spite of his great authority the wali would avoid an open break 
with members of the divan if he had any ability or foresight whatsoever, 
for a united petition against him to the Porte would not be lacking in 
weight. 

The effectiveness of this divan, however, became increasingly im
paired and that for two reasons. First, one of the two powerful factions, 
the Janissaries, was represented only by a figurehead, the sirdar.111 
Second, the position of the a'yan, or provincial notables, had gradually 
declined. The latter cause, more important than the former, merits 
attention. 

The term a'ylin is found in two contexts : the general and the re-
10• De Perdriau to De  Praslin, 7 November 1770, AE !J Z -9 1 .  
1 0 •  Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I I I ,  295 ; Tabbakh, I'liim, VII ,  237. 
107 Ame to De Sartine, 23 August 1 780, AE B1-95 ; Guys to the Marquis de 

Dessolle, 7 November 1 819 , CCA/cp, X X V, f. 400v. ; Qara'li, A hamm lfawiiditlt, 
37, 48, and 49. 108 Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 322. 100 Ibid., 322-323. 

110 Ibid., 323. 111 Cf. infra. 67-70. 
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stnchve. In the form a'yan wa-ashriif112 the Ottoman authors used it 
to designate that class of provincials who had acquired iqfa'ahs, or bene
fices, and had been able to pass this source of income on to their chil
dren, either directly or by constituting the lands waqf and designating 
their children as the mutawallis, or trustees.113 As the landed gentry 
they may be distinguished from the ahl-i 'urf, another term used by the 
Ottomans for the governmental authorities in the provinces who re
ceived stipends or similar non-inheritable incomes.114 Those who held 
iltizams, or revenue farms, originally were, no doubt, classified with 
the ahl-i 'urf, but at the end of the seventeenth century the government 
converted many an iltiziim, which was purchased yearly, into a mali
kiinah, a new form of revenue farm held for life but alienable on state 
approval, for the succession to which heritors received preference at 
auction.115 This conversion having taken place, the possessors of malir 
kiinahs became assimilated into the a'yan wa-ashriif. 

The latter, having wealth and common interests to protect and being 
local gentry, became established as a political force demanding recogni
tion. When this recognition was accorded them by the Porte has not 
been determined with precision, 1 rn but it took the form of a number of 
them being added to the wali's divan, the selection being made, it is 
claimed, by the people of each region . 1 17 By the mid-eighteenth century, 
however, the a'yan, as they now came to be called in the derived, re
strictive sense, inherited their positions in the divan.118 

As the official representatives of the city they were at times given 
special authority to act on their own initiative. They might send peti
tions to the Porte against wali or qa<f,i, acting as a check on those offi-

1 12 Ashraf in this sense should not be confused with its meaning as used else
where in this study. For an explanation of the difference see infra, 90, n. 73. 

11•  Mustafa Akdag, "Osmanh imparatorlugunun Kurulu§ ve inkisafl Devr inde 
Tiirkiye'nin lktisadi Vaziyeti, I I," Bclletrn, XIV (July 1950 ) ,  330. 

rn Ibid., 329. 
n• The exact date of this reform is in question. Gibb and Bowen have 1 692 

as the date on p. 259 of Islamic Society, I, pt. I, but "after the Peace of Carlovitz" 
which occurred in 1699 on p. 255. Ghazzi has 1 104/ 1692- 1 693, Nahr al-Dhahab, 
III, 292, while Ignatius Mouradgea D'Ohsson has 1695 : Tableau general de /'em
pire o thoman ( Paris : Didot

t 
1788- 1824 ) ,  VII, 243. !smail Hakk1 Uzunc;ar§lh gives 

1 106/ 1 694-5 as the date : "Ayan," I A. 1 1 6  Gibb and Bowen imply that it was in the late s ixteenth or early seventeenth 
centuries : Islamic Society, I,  pt. I, 1 98. 117  Ibid. "La plupart de ces ayans sont choisis par le people :"  Juchereau de 
St. Denys, Revolutions, I, 245 . With a primary source lacking, the claim to an 
elective process should be questioned. A general description of the a'yiin may be 
found in Olivier, Voyage, I, 3 1 1 -3 1 2. Russell does not describe them under the 
name of a'yiiti, but rather under the term "Agas," which he divides into a general 
and a restricted sense, the former meaning various individuals of high station, 
the latter the a'yaii. He notes their decline from former power and splendor : 
Natural History, I, 1 59. 

118 Rousseau, "Description succincte du pachalik d'Alep," CCAlep, XXV, f. 
27v. Cf. on the a'yiin generally H. Bowen, "A'yan," El". 
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cials ; 1 19 they were sometimes ordered to select the ir  own mutasallim for 
an absent wiili ; 1 :..><:l and were occasionally given the option to send troops 
to the army or pay an amount deemed equivalent by the Porte .121 S im
ilarly the willi might give them the decision on matters directly affecting 
the city, such as the occas ion in 1 772 when the a'yan bougfa off a de
tachment of imperial Janissaries, or qapuqulis, from quartering them
selves on the city while reprovisioning.122 

The a'yiin, however, were fast losing any representative character 
they might once have had. An hereditary, landed group with personal 
interests and ambitions, they sided more often with the government than 
with the people.12:1 Their administration and their counsel to the wali 
were in their own interests , not in that of the city . They were no longer 
its protectors, so the people sought other means by wh ich to make their 
voice heard and their persons and property safegtiarded . 

The most unusual factor in the administration of the waliiyah of 
Aleppo was the separation in large part of the fi nancial powers from 
the office of the willi to that of the muba§§il. The reason for this was 
possibly the combination of a rich province and a center of export and 
transit trade. At the time of the Ottoman conquest of Syria, the Ve
netians were a significant factor in Middle East trade with Aleppo as 
one of their principal marts.124 At the same time, it is known that 
Aleppo was the locale for the daftardtir, or register-keeper, of the Arab 
provinces, instituted hy Salim I after their conquest, 1 25 and that the 
former name for the 111 u (ia,�,�il of Aleppo was daftardtir.126 The com
bination of these factors may explain the special position of niuba..y§il. 

Generally he was a wealthy Aleppine127 who acquired the position 
through the use of personal influence and carefully placed bribes which 
might amount to 40,000 piasters, and which would assure him tenure 
for one year .128 He then paid the Porte 400,000 piasters for the farm. 

110 De Perdriau to De Praslin, 8 October 1 770, AE BL91 ; De Perdriau to St. 
Priest, 4 January 1 776, AE BL93. 1 20 De Perdriau to De Prasl in , 22 February 1 770, AE B L9 1 .  

1 21 Lesseps t o  Ministry, 21 March 1823, CCA lep, XXVI, f. 292v. 12• De Perdriau to De Boynes, 20 and 23 May 1 772, A E  B L92. 113 As in the revolt of 1770 when they sided with the mutasallim because it 
was really against their monopolies that the insurrection was instigated : De 
Perdriau to De Praslin, 17 August 1 770, AE B1-91 ; infra, 108. In the revolt 
against Khtirshid Pasha in 1819 the a'yan sided with the wiili and fled from the 
city : Qara'li, Ahamm lfawiidith, 37. In the revolt which ej ected 'Ali Pasha in 
1 775 they were the cautious element in the population. 

124 Sauvaget, A lep, 200-201 .  
1 2 •  Stripl ing, The Ottoman Turks and the Arabs, 60. He was of lower rank 

than those of Anatolia and Rumelia. 
120 Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 322 ; d'Arvieux, Nachrichten, VI ,  

371 . 
1 .. But not always : in 1 776 one was sent from Istanbul ; De Perdriau to De 

Sartine, 22 February 1776, AE B L93. 128 Volney, Voyage, II, 39 ; De Perdriau to De Praslin, 20 May 1 769, AE 
BL91 ; De Perdriau to De Sartine, 16 February 1 775, AE BL93. 
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itself, probably borrowing that sum from an Istanbul �arriif, and in 
return received the right to collect for his own account the customs on 
goods imported into Aleppo, the kharaj and the m'iri. On these, three 
sources are in agreement129 but there is one conflict. Whereas Volney 
adds the transit dues on Turkoman and Kurdish flocks, de Perdriau 
definitely assigns this revenue to the ·wiili, describing it as follows : 

II en vient tous Jes Ans d' Erzcrurn it Alcp 80. a 1 00 :000. [moutons]  ; Moitie 
Se consomme a Alep ct pcuvcnt prncreer 2S :000 Agneaux ; L 'autre moitie 
Se distribue dans toute la Syric .  Cel lecy, qui n 'cst q ue de passage, paye 
un quart de piastre par Tete ; Car pour !cs moutons <ic�tines a l'apro v isionne
ment de la V i l le, ils ne cloi vent r i en .  Ce d ro i t  peut mu11te1· annee commune 
de 12. a 13 :000 Piastres.130 

Rousseau also credits the wiili with the revenue from thi s source.131 
so it is likely that Volney i s  in error . On another point , that of 
assigning one fifth of the produce of the salt works of Lake JabbUI to the 
account of the mul;ia��il, he may be more accurate, even though he is the 
only source mentioning this. Salt from the Jabbltl was historically a 
state monopoly.132 In spite of the absence of that farm from the list of 
those pertaining to the muba-.�,�il . i t  may be assumed that salt revenues 
were part of his own income. 

De Perdriau adds to the 111 11 �1 a,1·�· il 's revenues the right to tributes 
and escheatage rights but m:ifortunately he does not clarify further the 
nature of these accounts. Perhaps the former refers to the payments 
by the Kurds mentioned above. 1 aa J n  Volney 's time the revenues of the 
farmer-general , collected by his agents in Aleppo and in the other towns 
of the waliiyah, were estimated by him at 600,000 piasters, sufficient to 
clear the cost of the farm and the necessary bribes. 134 Thus the mu�ia�
�illiq was not only a position of prestige but one of such profit that 
when 'Abd-Allah Pasha al-Far�Lri died as wali of Aleppo in 1 76 1 ,  the 
muf:ia��il could bid for the wiliiyah .  m 

This situation was not always to be the case. The bulk of the income 
probably came from the customs on goods imported from Persia, India 
and Europe . Towards the end of the eighteenth century the decline of 

12• Volney, Voyage, II, 39 ; Russell , Natural 1-iistvry of A leppo, I, 322 ; De 
Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1777 ] ," A E  B L94 ; Rousseau, "Description succincte du 
pachalik d'Alep," CCA !ep, XXV, £. ! Or .  Volney does not mention the kharaj, 
but this is proba,bly an oversight. 

130 De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1777 ] ," AE B1 -94. 
131 "Description succincte du pachalik d'Alep," 1812, CCAlep, XXV, f. 27r. 10• It appears on the list of the Ayyubid revenues from Aleppo : Sauvaget, A lep, 

253, and there is a reference in Ghazzi which indicates that it was an imperial 
treasury revenue source in Ottoman times : Nahr al-Dhahab, I I I ,  255. In 
d' Arvieux' s time it was farmed hy an iigha for the sultan : N achrich ten, VI, 395. 
Cf. also Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Societ}', I, pt. 2, 19f. 

133 Supra, 7. 
13' Voyage, vol. II, p. 39. 
135 Thomas to Ministry, 13 March 1761 ,  AE BI-88. On ·Abd-Allii.h Pasha al

Farii.ri, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmlini, III ,  382-383. 
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these shipments, for many years gradual , accelerated until the figure of 
total trade of 1 7,500,000 francs in 1 775 had become in 1844 no more 
than 8,000,000 francs.136 By 1824, the Barker family was the only 
English family resident in Aleppo, a far cry from the situation a century 
before.137 It is natural that this decline in trade should have affected 
the income of the mul:z04�il, and to this decline was added that of less 
revenue from the miri because of the desertion of villages. Olivier states 
that the mul:zaHil's revenue in 17% was no more than 200,000 piasters, 
whereas not long before it had Leen double that amount . 138 Thus the 
mul:za��iliq had become in short space of time a position which involved 
financial loss, rather than profit , for the incumbent and it is not sur
prising that the position likewise lost much of its prestige value. 

Jawdat Pasha analyzes the position of the office in 1 785 as follows : 

Heretofore the tax-collectorsh ip  of Aleppo was one of the choice revenue 
offices. For forty or fifty years wealthy indiv iduals had acquired this  col
lectorsh ip by offering their services and spending a cons iderable amount of 
money. Gaining great weal th and ful fi ll ing the requi s ite of magnificence, 
some of them gradually became viz irs and some commanders. In this man
ner did l\'1 ir-mirii.n Al.1 111ac l  I 'ash a gain t: :e h orseta i l  aml ban ner anr l  acquire 
fame. After a while the said collectorship was moulded into the pattern of 
"sale of what is surplus, and is there any add it ional ?" by means of the 
conscienceless corruption of the century. By degrees it lost demand l ike 
alloyed money and became as useless as an o ld calendar in the eyes of those 
of reputation . Therefore some bankrupt individuals undertook the responsi
bility for it. Initially they paid bribes from the customs revenue which was 
quickly obtainable and the equ ivalent of cash and then spent the remainder 
on sensuous pleasures. Because they abandoned anc l  left  the other state 
revenues as arrears . . . , each year a few qapiiji biish is and, in the interest 
of haste, a few envoys of the grand viz ir  were successi vely sent to collect 
those arrears for the state. Drawing from the walayah the daily pay which 
was assigned to them accord ing to their  rank and posit ion for their expenses, 
these agents chose to establ i sh themselves in Aleppo out of covetousness for 
the profit resulting from the collect ion of state revenue, and every year 
the people of Aleppo were thus as a whole exactecJ.139 

The mu�a��illiq was, however, still a vehicle for the accumulation of 
wealth and power even after this time, as the career of Ibrahim Agha 
( later Pasha ) Qattar Aghasi reveals . A servant in the household of 
Chalabi Effendi, this man remained illiterate but came to be one of the 
outstanding figures of recent Aleppo history, received the favor of his 
master,140 rose through the ranks of the household, and at some point 

136 M. Sobernheim, "l:lalab," E/1. 
m Alfred C. Wood, A History of the Levant Company ( Oxford : Clarendon 

Press, 1 935 ) , 1 96. 
1•• Voyage, IV, 190. 
100 Jawdat, Ta'rikh, III, 269. "Cet emploi plus lucratif aujourd'hui en ap

parence qu'en realite . . .  ," Ame to De Cabres, 10  December 1 785, AE BI -96. 
"0 Abbott to Crow and Le Messurier, 15 August 1 796, SP 1 10/53. f. 93v. 
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not long after Chalabi Effendi's death in 1 786141 became muJ:i�-Fil of the 
city probably through the influence of his patron's friends in Istanbul.142 
One first hears of him in this post in early April, 1792 but it is apparent 
from this reference and others immediately subsequent to it that he had 
held the position for some time prior to this, 143 for Abbott in speaking 
of the situation within Aleppo at the time describes the power held by 
Ibrahim Agha as follows : 

I am much afraid that we are going to Experience the severities of a 
Famine, no Wheat is brought to market for the subsistence of the Poor. 
Our New Governor can do noth ing, as the Muhasil is so Powerfull, and 
having the Command of all the V i llages, and being the Proprietor of all the 
Corn, delays bringing any to Town, that he may obtain his own Price for 
it.144 

It is not clear from the sparse sources of the late 1790's whether 
Ibrahim Agha's acquisition of power came through his retention of the 
position of mu(i.aHil or not. Financially speaking, it would seem un
likely ; more probably he gained the financial ascendancy in Aleppo 
through the gradual acquisition of choice villages and cornering the 
grain supply as indicated above. There is further testimony to this 
effect : 

. . .  this Ibrahim Aga Muhasil is got up to such a pitch of Greatness, by 
every unlawfull means in the sales of his Corn and other Grains and has 
heaped up such immense Treasures and by good and bad means appropriated 
to him self Forty Eight of the best and met [sic. most] opulent Villages, he 
saves annually great sums of money, to the Ruin of the Inhabitants of this 
part of Syria and Distruction to the Trade in GeneraJ. 145 

But certainly if the muJ:ia-F-Filliq was not particularly financially re
warding, a case may be made for its prestige value. It was essential 
for a man of ambition to hold public office and pay the necessary bribes 

to influential officials at the Porte . However hollow personal acquaint.: 
ance might make his prestige in Aleppo, the fact that he held an office 

gave him standing with the government in Istanbul and a pathway to 
higher goals through the machinations of his supporters. In the case 
of Ibrahim Agha the mu(i��illiq led to the conferral of the rank of the 
sultan's amir til?hiir, 146 then to the position of mutasallim, 147 and finally 
to that of the wtili of Damascus, replacing 'A�m Zadah 'Abd-Allah 

m Tabbakh, /'lam, III ,  366. 
142  Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 649. 
143 Abbott to Ainslie, 19 April 1 792, 30 July 1 792, and I September 1 792, SP 

1 10/53, f. 25r. ,  35r. and 38r. 
"' Abbott to Ainslie, 18 September 1792, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 40r. 
140 Abbott to Robert Liston, 14 J une 1 794, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 60r. 
"" Ahbott to Liston, 5 September 1795, SP 1 10/53, f. 78v. 
147 Abbott to Liston, 13 May 1796, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 89v. 
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Pasha in 1798.148 Aiding him in Istanbul were his qapu katldiudasi, or 
steward at the Porte, Musa Effendi,149 and the walidah sultan kat
khudasi, steward of the sultan's mother, Yusuf Agha. l 50 To make as
sistance worth their while there was the increasing attraction of Ibrahim 
Agha's personal wealth : by 1 796 he had increased the number of vil
lages he owned to 1 10 and held the revenue farms normally independent 
of the muf:iaHilliq, those of tobacco, coffee and the stamp duty .151 The 
office of mutasallim also no doubt permitted the use of avanias, al
though a mutasallim, no matter how powerful , had to exercise caution 
in this field, for a protest to Istanbul against a mutasallim was more 
likely to be effective than one against a wali. 

With the ascendancy of the Janissaries in the first decade of the 
nineteenth century, however, the niuf:ia�,�illiq appears to have lost a 
good part of the value it formerly held for its possessor. Mention of the 
official becomes increasingly rare and then in more and more disparaging 
terms. In 1805 , 'Abdi Effendi, the mufti, doubled as mu(la��il,152 and 
in 1806 the incumbent is termed "un homme de basse extraction qui 
doit sa fortune et sa place a un Commerce de grains, que les derniers 
malheurs d' Alep ont rendu tres-lucratif."153 Finally . the Janissary lead
ers took over the responsibility for the payment of the m'iri from the 
muJ:iaHil and in 1 8 1 1 the Porte's revenues from Aleppo were l imited to : 

. . .  the Miri, or general land-tax, which the Janissaries themselves pay, 
the Kharatsh or tribute of the Christians and Jews, and the income of the 
custom house, which is now rented at the yearly rate of eighty thousand 
piasters. Besides these there are several civil appointments in the town, 
which are sold every year at Constantinople to the h ighest bidder : the Janis
saries are in the possession of the most lucrative of them, and remit regularly 
to the Porte the purchase money.154 

Russell is unique in mentioning that the 1nu�taHil had certain judicial 
powers limited to revenue matters and a prison in his palace where were 
incarcerated those he found guilty . 1"5 That author also points out that 
the merchants were more or less under the protection of the muf:ia��il 
from avanias imposed by the wali.156 

As indicated, there were other state revenue farms in the walayah 
of Aleppo not belonging to the tn.uf:iaHilliq .  A list of these is given in 

us Jawdat, Ta'rikh, VI, 330. For the biography of 'Az,m 7.lidah 'Abel-Allah 
Pasha, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmani, III,  393. 

14• Abbott to Spencer Smith, 8 August 1 796, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 93r. 
100 Abbott to Smith, 15 November 1 796, SP 1 10/53, f. lOlr.  The biography 

of Yusuf Agha is given in Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmani, IV,  668-669. 
m Abbott to Crow and Le Messurier, 15 August 1796, SP 1 10/53, f. 93v. 
162 Corancez to Ruffin, 27 Brumaire Yr. 14/ 1 November 1805, CCAlep, XXIII, 

f. 295r. 103 Corancez to Ruffin, 29 August 1806, CCA lep, XXIII,  f. 309r and v. 
164 Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 653. 
••• Natural History of A leppo, I, 322. 
• •• Ibid .• 330. 
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the description of the walayah written by Joseph Louis Rousseau in 
1 8 1 2. Paid directly to the Porte by the multazim or revenue farmer, 
who then had the right to the income, they were as follows : 

Soies nomme Kassabie 40,000 piastres 
Tabac 60,000 
Galles et laines 500 
Caffe 20,000 
Commestibles, dite Dar-el-Wekal e 1 8,000 
Teinturerie 1 ,800 
Calandre, nomme Dak 1 0,000 
Toiles de coton 1 ,000 
Marque des etoffes nomme Tamgha 20,000 
Impots sur Jes soies 1 1 ,000 
�toffes de lin de Trebizond 500 
Laitages 1 ,500 
Epices 3,000 
Droit de peser la Soie 4,000 
Khan de la Douane 7,000 
Khan dit Vizir OU logent les N egotians 3,700 
Khan dit Nichandji ou loge le Consul de France 1 ,000 
5 Khans ou aboutissent les Denrees 5,500 
Grand Mosquee et de ses Depenses 2,800 
20-25 villages des environs de Haleb 1 1 6,000 

339,300 piastres.1111 

Several of these farms deserve comment and comparison with others 
appearing in a list dated 1 583 . 168 Six of them have to do with materials 
and it is difficult to sort out the basis of the revenue. The first item, 
"soies nomme Kassabie" seems to be the equivalent of what R. Dozy 
calls q04ab and describes as "etoffe brodee clans laquelle sont encrustees 
de petites lames d'or ou d'argent."150 That this work was done in Aleppo 
is indicated by a khan bearing the name of those who made the gold 
thread, the Khan al-Qa��ablyah,160 but although this khan was built 
circa 1 510, there is no item in l\fantran and Sauvaget's list which cor
responds to this farm . One must assume that Aleppo manufactured thi s  
gold- or silver-encrusted brocade, for there existed a farm for the weigh

ing of the silk which corresponds with a farm in the earlier list.161 The 
only possibility of an earlier equivalent is the one described as "ferme du 
khan d' Abrak avec les boutiques , dans la ville meme d' Alep . . . ,

"162 

the khans appearing to be identical . 
The farm relating to cloth in Rousseau's list, entitled "marque des 

107 "Description succincte du pachalik d'Alep," 1812, CCA lep, XXV, f. 27r. My 
total is 327,300 piasters. 

1•• Mantran and Sauvaget, Reglements fiscaux ottomans, 1 1 1-1 18. 
10• R. Dozy, Sttpptement aii;x dictionnaires arabes, 2nd edition ( Leiden : Brill, 

1 927) , I I, 353-354. 
••• Sauvaget, A lep, 173, n. 650. 
1•1 Mantran and Sauvaget, Reglements fiscaux ottomans, 1 1 1 ,  item no. 6. 
162  Ibid., 1 1 3, item no. 20. 
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etoffes nomme Tamgha" corresponds to the citation of "Ferme de 
l 'estampillage des etoffes d'Egypte, de Ghazza, et de Basra . . . ,' '16

3 

tamgha being a stamp. The nature and purpose of this printing of 
materials, however, is unknown, nor does it appear in Rousseau's list 
to be restricted to those materials coming from Egypt, Ghazza and 
the I:Jawran area. 

Other items in Rousseau's list pertaining to materials seem to have 
no equivalents in the earlier one, for the only other item in the latter 
is a farm entitled "Ferme du droit sur la soie et la coton du pays, ainsi 
que la soie d'autre provenance dans la ville cl' Alep . . .  , " 1 6·1 which might 
possibly correspond either to Rousseau's ' 'toiles de coton " or " impots 
sur !es soies." 

"Commestibles, <lite Dar-el-Wekale" might well be equated with the 
earlier "Ferme du pesage du beurre et autres . . .  " especially since the 
weighing charge on butter, fruits, vegetables and other perishable prod
ucts brought into the central market, the Dar al-Wikalah, near Bab 
Antakiyah exists to this day . 1 65 

That there were no corresponding farms in the 1 583 list for tobacco 
and coffee is not surprising, for neither commodity then enjoyed the 
vogue later attained. Coffee was introduced into Anatolia in 1 555,16

8 

and gained slow acceptance. By the late eighteenth century, however, 
it, like tobacco, was a popular luxury item, well suited as an object of 
indirect taxation. 

Those who bought these revenue farms were sometimes protected 
by the Porte when wlilis attempted to avoid payment of required dues. 
This occurred to S ilal)dar I:Jamzah Pasha in 1 768. When he came to 
Aleppo as wlili, he brought with him coffee on which he refused to pay 
customs to its farmers. The Porte , after having received a petition, 
ordered the wlili to pay the amount which was about 1 5 ,000 piasters.161 

The allotment of such large portions of revenue collection to the 
mul;ta��il and to various multazims left little for the wtili, possibly by de
sign in that this province was of such strategic value. Two lists of his 
revenues exist, having such disparities as to merit the reproduction of 
both. 

De Perdriau gives the general picture in 1777 : 

Ce Gouvernement quoyqu'un des plus honorables de !'Emp i re ottoman, Alep, 
ayant la Preeminence apres Bagdad, le Caire et Smyrne Est Cependant d'un 
tres modique revenue, puisqu'il ne Se monte qu'a 42 :000 piastres de fixe.168 

1 "  Ibid., 1 1 1 , and item no. 6. 184 Ibid., 1 1 6, item no. 43. 
••• Ibid. , 1 1 1 , item no. 2, and n. 2. Cf. Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1 ,  

300, and 300, n .  3, for mention of  D a r  al-Wikalahs elsewhere. 
••• Pallis ,  Janissaries, 220. For tobacco, see Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, 

I, pt. 1 ,  29 1 .  
167 Thomas to Ministry, 15 March 1768, AE B1-90. For the biography of 

Silal)dar l;Iamzah Pasha, cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmiini, I I, 254-255. 
•••  AE B 1 -94. 
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One can deduce the meaning of the term "fixed revenues."  Historically 
each wiili, then called beylerbey, had the right to the revenues of certain 
lands within his province for the support of the sipahis, or feudal cav
alry, he was to maintain . 1uo These revenues originally amounted to 
8 17,000 aqchahs110 but by the end of the eighteen th century this sum 
amounted to no more than 7,000 piasters.171 The old system may have 
existed at least in theory. It is possible, therefore, that the item men
tioned by de Perdriau was in some manner a survival of the sipahi
supporting revenues, increased to a degree more proportional with 
maintenance realities. 172 

In addition to this fixed revenue , the wiili is cited by de Perdriau 
as also receiving various sums which fluctuated in accordance with 
economic conditions : 

1 .  The dues called 'mechaya' [ mushii'iyah ] ,  paid by the artisan 
corporations each year, which amounted to 7,000 to 8,000 piasters. 

2. The dues on sheep passing through Aleppo from the north to 
the rest of Syria,173 the total of which generally amounted to some 
12,000 to 1 3 ,000 piasters. 

3. The fee on the repartition and collection of the siiliylin. This was 
the yearly budget of the city which comprised items for the maintenance 
and reparation of the water system, the expenses incurred in entertaining 
visi ting or transiting officials, those incurred for the subsistence of the 
Porte's messengers and inspectors , and lesser items of a police nature. 
This budget was made up every six months in Mul;iarram and Rajah, 
and the costs divided among the quarters of the city . Before the budget 
was deemed valid, it had to be signed by the qiirf i, wh ich cost the city 
6,000 to 8,000 piasters, and the wiili's order was essential for its collec
tion. The latter was one of the largest items in the wali's revenues, for 
this order often cost the city as much as 40,000 per annum.174 

De Perdriau makes no estimate of the amount a wiili could add to 
these yearly dues of approximately 103 ,000 piasters through the medium 
of avanias against individuals. It  could, of course, vary greatly. Ac
cording to his own statement, 'Ali Pasha, ej ected ignominiously from 

Aleppo in 1 775, amassed 700,000 piasters in four and a ha!£ months,175 

1 0 0  Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt.  1 ,  144 and 203. 170 Niiri ,  Natayij al-Wuqu'at, I ,  129. 
171 In 1815, 120 aspers equalled 1 piaster : Antoine Rabbath , Do cuments inedits 

pour servir d l'histoire du clzristianisme en orient ( Par is : Picard, 1906, 1910-
1 921 ) ,  I, 572, n. 2. 172 Volney also mentions a fixed sum that the wali of A leppo received, namely 
80,000 piasters, but indicates that this was the total amount which he could o cially 
accrue : Voyage, II, 39-40. 113 Supra, 37. 

m De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1 777] ," AE BI-94. 
175 "Relation d'expulsion d' Aly Pacha," 22-28 December 1775,  appendix of 4 

January 1776, AE BL93. Volney comments that 'Abdi Pasha "qui commandait i1 
y a douze ou treize ans enleva dans <iuinze mois plus de 4,000,000 de livres [ IO 
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and Rousseau comments that Ibrahim Pasha Qagar Aghasi was said 
to have collected some two million piasters a year during his rule.176 

Rousseau's list is more extensive, but he includes certain items 
which would have been relegated to the category of avanias, if they 
had existed in de Perdriau 's time : 

1 .  Ses honoraires sur la Collecte du Salian, ou taxe 
que s 'impose sur !es Vil lages pour Subvenir  aux 
depenses publiques, et sur le miri ou impots annuels 
des bien fonds. 

2. [ Ses honoraires] Sur !es procluits des Douanes du 
Gouvernement. 

3. Droits sur !es Bestiaux qui entrent dans la Ville a 
raison de 1 / 4 P. par mouton.  

4. Taxe particuliere et fixe qu' i l  pen;oit par Tete 
sur ceux des Ch retiens et ] uifs qui portent le 
Turban. 

5. Sur boutiques et manufactures. 
6. Impositions arbitraires sur les chretiens et les 

Juifs 
7. La Dime qu'il pen;oit Sur !cs affai res Contentieuses 

soumise a son jugement. 
8. Avanias, confiscations, Butin fait sur les habitans de 

la Campagne, et autres benefices Casuels. 

72,000 

5,000 

30,000 

4,000 
2,000 

1 0,000 

6,000 

70,000 

327,300 piastres.171 

The first item is simi lar to the third on <le Penl rian 's  l ist ,  but it is 
notable here that the repartition of the costs of the saliyiin was on the 
villages. In general, it may be said, the expenses of the city were passed 
on to the villages which it controlled. One of the demands of the notables 
of the city to the Porte in 1770 was : 

Que !es diverses Depenses , meme Surnumeraires du gouvernement, Seroient 
a ·  l 'avenir imposees Sur Jes biens S itues hors de la V ille, et non Sur les 
maisons d' . . .  [Alcp ?]  , ainsy qu'il s'est practique j usqu'a present.178 

Whether this principle, which may be said to be a distinction between 
the taxable m�ri property an<l the non-taxable mulk property, was car
ried over to the repartition of the saliyan or not, cannot be asserted in 
the absence of more detailed information but the indication of this 
description of Rousseau is that it was, in fact if not in theory. 

The second item does not complement any information available 

million piasters] ,  en ram;onnant taus les corps de metiers, jusqu'aux netoyeurs de 
pipes" : Voyage, I I, 40. He is mistaken as to when 'Abdi Pasha was wiili of 
Aleppo. This pasha was wali of Aleppo from late 1 779 to January 1 781 : Tabbakh, 
/'lam, I II ,  354-359, VII, 278 ; Jawdat, Ta'rlkh, II, 1 56-157. 1 76 "Description succincte du pachalik d'Alep," 1812, CCA lep, XXV, f. l l r. 

177 Ibid. , f. 27r. and v. 178 De Perdriau to De Praslin. 8 October 1 770. AE B 1 -9 1 .  
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concern ing the conduct of the customs administration, wholly in the 
hands of the mu�a,�.ril as it appears to have been. The sixth is equally 
inexplicable. 

The situation with regard to the head-tax has been clarified above.179 
The tax on Christians and Jews wearing the turban probably does not 
refer to the bara' atli interpreters and their nafar firmanlis, 180 both 
classes being under the protection of foreign powers, hut more likely 
to those Christians and Jews who were under the protection of the 
notables of the city. A letter from Abbott is informative on this point 
and gives a clue to the manner in which this income item should be 
considered . 

. . . on the 4th Inst. His Excellency the Fashaw [Fay�li Sulayman Pasha] 
sent an order to our mulla, and lo the four Christian B i shops, with directions 
to publish it, that hence forward the sons of the Baraatlees with th eir  neffers 
[nafar firmanlis] are not to wear Cal packs [qalpaqs] , not to Cl oath them
selves as usual, but to appea r in the Dress of other Ch ri stian Subj ects of 
the Grand S ignor, which is ordered to he in  hrown Col ours , with Red Shoes, 
and who ever disobeys h is Com mands he would order him to be hanged . . .  
your Excellency may easi ly perce i ve, this can be the wook [sic . ,  work] of 
no body else but that of Ibrah i m  A ga our Muhasil [ lbr:ihim Agha Qattar 
Aghasi] and Kutsi Effend i our Nakih,  but by endeavouring to hurt us, they 
likewise felt the Effects of it them sel ves with much di shonor as h is  Excel
lency has extended the Order to t h em also, by Curtail i ng their numerous 
Attendance, to a small number, and obl iging the ir Christian protected who 
wore Calpacks, to conform to the Rules proscribed by him to the Rayas.181 

If the notables of the city had Christians and Jews under their protec
tion who were permitted normally to wear the same dress as those 
under foreign protection, this permission must have been bought. The 
wali would have received the money since he was the one likely to have 
granted such dispensation . 

The seventh item, the tithe on litigations and disputes brought 
before the wali for judgment , is a natural transfer of the fee of the 
qlUji in the cases brought before him. Not infrequently were cases 
brought before the wali sitting in full divan, and it is inconceivable that 
a wiili would overlook such a lucrative means of enhancing his income. 

Among the "benefices casuels" in the last item may be included the 
presents from the consuls, from the notables of the city, and anyone 
wishing to curry favor with the governor. These were customarily given 
on feast days, on the arrival of the governor, and on any occasion of 
personal celebration, such as the birth of a child or a marriage. These 
might amount to an imposing figure. 

Balanced against these revenues were the expenses which the 

179 Supra, 37. 1"0 Supra, ix-x. 
1•1 Abbott to Ainslie, 17 September 1 793, SP 1 1 0/53. f. SOv. 
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walis incurred in obtaining the province and in maintaining, if not 
enhancing, their influence at Istanbul, not to mention the upkeep of 
their troops and household, nor the expenses of the administration. 
Acquisition of the wilayah of Aleppo cost about 200,000 to 240,000 
piasters182 and there were additional payments for services rendered to 
the wali's qapu katkhudasi, the representative of his interests in Istan
bul . 183 It can readily be appreciated that the wali's tenure was not 
profitable unless the figure Rousseau allows for avanias, confiscations, 
and similar extraordinary revenues were materially increased. There 
can be little doubt that this fact and its logical effect on provincial mis
government were recognized by the Porte, but the continuance of the 
policy may be attributed to two considerations on the part of the sultan 
and his advisors : primarily the need of the Porte for as much income 
as it could obtain from the provinces for the expenses of wars, admin
istration, and palace luxuries ; and secondly the sangu ine policy of 
nullifying tendencies toward autonomy on the part of walis by en
couraging a dislike of their regimes among the people they ruled. 

The institution of the ulema, those learned in Islam, was thoroughly 
organized in a hierarchical manner in the Ottoman empire, as was its 
military and administrative counterpart. Whereas Muslims had orig
inally been excluded from personal service to the sultan, that is, from 
his qapuquli, they were the sole recruits for the ulema. This institution 
had two principal divisions : those who served the ritual , the shaykhs, 
the l<titibs or scribes, the imams and the muezzins on the one hand, and 
on the other, the judges and jurisprudents. Both divisions were chosen 
from among the graduates of the madrasahs, or theological colleges, 
attached to the grand mosques throughout the empire.1 84 

To become a qa<f,i, or judge, the aspirant was required to study longer 
at the madrasah than the candidates for ritualist positions. After pass
ing a series of examinations, the former received the title of mulazim, 
or novice. They might then make the choice between obtaining appoint
ment as minor qaqis or na'ibs, deputy j udges, or, by continuing their 
studies for an additional seven years, achieving the rank of mudarris, 
professor of j urisprudence. In the provinces this rank entitled the 
holder to the position of local mufti,185 or of provincial mudarris.184 
Those in the capital, however, were entitled to rise by seniority through 
the ten grades of mudarrises, the final being that of the Sulaymani:yah 

1•• Rousseau, "Description succincte du pachalik d'Alep," 1812, CCA lep, XXV, 
f. 27r. 

'"" Cf. Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1, 170, n. 3. 
1•• Juchereau de Saint-Denys, Histoire de /'empire ottoman, I ,  321-323. The 

students were called �uftahs : ibid., and Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 2, 
146 and n. 3. 

1•• Infra, 52-54. 
1 88 Juchereau, Histoire, I, 323-324 ; Alfred Howe Lybyer, The Government of 

the Ottoman Empire in the Time of Suleiman the Magnificent ( Cambridge : Har
\·ard University Press, 1913 ) ,  204-205. 
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mosque, and then to graduate to the highest groups of judicial officers 
in the empire. The lowest category of this group included the offices 
of qa<f,i in Gala ta, U skudar, E yup, Jerusalem, Izmir, Y eni§ehir, Aleppo 
and Salonika, termed collectively the mukhraj mullalari, "the extracted 
judges."187 Above these were the arba'ah mullalari, "judges of the 
four," referring to the cities of Edirne, Bursa, Cairo and Damascus. 
Next were the l;taramayn mulliilari, the judges of Mecca and Medina, 
and then the Istanbul qa<j,zsi, j udge of Istanbul proper, the qa<j,i-'askar 
of Anatolia, the qa<f,i-'askar of Rumelia, and finally the shayl<li al-Islam, 
the chief of all the ulema of the Ottoman empire.188 

Appointments to the upper grades of the judicial hierarchy were 
annual, the appointee taking office the first of a designated month, usually 
that of Mul:iarram.189 After serving within one city appropriate to his 
rank the judge might well continue through the positions of his grade, 
through those of the next , and in this manner achieve the rank of 
qaef,i-'askar of Rumelia, which position he might hold several times.190 

The qa<f,is of mukhraj rank and above were nominated by the shaykh 
al-Islam by means of a list submitted to the sultan through the grand 
vizir.1111 Lesser qa<j,is were nominated by the qa<j,i-' askar of Rumelia, 
if the post was in that part of the empire, and by the qii<ll-'askar of 
Anatolia if in Asia or Egypt.192 

This theoretical operation of the Ottoman j udicial system, as with 
other elements of the governmental structure, was subj ect to abuses and 
corruption. The higher orders were a virtual monopoly of the impor
tant families of the empire and by bribery and influence their sons passed 
on paper through the lower ranks so that they might attain the mukhraj 
rank at the age of twenty-five or th irty.r n:: Some obtained permission to 
remain in I stanbul , sending deputies or mulla wakilis, to their posts .1H 

197 D'Ohsson, Tableau general, I V, 543 ; Olivier, Voyage, I, 275-276. Among 
the Ottomans the terms qarji and mulla were somewhat interchangeable, but the 
latter was usually restricted to those of the higher ranks. 

188 D'Ohsson, Tableau general, IV, 531 -544 ; Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, 
I, pt. 2, 86-91 .  189 In the time of Sultan Sulayrnan Qaniini the appointments were for life, 
until promotion, or during good behaviour : Lybyer, Government, 217 ; Gibb and 
Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 2. 89 f. 

100 D'Ohsson, Tableau genera l, IV, 545. A qacJi of these classes might be 
appointed to a post with the rank, termed piiyah, of a higher post. Thus, a cer
tain 'Uthman 7..adah Ibrahim Effendi,  "Being the mulla of Damascus in 1 1 74 
[ 1 760-61 ] ,  he received the rank [payahl of Mecca, . . . in 1 183 [ 1 769-70] , being 
the naqlb al-ashraf, he was qii(li of Istanbul for the second time with the rank 
of Anatolia" : J awdat, Ta'rileh, II, 1 78. It is not clear whether it was the office 
that could not be held twice or the rank. From the above one would assume the 
latter, although the former would appear more likely. 

1•1 D'Ohsson, Tableau general, I V, 544 ; Olivier, Voyage, I, 271 .  102  Olivier, Voyage, I, 272. Volney states that the qarjis of Aleppo, Damascus 
and Jerusalem were appointed by the qiicfi-'askar : Voyage, II, 231 .  He does not 
seem to have been aware that there were two qa<f,i-'askars. His whole chapter on 
the administration of j ustice is inadequate and faulty. 1•• D'Ohsson, Tableau general, IV, 546-547 ; Juchereau, Histoire, I, 324. 

10• D'Ohsson, Tableau general, IV, 547. 
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In an attempt to correct this malpractice, Sultan 'Abd-al-I:Iamid I 
ordered that qa¢is be present at their posts but the effectiveness of his 
decree is questionable.195 

A less common but equally disruptive abuse was the appointment 
of qii¢is of lower rank to that of mukhraj. Jabiri Zadah 'Abd-Allah 
Effendi, an Aleppine sharif and a qa¢i of the dawriyah, or circuit, rank, 
was promoted through the influence of the maktabji effendi, the grand 
vizir's general secretary, 196 to the rank of mukhraj while qiirj,i of Sofia.197 

Even those untrained in jurisprudence could obtain the niukhraj 
rank if their influence were sufficient. Two poets, 'Uthman Effendi 
Zadah Dali Amin Effendi and Diyurakli 'Uthman Effendi known as 
Musannaf Effendi, both pnblic lecturers at the Porte, were appointed 
qa¢is of Aleppo and Jerusalem respectively. M usannaf Effendi, having 
mismanaged the problem of repairing the Holy Sepulcher, was dismissed 
in the fall of 1813 . 198 Dali Amin Effendi in Aleppo, apparently of 

haughty and egotistical character, ridiculed the notables of Aleppo and 
finally sealed his fate by striking the mufti with a book in the ma/:tkamah. 
His deposition was demanded in the spring of 1814. 199 

The ulema, of whom the qaef,is formed an important segment, were 
exempt from all taxation or general exaction and from arbitrary con
fiscation. Nor could they, as a general rule, be put to death .200 

The qa<f,i of Aleppo was thus of niitkhraj rank, appointed yearly by 
the shaykh al-Islam, and the qa¢iliq of Aleppo was one of the lower 
rungs of the ladder leading towards the highest position. The rank of 
qarji of Aleppo was also known as that of a mulla of 400 aspers. 201 Like 
the wali, the qa¢i paid a fixed sum to the Porte for the appointment.202 

Since Aleppo was too large a city for one judge to administer, the 
qarji was permitted to appoint na'ibs. One of these sat in the outer court 
of the ma/:tkamah to hear minor cases, and three or four more sat in 
various parts of the town.203 The post of naib was farmed out by the 
qa¢i to various effendis of the city, but their j udgments were not final, 
appeal to the qacj,i himself being possible.204 

195 Jawdat, Ta'rikh, I V, 310. 
198 Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1, 120 ; Pakalm, Tarih Deyimleri, 

II, 466. 
191 Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, I I, 328. He was soon, however, dismissed and exiled 

to Keshan (now Tekirdag) in 1232/ 1816-17 : ibid. 10• Jawdat, Ta'rikh, X, 145. 
2•• Ibid., 146. 200 Juchereau, Histoire, I, 328-329. 
201 De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1777 ] ," AE BI-94. In 1 726 the rank is called 

that of a mulla of 500 aspers : Rabbath, Documents inedits, II, 361-362. D' Arvieux 
also has 500 aspers : Nachrichten , VI, 383. 

••• Rousseau, "Description succincte du pachalik d' Alep," 1812, CCAlep, XXV, 
£. l Ov. 

••• Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 3 1 7 ; De Perdriau says that there 
were four na'ibs : "Memoire [of 1777] ," AB BL94. D'Arvieux is in agreement 
with this figure : N achrichten, VI, 384. 

20• Russell, Na tural History of A leppo, I, 3 1 7-318 ; De Perdriau, "Memoire 
[of 1777] ," AE B1-94 ; Volney, Voyage, II, 232. Volney does not mention the na'ib. 
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Assisting the courts were several katibs, who acted as court secre
taries, recording decisions, and as notaries in the sense that they drew 
up legal deeds, contracts ,  letters and the like, for which they received 
fees.205 No lawyers existed, each participant pleading his own case, 
but there were several slmhitd, or professional witnesses , whose duties 
were analogous to those of the modern notaries, with the addition of 
court testimony.206 The court also had a bailiff to issue summons to 
litigants .207 

The revenue of the qa<f,i was derived from the sale of the office of 
na'ib, certain dues such as that for his signature on the wali's municipal 
budget, which brought him six to eight thousand piasters,208 and the 
ten percent of the judgment in cases brought before him, paid by the 
one who won it.2-09 It is noteworthy that one of the interim reforms 
of the notables in 1770 was reported as follows : "Que les fraix des 
Procedures ne se payeroient au Mehkeme qu'a raison de cinq pour 
cent au lieu de dix qu'exigent le Cady."210 In theory, the qa<f,i received 
fees only when he was in need, but custom had long established the ten 
percent.211 To increase the j udgment beyond reason was therefore a 
common practice enabling the qarj,i to reap profits .212 

The qa<f,i also acted as executor of the Porte for the estates of those 
who died in Aleppo . In certain cases,213 the Porte inherited a part or 
whole and to get an estate released the inheritors often had to bribe the 
qa<f,i.214 Another complaint to the Porte from the Aleppo notables m 
1770 dealt with this : 

Que lorsqu'une Succession passero it aux Enfans du mort, le Mehkeme n'y 
mettroit point le Scelle, ni n'en <lemanderoit la dixieme partie ; que celles 
passant aux Collateraux en seroient suscepti bles ; mais qu'alors ii ne seroit 
paye que quatre aspres par p iastre du montant des biens laisses.2111 

According to Juchereau de Saint-Denys, the custom in collateral in
heritances was as follows : "Un homme qui herite de son frere mort 
sans enfans doit payer au souverain un droit de trois pour cent. A 
defaut de freres, les biens passent aux neveux. Les cousins ne sont pas 

••• Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 321. 
••• Ibid., 319 ; W. Heffening, "Shahid," Ell. 
207 Ferdinand Taoutel, ed., Daftar Akhawiyat 'Uzbiin al-Arman wa-Ma ilayhi 

min al-Fawa'id wa-al-Ta'limiit ( Beirut : Catholic Press, 1950 ) ,  53.  
••• De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1 777 ] ," AE B1 -94. 
••• Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 3 1 8 ; Juchereau, Histoire, I, 342. 210 De Perdriau to De Praslin, 8 October 1 770, AE BL9 1 .  
211 Tyan, Organisation judiciairc.  2nd ed., 333 and 337 ; d' Arvieux, N achrichten, 

VI, 384. 
112 Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 3 18 ; Juchereau, Histoire, I, 342. 
213 Juchereau, Histoire, I, 334. 
m Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 3 18. The qiilfi, according to d'Ar

vieux, was entitled to 10 percent of these estates but means were devised to 
avoid the passage of an inheritance through his hands : Nachrichten, VI, 390. 

915 De Perdriau to De Praslin, 8 October 1 770, AE BL91.  
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admis a heriter."216 The piaster being rated at 120 aspers in the eight

eenth century, a tax of four aspers per piaster was a little more than 
three percent. 

The executorship for the sultan was one of the numerous admin
istrative duties of the qa<f,i. Others included the guardianship of incom
petents, or orphaned minors, and of property of absentee or unknown 
ownership, the marriage of women of age,�17 the execution of wills, 
the administration of the awqaf and the mosques/1 8  and the regulation 
of buildings and public works ,2rn in addition to the supervision of the 
shuhud and the nil' ibs. 

By far the most important role was that of the adjudication of civil 
and personal conflicts between individuals. This duty together with the 
administrative requirements, however, are outside the realm of this 
study which concerns itself only with those facets of duties in conflict 
with the authority of the wali. Such conflict served to strengthen the 
rivalry between the two officials, a rivalry inherent within the Ottoman 
system of government.22<l 

This area of conflict is difficult to delineate, especially since the 
concept of separation of powers, to the degree understood in 'vV estern 
political science, is foreign to Islamic political ideals wherein the caliph 
was the chief of the Islamic community or 'umma. Mawardi describes 
this : "L'institution de l'imamat a pour raison d'etre qu 'il supplee le 
prophetisme . . .  pour la sauvegarde de la religion et !'administration des 
interc:!ts terrestres."2�1 Regarding the judicial institution, Emile Tyan 
has emphasized that 

. . .  cette institution ne constitute pas un pouvoir separe et independent <les 
autres pouvoirs de l 'etat ; . . .  en particul ier, elle est dans un etat de <le
pendance etroite a l 'egard du pouvoir executif, qui rclcvc en principe du 
meme titulaire.222 

2 18 Juchereau, llistoire, I, 334. 
21 7  Tyan, Organisation judiciaire, 2nd. ed., 359-374. According to the implica

tion of Russell, the qa<ji supervised all marriage contracts : N atiwal History of 
Aleppo, I, 283 and 437. 

01• Tyan, Organisation judiciaire, 2nd. ed., 374-384, 393-397. The qil<ji, possibly 
as an extension of his authority over the mosques, could forbid the azan, thus 
signalling a revolt against the wali : De Perdriau, "Relation de !'expulsion d'Aly 
Pacha," 22-28 December 1775 ,  AE B1-93. 

210 Tyan, Organisation judiciaire, 2nd. ed., 350-351 .  The above description oi 
the administrative duties of the qa<ji is based on Tyan's analysis of al-Mawardi's 
al-Al;ikam al-Saltaniyah. Either by extension of his supervision of the awqcif or 
under his regulatory powers over public works, the qa<ji directed the annual task 
of cleaning the Aleppo aqueduct, largely supported by awqiif : Russell, Natural 
History of A leppo, I , 43. 

22° Cf. the statement of Juchereau, llistoire, I, 329-330 . 
.. 1 Abu-al-l;lasan 'Ali al-Mawardi, Les Status gouvernementaux OU reg/es de 

droit public et administratif, translation 'by E. Fagnan of al-Al;ikiim al-Saltiiniy;ali 
(Algiers : Jourdan, 1915 ) ,  5 and 30-31 .  

••• Tyan, Organisation judiciaire, 2nd. ed., 1 1 .  
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Authority was delegated, in part or  in whole, by the sovereign, the caliph 
or sultan, or by his representativcs,223 and any conflict of j urisdiction 
could have arisen by the mere overlapping of jurisdictional delegations. 

It  has been asserted that the Ottoman theory of government, apply
ing the "maxims of the traditional Perso-Turkish political philosophy" 
was directed toward "centralization and the balance of force." Thus, 
"while the Pasha, in accordance with the traditional Islamic system, was 
possessed with judicial powers, the qarf,i and the other religious digni
taries enjoyed, and exercised, the right of sending protests and me
morials direct to Istanbul, seldom without effect."224 

It is probable, however, that the ulema had greater powers of check
ing the wali than solely that of reporting to the Porte. 

In the ordinary course of affairs he [the wali] possesses no right to inflict 
capital punishment, without a formal trial at the Mahkamy, or, at least, with
out having previously procured the Mufti 's sanction by a Fitwa : neither has 
he a right to seize any one's property. It is true, legal forms are too often 
disregarded . . . but the power of <loing this, is an unconstitutional [ ! ]  
usurpation, and in  reality less frequently exercised than i s  commonly imag
ined.22tl 

No corroborative material for this statement has been found ; in fact 
Gibb and Bowen state that officers of the army and public administra
tion could try and sentence offenders even to death without the inter
vention of any officer of the law as such.22� This is a reflection of the 
restricted competence of the qiirf,i in Islamic law, together with the con
cept of the delegation of powers . A larger field of the extraordinary 
justice overlaid the ordinary law of the qii<fi in mediaeval Islam, the 
area of ma:;alim jurisprudence, or the judging of wrongful acts. Here 
the restrictions of admissible evidence were relaxed in the interests of 
justice and the judge had to be one with the power to enforce his ad
judications, generally the sovereign.:m 

Although the maqiilim system of justice decayed with the Mamlttks, 
due to the inaccessibility of the sultans, the effect was a broadening of 
the powers of the qa<f,i through the acquisition of a certain competence 
in extraordinary justice termed al-siyasat al-shar'iyah, a procedure by 
which a solution conformable to the two considerations of utility and 
possibility might be reached in a particular case.228 This was less ar
bitrary than nia,qalim justice and its domain of application was less vast . 

222 Ibid. "Cette notion de delegation est tres feconde dans l'histoire de la con 
stitution, non seulement du pouvoi r ju<liciaire, mais, de tous les autres pouvoirs, en 
Islam" : ibid. 

••• Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1 ,  201 . 
22• Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 225. 22• Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1, 12. 
••• The whole concept of ma>?iilim j ustice is treated in Tyan, Organisation 

judiciaire, 2nd. ed., 433-446. 
••• Ibid . •  161-162. 
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It is probable that both the concept of ma:;alim and that of siyasah 
were carried over in more restricted form to the Ottoman period, the 
wali and the qll<f,i both sharing the former, the qii<li alone dispensing 
the latter in that it was an extension of the shar' . or ordinary justice. 
It is thus that the conflict in judicial matters existed . 

The newly appointed qa(li of Aleppo in 178 1  released the prisoners 
of the former wali . 'Abdi Pasha. from the citadel hecause the cases 
against them had not been proven , while the new '«: •iili .  ' Uthm;in Pasha, 
ordered the qa<f,i not to send anyone to the citadel n o r  to kill anyone 
except in accordance with shar' law.229 

In 1775, the Janissaries ref u sed to obey 'Ali Pasha .  one of the most 
avaricious and incompetent ml/is which Aleppo knew in the eighteenth 
century, and revolted against him . Their ardor soon cooled hut the 
qii<f,i took up the fight and forhade that the azan he cried from the 
minarets, and then issued a �tufjah, legal decree, that the city take up 
arms and drive the wllli out.230 

Both the wiili and the qllgi policed the markets and streets. We 
have already noted the manner in which the wali < 'xcrciscd this func
tion .231 The qacf,i, too. went personally into the sllqs to supervise 
them,232 a general funct ion of the rank as indicated hy the practice in 
Istanbul .233 $ari Mul)ammad Pasha in his treatise of counsel to Otto
man officials adds that the pol icing of markets was the responsibility of 
the grand vizir's depnti<'s and the military commanders as well as of 
the qacf,is.234 

The duties of the Ottoman qii<f,i in Aleppo may he summarized as 
judicial, administrative and repressive . Repressive j ustice on the part 
of the qacf,is could extend to the city in general , thus supplementing that 
of the wali. Yet the principal task of the qtilfi lay in the realm of civil 
justice . 

On a question of the interpretation of the fiqh in a c ivil case. the 
qacf,i, or anyone involved, might have recourse to the opinion of the 
mufti. This individual was drawn from the ranks of the provincial 
mudarrises, appointed annually by the shaykh al-I s/<7111 , hut usually re
appointed over many years.235 His revenues, the sources of which re-

••• Tabbiikh, !'lam. III ,  359-360. 
230 De Perdriau, "Relation de !'expulsion d' Aly Pacha," 22-28 December 1775, 

AE B1-93. 231 Supra, 25-27. 
••• Tabbakh, I' lam, III, 352. 
••• D'Ohsson, Tableau general, VII ,  1 57. 
••• Walter Livingston \Vright, Jr., O ttoman Statecraft : the Booll of Counsel 

for Ve:::irs and Governors ( Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1935) , 77-78. 
••• Russell, Natural Histor3• of A leppo, I, 320. Olivier states that they were 

appointed for life : Voyage, I, 278. This is probably a mistaken transposition of 
former practice, for Lybyer indicates i t  was the practice in the time of Sulayman 
Qaniini : Go< ·crn1!11'11t, 207. Rousseau makes the extraordinary statement that the 
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main undefined , but which were undoubtedly based on fees for the de
livery of a fatwa, were not of great magnitude236 but the post carried at 
least the potential of considerable local prestige. With respect to official 
position, he ranked lower than the qihfi but since he was the h ighest 
continual representative of the ulcma in a given city, he had an oppor
tunity to build up an influential fol l owing.237 Theoretically the position 
of the mufti was the final grade for those who chose it, the only advance
ment being to cities of greater importance.:!38 In fact, however, this was 
not necessarily true, for the whim of the Porte could override legal re
strictions. l\fol;ammad Qudsi Effendi ,  for example, was mufti of Aleppo 
in 1793, was deposed the followi ng ycar,239 but was then appointed 
qa<f,i of Erzerum with the rank of mu /,'hraj in November of 1 800 at the 
suggestion of Yitsuf .Qlya'-al-Din l'asha, the grand vizir. :!·1 11 

One subordinate post in this branch of the administration can be 
distinguished, that of the a 111In al-fatwa, the scribe of the fatwas and 
recorder of them as precedcnts . :! 1 1  ' Abel-al-Qadir Effendi al -l;Iasalii , a 
minor Aleppine poet, is reconl1:d as having held the post while 'Ahd
Allah Effendi al-}:tbiri was mufti .:!·!:! 

Since the mufti held the h ighest rank among the pro vincial 11wdar
rises, it may safely be assumed that he was their chief . As there is no 
evidence that he selected them, h is power over the madrasahs may not 
have been material. His infl uence o ver them, on the other hand, may 
well have been a function of his prestige. 

The scope of the mufti 's responsi bil ity was limited to il1e </!l</a . as 
demonstrated by the fact that /\ ril.ia, Dir Kttsh, and Ma'arrat al- Na'man 
all had their own muftis .21 :i The latter, however, were of lower rank 
than that of Aleppo. 

In addition to the official l::Janali mufti in Aleppo, there could be 
position of mufti was an hereditary privilege : "Description succincte du pachalik 
d' Alep," CCAlep, XXV, £. 28r. Both the statements of Olivier and Rousseau are 
belied by evidence in the history of Aleppo : 'Abd-Allah Effendi ibn-MuHafa al
Jabiri was twice mufti of Aleppo. li e was chosen to replace Chalabi Effendi on 
the latter's death in 1786 : Tabhiild 1 ,  / " l<irn , III ,  366, VI I, 156. In 1 794 he was re
appointed mufti when MuJ:iammacl Qmlsi  Effendi was deposed from that position : 
Abbott to Liston, 26 August 1794, SI' 1 1 0/ 53, f. 62r 

'"° Russel l , Natural History of ;1 /cp po, 1, 320. 
237 "Ces Docteurs, malgre ! ' importance et la grandeau de leurs fonctions, 

n'occupoient cepcndant que la second rang clans l'ordre hierarchique. Dans la 
Capitale comme clans !es provinces, i ls cedoient le pas aux Cadys qui sont !es 
j uges orclinaires de chaque ville" : D'Ohsson, Tableau general, IV, 496. 

238 Olivier, Voyage, I ,  278. 
••• Abbott to Ainslie, 29 June 1 793, Abbott to Liston, 26 August 1 794, SP 

1 1 0/53, ff. 47v. and 62r. 
••• Jawdat, Ta'rikh, VII, 94. 
•u Pakahn describes only the fatwah amini of the shayl�h al-Islam : Tarih 

Deyimlcri, I, 621 .  It may be assumed, however, that provincial aniin al-fatwahs 
had the same duties. 

2•2 Tabbakh, !'lam, III ,  259. 
••• I bid. , 1:30, 1 49, am\ 276. 
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muftis for three remaining madhhabs, school of fiqh, if there were 
sufficient need. We know that there was a Shafi'i mufti in Aleppo in the 
eighteenth century ;244 there may have been others. These muftis, how
ever, had no official standing before the qa�i;  their presence was only 
"for the private convenience of the followers of the other schools."245 

1" Ibid . •  191. 
" '0  D . B. MacDonald, "Fatwa." EI'. 



CHAPTER III 

THE JANISSARIES OF ALEPPO 

'Janissaries' was the term applied by contemporary European 
authors to one of the factions into which the Muslim population of Alep
po was split. It connotes an institution peculiar to the Ottoman Empire, 
a standing infantry corps originally recruited from among the Christian 
population of the empire and trained in Islam and warfare to become 
the nucleus of the army.1 Gradually the corps became corrupted to such 
a degree that it bore little resemblance to the prototype. This was cer
tainly true of the Aleppo Jan issaries in the early nineteenth century. 
They appear more as an armed political party than as a mil itary unit . 

This party, however, had no established organization ; it was no 
political party in the modern g-overnmental sense. Its leadership was 
not necessarily vested in one man. In fact , in the days of its greatest 
power in Aleppo, the number of leaders would have been difficult to 
determine. John Lewis Burckhardt put the leadership in the hands of 
a clique of six, yet with one J:Hj j i  Ibrfthim Agha al-I:Iarbal i  as the 
wealthiest and most powerful .2 The French consul, Joseph Louis Rous
seau, writing about the same time, however, calls ibn-I:larbali merely 
one of the principal Janissaries .=1 In later years it is true that the leader
ship rested with one person, Mul�ammad Agha ibn-al-Qattan,4 and on 
his death another single leader was chosen , 5 but this would seem to be 
the exception rather than the rule. One acquires a definite impression 
that it was a clique that controlled the Janissaries of Aleppo, not in 
general one individual . 

It is notable that internal frictions did not rend the outward har
mony of this ruling group. There is but one instance in which rivalry 

' The principal sources on the Janissaries are : Ismail Hakk1 Uzun<;ar�1lt, 
Osmanli Devleti Te�kilfitindan Kapulml1t Ocaldari ( Ankara : Tiirk Tarih Kurumu 
Bas1mevi, 1943-1944 ) ,  I ; Ahmed Dj cvad Bey, P.tat militairl' ottoman depuis la 
fondation de /'empire jusq1t'd Hos jo1trs, tr. by Georges Macrides ( Constantinople : 
Journal La Turquie, 1882) ; D'Ohsson, Tablea1t general de l'empire othoman, VII, 
310-372 ; Albert Howe Lybyer, The G011ernment of the O ttoman Empire in the 
time of S1tleima11 the Magnificent ( Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 
1913 ) , 91 -97 ; and Gibb and Bowen, 1 slamic Society, I, pt. 1 ,  56-66 and 3 14-326. 

• Travels in Syria , 653. Burkhardt gives the name of this iigha as "Hadj i 
Ibrahim Ibn Herbely." Cf. Shihabi, L1tbnii11, 146 for the above rendering of his 
name. 

• "Bulletin," 10 September 181 1 ,  CCAlep, XXIV, f. 388r. 
• Matthieu Lesseps to Comte Guilleminot, 18 July, 1824, CCA lep, XXVI I, f. 

286v. 
• Lesseps, "Bulletin politique de la Syrie," August 1824, CCAlep, XXVII, f. 

316v. In 1826, however, Lesseps speaks again of "Jes chefs des Janissaries" : Les
seps to Ministry, 24 February 1826, CCA lep, XXVI II, f. 189v. 
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between two of the iighas6 threatened to disrupt this apparent harmony :  
in 1 807 the arrest of Ibrahim al-I:Iarbali in a public assembly by Al:imad 
Agha I:Iummu�ah climaxed a long standing rivalry between the two, 
but al-l:Iarbali was later released, first on the conditions of exile, but 
then without condition .7 Perhaps the pressure of other J anissary aghas, 
the payment of money to Al;imad Agha, or both were instrumental in 
the latter's reversal of position . In any case, an open breach that could 
have been exploited by the adversaries of the J ani ssarics was avoided. 
The constant vulnerability of the Janissaries' position forced them to 
compromise their differences and present a united front. 8 

It is quite apparent that the aghas were not elected ; no evidence of 
an elective process has been discovered. It is equally apparent that they 
were not selected by any higher authority. In i ts  pol itical aspects, the 
dominant ones, the corps was a law unto itself. The iighas may have 
had comparable positions of military leadersh ip .11 1 f so, it is likely that 
these military ranks were but confirmation of thei r established political 
positions. The usual method of patronage probably operated in the 
selection of the leadership clique . 

Patronage could be of two general types : that accorded in return 
for household service, and that given in return for payment. Both were 
common in the Ottoman Empire. Because the households of officials 
were modelled on that of the sultan , 10 their extent was a n  indication of 
prestige . lt is therefore logical to assume that the i7y'1as of the Aleppo 
Janissaries had their households , although it has heeu said that they lived 
modestly. 1 1  If the apprentice pleased the iigha by his loyalty and service, 
he might rise rapidly and ultimately be placed in a position outside the 
household, where he might be of use to h is patron l mt exercise more 
independence.12 

In the other type of patronage the protege never was a part of the 
household but in need of the protection the patron's position and prestige 
might give him. The protege thus would link his career to the fortune 
of the patron in return for payment in cash or favors. Any such relation
ship had its hazards as well as its advantages. The decline from favor of 
the patron reflected on the status of the protegc . For i nstance, the 

• The term iigha i s  here used, as it was at the time in Aleppo, as a general 
honorific, "a petty gentleman," rather than a title of office. Cf. James W. Red
house, A Turkish and English Lexicon ( Constantinople : Mattcosian, 1921 ) .  

• Corancez, "Bulletin," 30 August 1 807, 1 1  October 1807, CCA lep, XXIII, ff. 
417r and 436r. 

• Cf. infra, 126-127. 
• Infra, 67. 10 Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1. 363. 
u Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 654. 
12 The case of Ibrahim Agha Qattar Aghasi may be cited as an example, al

though he was not a Janissary. He rose in the service of Chalabi Effendi from 
the position of a qahwahji, became the mu�a,�$il of Aleppo and finally wali : Abbott 
to Liston, 22 October 1 794, SP 1 10/53, £. 63v. ; Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 649-
{;51 . 
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deposition of the grand vizir, Y iisuf Qiya'-al-Din Pasha, in 1 805 de
cisively affected the fortunes of Ibrahim Pasha Qattar Agh:tsi and his 
son MuJ.iammad. The latter lost the ·w-iliiyah of Aleppo thereby and 
Ibrahim Pasha was transferred from the w-itayah of Damascus to one 
carrying less prestige . 13 

Purchase of influence and protection was so common in the empire , 
both among the administrative officers and the ulema ,11 that it is certain 
to have been employed among the Janissaries of Aleppo. 

The advantages to the patron of having such proteges are quite ap� 
parent . Those in his household not only attended him but were a factor 
in his prestige ; the cash payments of those outside his service swelled 
his revenues or rendered him favors which would accompl ish the same 
purpose. Again, both types provided the nucleus of an organization 
under his control by which he might crush or at least hamper his op
position. A l:unad Agha .f:Iumm11:5ah would have been unable to move 
against Ibrahim al-I;larbali in the hold fashion described1 5  had he not 
had a personal organization on which he could rely. 

To the protege the adva11tages were two-fold : the possibility of 
advancement and protection . Secnrity was vital to any career in a polit
ical system in which sudden arbitrary acts such as arrest or confiscation 
of property were the rule rather than the exception . 

One position in the stages of advancement of Janissaries can be deter
mined conjecturally : that of the leader or shaykh of the quarter, or 
f:iiirah. It 'vas generally true that at this time the quarters of a Syrian 
city were populated by those hav ing some bond between them, "some 
natural tie, either of origin, occupation or religion , thus constituting a 
homogeneous group."1 6 Each of these quarters formed an administrative 
unit having a shaykh in charge of its affairs. This official was respon
sible for the maintenance of order, the collection of taxes, and the execu
tion of regulations or commands pertaining to his quarter. 17  Certain of 
the quarters of Aleppo were inhabited almost exclusively by Janissaries. 
These quarters were grouped in a suburban arc to the east of the citadel , 
the focal point of the city, and were agglomerated under the names 
Banqusa, B:Ll> al-.Nayrftb, �;-1 r l iq ,  B:tb al-Malik and Rib al-Maqam.18 

13  Infra, 125. 
" Cf. for example, the role of Y iisuf Agha, the wiilidah sultan llatllhudiisi, in 

the advancement of MuJ:iammad (Judsi Effendi, one time mufti and naqib al-ashraf 
of Aleppo : Jawdat, Ta'rikh, V l l l ,  130- 1 3 1 .  For the influence of Yusuf Agha at 
court, see J . H. Kramcrs, "Selim I l l ," El'. 

1• Supra, 55-56. 
1 6 Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1, 279. Cf. also, Jean Sauvaget, 

"Esquissc cl'une histoire de la ville de Damas," REI, VIII ( 1 934 ) , 453. That such 
was the case in Aleppo is amply demonstrated in Sauvaget, A lcp, 61 -64, 105- 1 06, 
1 08, 1 1 8, 1 46- 1 48, 1 73-1 76, 1 79-18 1 ,  and 223-23 1 .  

17 D'Arvieux calls the chief o f  the quarter the imam, the collector o f  the house 
tax the shaykh : Nachrichten, VI,  373.  Sauvaget, however, cal ls the shaykh the 
responsible official : "Esquisse," Rii,I, loc.  c it. 

1 8  SauYaget, /1 /cf>, 230-231 ; Qara'li ,  Ahamm l:faw!ldith. 64. 
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ALEPPO AT THE END OF THE EIGHTEEN T H  CENTURY 

A-the Citadel ; B-Bab al-Nasr : C-Bah 1\ nt::ikiyah ; l> -- Bah al-Nayriib ; 
E-Biib al-Malik ; F-Biib al-Maqiim ; G-Biinqiisa ; H-Qiirliq ; 1-Dalliilinah ; 
J-al-Sakhiinah ; K-Tatiirlar ; L-Zabbalinah ; M-Qal,li-'askar ; N-Aghaj iq ; 
0-Badanj iq ; P-Sashliikhiinah ; Q-the takkiyah of al-Shaykh abu-Bakr ; R-the 
Serail ;  S-the covered suqs ; T-the Qaysariyat al- 'A rali or lkrlouin market ; 
U-the Khan al-Qa��iibiyah ; V-the camel market ; 0 --mosque ; ai -church. 

Adapted by permission of the publisher from Jean Sauvaget, A lcp : Essai sur le 
developpeinent d'unc grande ville syricnne ( Paris : Paul  Gcuthner, 1941 ) .  
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The actual J:tarahs, or quarters enclosed by gates, in these districts are 
difficult to determine since the districts had no established boundaries, 
but they probably numbered at least twenty-five.19 It can be asserted 
with some certainty that since these quarters were populated by Janis
saries, their shaykhs were likewise Janissaries. The leadership of a 
IJ,arah would have been a logical step toward the inner coterie of iighas. 

Any non-Janissary in the l;tarah would also have come under the 
agha's jurisdiction, but the former, because of his non-affiliation with 
the party, had to pay protection money to the agha . When the Janis
saries gained control of the whole city,20 they extended this system to 
all those who were not Janissaries. 

Every inhabitant of Aleppo, whether Turk or Chri stian , provided he be 
not himself a Janissary, is  obliged to have a protector among them to 
whom he applies in case of need , to arrange his l itigations,  to enforce pay
ment from his creditors, an<l to protect h im from the vexations and exactions 
of other Janissaries. Each protector receives from his client a sum pro
portional to the circumstances of the client's affairs . It varies from twenty 
to two thousand piasters a year, besides which, whenever the protector 
terminates an important business to the client's wishes, he expects some 
extraordinary reward. 21 

The clients of each Janissary agha and his jurisdiction were at least 
theoretically inviolable by others.22 When two aghas were adversaries 
in a matter involving their respective clients, it was often the more 
powerful of the two who won for his client, but if they were approxi
mately equal, a compromise "in such a way as to give justice only 
half its due" was likely to have been arranged.23 

This system entailed, to a degree at least, the by-passing of the 
qa¢i. Where that official did judge a case, the judgment was first ap
proved by the Janissary aghas24 so that the qa<Ji was j udge in name 
only. 

Some contemporary observers were highly critical of the Janissary 
regime and indicated that the people were dissatisfied with it.25 Burck
hardt, however, has pointed out that the Janissary administration was 
on the whole favored over that of the wiili. Instead of avanias that struck 
a few and might bankrupt them, all but the Janissaries were subject to 

111 This figure is  derived from a comparison of a reconstructed plan of Aleppo 
in the mid-nineteenth century : Sauvaget, A lep, pl. LXX, and a modern map of 
Aleppo naming the quarters : Institut geographique national au Levant, A leP .. 
echelle 1 : 10.000 ( edition of J uly, 194 1 ) .  

•• Infra, 125-130. 
"' Rurckhardt, Trai•els in S�•ria , 654 . 
.. Rousseau, "Description succincte clu pachalik d' Alep," 1812, CCAlep, XXV, 

f. lOr. 
•• Burckhardt, Trai•cls in Syria, 654. 
•• Ibid. , 653. 
•• Rousseau to Champagny, D ue de Cadore, 3 July 18 1 1 ,  CC Alep, XX IV, ff. 

357r. and 358r. 
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the same system of j ustice and had the assurance that the remainder of 
their fortunes would be safeguardecl.26 John Barker, the British consul, 
according to his son, sensed the same feeling among the people : 

Mr. Barker frequently in his letters avers that the people were far happier 
under the rule of the Janissar ies and the Shereefa, who dealt even-handed 
j ustice to all indiscriminately ; and who, hav ing local interests in common 
with the townspeople, refrained from tyrannising and harsh measures, than 
under the rapacious Osmanlee Pachas sent from Constantinople to govern 
the provinces, who had no such interests.2·7 

It should not be assumed, however, that the interests of the populace 
were in any way the guiding consideration of the iighas . On the con
trary, self-interest predominated. "The Janissaries chiefly exercise their 
power with a view to the filling of their purses ."28 Their means of 
profit during the period from 1 805 to 1813  when they virtually con
trolled the city may be derived from the conditions R;tghib Pasha sought 
to impose on the Janissaries in the fall of 181 1 . He demanded of them 
the following : 

1 )  de rompre toutes vos relations d'interet avec Jes Kurdes qui ne Cessent 
d'inquieter les Caravanes et !cs habitans des Campagnes , dont ils Viennent 
Vous Rendre Jes Depouilles aux prix que vous y avez m i s  vous-mcmes, par 
la plus infame des Conventions. 
2)  de mettre fin au Monopole que vous avez invente pour vous enricher aux 
depens du Peuple, dont la misere s 'aggrave Journel lement par l 'effet de 
votre insatiable Cupic\ ite . 
3 )  de Supprimer tous Jes tribunaux arbitrai res et Capt ieux Exiges par 
votre avarice et votre O rgueil, et Oll la Joi Vient Se briser au mepris de 
notre Sainte Rel igion . 
4) de renoncer a toute Espece de pretentious sur !es revenus des villages 
dont Jes Devastations actuel les sont due a votre administration oppress ive et 
Vicieuse. 
5) de vous engager en l in par un acte J uridique a Souscrire a toutes les 
mesures de pol ice que jc Scrai dans le Cas de prcndre ct d'executer .21l 

With regard to the second condition , the monopoly of food supplies 
and other basic necessities, it was common practice for those seeking 
power to attempt to gai n  control over them and hold them off the 
market for higher prices and consequent profit. Not infrequently a 
total lack of grain, the principal basic commodity, existed in the city 
after a relatively abundan t harvest in the country.:w For many the 

2• Trm;els in Syria, 654. 
27 Edward B.  B .  Barker, Syria and Egypt, I,  85. 
2 "  Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 653. 
2 0  Rousseau, "N euvieme bulletin," entry of October 23, 181 1 ,  CCAlep, XXIV, 

f. 41 7r. 
"°  Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvelles d' Alep," 9 Prairial Yr. 1 3/29 May 1805, 

CCA /ep, XXIII, f. 243r. ; De Perdriau to De Praslin, 1 7  August 1 770, AE B1-9l ; 
Tabhakh, ]'/rim , III ,  352 ; Abbott to Ainslie, 18 September 1 7!12, SP 1 10/53, £. 
40r. ; Jawdat, Ta'riklz, VI, 1 1 7 ;  Qara'li, Ahamm lf awi:idith, 60. 
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monopoly of grain yielded one of the necessities for power : money. 
Without it protection could not be bought nor prestige acquired. Ibra
him Agha Qattar Aghasi's control over the grain of Aleppo was one 
of his principal weapons,31 and the same means was used by the 
Janissaries. 

Je Citerai . . . la ville d'  Alcp oi1 la population quoique I res nombreuse et 
Jes Commestibles abondans, Jes Prix de ceux-ci ne laissent pas cependant 
d'etre Excessivement che1· ; lcs Chefs des Jan issar ies y ayant tout accapare 
de maniere que rien ne s'y ach cte n i se s'y vend, que par leur entremise, ou 
du moins sous leurs auspices i mmediate. II n'est done pas etonnant que 
pouvant a leur gre en assigner le taux, Jes objets de consommation Eprouvent 
des differences marquantes . . . .  :i2 

It was also the practice of the Janissaries, in keeping with their con
trol of the grain supply, to pay the m'iri themselves and then collect it 
from the villages.33 This corresponded with their policy on the manu
factured goods the city produced. On what they themselves did not 
own34 they levied heavy taxes .35 In addition, their principal ilghas 
bought each year from the Porte the most lucrative iltiziims of the 
province.36 From the total of all these sources of income it is  not sur
prising that Burckhardt estimates "that the yearly income of several of 
them [the Janissary aghas 'I cannot amount to less than thirty or forty 
thousand pounds sterling. "37 

The number of Janissaries in Aleppo is difficult to determine, but 
there are some estimates and related evidence. These have an important 
bearing on the discussion of the nature of the Aleppo Janissaries. 

In 1 769 about 2500 Janissaries left Aleppo to participate in the 
war then being fought against Russia.38 Since there is no further men
tion of Janissaries in Aleppo that year, it is possible that most of them 
were included in this detachment . De Perdriau in his memoir on Aleppo 
in 1777 states that the Aleppo troops consisted of three to four thousand 
Janissaries.39 The Janissary enrollment was considerably swelled dur
ing the 1 768- 1774 war with Russia40 and therefore snch an increase in 
Aleppo is not unreasonable. Michael Devezin, British consul in Aleppo 
from 1 786 to 1 791 ,  credits the Janissaries with a membership of twelve 

81 Abbott to Ainslie, 18 September 1 792, SP 1 10/53, f. 40r. 
•• Rousseau to Champagny, 10 January 181 1 ,  CCA lep , XXIV, ff. 298v. and 

299r. 
•• Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 653. 
•• The Janissaries and ashraf were exempt from certain clues which were levied 

on the manufacturing of silk. Many of them were active in this industry as a 
result : De Perdriau, "Memoirc [ of 1 777] ," AE B1 -94. 

•• Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 654. 
•• Ibid. , 653. 
•• Ibid . . 654. 
•• De Perdriau to De Praslin, 15 April 1 769, AE R1-91 . 
09 A R  B L94. 
•0 Uzurn;ar§th ,  Kapukii/11 Ocaklari, I ,  61 8-6 19. 
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thousand;1 1 and Browne, who visited Aleppo in  1 797, says that they 
numbered no more than fifteen thousand.42 Devezin and Browne, how
ever, are far above other estimates. Olivier, having spent several 
months in Aleppo in the winter of 1 795- 1 796, renders an estimate of 
seven to eight thousand,43 while Burckhardt, a keen and accurate ob
server, mentions the figure of three to four thousand.44 

The translation found in the British archives of a document de
l ivered to the British minister at I stanbul, Spencer Smith, by the ra'is 
effendi, or foreign m inister , gives 5,000 as the official figure of the 
number of Janissaries ordered to march from A leppo to the campaign 
against the French in Egypt . According to the letter from Smith to 
the Levant Company45 to which the translation was appended , the orders 
were sent out during the year 1 799.46 This does not agree with the 
statement of the Aleppo consul of the Directorate, Jean Charles Marie 
Choderlos, that the first order had been for eight to ten thousand Janis
saries from Aleppo and that this figure was later reduced to 3,600.47 

Faced with these numerous and divergent estimates it is unreason
able to attempt the determination of an exact figure . That the Janissaries 
numbered somewhat less than ten thousand in the early nineteenth cen
tury would be the maximum feasible estimate. 

More important , perhaps, is the question of the composition of this 
party, from what classes and types of Aleppines its membership was 
drawn. Some idea may be gleaned from topographical and social in
formation in the sources. The districts in which the Janissaries were 
concentrated have been noted. '1 8 \Vith the exception of Rib al-Maqam 
these districts owed their origin to the caravan trade, the gradual creep
ing of the settled area out along the highways to naghdad and Diyar 
Bakr.49 Qarliq and B;ib al-M alik were extensions of Banqiisa and Bab 
al-Nayrab respectively . The names of the �1iirahs indicate the occupa
tions of the residents of these districts : Dallalinah, that of the caravan 
guides ; Zabballnah, the quarter of the street cleaners ; al-Sakhiinah, the 
quarter of the people from Sakhnah, a desert caravan town ; and Tatar
lar, the quarter of the post messengers.50 But even more definite than 

u Michael Devezin, Nachrichten uber Aleppo und Cypern (Weimar, 1804) , 
8-9, cited in Sauvaget, A lep, 197, n. 726. 

•2 Travels, 385. 
·" Voyage, IV, 1 70. 
•• Travels in Syria, 653. 
•• Dated 10 June 1 799, FO 78/22. 
•• Killis was ordered to send 1 ,000 Janissaries, Mar'ash 500, al-Raqqah and 

Blrahj ik 1 ,000, Diyar Bakr 1,000, Damascus 1 0,000 and Antioch 1 ,000 : ibid. 
•• Choderlos to the Citizen Minister of Exterior Relations, 14 Primaire Yr. 7/4 

December 1 798, CCA lep, XXIII,  £. 129v. Oioderlos was imprisoned in the citadel 
at the time, however. The fact that he got this information and moreover was able 
to forward it to Paris hardly speaks well for Ottoman military security. 

•• Supra, 57. 
•• Sauvagct, Alep, 1 75-176. 
•• Ibid., 230, nn. 859 and 860. 
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these connections with the caravan trade are the markets, buildings and 
the like within the quarters : Siiq al-Ghazi , or thread market for the tent 
makers, the shops for blacksmiths, saddlers, ostlers, and porters, the 
market for caravan food supplies, and the storehouses for grain.51 The 
:;laughterhouses also were on the outskirts of this section, the carcasses 
being brought in to the butcher shops throughout the city by porters.52 

Few of the above trades may be classed as carrying prestige. Cer
tainly that of the street sweepers <lid not, nor did those of the slaughter
ers and porters. But it was as much the origins of the people who in
habited these sections as their trades which tended to give the whole a 
lower class atmosphere. Many were nomads and peasants led to migrate 
into the city on account of economic distress. On the part of the nomad 
his way of l ife was marginal in the most prosperous times. On the part 
of the peasant the insecurity of the villages from raids caused many to 
in-migrate to lose themselves in the anonymity of the urban masses.53 
Since the trades were closely controlled by guilds with an apparatus of 
apprenticeship and with a close hereditary relationship of master and 
apprentice,54 it was difficult for a recent in-migrant to attain a position 
of prestige. He was relegate<l to the low-class quarters, where he 
often engaged in agriculture or husbandry under the mantle of the 
city's protection.55 The nomad turned naturally to the occupations with 
which he was most familiar, those related to the caravan trade. 

This population was, in addition, linguistically quite heterogeneous. 
M ost of them were Bedouin, but many are indicated to have been Kurds 
and Turkomans.06 Not only were the Turkomans engaged in the car
avan trade, but also many of the quarters in the districts of Banqiisa 
and Bab al-Nayrab had Turkish names : Qi1rliq, Tatarlar, Qac;li-'askar, 
Aghaj iq, Badanj iq,57 and Sashliikhanah. 

Knowing that the strongholds of the Janissaries were Banqiisa and 
Bab al-Nayr{1b and that their principal rendez-vous, the Qahwat al
Agha, or ilgha's coffeehouse, was located in the former,58 it is reason
able to assume that most of the Janissaries were Kurds, Turkomans, 
former Bedouin and former peasants ; that many of them were in occu
pations connected with the caravan trade, some even owning camels ;1>9 

0 1  Ibid., 174, 229-230. 
"" Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 40. The connection of the butchers· 

1rnilcl with the Janissaries is indicated below. 
- "" Sauvagct, A lep, 230 ; Volney, Voyage, II, 44 ;  De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 

1 777] ," AE Bl-94. 
•• Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1 ,  281 -282 ; Russell, Natural History 

oj A leppo , I , 160-161 .  
•• Russell, Natural History o f  A leppo, I, 1 1 .  
•• Russell, Natural History o f  A leppo, I ,  1 1 ; Sauvaget, A lep, 230. 
67 Sauvaget calls this word a corruption of maydanjiq, a small square : Alep, 

231,  n. 868. It is conceivably a diminutive of the Turkish word biidiinah, meaning 
' 'white-wash." 

•• [A. A. Paton] ,  The Modern Syrians, 245, 250 and 252. 
00 Abbott to Crow and Le Messurier, 15 August 1 796, SP 1 10/53, f. 93r. 
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and that, with the exception of the iighas, they were predominantly of 
the lower classes of Aleppo society. Evidence exists that further sup
ports these topographical conclusions.  Russell states that "the Janis
saries of Aleppo, as in other provincial cities, are mostly persons who 
l ive in a domestic manner in the exercise of their respective trades,"60 
but he characterizes the artisans in general as "industrious and frugal" 
and says that among them "drunkenness, though not entirely unknown, 
is reckoned extremely scandalous, and is really unknown."61 The Janis
saries, on the other hand, were famous for their immoral conduct : 
adultery,62 debauchery,n3 drunkenness64 and irreligion.65 They cannot 
therefore be counted among the "industrious and frugal artisans." These 
artisans of which Russell speaks must have been the higher class ones, 
those whose work gave them considerable prestige . His characteriza
tion seems out of keeping with the description of those trades having 
little prestige and whose practitioners therefore formed some of the 
more compact and powerful guilds. Such were those of the tanners 
and butchers66 and it is significant that the guild which the Janissaries 
controlled most closely was that of the butchers. 

Most of them [the butcheries] were in their hands. A man was not able to 
cook in his house any food except that which his  butcher prescribed. It 
might happen that for several days he could cook only one kind of food, 
for the meat his butcher had was not suitable for any other kind. A man 
could not buy his meat from any other butcher, because shoul c l  he do so, 
his butcher might kill him. It happened that the butcher of a certain man 
was named Ral).amun Agha. \l\Thenever the man 's w i fe used to ask him, 
"What will we eat tonight ?" he would answer her, "What Ral.rnmiin Agha 
wills ." That expression was current as a proverb in Aleppo as exempl ifying 
he whose will was subject to the will of those stronger than he.67 

Another custom of the Janissary butchers was that called the dftmiin. 
It is described as follows by Mu}Jammad KhalTI al-Muradi : 
The dumiin is the name for money collected by various oppressors who 
borrowed from some people at manyfold interest and spent it gaining mastery 
over this  profession [of the butcher] for their venal objectives. Their rep
rehensible means of repayment was to sell meat at the highest prices to 
rich and poor, and to procure by force the skins, hooves, heads, l ivers and 

"° Natural History of A leppo, I, 324. 81 Ibid., 161 .  
82 Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I I I, 298-299. 
83 Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 52 and 263 ; Ghazzi, N ahr al-Dhahab, 

III, 303. 
8' Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 182-183 ; Ghazzi , N ahr al-Dhahab, 

III ,  303. 
65 Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 189 ; a qii(li of Aleppo was deposed 

and disgraced because he had dressed as a Janissary and visited the coffeehouses. 
He was charged with indecency : Thomas to Ministry, 13  June 1764, AE Bl-89. 

8_6 Regarding the power of the tanners' gui l<l, see Gibb and Bowen, Islamic 
Society, I, pt. 1, 284, 286 and 291 .  

•• Ghazzi. Nahr al-Dhahab. I I I. 350-351 .  
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kidneys from the poor butch er� at a low price. All this was continued by 
the lawless butchers and those of them who had become dominant until the 
wealthy as wel l as the poor forsook the eat ing of meat and d isease became 
chronic.68 

Attempts were made to break the power of the butchers' guild in 
Aleppo : in 1 1 76/1762- 1 763 the qaqi, AJ:imad Effendi al-Karidi , stamped 
out the practice of du1nan, bnt it arose again after his term of office had 
expired .69 Two years later the wali 'A�m Zadah Mul.1ammad Pasha 
executed the ra'is of the gui ld . 70 These measures may have had an effect 
on the Jan issary strength in the city, but there is no indication that it 
lasted for a protracted period . 

According to al-Ghazzi ,  it was not only over a few guilds that the 
Janissaries asserted dominance. I I  e says that one of the principal rea
sons for their oppression was "because they controlled the professions 
and trades . " 71 If so, this was a development posterior to Russell 's in
formation. It is surprising that the acute observation of the English 
doctor and his penchant for detail should have missed such an important 
fact, for his description of the artisans and their guilds makes no men
tion of a relation to the Janissaries. 72 

The attractions of membersh ip in th is party were such that it is 
unlikely that active proselyt izing was necessary at least among the 
lower strata of Aleppo society . These had little to lose by joining a 
party of such notorious reputation. Even before it achieved pre-eminence 
early in the nineteenth century, the Janissary party could offer material 
protection , if not political advancement. But in addition to its political 
character it was a military organi zation, the privi leges of which at this 
time considerably outweighed the detriments. It is to the Janissaries as 
a military force that we shall now turn. 

Out of the military aspect of the Aleppo J <missaries grew their 
political power. The latter came to dominate the former but never com
pletely to obliterate it. The privileges granted the corps in the early 
days of its existence and j eal ously guarded by every Janissary through
out the empire thereafter were the keystone on which this power de
veloped and flourished. As the quid pro quo's, restricted recruitment, 
continual m ilitary duty , rigorous training and strict obedience to the 
will of the sultan , gradually became vacuous requ irements and as the 
financial need of the state became ever more acute, the privi leges ac
quired substantial value in the eyes of harassed subj ects . 

Basically the privileges were j udicial in nature.  They could be 

•• Silk al-Durur, IV, 98. 
•• Ibid. 
70 Ibid., 99. A biography of 'A;i:m Zadah Mul:iammad Pasha is given in Thuray

ya, Sijil-i ' Uthmani, IV, 260. 
71 Nahr al-Dhahab, III ,  350. 
72 Natural History of Aleppo, I, 1 60- 161 .  
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judged and punished only by their own officers.73 Minor crimes were 
judged by the u{ah ( ftdah ) bashi, or chief of the barracks,74 while major 
ones were j udged by the yeiiicheri efendisi, called the judge of the 
corps,75 and the punishment ordered by the yeiiicheri iighasi, the com
mander of the corps, or even hy the grand vizir.76 Punishments ranged 
from imprisonment in the ftfah, or barracks, for a few days to death, 
usually by strangulation.77 

In Aleppo it was the sirclar, or local commander, who judged and 
ordered punishment for the local Janissaries, for it was only he that 
could imprison or inflict corporal punishment on onP.. 78 On a Janis
sary beating his servant, the French consul carried the complaint 
to the sirdar without success.79 But more often it appears that the 
wali exercised this function. There are frequent instances of Janissaries 
being executed by the wiili or the mutasallim.80 Sometimes it was on 
orders from the Porte, but on other occasions the wiilis appear to have 
acted on their own initiative in accordance with their police powers. 

Whether Janissary immunity from the jurisdiction of the qa<j,i ex
isted in civil cases is not clear. There is an instance of Janissaries go
ing to the maf:zkamah as plaintiffs,81 but not as defendants. The dis
tinction was not clear between civil and criminal cases in the Shari'ah. 

A further unspecified privilege may be said to have been derived 
from membership in the ujiiq, or corps. Since there were Janissaries 
throughout the empire, no city was friendless to one of the group. 
Wherever he went there would be Janissaries to assist him and provide 
him hospitality. For instance, Al:unad Agha ibn-al-Za'faranji, the chief 
of the qa.puquli Janissaries in Damascus, revolted in 1 788 against the 
wali of that city, was unsuccessful, and was forced to flee. He found 
shelter among the Aleppo Janissaries on the condition that they need 
not imperil their relations with the Porte, should it demand his sur
render.82 Again in 1 824 Alpnad Agha ibn-al-QaWm, the leader of the 
Aleppo Janissaries at the time, gave his personal safeguard to some 
sixty to eighty of the Janissaries of Lattakia who had slain MuJ:iammad 

73 Dj evad, Etat Militaire, 68-71 .  
7 4  Juchereau d e  Saint-Denys, Revolutions, I ,  5 5 .  The most minor crimes 
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Pasha of Tripoli.S.'l Membership in the Janissary corps was somewhat 
in the nature of a passport throughout the empire. 

Originally it was not these privileges but the high favor shown the 
corps by the sultan which made membership attractive to the Muslims 
who were excluded. When the corps came to be entirely recruited 
from among the Muslims and to lose favor by its turbulence in the eyes 
of the later sultans, it was these privileges and the new factor of its 
political power that maintained its basic attraction. 

In the early nineteenth century only vestiges remained in Aleppo of 
the earlier organizational aspects of the Janissaries. Their theoretical 
commander was the sirdar, appointed by the yeiiicheri iighiisi in Istanbul 
and thus independent of the wali.84 He was chosen from among "old 
and invalided iighas l iving obscurely in the imperial palace and meriting 
retirement,"85 and had to pay for his appointment, which payment 
formed a part of the fixed income of the Janissary ftjiiq.86 Although his 
duties had been usurped by the real leaders of the Janissaries, he was 
still accorded a certain respect, for meetings of the iighas were some
times held at his palace.87 Presumably he also remained a member of 
the wiili's divan88 and thus was the representative of the Janissaries be
fore the wiili. The fact that he could thus mediate for the Janissaries 
was probably the reason for the retention of a certain amount of his 
former prestige. 

That they were still called upon by the Porte to supply a contingent 
further indicates the military aspect of the Janissaries. In addition to 
having supplied troops to combat the French in Egypt, the Janissaries 
in 1810 sent about two thousand to fight the Russians.89 In 181 1 the 
four most powerful Janissary iighas received orders to march with 
three to four thousand men against the same enemy, but according to 
Rousseau , only about nine hundred men and three iighas departed, of 
which most soon deserted and returned to the city.110 Perhaps recalling 
the difficulty of obtaining a J anissary contingent from Aleppo, the 
Porte, when next faced with war, demanded three thousand troops, half 
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cavalry and half infantry, but did not specify that they be Janissaries91 
and in 1 823 demanded for use against Persia two thousand picked troops 
or six hundred thousand piasters as a contribution toward the cost of 
the war. The city chose the latter alternative but countered with an 
offer of five hundred thousand piasters .92 Even in the short space of 
twelve years the military character of the Janissaries can he seen to have 
faded. 

One duty which consistently remained a Janissary fnnction and 
which was carried out con scientiously by those of the 17jilq to whom it 
was assigned was that of providing a bodyguard for the foreign cons1 1ls. 
These men were known as <J it lluqjisfl3 and received from the consuls no 

regular pay, but rather a tip whenever they were usecJ .M The number 
of these qiilluqjis appears to have varied according to need . In the 
mid-eighteenth century the erit ish consul had two ,11" hut R ousseau in 
a letter to the French min ister of foreign affairs speaks of his intention 
to take another into service. He mentions the payment of a salary to 
this guard,96 which renders the above statement of de Perdriau some
what suspect. It was the duty of the qillluqjis to precede the consul 
through the streets carrying a staff with which he struck the pavement 
and calling upon the people to make way.97 The provision of qulluqjis 
was mentioned in the capitulations granted to France in 1740,98 but al
Ghazzi states that they had been provided at least prior to 1008/1 599-
1600.99 Although they were often called "swine-herds" by the l\foslims 
because of their occupation,100 yet no mention of any complaint against 
them by the consuls in Aleppo has been found. 

In the latter half of the eighteenth century the Janissaries, not having 
acquired in full the political power so evident later, appear more military, 
albeit disorganized and unreliable at best. 

The rights and duties of the sirdar are in this period more clear 
than later because he was ahle to exercise them more effectively. On 
ceremonial occasions he preceded the wiili and held the stirrup when 
the pasha dismounted, a high honor.101 On other occasions when riding 

01 Guys to the Baron de Pasquier, 4 July and 12 July 1 82 1 ,  CCA lep, XXVJ, 
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i n  the streets he was preceded by a mounted officer carrying a bunch 
of rods , resembling the :Roman fasccs.10� This was a symbol of his 
authority, his power to administer the bastinado to wrong-doers, for 
according to Russell he was the superintendent of the markets.rna The 
description of this author, i11 fact ,  implies that the sirdar had broad 
police powers through the J ani ssaries he commanded . This is confi rmed 
by the general descriptions of the J anissaries as po l ice . In Istanbul they 
shared with other troops the patroll ing of the city, each ftrla .  or regi
ment, being assigned a <JUarter. The J anissary {igha.  as well as the 
commanders of other detachments, made periodic inspections, as did the 
grand vizir in secret.rn4 In 1\ leppo there occurred a riot in 1 7Ci5 which 
the sirdar attempted to put down ;vith about twenty m en .  He was 
stoned and barely escaped . But  when the riot was renewed later in the 
day at the ma{ilwmah, he went there in force, di spersed the crowd, and 
arrested two whom he took to the wtl!iY'� This corresponds quite well 
with the statement of Gibb a!HI Bowen that "apparently in places where 
Janissary detachments were stat i oned . they furnished pol ice patro l s . " 1 1 1n  
The authors then go on to say that in their police functions the Janis
saries acted · 'on the local ,rn fia,y r ' s  i n s t ructions, as in the capital . " 1 " '  It 
is possible that the sirclar acted i n  t l te mid-eighteenth century as § n bas hi 
of the city, but that as the J anissar ics became less reliable as police from 
the point of view of the wiili, he preferred to appoint his tujinkji bi!shi 
as the chief of the urban pol ice.  

Possible confirmation for this hypothesis lies in the guardianship 
of the city gates. In the seven teenth and up to the mid-eighteenth cen
tury they were in the hands of the J anissaries, the keys being delivered 
to the sirdar each night after the gates were closed.108 The sinlar re
ceived a duty on all produce and wares brought into the city for sale and 
levied i t  as the merchandise passed through the gates. 1-09 The fact that 
the guardianship of the gates carried with it  the means to forbid entry 
or exit gave th is officer a pol ice power. 1 1 1 the nineteenth century, how
ever, he no longer had i t .  ( >ne ol t i 1e  conditions of the city rebels for 
the cessation of hostilities against Khflrshid Pasha in 18 19110 was 
that the w1ili's diilis might no longcr control the gates, but that in the 
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future they be guarded by a porter as they had been formerly .111  By 
this date there was evidently no question of a right of the sirdar and 
the Janissaries to their control .  

The information available regarding the mil itary organization of 
the Aleppo Janissaries in the latter half of the eighteenth century is 
conflicting and meager. The interpolation necessary to supplement that 
knowledge depends in large part on the determination of the type of 
Janissary present in the city . By "type" is meant not such divisions of 
the ajaq as the Jama ' ah , the Bu!Uk, and the Sakhan ,  nor the various 
urtas designated as the Ttirnahj is, the Zagharj i s ,  Kha.��akis or the 
$amsunj is , all of whom were qaprtq17li Janissari < 's ,  !mt rather those 
groups who were not strictly imperial Janissaries and would thus better 
be termed quasi-} anissaries. Such were the Senlen�C'chti s ,  the Giifiullus 
and the Yer I i  Qiilis. In the later years of the Janissaries' decline these 
groups seem to have shed to a large extent their 'q uasi '  qualification, if 
not in the eyes of the government,112 at least apparently in the eyes of 
the people and the groups themselves. 1 13 Realistica l ly speaking, the lat
ter attitude is the more important. 

It is unfortunate that the unique characteristics of the Janissary ajaq 
have lead to quite exhaustive study of the organization in its theoretical 
conception, at its acme, and in the early years of its decline without any 
comparable attention to the later phase of that decl ine and to its ramifica
tions for the organization itself. What attention has heen given to this 
aspect of the history of the J anissaries has been largely confined to their 
role in the capital and not in  the provinces. S11cl i a work as that of 
Uzunc,;ar§Ih on the Janissary fijiiq, for example ,  <Hai l ed as it is, hardly 
mentions the y<'rli qulis on t! ie basis that they were not true qaprtqnlis .114 
This would be a sensible exclusion were it not for the fact that in the 
later years of the ujiiq any distinction seems to have been theoretical . 
Gibb and Bowen, while treating generally of the decline of the Janis
saries and of garrison troops,1 rn do not show how what they cal l " Y  erliya 
Janissaries" fit into the picture they have described . ml 

It is not our purpose to attempt to fill these gaps but to stress that 
they exist. It is questionable whether the various relationships can be 

m Guys to the Marquis de Dessolle, 7 November 1819, CC A/l!p, XXV, f. 397r. 
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defined at this stage of knowledge concerning the Janissaries . What we 
may attempt is to establish what information has been found that might 
clarify the type and position of the Aleppo Janissaries within the frame
work of the ajaq as a whole. 

Until Sultan Murad I I I  ordered that those who had pleased him 
among the entertainers at the circumcision feast of his son in 1 582 be 
enrolled directly into the ajaq,1 1 7  all the qap u quli Janissaries were re
cruited from the ranks of the ' ajami flghlan, or "foreign boys." There 
had been previous fissures in the solidarity of the corps118 but none so 
overt and pernicious to its d iscipl ine, morale and exclusiveness, the 
three essentials for its effectiveness, as that one act of the sultan. It 
established the precedent for the direct recruitment resorted to in order 
to supply the troops necessary for the Iranian and Austrian campaigns 
which occupied the last quarter of the sixteenth century. Uzurn;ar§th, 
after having shown that from the battle of Ankara in 1 402 until the 
death of Sulayman I in 1 566 the number of Janissaries remained quite 
constant at some twelve thousand, states that "from the last half of the 
sixteenth century on, the strength of the ujaq began to increase with 
rapidity. " 1 19 Between 1 574 and 1 595 the number of qapiiquli Janissaries 
doubled, and by 1609 it had reached 37',627.120 

One of the causes for the high number of Janissaries in the mid
seventeenth century was the increase in the number of those supposedly 
aged or invalided veterans called variously utiirtiqs or mutaqa'ids121 
many of whom at that time were capable of serving . 122 Some idea : of 
their number may be gained from the fact that "in the year 1663, the 
ajaq strength was between thirty and forty thousand excludipg the 
pensioners, while together with the pensioners it exceeded 54,000."123 

Another malpractice which inflated the qapiiquli Janissary rolls was 
that the chorbahjis, ' soup-makers,' or ilrta commanders, failed to strike 
off the names of deceased J anissaries from their lists, leaving the position 
ma�liil, or vacant, but continued to draw pay for that individual or en
rolled one of their servants in his place. 124 The degree to which this 
malpractice and that of pensioning troops had reached by 1 7 1 7- 1 7 1 8  has 
been shown by Uzurn;ar§th : 

. . .  After substracting the vacancies of Janissaries not on campaig_n, it 
may be determined that the number of Janissaries was 17,1 16 ; after sub-
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tracting the vacanci es of  isliln'nji [active] J anissaries an<l those not existing 
[a more flagrant form of padding the roll s] , it  was 22,500 ; the composite 
figure exclu<ling pensioners was 39,6 1 6 ; . . . on occurrence of wars, the 
strength of the ujliq, together with pens ioners and vacancies, was in excess 
of one hundre<l thousand.1:!i> 

Since by this time the dcvshinneh system of rccrmtmg, the forced 
levy of non-Muslim children for the 'ajami ilghliin and other qapi1quli 
positions, had been abandoned, 1 :!6 those taken into the itjaq were native
born Muslims. By this time also the pay of the qap a11 rtli Janissaries had 
become so low by progressive debasement of the coinage 1 �7 that prac
tically all of them had become artisans and no longer l ived in the bar
racks,1� two basic regulations of the corps thus having fallen into desue
tude. In time of war, therefore, it became difficult to gather these artisan 
Janissaries into the army and to assemble an effective force of adequate 
size.1241 Faced with this problem the Porte deemed the best solution to 
be that of the recruitment of new troops once agai n , but in order not 
to burden the treasury with the pay of these in peace-time, at some date 
prior to 1687 the practice of ta��iih bi-dargiih was instituted.130 The 
term literally means "verification at the Threshold, the Porte," but was 
used in the sense of a roll-call ,  for its signified the enrol l ing of giliiullus, 
or volunteers, l:ll into the njiiq for the period of hosti l i t ies . During this 
time they received pay and on the conclusion of the war, they were dis
charged.132 Having had the emblem of their rtrta tat tooed on their arms 
and legs during their service, 133 on their return home they could easily 
make a pretense of continuing to be Jan issaries. and indeed the only 
significant difference between them and the qapnqali J anissaries was 
that they were not entitled to receive Janissary pay. 1 a4 But since it 

120 Kapukulu O calilan, I,  618. 11• V. L. Menage, "Devsl1irme," EF. 
10• Gihb and Bowen, Islamic Societj', I, pt. 1 ,  180. The pay of the Janissaries 

was calculated in aspers. In the years 1493 to 1 577 the yildi:: altitni, an Ottoman 
gold coin, was worth 60 aspcrs ; by 1689 it was worth 400 aspcrs : Dj evacl Bey, 
Etat militaire, 1 1 5. 

"" Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I,  pt. 1 ,  182 ; J awdat, Ta'rikh, I ,  96 ; 
Niiri, Natiiyij al- Wuqu'iit, I I ,  96. 

120 Jawclat, Ta'rikh, I, 97 ; Niiri, Natayij al-Wuqu'at, H, 95. 
1•• " • • •  following the Vienna defeat, thirty thousand Janissaries and ten thou

sand sipiihis [the feudal sipahis are not meant here ; this refers to the qapii.qiili 
sipiihis, or cavalry of the Porte I were all at once made ta,>(il(i bi-dargah" : N iiri,  
Natayij al- Wuqii.'at, II,  94 ; cf.  Dj cvad Bey, Etat militaire, 83. This  is  th e earliest 
reference found to ta�·(ii(t bi-dargiih. 

131  This term was used in  the time of Sulayman I to designate those "who 
came at their own expense [ to the army ] and fought with the hope, often realized. 
of receiving the benefices of slain men as the reward of signally brave conduct" ; 
Lybyer, Go·vernment, 102. The technical term for volunteer Janissaries enrolled 
by the process of ta,>(til;i bi-dargalz was giiii1tll11 yeiiichcriler : Pakalm, Tarih 
Deyimleri, I, 675-676. 

"'" Uzum;ar§tlt, Kapu/rnlu O caldart, I, 33 1 ,  6 19, 11. 1 .  
"'" Ibid., 619, n .  1 ;  Niiri, NatiiJ•ij al-Wuqii.'iit, II,  95. 
1••  Uzunc;;ar�1h states that the giifiullu Janissaries were bearded whereas the 
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appears probable that qapitqflli Janissaries by the beginning of the eight
eenth century were selling their asiimahs,  or pay certificates, to those not 
entitled to them, 135 this distinction became only technical. One can 
realistically say that by the end of the seventeenth century the qapuquli 
Janissaries for all intents and purposes had ceased to exist.136 

There are even implicat ions that gilnulln Janissaries were enrolled 
in urtas before they were called to the army, but registered in local roll
books . 
. \mong the Jani ssaries also were payless giliiullu J an i ssaries. These were 
drawn from among the people of c i t i es and towns and, in order to benefit 
from the privileges of the Jani ssaries and from the dignity of the position 
of Janissary, were a category accepted as Janissaries without pay. The 
l ikes of these were entered on the register of the Janissary sirdar of their 
locale. In return for the process ing of th is  enrollment they used to give 
the Janissary si rclar money am! a present. 137 

If it were true that these volunteer Janissaries were enrolled on local 
daftars before they were cal led for service, then they must have had 
some form of organization, particularly since a sirdar commanded 
them.138 The organization most likely to have fulfilled this function in 
Aleppo was that of the yerli qalis , or local slaves. 

It is questionable whether the yerli qftlis originally came under the 
term ye11icheri or whether this was a later extension of the term yeni
cheri . Unfortunately there appears to be no precise information as to 
the date at which they were founded, but it probably was prior to the 
reign of l\for�id IV ( 1 574- 1 595 ) _ r nn Certainly while the term qapitquli 
Janissary retained any sign ificance they could not have been considered 
closely attached to them. Al though original ly their number was limited 
and their pay derived from local sources such as the 'ushr, the jizyah, 
and the miziin-i �ar'ir-i rasmi, or tax on the official weighing of silk,140 
they were not part of a qapiiqllli itrta but were troops permanently sta
tioned in a particular locale , such as a city on the frontier or the capital 

ltjiiq Janis saries were not : Kapuku/u Ocaldari, I, 331 .  Since there is every reason 
to !believe that the former attempted to identify themselves with the qapuquli 
Janissaries, this assertion may he doubted ; no original source is c ited to sub
stantiate it. 186 Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I ,  pt. I, 1 83. 

"" Financially speaking, the asamahs still created a heavy drain on the treasury. 
In  that sense the qapilquli Janissaries were a continual real ity. But militarily the 
distinction between qapuqali Janissary and yerli quli appears to have been no more 
than nominal . 

" "7 Uzum;ar§ih ,  Kapulmlit Ocaklari, I, 330. The same author says elsewhere 
that "a portion of the young city men in the provinces were enrolled as honorary 
Janissaries . To whichever urta they were related, they had tattooed on their arm or 
leg the insign ia of that urta" : ibid., 6 1 9, n. I .  10• Ibid., 33 1 .  

'"" Djevad Bey, ti.tat m ilitairc, 76. 
"0 Niiri,  N at<ryij a.l- Wuqu'llt, I,  146 ; II, 95, I I I, 93. 
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of a waliiyah.141 At times their place of service on the frontier coincided 
with that in which the fortress was garrisoned with qapiiqiili Janissaries, 
in which case it is implied that the ycrli qulis were called yamiiqs, or as
sistants.142 Such a situation occurred in Damascus where there were 
both qapilqiilis and yerli qn lis, the former in the citadel143 and the latter 
in the town. Disputes between the two were frequent and violent.144 

As the qapuquli Janissary system decomposed with time, so did the 
yerli qiili system. The pay of the yerli qi?lis became diverted to others 
by usttrpation.145 As a reinforcement of their position and the better to 
protect their immunities, if they possessed those accorded the qapiiqi1lis , 
or to acquire them if they did not,146 it is likely that they sou�-ht  to be
come at least affiliated with an firta. \i\Thcthe1- it was the only method 
or not, the process of ta�(11h bi-dargiih was a l ikely means toward this 
end_ The evidence revealed in the material on the Jan issaries in Aleppo 
supports this  reconstruction of a process by which Janissary organiza
tions became so widely diffused in the provinces. 

It is certain that there was no firta of qapuqnli Janissaries in Aleppo_ 
A list from the Ottoman archives which notes the places where nftbetjis, 
or qapuqali Janissaries on frontier sentry duty, were stationed in 1 1 64/ 
1 760- 1 76 1  docs not mention Aleppo, although Damascus had a force of 
722, Tripoli 1 67 ; Jerusalem 259 and Urfa 9 1 .  Nor is Aleppo mentioned 
in a similar list for 1 1 36/ 1 723- 1 724.147 In 1008/ 1 599- 1 600, however, 
there were qapuquli Janissaries in the city, but they were from Damas
cus and were not in the form of an 17rta. Their purpose of being there 
is given by al-Ghazzi : 

In Rabi' II of the year 1008 Ibr{ihim Pasha attacked the Damascene Janis
saries. They had extended their sway over the poor of Aleppo and had 
committed enormities against the ra'ayah. The means of so doing was the 

1" Ibid. ; Walter Livingston Wright, Ottoman Statecraft : The Booft of Counsel 
for Vizirs and Governors ( Princeton : Princeton University Press, 1935) ,  122-123 
and 1 22, n- 5. 

1 42  Nuri, Natiiyij al- W11qu'iit, I, 146 ; Uzurn;ar§th , Kapukulu Ocaklari, I, 330. 
Some qapuquli Janissaries served in cities on the frontiers and were known as 
yiisiiqiis, or guards, and were paid by the local population : Uzurn;ar§tlt, Kapukulu 
Ocaklari, I, 324. Those of the qapuquli Janissaries who served on rotation in 
citadels were known as nubetjis, those doing a turn of sentry duty : ibid., 329. 

143 Gibb and Bowen are uncertain that the qapuquli in Damascus were those 
garrisoning the citadel because of Muradi's definition (cf. Silk al-Durur, II, 61 ) : 
Islamic Society, I, pt. 1 ,  2 1 8, n. 3. Uzum;anitlt, however, basing his information 
on the Risiilah of Kuchi Bey, states that there were one thousand nubetjis (cf. 
note 1 42 supra) in Damascus in 165 1 : Kapukulu Ocaklan, I , 329. It is reasonable 
to assume that they were in charge of the citadel . 

"' Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, pt. 1 ,  218 ; Corancez, "Bulletin d'Alep," 
9 October 1806, CCAlep, XXIII ,  f. 356v. ; Jawdat, Ta'ril�h, VII,  46-47. 

145 Nuri, Natiiyij al- Wuqii'iit, I II, 93. It is not clear whether or not the 
yer!i qiili originally possessed asiimah s similar to those of the qapuqulis. 

"0 Uzum;ar§1h was of the opinion that the yerli qulis did not have all the 
privileges of the qapuquli Janissaries, hut was unable to specify the differences : 
personal interview, 1 5  September, 1 953. 

147 Dj evad Bey, !!tat militaire, 166, 1 68, and 170-171. 
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collection of the royal dues [miri] which they arrived at to their corrupt 
advantage to the extent that they married in Aleppo and acqui red villages 
and property.148 

Mul;iammad Kurd 'Ali quotes abu-al-\i\Tafa' ibn-Mul;iammad al
'An;li, Ma'adin al-Dhahab fi al-A'yan al-Mashrafah bi-him lfalab as 
saying that : 

From an early period of the Ottoman state they used to send a party of 
men from the troops of Damascus and a chorbahji over them for the trans
fer of the revenues of the sultan and they used to profit  thereby. They used 
to serve the daftardiir and in the Dfrr al-Wikalah [the official establ ishment] 
and at the door of the foreign co;1sul .  Every time they used to send more with 
a chorbahji over them so that there l ived in Aleppo great numbers of them. 
Their properties increased and the i r  influence became great. They gained 
control over most of the vi l lages of the sultan, paying the revenue of the 
sultan for the village and tak i n g  from their inhabitants twice two-fol d. All 
the inhabitants of the v illage remained as servants to them. All that they 
gleaned was for others, not for themselves . 149 

The Ibrahim Pasha mentioned by al-Ghazzi broke the power of the 
Janissaries in Aleppo and suggested to the Porte : 

. . .  that it should give a qitl, that is ,  an army [jaysh] ,  to the city of Alep
po.150 

Ibrahim Pasha's successor was ordered to carry out the suggestion . 

. . . when 'Ali Pasha al-J aclicl entered Aleppo , he assembled the new qul and 
organized it on the l ines of the Damascus qul and others. 151 

The probable interpretation that should be given to this use of the 
word qrtl  is that it meant ycrli quli, for Mu�tafa Nuri says that there 
were yerli qulis in Damascus and Aleppo . Although he does not men
tion the date, the organization of his work implies a period in the 
neighborhood of 1600.152 When he discusses the situation with regard 
to the yerli qulis in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 
he again includes Aleppo among the cities that have yerli qulis . 153 

The conclusion that the Aleppo Janissaries were yerli qulis is further 
supported by inferences of writers contemporary to the period under 
study. 

• • •  Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhaha/;, I l l ,  266. He indicates that his source for this 
information is Mu�tafa Na'ima, al-I<m.(1(iatayn. The biography of al-l;lajj Ibrahim 
is given in Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmiini, I, 98. 

1 4 •  Kurd 'Ali , Khitat al-Slulm, II ,  250-25 1 .  Kurd 'Ali mentions in the bibliog
raphy that he had access to a fragment of al-'ArcWs book which was in the posses
sion of Kami! al-Ghazzi of Aleppo : ibid., I, 21 .  Since al-Ghazzi's death his library 
has been broken up. 160 Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I I I ,  266. 

101 lbid. ; Bustiinj i 'A li Pasha was beylerbey of Aleppo in the year 1000/1591 -
1 592 : Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmani, I I I ,  504. 

'"" Niiri, Natayij al- Wuqu'at, I ,  146. 
153 Ibid., I I I, 93-94. 
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The corps of J an i ssaries, or the Odjak of Aleppo, was formerly div ided, as 
in other Turkish towns, into compan ies or Ortas, but since the time of 
their  getting into power, they have ceased to subm i t  to any regular dis
cipline.154 

The division into urtas would account for the "organizing" men
tioned above by al-Ghazzi and it  is unlikely that !Jurckhardt in this 
quotation would have referred to the ujaq of Aleppo if the Janissaries 
there had been an integral part of the qapuquli Janissary ajaq. 

There is no indication whatsoever in contemporary sources that the 
Aleppo yerli qiili received the pay they were ostensibly entitled to, but 
Mu!;>!afa Nuri asserts that the reason for this was, as in the case of the 
qapuqilli Janissaries, that : 

. . .  by the d isrupt ion of their organization with the passing of time . . .  
their pay and fixed assignations became a source of expl oi tat ion for usurpers 
posing as notables and officers.rn" 

The situation became such that : 

Although innumerable Janissaries, thei r arms and legs covered with emblems, 
existed in every part of the Ottoman Empire, these were an importunate 
group devoid of any mil itary training or defin ite assignment and composed 
of low class rough s whose only value was as unconstrained marauders. Al
though conditions on the frontiers were better to a certain extent, their 
officers and some troops being selected and sent from the Jan issary ujaq, 
nonetheless the position of local iigha and citadel commander of places such 
as Damascus, Aleppo, Bursa and Kutahya were given as pens ions to old 
and invalid iighas l iv ing obscurely in the imperial palace ancl merit ing re
tirement.156 

The association of the practice of t�li* bi-dargah with the yerli 
qulis was as a means , from their point of view, of raising their status 
from affiliation with the yerli quli to affiliation with a qapitq11li arta. 
Russell indicates that in his time most of the Janissaries of Aleppo 
had attained the latter status : 

The Janissaries of Aleppo . . .  receive no pay, hut, by being enrolled in 
one of the odas, or chambers, at Constantinople, they enjoy in times of peace, 
several priv ileges and exemptions. In war time they are l iable to be called 
out, and are obl iged not only to provide themselves w ith arms, hut to find 
their way to the camp at their  own expense ; not entering into regular pay 
before they arrive there.157 

This corresponds strikingly with the description of the gtliiullu Janis
saries. Uzurn;ar§th relates that because of the long duration of the Rus
sian war of 1 768- 1774, the total of qapuqi1li Janissaries was greatly 

ir.• Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 653. 
'"" Natayij al- Wuqii'iit, I I I, 93-94. 
'"" Ibid. 
" "7 Natural History of A leppo ,  I, 324. 
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swollen and much of this increase could be attributed to the enl istment 
of giliiullu Janissaries . 1"8 Elsewhere he notes that turnahjis or troops 
of the firta of 'crane-keepers, '  or other officers were generally sent out 
from the 1?jliq to enroll grtfiullu Janissaries into the njaq as yawm'iyahli. 
or troops paid by the day.159 A French consular agent describes the 
levy of Aleppo Janissaries ordered in 1 769 as follows : 
. . .  on a fait auss i une levee de pins de 2000 J anissaires q n i  attendent l'arrivee 
d'un tornagi qui Doit !es Cond1 1 i  re, et que l'on D i t  renc l i1 ;[ Ant ioche mais 
cet officier Devant rassemhl c !cs levees des autres vi 1 1es voi sines, i i  n'y a 
pas a Se flatter que [le] Corps pu isse partir  d'un mois et pl us. 160 

Again in the spring of 1 770 there is a duplication of the event of the 
preceding year : 

Le Tournagi, officier envoye de l a  Porte pour fai re part i r les J an i ssai res et 
autres troupes, est arrive icy avant h i er.161 

The equation of these accou nts with the general custom leaves room 
for little doubt that many of the Aleppo yerli qulis , if not all , became 
guiiullu Janissaries in time of war and thus formed an affiliation with a 
qapuqfili ftrta. The duplicat ion of this process elsewhere gave rise to 
the dispersion of qapuqfili Janissary adherents throughout the empire 
and gave the njaq a large reserve force . This reserve had l i ttle military 
value to the iljaq hut its pol i t ical weight in support of the rijaq was 
considerable . 

A large number of oriental cities have been built around or adj acent 
to particular terrain features suitable for a military bastion . Aleppo is  
no exception ; i ts  citadel manifests in the remains of its walls and glacis 
an important fortification. It was a tradition born of consideration for 
the security of the dynasty that the citadel in provincial capitals be 
autonomous of the governor in order to act as a counterpoise to his 
possible ambitions. Should the city he on a frontier this practice logically 
became doubly important . Thus in the Mamliik Empire the nii'ib , or 
deputy of the sovereign, in the A leppo citadel was independent of and 
equal in rank to the na'ib of the province . 162 When Aleppo was con
quered by the Ottomans the strategic role of the citadel diminished as a 
result of its position in relation to the frontiers, but it received neverthe
less a dizdtir, a fortress commander, appointed by a kha{!-i shar"if of the 
sultan. 163 The duties of the di:::dlir were first and foremost the main
tenance of the inviolability of the fortress. Since the citadel was em-

••• Kapukulu Ocaklari, I,  618-619. 
169 Ibid., 619, n. 1 ;  Nii.ri supports this statement : Natayij al- Wuq11'iit, II, 95, 

III, 94. 180 Joseph Belleville to De Praslin , n.d. [January, 1 769 ] ,  AE B ' -91 . 
1•1 De Perdriau to De Praslin , 28 March 1 770, AE B1-91 . 
1•• Maurice Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syrie d l'epoque des Mamclouks 

d'apres lcs auteurs arabes ( Paris : Geuthner, 1923 ) ,  cviii and 212. 103 De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1777) ," AE Bl-94. 
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ployed as a prison, 164 the dizdar was also a warder and he had the 
attributes of a civil governor over the village that was within its walls. 165 

His official revenues were not large, consisting of a due paid to him 
by the butchers of the city and of certain awqaf pertaining to the citadel. 
But he had other sources of income, notably exactions from the prisoners 
in his care and from those who wished to join his garrison and enjoy its 
privileges.166 

For although the prestige of the di:::dar declined with the disrepair 
of his domain, 167 he continued to command a small garrison of Janis
saries. Volney gives as their strength 350 men.168 These Janissaries 
lived in the citadel with their families but were hardly more trained 
than those living in the city, for they likewise were artisans and the 
like, having their shops in the city and only returning to the fortress 
before its gates were closed at night.169 

The fact that these Janissaries formed the citadel garrison gave them 
the designation of qala'ahji, he whose profession concerns the citadel, 
but this term does not seem to denote any organizational distinction be
yond the fact that they were commanded by the dizdar rather than the 
sirdar. It is not, for example, included in Mehmet Zeki Pakalm's dic
tionary of Ottoman technical terms.170 Sauvaget reports that the term 
is used today as a patronymic in Aleppo by the descendants of the former 
garrison.171 Even considering the particular duties theoretically assigned 
to them, they appear to have formed militarily speaking a part of the 
yerli qitli. Certainly in the realm of political affiliation they did so. 

During the period treated in this study the principal significant fact 
regarding the Aleppo Janissaries is the progressive replacement of 
their military aspect by their role as a political party. By the turn of 
the century consideration of their military characteristics becomes some
what superfluous. It was the fact that their leaders could offer a cer
tain degree of security and personal inviolability in return for loyalty 
to their political and pecuniary ambitions that rendered the Janissaries 
powerful. It will be shown in the next chapter that this theme also 
applied to the ashraf. 

164 Choderlos, the French consul, was imprisoned there when France invaded 
Egypt in 1 798 : Choderlos to De la Croix, 14 V endemiaire Yr. 7 / 6 October 1798, 
CCA lep, XXIII, f. 127r. 

2•• Sauvaget, Alep, 212. 166 Ibid. 1 6 7  Cf. Sauvaget, A lep, 21 1-212. 168 Volney, Voyage, II, 48. 
189 Ibid.; Russell, Natural History of Aleppo, I, 38. 
170 Osmanli Tarih Deyimleri ve Terimleri Sozliigu. 
171 Sauvaget, A lep, 212, n. 800. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ASHRAF OF ALEPPO AND THEIR POSITION 

IN THE HISTORY OF THE ASHRAF IN ISLAM 

The ashriif, the lineal descendants of Mul�ammad's family, were the 
t h ird major political element in the history of Aleppo from 1760 to 1826. 
I loth the Janissaries and the ashriif of this city were local segments of 
groups which extended throughout the Ottoman Empire. The political 
activity of the Aleppo Janissaries corresponded with that of their com
rades elsewhere. The same is hardly true of the ashriif. In the empire 
a s  a whole the ashriif had little political influence. Aleppo is one of the 
few exceptions.1 The stress laid on the ashriif, their background, and 
their position in Aleppine society in this study therefore should not 
he taken as a reflection of their relative position elsewhere. Any cor
respondence, in fact, would be premature, for the study of the ashriif 
is a quite neglected aspect of I slamic social history.2 In addition, de
tailed histories of Islamic cities in the Ottoman period are as yet in
adequate to establish such a correspondence. 

In face of this situation it appears more necessary to enter into the 
historical background of the period under study with regard to the 
ashriif than it was for the Janissaries. The organization of the Janis
saries is well known, that of the ashriif far less so. In this chapter only 
the history, background, and local organization of the ashriif in Aleppo 
will be treated. Their actual political role in Aleppo will be discussed 
in the following chapter. 

The term sharif, of which ashriif is one of the plurals, was not an 
I slamic creation but was an Islamic modification of its Jahiliyah mean
ing. Among the Arab tribes the term sharaf was a tangible concept for 
· •a  high place," from which it was extended to the intangible of "an 
eminent position . "3 Thus "one who held an eminent position" was a 
sharif. A restriction of the sense of sharaf then took place with the re
quirement of nasab or purity of lineage, and, as such purity of lineage 

1 Aintab was another notable exception. The pattern there corresponded quite 
closely to that in Aleppo : John Barker, to Levant Company, 14 June 1824 ; Barker 
to John Cartwright, 5 August 1824, SP 105/142 ; Jawdat, Ta'rikh, V, 253-254, VI, 
21 1-212. 

• No study in a Western language exclusively on the ashraf appears to exist. 
In many books there are sections or paragraphs devoted to them at various pe
riods in history but l ittle else. Most of them will be cited in the course of this 
chapter. 

Bishr Faris, "Ta'rikh Laf�at al-Shara£," Mabal;tith 'Arabiyah ( Cairo : 
Ma'iirif. 1939) . 1 16. 
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gave superiority to its possessor in the genealogy-conscious Arab so
ciety, nasab came to be linked with ]Jasab , genealogical superiority , and 
sharaf to embody both concepts .4 

The possession of sharaf evolved to be an important criterion of 
prestige in the Jahiliyah society. The whole basis  of tribal society is by 
definition genealogical . One element of distinction hetween tribes re
lates therefore to some form of genealogical prest ige rating . Among the 
_Hih illyah Arabs it was "kinship with heroes of a semilegendary past."5 

Not only did this criterion operate between tribes hut within the 
tribe itself. The term sayyid, husband, or ra'is . head , hoth having the 
sense of leader, were appl ied generally to the t ribal chief, the term 
shaykh having been a later usage.6 Although there was apparently no 
precise method of appointing the ra'Is, his selection was hascd on certain 
characteristics . Not the least important of these was the requirement 
of noble ancestry, or genealogical prestige, for the A rab tribes believed 
that the qualities considered glorious in the ancestor were transmitted 
to the descendant.7 Thus the reputation of the tribe was enhanced by 
the selection of a ra'Is having sharaf . 

. . . in any claim to authority the factor of birth was cons i dered of para
mount importance. N oble ancestry was the supreme test of nobility, and 
no person whose genealogy was not entirely free of  hereditary taint
such as ancestors of serv ile or negro origin--<:ould he rcgarderl as conform
ing to the requisite stamlard .8 

Thus was a tribal aristocracy, the ashriif, formed in  the Jahiliyah . 
In Islam, however, there was no place for superiority based on geneal 
ogy. The emphasis was placed on piety. This is borne out hy a verse 
in the Koran : 

0 ye people, verily have we created you male and female and made you 
tr ibes aml clans in order that you may know each other. Verily the most 
honorable of you with God i s  the most pious of you. Veri ly God is the 
Knower, the Aware.n 

On this verse 'Abd-AW:"tl1 ihn-'Umar al -Bay<Jawi ,  a thi rteenth century 
commentator, wrote that : 

We have created every one of you hy mean s of a fathe 1· and mother. All 
are equal in thi s  and there i s  n o  rea son therefore for boasting of  one's 
l ineage . . . . 10 

• Ibid. 
• Reuben Levy, The Social Structure of Islam, being the second edition of the 

Sociology of Islam ( Cambridge : University Press, 1957) , 65. 
8 Emile Tyan, Le Califat, I of Institutions du droit publique nmsulman ( Beirut : 

Catholic Press, 1954) , 84. 
7 Ibid., 98. 
• Levy, Social Structure of Islam, 53-54. 
9 49 : 1 3. 
10 'Abd-Allah ibn-'Umar al-Bay9awi, Anwar al-Tanz'il wa-Asrar al-Ta'wil, ed. 
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In spite of this new Islamic accent the traditional emphasis remained. 
There was little to negate it as long as the Arab tribes were the dominant 
dement in Islam. In the Umayyad period the tribal ashraf retained 
their aristocratic position and reinforced it by the acquisition of vast 
domains in the conquered territories.11 

A more significant development for the future use of the term grew 
out of the Islamic movement itself as interpreted by a community steeped 
in Arab concepts of nobility. New criteria of distinction associated with 
the new force, but not sanctioned by it, took form to produce ashraf 
among Muslims. The question , "Why was God's Word revealed to 
MuJ:iammad and not to someone else ?" was surely posed. The answer 
of Arab tradition was that the Quraysh had sharaf in the eyes of God.12 
The basis for a new aristocracy thus was formed around the person of 
MuJ:iammad. Hashim ibn-'Abd-al-Manaf, the grandfather of the Proph
et, became fixed as the focal point of the kinship group possibly because 
of traditions of his virtuous character.13 It was these Hitshimi epigoni 
particularly, rather than the Qmaysh tribe as a whole, that came to be 
designated as ashraf in the ' .\hh;-tsid period. 

The Hashimis were early divided into two divisions , Titl ibis  and 
'Abbasis, so called after the two uncles of 1'luJ:iammacl who were his 
tribal protectors, first abu-Tal ih and upon his death al-'Abbas. The 
ashraf of the Talibid branch were later further subdivided into Ja'faris, 
'Aqi1is, 'Alawis, I:Jasanis , and T:Ittsaynis,14 all descendants of abu-Talib, 
but having varying degrees of sharaf. This fragmentation of the Talibis 
reverts to the position of 'Ali  in Islam. Not only did Fi:"ttimah, the 
daughter of MuJ:iammad, marry 'Ali and bear the only grandsons of 
the Prophet, I:Jasan and I:Jusayn,  after whom two subdivisions were 
named, but also 'Ali lost the caliphate to Mu'iiwiyah, scion of the Umay
yads, and therefore created the controversy that divided Islam. 

This schism had a profound effect on the future of the ashraf. With 
the rise of the Shi'at 'Ali , or party of 'Ali , the Iranian concept of the 
epiphany of the ruler and dynastic legitimism began to bear upon the 
concept of sharaf, as far as these 'Alids were concerned. The death of 
I:Jusayn in attempting to regain the caliphate added a passion motif to 
that of the epiphany.15 Thus the concept of sharaf became influenced 

by H. 0. Fleischer (Leipzig : 1846- 1848) ,  II, 276, as quoted in Levy, Social Struc
ture of Islam, 55. 11 Henri Lammens, E.tudes sur le siecle des Omayyades (Beirut : Catholic 
Press, 1 930) , 38, 63, 129, 1.34, 1 35 ,  188 and 342. 12 Levy, Social Structure of Islam,  56 and 63 ; C. van Arendonk, "Sharif," El'. 1• F. Buhl, "Hashim b. 'Abd al-Manaf," E/1 ; van Arendonk, "Sharif,'' E/1 . 

14 This is the list given by Jalal-al-Din al- Suyiiti in his unpublished manu
script Kitab 'Ujjalat al-Zarnabiyah ft al-Siltilat al-Zaynabiyah quoted in Faris, 
Mabaf:iith, 104 ; in Mul;iammad As'af al-Nashashibi, al-Islam al-Sa�iif:i (Jerusalem : 
1354/1935 ) ,  305, n. 2 ;  and paraphrased in van Arendonk, "Sharif,'' E/1. 26 R. Strothmann, "Shi'a," El' ; H. S .  Nyberg, "al-Mu'tazila," ibid. ; Tyan, 
Caliphat, 297 ; De Lacy O 'Leary, A Short History of the Fatimid Khalifate (London : Kegan Paul, 1923 ) ,  4-5. 
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strongly by politics, and verses from the Koran were interpreted to 
lend weight to the claim of a position superior to all others for the 
descendants of I;Iasan and I;Iusayn in particular and all descendants of 
'Ali in general. One of these verses reads in part : 

God only desires to take away the uncleanness from you, 0 people of the 
household ! and to purify you thoroughly16 

The key in this verse is the expression ahl al-bayt, here rendered 
"people of the household." The 'Alids restricted this term to 'Ali and 
Fatimah and their issue.17 Others extended it to include the sons of 
'Ali by other wives, particularly MuI:iammad ibn-al-I;Ianafiyah. 

The 'Abbasis supported their contention of membership in the ahl 
al-bayt by a 'f:tadith which prohibits to the ahl al-bayt the �adaqah, or 
alms, and those mentioned in the 'f:tad'ith include both the 'Abbiisis and 
the Talibis.18 The 'Abbasis claimed furthermore a close bond with 
Mul:iammad within the banu-Hashim, based on the fact that al-'Abbiis 
as the uncle of Mul:iammad and his last protector, was therefore his 
closest inheritor.19 This had the merit of being more in accordance with 
Arab tradition of hereditary authority, ill-defined though it was.20 What 
the 'Abbasis were concerned with in advancing this argument was 
justification of their caliphate and incidentally their sharaf, for during 
their caliphate the ashriif in Islam were institutionalized on the basis of 
the two families of the banu-Hashim who were important at that time, 
the Talibis and the 'Abbasis.21 

The date of the appearance of this institutionalization of the ashraf 
by the creation of the office of naqib, verifier, strictly speaking, but 
usually translated as 'marshal,' is quite unknown. References to naqibs 
are found in the ninth century A.D. ,22 but no earlier. Nor is it clear 
whether the office of naqib was one imposed by the state or evolved 
among the ashraf and later sanctioned by the government. These facets 
have received little attention among those who have studied the ashriif. 

It is clear however that, whatever the origin, the office was neces
sary both from the point of view of the state and of the ashraf. The state 
paid a pension of one dinar a month to all the ashraf residing in Bagh-

1• 33 : 33. Another on which the concept of slzaraf in Islam is based, especially 
by the Shi'i's is 42 :23 : "Say : I do not ask of you any reward for it [the revela
tion ]  but love for relatives . "  

17 van Arendonk, "Sharif," El'. 
" van Arendonk, "Sharif," El'. The Umayyads also claimed to be ahl al

bayt : Tyan, Cal if at, 291 -293. 
10 Tyan, Califat .. 287. 
•0 Ibid., 97-99 containing a discussion of the force of this principle in the 

Jahiliyah. 
"' The descendants of the first three caliphs, abu-Bakr, 'Umar and ' Uthman, 

occasionally claimed to be ashraf and were certainly of the aristocracy : Adam 
Mez, The Renaissance of Islam, tr. by Salahuddin Khuda Bukhsh and D. S .  
Margoliouth ( London, 1 937) , 1 53-154. 

•• Ibid.. 142 and 1 50. 
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dad. These were estimated to number some four thousand,23 so it was 
to the interest of the government to prevent interlopers from receiving 
the dole. 

But far more important was the aristocratic and religious position 
of the ashraf. The title al-shar7f had implications far deeper than descent 
from the family of MuJ:iammad alone. The rise of Muslim ashraf, and 
the consequent decline in the importance of tribal ashraf, had gone hand 
in hand with a deepening veneration of the Prophet.24 To have allowed 
the ashraf to become the objects of public derision or contempt or even 
merely of a neutral attitude would have been repugnant to Shl'i views, 
more perhaps as reflection on 'Ali and J:Iusayn than on MuJ:iammad. 
lt was also contrary to Sunni inclinations.25 The 'Abb;tsicl caliphs, too, 
had an interest in maintaining the esteem of the ashraf, for they formed 
one of the divisions, the 'Abbasis, and on that rested their claim to 
caliphal legitimacy. 

The duties of the naqibs were therefore based on the preservation 
of the nobility of the corps, genealogically, materially and morally. To 
this end registers were kept of the names and lineages of members, and 
new members were enrolled at birth. Deaths were also noted in order 
that the number of ashraf might be always known and pretenders ex
cluded.26 The naqibs were also enj oined to make certain that sharifahs 
should not marry men not their equals in sharaf, so that their lineage 
might not become polluted.27 

The naqibs were responsible for the material preservation of the 
corps by representing them collectively on the occasion of the distribu
tion of fay', property, especially land, acquired from unbelievers "with
out fighting,"28 and ghanimah, booty. To the naqibs fell the task of 
distributing them to individuals "in the proportions fixed by God."29 
The naqibs were also the guardians of the awqaf, or pious trusts, estab
lished for the ashraf. Should they not be the trustees the naqibs acted 
as auditors of the accounts.3-0 They were in addition the representatives 
of the ashraf in any defence of their rights.31 

•• Ibid., 149. The sum was reduced under the caliph al-Mu'ta<;lid ( 870-892) to 
a quarter dinar per month : ibid., and Tyan, Organisation judiciaire, 2nd ed., 552. 

•• van Arendonk, "Sharif," EJ1 .  
•• Gustave E. von Grunebaum, Medieval Islam; a Study in Cultural Orienta

tion ( Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1946 ) ,  186 and 188. 
•• Mawardi, Statuts, 200. 
•• Ibid., 201 -202 ; Tyan, Organisation judiciaire, 2nd ed., 555. This stricture 

was operative only with regard to women ; shar"ifs could marry a woman below 
their station, as did the caliphs : Tyan, lac. cit., n. 1 .  

•• Th. W .  Juynboll, "Fai'," El' .  
• •  Mawardi, Statuts, 201 .  By the ninth century this duty must have been 

largely theoretical ; conquests were minimal. When Muslim arms were once more 
successful under the Ottomans, the character of the niqabah, or office of naqib, 
had sufficiently changed that it is unlikely this duty was carried out by the naqib : 
infra, 90 ff. 

00 Ibid., 202 ; Tyan, Organisation judiciaire, 2nd ed., 556. 
•1 Mawardi, Statuts. 201 .  
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The material or administrative duties of the naqibs were of minor 
importance, however, in relation to their duties regarding the moral 
preservation of the ashraf. Their nature was such as to give the naqibs, 
in theory at least, considerable j udicial powers. Again perhaps only in 
theory, there were two types of naqib appointments,  general and spe
cial.32 The responsibilities described above pertained to the special or 
limited appointments. The general appointments tended to give the 
naqib the functions and jurisdiction of a qa<f,i among the ashraf. Ad
ministratively the general appointments included the guardianship of 
orphans ; marriage of sharifahs in the absence of parents or guardian, or, 
if a guardian were designated, in case that he opposed the match ; and 
finally the determination of incompetence or the restoration of com
petence for the insane.33 

The special position' of naqib or niqiibat al-khiiHah appears to have 
borne with it duties with regard to the ashraf which closely approach 
those of the ?i,isbah.34 These duties were essentially disciplinary with 
the object of maintaining the prestige of the aslm'if community.35 He 
was to prevent them from taking exorbitant profits or making malicious 
claims, from the commission of sins and forbidden acts, from false pride 
in their position and a haughty attitude toward others.36 As can , be 
seen the limits of his responsibilities in this field of morals were im
precisely defined, allowing him a wide latitude of discretion. As to 
punishments, the only strictures were that they should be less than 
those for the (wdftd, those offenses the punishments for which were 
fixed in the Koran , that they should not involve the shedding of blood, 
and that they should be relied upon less than correctional admonitions.37 

The niqabat al-'animah, or general post of naqib, added two impor
tant j urisdictions, namely the execution of (iudild punishments, though 
not the determination of culpability, and the judgment of litigations be
tween ashraf.38 As to the latter it was foreseen that there could arise a 
conflict of jurisdiction between the naqib and the q<'i{li, since this was 
an essentially juridical function. This conflict could, of course, be 
avoided by the express exclusion of the j uridical function. If it were 
not, then there would be conflict only in case the litigants disagreed on 

•2 Ibid., 200. 
88 Ibid., 202. On the j urisdiction of the qtief,i in these realms, cf. Tyan, Organisa

tion judiciaire, 2nd ed., 359-374. 
84 In Muslim j uridical theory l)isbah has two senses : 1 )  an action in j ustice 

brought hy an individual having no personal interest in the matter but who has 
the interest of a third person or the community in mind, and 2) the larger, es
sentially religious sense of inciting good and prohibiting evil : ibid., 618. 

86 Mawardi, Statuts, 200. 
•• Ibid., 200-201 .  
87 Ibid., 202. According to some legists, a sharif j udged guilty of an offense 

not provided for in the Koran but derived from a principle of the lzuditd, called 
ta'z'ir, should receive a punishment lighter than that for other social groups : 
Tyan, Organisation judiciaire, 2nd ed., 569-571 .  
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the choice between two competent judges. Differences of legal opinion 
existed on this question, one saying the mufih had the superior com
petence, the other that the pleader's choice was the more competent, 
but should it be impossible to establish the pleader, either the two drew 
lots or the case remained in suspense until one gave way.39 

Another possibility of conflict lay in a case between an 'Abbitsi and 
a Talibi, each of whom had a naq7b . In this case the matter was either 
taken before the qa¢i, or failing his competence, to the sovereign, or the 
two naqibs attempted to compose the difference sitting in college, with 
the final competence to render the decision resting with the naqib of the 
defender.40 

As seen from the above there was a close correspondence between 
the niqabah and the qa¢a'.  This becomes more apparent when viewed 
organizationally. For the division of the ashraf in the 'Abbasid Empire 
there was a chief naqib, or a nar1Ib al-nuqabti', who appointed the local 
naqibs, 'Abbasi and Titlibi , 4 1 just as the qa<Ji al-qu<jat nominated the 
local qa<f,is.42 

· But while this process of institutionalization was progressing, so 
was a movement which affected the ashraf but in a degree difficult to 
gauge. The effect of Isma'll ism O i l  the ashraf can only be surmised be
cause as yet the study of this rel igious, philosophic, social and pol itical 
movement is imperfect. Based O i l  the fusion of various extremist ideas 
which appealed to the underprivileged masses, the Isma'ili ,  or Batini 
movement, as it has been called, gathered immense strength as the 
'Abbasid Empire declined. A development toward syncretism and 
esoterism gave it the attraction of being all things to all men : it could 
appeal to the 'Alid faction, who, used by the 'Abbasis to procure the 
caliphate, had then been discarded to their resultant dissatisfaction. To 
those who had failed to find in the growing commercial and industrial 
'Abbasid state the social betterment that Islam proffered, it set forth a 
principle of social idealism.43 It is with these two aspects of the move
ment that we are here primarily concerned. 

Through this movement which exoterically supported one branch 
of the 'Alids, the Sab'iyah , and through the activities of the other Shi'i 
adherents, particularly the groups that formed the Ithna-'Ashariyah, the 
Talibis gradually gained ascendancy over the 'Abbasis. By the end of 
the tenth century, each division had in Baghdad its own naqtb.44 The 
'Abbasis lost the prestige they once had, never to regain it. 

Yet another division within the ashraf took on additional significance 
as the Talibid branch gained strength. This was the split between the 

"" I bid., 203-204. 
•0  Ibid., 204-205. 
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I:lasanis and the I:Iusaynis . The latter subdivision, because it had 
produced the imams of both the Sab'iyah and the Ithna-'Ashariyah, was 
the more important, yet the founder of the Ikhshid dynasty (935-969 
A . D. ) ,  Mu l;ammad ibn-Tughj , retained in his suite a I:Iasani naqib, 
'Abd-Allah ibn-Tabataba, and a I:Iusayni naqib, al-I:lasan ibn-Tahir, 
who were in continual disagrcement.45 

When the Isma'ili movement acquired political recognition in the 
Fatimid dynasty the politi cal leaders lost most of the movement 's re
ligious extremism. The Shi'ism of the rulers was not acceptable to 
the population as a whole and gradually the religious aspect of the 
dynasty modified until : 

In the later part of the Fatimid period the only mark which distinguished 
its rule from that of the orthodox Khal if at Baghdad seems to have been 
that the khutba . . .  was said in the name of the Fati mid ,  and that of the 
'Abbasid was not mentioned .46 

I It is here that attention may be focussed on Aleppo for the first 
time in this discussion of the background of the ashriif as an eighteenth 
century political force in that city. From the tenth to the thirteenth 
century Shi'ism and to a lesser extent Isma'ilisrn were important in
fluences on the population. It is  at the same time that the ashriif come 
into prominence in the politics of the city . The j uxtaposition of these 
two developments begs the question whether they are in any way re
lated. The evidence, albeit meager, points to such a conclusion, but in  
order to  understand the manner in which such a relationship, however 
tenuous, may have come about, a brief exposition of the political position 
of Aleppo in that period is called for. 

From the last of the tenth to the beginning of the twelfth century 
Aleppo was one of the principal focal points of rivalries among large 
and petty dynasties , or would-be dynasts. Taken by the I:Iamdanid 
amir 'Ali Sayf-al-Dawlah in 944, it became a base for that ruler's raids 
against the Byzantine Empire and was the capital of a state for the 
first time since the Hittites . But Byzantine retaliation soon trapped the 
city between Greek pressure on the north and that of the rising Fatimid 
dynasty to the south . Aleppo had to pay a heavy price for the glory that 
Sayf-al-Dawlah conferred upon it. Its resources were denuded by war
fare and by the heavy tribute paid in the last years of the tenth century 
to Byzantium. Shortly thereafter the city passed under the suzerainty 
of the Fatimids when in 1008 the name of the Fatimid caliph al-I:Iakim 
was mentioned in the khutbah.47 In 1022 �ali!). ibn-M irdas, an Arab of 
the Kilabi tribe, took Aleppo and commenced the Mirdii.sid dynasty 

• • Ibid. , 143. Gibb and Bowen state that in strict usage, especially in Arabia,_ 
sharif was the term denoting descent from al-l;lasan and sayyid descent from al
I:Iusayn : Islamic Society, I, pt. 2, 93, n .  1 . 

•• O'Leary, Fatimid Khalifate, 259. 
'1 M. Sobernheim, "l;lalab," El'. 
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which lasted until 1078. Not strong enough generally to maintain com
plete independence and plagued by internecine quarrels, the Mirdasids 
were frequently subjected to Fatimid sovereignty and, following the 
decline of that Shi' ite dynasty in the middle of the century, to that of 
the Saljiiqs in Baghdad. The city then became a pawn in the struggles 
among aspiring Saljiiq princes which exposed it to the attacks of the 
newly arrived Crusaders. It was not until the city was captured by the 
Turkish atiibeg Zangi in 1 127 that a reasonable stability was once more 
restored to Aleppo. 

It was in response to the anarchy just described that a local militia 
known as the a]Jdath emerged to political prominence within the city. 
The a]Jdiith, also found in other Syrian cities, originated as a body of 
young men recruited from the city to ensure public security in default 
of a shurta, or police corps, drawn from the regular army.48 The 
a�idath were paid from taxes on local commerce, but since they were 
locally recruited, they tended to oppose the forces of those contending 
powers who sought to establish their foreign control over the city.40 
An Isma'il i  missionary was able to say in 1 058 when a Fatimid governor 
was resident in the city that the a�tdiith in Aleppo were "stronger than 
the possessor of the city and governed it more than the governor."50 
They were, in other words, a veh icle to maintain a degree of urban 
autonomy against those considered to be outsiders and oppressors. 

At the head of the a]Jdiith was the ra'is al-a(idath, who, when his 
position of political power became recognized by officialdom, was also 
known as the ra'is al-balad, the chief of the city.51 Dependent . on the: 
support of the aiJdath for his political influence, the ra'is also begins to 
disappear from the pages of Aleppine history when the Zangids re
established central authority over the area in the twelfth century. But 
at the height of his influence the ra'is was generally more powerful than 
the qa<f,is, also representative of the city vis-a-vis the sovereign authority, 
and was able to negotiate with the various princes on Aleppo's behalf. 

Yet it is not by any means clear how much urban unity existed ir
Aleppo at the time of the abdath . It is not clear whether they represented 
the city as a whole or only an clement of it.52 The religious affiliation 
of the city was divided between Sunni and Shi'i, with the latter possibly 
predominating during the middle of the eleventh century. Yet the 
Fatimids were not regarded any better by the Aleppine Ithna-'Ashari 
Shi'is than they were by the Sunnis of Damascus.53 Despite this, Shi'ism 
was a major force : Yaqiit ibn-'Abd-Allah al-J:Iamawi in his Mu' jam al-

•• Claude Cahen, "Mouvements populaires et autonomisme urbain clans I' Asie 
musulmane du Mayen Age," SI, V ( 1958 ) ,  245. 

•• Ibid. 
00 Ibid., 240. Gt Ibid., 237. 
•• Ibid., 246. 
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Buldan relates that the judgments of the fuqa/:ta' of Aleppo were based 
on the Shi'i doctrine,"4 and even under the Sunni I:Iamdanids the Amir 
Sayf-al:J)awlah built a Shi'i shrine near Aleppo although he maintained 
the 'Abbasid l<hufbah.55 When in 463/1070- 1071 the Mirdasid governor 
Mal.m1iid ibn-Na�r terminated the Fatimid !thufbah in favor of the 
'Abbasid, the Shi'i rose against him.56 

Isma'ilism also made its appearance in the city during this anarchic 
period. In fact , the Saljftq prince Ruc;iwan, favored the Isma' ilis and 
permitted them to establish a propaganda center there. For a period of 
a month he shifted his allegiance from the 'Abb�tsid caliph to the 
Fatimid, and he tried to hand over the citadel of Aleppo to the Isma'ilis. 
In this latter action, the pressure of public opinion , presumably the 
opposition of the a/:tdath, prevented him from carrying out his design.57 
When he died in 1 1 1 3, the a(idath turned on the Isma'ilis and mas
sacred them,58 but this setback did not eliminate them from the Aleppine 
scene. They continued to be an important factor in the city for some 
years to come, 59 perhaps until the Assassin stronghold M a�yad was re
tluced to impotence in the thirteenth century. 

It is now appropriate to examine the position of the ashraf in Aleppo 
during this period . The city is said to have been a favorite of the 
Hashimis from the early days of the 'Abhasid dynasty : 

Lorsqu' Aboii Moslim rev int de Syrie, al-Man�oiir nomma Salih, fils de 
'Ali fils de 'Abel A)J{ih fils  d'al-'Abbas, gouverneur d'Alep, de Q innisrin 
et de Homs, en l'annce 137 / 754-755. Il  s ' installa a Alep . . . .  Ibn Khatib an
Na�iriyah a dit : Certains hachimides s'installerent ;\ Alep et la choisirent 
comme sej our, a ! 'exclusion c le toute autre ville . . . .  6° 

These and the rest of the Aleppines were, accord ing to Mul,-iibb-al
Din abu-al-Fac;ll Mul_1ammad ibn-al-Shil.mah,  the at1thor o f  al-D urr al
Mttntakhab fi Ta'rikh lvfamlakat If alab, all Sunnis of the I:Ianafi 
madhhab until the arrival of a certain shar'if, abu-Ibrahim al-Mamdftl) , 
who caused them to become Shi'i s  or Shafi'is.61 \Vhether this tradition 
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i s  true or not, it is reasonable to assume that the greater influence of 
Shi'ism in the city was favorable to the general position of the ashriif 
i n  view of the accent of that sect on descent from 'Ali. In a situation of 
such extreme instabil ity and destitution as Aleppo experienced under 
the I;Iamdanids, the Mirdasids, and the Saljuqs, it  is understandable 
t hat a local aristocracy should have had an opportunity to assert itself 
with the support of the atultith. It is known that in Aleppo a shar'if, 
alm-'1\ii al-I:fasan ibn-J- l ihat--J\ Jliih al-I:futayti al- 1 1 ;-tsh i ll l i ,  was ra ''is 
al-af:..dtith from 1079 unti l  1 086. In the latter year, in order to avoid 
t he entry of a member of the Syrian branch of the Saljuqs, he rendered 
t he city into the hands of the Creat Saljttq, Malik Shi"ih, and unwittingly 
wrote his own fate thereby . 1\ l alik Shah found him too powerful and 
exi led him.62 

Some years later the regent of Aleppo for the Salj uq prince Sultan 
Shah sought to return the predominantly Shi'i population of the c ity to 
orthodoxy by constructing the first madrasah. Sulayman ibn-'Abd-al
Jabbar ordered the work to be started in 5 10/ 1 1 16- 1 1 1 7, but the op
position was so great that each night what had been erected that day was 
pulled down. It was not until the regent asked a I:f usayni shar'tf, Zuhra 
ibn-abu- Ibrahim al-Isl;aqi al-I:fusayni, to take charge of the work that 
it continued to completion. I lm-al-Shil.mah commented that this shar'if 
had a great influence in the city because of his good sense, his firmness , 
;md his authority .63 

The Zangids continued the campaign to restore Aleppo to orthodoxy 
t hrough Sunni propaganda in additional niadrasa.hs and Zliwryahs, or 
dervish lodges . They also employed repressive measures against the 
Shi'is. Zangi 's son, Nur-al-Din , built three madrasa.hs in the city, plus 
two built by his supporters , two ziiwlyahs, and by waqf a dlir al-badUh, 
a school particularly devoted to the study of the �wdUh.64 Thereafter 
more such religious institutions were built at frequent intervals .  The 
effect of these institutions of Sunni propaganda may be typified in the 
case of the naq'ib 'Izz-al-Din al-Murtaqa ibn-Al)mad al-Isl_laqi al-I:fu
sayni, who not only founded a madrasah and was at various times naqib 
al-Talibiy1n, naq'ib al-'Abbasiyin, and mu{1tasib of Aleppo, but also had 
a Shi'i ·-alim publicly disgraced for calumniating abu-Bakr, 'Umar and 
· Uthman in his presence.65 

The Mamluk period appears to have had little significance for the 
ashriif either in Aleppo or elsewhere. There seems to have been but 
one innovation , the adoption of the color green as the usual but not 
universal badge of the descendants of 'Ali and Fatimah. It was not the 

62 Cahen, "Mouvements populaires," SI, V ( 1958) , 240. 
0• Sauvaget, Perles, 108- 109. 
" Ibid., 98, 1 1 0, 1 1 1 ,  1 1 4, 120, 121 ; Jean Sauvaget, "Les Tresors d'or" de Sibt 

1 im-al-'Ajami ( Beirut : Institut franc;ais de Damas, 1950 ) , 104. 
•• Sauvaget, Pl'rles, 1 30, and Tresors. 97-98. 
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first time green had been associated with the 'A l ids as opposed to the 
black of the 'Abbasids. The 'Abbasid caliph al-Ma'miin, strongly pro
'Alid in the early days of his reign, officially adopted the green as the 
standard of the 'Alids and designated the imam 'Ali  al-Ric.la as his suc
cessor. But when these moves caused his expulsion from Baghdad 
by popular uprising, he repulsed the 'Alids and with them the green 
standard.66 Prior to and following this event, the 'Alids had no special 
distinguishing mark until in the fourteenth century Sultan al-Ashraf 
Sha'ban ibn-I:Iusayn ibn-Qaliin ( d. 778/ 1376- 1377 ) revived the prac
tice by ordering that the ashriif should distinguish themselves by a green 
band on their turbans.67 Thereafter this color was restricted to the 
ashriif, although there is an intimation that those born on the pilgrimage 
were also permitted the green.68 For the Christians, of course, it was 
a forbidden color.69 

Organizationally speaking there were two further differences be
tween the position of the naqib as developed in the 'Abbasid state and 
as it existed under the Mamliiks. The first was that under the de
centralized administration of the Mamliiks the naqib was appointed by 
the nii'ib, or governor, and secondly his tawqi', or nomination, was of 
the class al-am'iri which gave him the right to be classified among the 
functionaries of the sword, rather than among those of the pen.70 

Comparing the Turkish Islamic states, the Salj iiq, the Mamliik, and 
the Ottoman, with the Arab, one finds a marked degree of difference 
in the respect in which ancestry was held. A Turk was known by a given 
name, usually religious, and a sobriquet determined by place of origin, 
a moral quality, or physical defect.71 Often the Persian word ziidah. 
or the Turkish ughul, both meaning 'son,' were used as the Arabs used 
ibn, but seldom was the lineage carried further. The Ottomans based 
nobility on office and public service, not on genealogy.72 

The ashriif were thus somewhat of an anachronism in the Ottoman 
Empire, an inherited tradition which religious scruples and probably 
considerations of Muslim leadership induced them to maintain. Mul_lam
mad II abolished the office of chief of the amirs7:1 which Mttl_lammad I 

•0 Nashashibi, al-Islam al-$a�11(1, 299-301 .  
"' Ibid., 301 ; Mez, Renaissance of Islam, 149, n .  3. 
•• Rabbath, Documents inedits, I ,  48. 
•• Ibid., I,  529 ; II ,  413, and 413, n.  3. 
•0 Maurice Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syrie d l'epoque des Mamelouks d'apres 

/es auteurs arabes ( Paris : Geuthner, 1923 ) ,  1 63 ( for Damascus ) ,  and 209 ( for 
Aleppo) .  

" Juchereau de St. Denys, Revolutions, I ,  13- 14. 
•• Lybyer, Government, 1 18. 
•• In the Ottoman Empire the descendants of the Prophet were termed amirs 

( princes) or sayyids ( lords ) rather than ashraf. The term ashriif was used only 
for the provincial dignitaries (cf. Mustafa Akdag, "Osmanh lmparatorlugunun 
Kurulu§ ve inki§aft Devrinde Tiirkiye'nin iktisadi Vaziyeti," Belleten, XIV 
( 1950) , 333 ff. ) ,  and in the term naqlb al-ashraf which was retained from Salj uq 
practice. 
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! tad adopted but his successor Bayazid II reinstituted it and gave its 
possessor the title naqib al-ashraf.14 

That it was Bayaz'id II who laid the foundation for this position re
plete with ceremony and traditional significance is noteworthy . Con
stantinople had been captured ; the state was developing into an empire. 
To the east a ShI'ah state was in  the process of formation and the Shi'is 
within the Ottoman realm were troublesome.75 The Ottoman sul tans, 
l ike the Salj iiqs before them, were becoming the new champions of official 
orthodoxy or Sunnism against the heterodox Shi'ism . Bayazid himself 
was a devout and austere M uslim who disliked court luxury.76 It is 
not unlikely that the motivations behind the reestablishment of the naq'ib 
al-ashrtif and a consequent rise in the prestige of the descendants of 
Mul;iammad were to draw the ashraf more closely to the Ottomans in 
face of the Shi'ah attraction and to reinforce the claim of the Ottomans 
to leadership of Sunnism.77 

In the early sixteenth century the position of the ashriif in the 
Ottoman Empire was reflected in the Multaqii' al-A bf:iur of Ibrahim 
i lm-Mul;iammad al-I:Ialabi ( d. 1 549 A.D. ) . 78 This mannual of I:Ianafite 
j urisprudence divided the population of the Ottoman state into four 
classes, the first of which was composed of the ashriif and the fuqahti', or 
j urisprudents, the second of the ru'asa', the ministers, officers and 
others administering the state, the third of the ahl-i silq, or tradesmen 
and artisans, and the fourth of the ra' iiyah, the peasantry, and the 
dhimmi, the tribute payers.79 This ranking placed the ashriif on a par 
with the ulema. Theoretical ly they were distinct from the ulema as a 
class, but since in fact large numhcrs of the ashrtif passed through the 
madrasahs, the distinction became in reality quite blurred. It is clear, 
however, that in keeping with tradition the ashraf were to be respected 
and even revered not so much for themselves as for the fact that they 
bore a blood blessed by (;od.  As such , they were entitled to privileges 
which emphasized and rein forced their peculiar position, that of an 
hereditary class in a state organized in principle on a merit and not on 
an hereditary basis. 

71 J oseph de Hammer [J oseph von Hammer-Purgstall ] ,  Histoire de /'empire 
, i / toman, depuis son origine jusqu'd nos jours, tr. by J. ]. Hellert ( Paris : Bellizard, 
l :arthes, Dufour et Lowell, 1835- 1843 ) ,  IV, 130 ; Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, 
I ,  pt. 2, 93. 1 0 E.g. , the revolt of Shah Quli ,  or as he was known to the Ottomans, Shayj:iin 
<Jiili, against Bayazid II in 1 5 1 1 : Joseph Marie Jouannin and Jules van Gaver, 
I'urquie ( Paris : Didot, 1840) , 1 04 ; von Hammer, I V, 108- 1 15 .  

1• Jouannin and Gaver, T11rq11ic , 105 .  
" In 1 588 Sultan Murad Ill  introduced officially into court ceremony the 

solemn celebration of the birth of the Prophet, the 'id al-mawlid : H. Fuchs, 
"Mawlid," El'. 

1 •  Carl Brockelmann, Geschichtc der ara bischen Litteratur ( Leiden : Brill, 
1 937- 1949) , supplement II, 642. 

1• D'Ohsson, Tableau general, I, 49-5 1 .  To the first class should be added the 
military benefice forces. Being free they were not in the same category as the 
ru'asii'. Cf. similar lists referred to in Lambton. Islamic Society in Persia, 3-4. 
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The privileges of the body of ashriif lay largely in personal inviol
ability . 

. . . out of reverence to [Mul:iammad's] esteemed holy Blood . . .  they can
not be v il i fi ed, affronted or struck by a Turk upon forfeiture of his right 
Hand.80 

D'Ohsson gives the text of a fatwa regarding a case of disrespect to a 
sharif : 

Si Zeid insulte Amr de la race des Emirs [ashraf] , le charge d'imprecations, 
lu i et ses aieux, en proferant meme !es noms des venerables Imams Hassan 
et Hussein . . .  , quelle peine merite-t-il ? 
Le malheureux doit subir !es punitions !es plus severes et un long emprisonne
ment : ii ne <lo it meme recouvrir sa l iberte qu'a la suite <l'actes de componc
tion, et de signes certaines d'un repentir sincere et cl'un parfait amende
ment.81 

As in 'Abbasid times the ashriif enjoyed their own judicial system, 
perhaps their most defini te material advantage over other Muslims of 
the Ottoman Empire . N aqibs were in each provincial center to carry 
out the duties little different from those outlined by al-Mawardi ,  of 
maintaining a conduct on the part of the ashriif that would reflect honor 
on the Prophet. The naqibs maintained special prisons for ashriif found 
guilty of crimes or misdemeanors in their courts.82 Should a sharif be 
judged guilty of an offense calling for the death penalty, he had to be 
pronounced unworthy of being related to the Prophet by blood and his 
name stricken by the naqib from the rolls.83 

Although in date during the period of the occupation of Syria by 
MuJ:iammad 'Ali Pasha of Egypt, a document exists which has a bearing 
on the j udicial functions of the naqib . It is a copy of an official letter 
from the qa<f,i of J erusalem to the newly-appointed naqib of Jaffa dated 
J une 14, 1832 : 

To the cream of the most noble sayyids al-Sayy id Yasin Effendi Ilki 
(may his nobility be increased ! ) : 

After salutations we inform you that the dean of the illustrious mudar
rises, the bough of the pristine and fragrant tree, al-Sayyid Mul,i.ammad 
'Al i  Effendi al-I;Iusayni , qa'im-niaqam of the naqib of the most noble sayyids 
in the Jerusalem area, has appointed you naqib over the ashraf of the port 

•• Paul Rycaut, The History of the Present State of the Ottoman Empire, 6th 
edition ( London : Calvell, Robinson and Churchill, 1686) , 209 and 2 1 1 .  A Christian 
who struck a sharif suffered the death penalty : Olivier, Voyage, IV, 183 ; Eton, 
Survey, 106. A ] ewish protege of the French, having struck a sharif, was threat
ened with the loss of his right hand. Only with difficulty did the consul save him : 
Fram;ois Charles-Houx, Les Echelles de Syrie et de Palestine au X V/Ile siecle 
( Paris : Genthner, 1 928 ) ,  49. 

•1 D'Ohsson, Ta/Jlcau general, I, 522. 
"2 Carsten Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabie ct en d'autres pays circonvoisins, anon

ymous French translation ( Amsterdam : Baalde, 1 774-1780 ) , II, 177. 
"" Olivier, Voyage, I V. 1 82-183. 
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of Yafa and has written you a letter on the niqabah. So according to h is 
appointment of you we give you permission for the engagement in the 
affairs of the niqabah of the port of Yafa and the preservation of the ashraf. 
Should punishment and imprisonment be necessary for them, it will be done 
with your knowledge and within your jurisdiction according to what custom 
has established among [your] predecessors. You shall induce from them 
heneficial prayer for his excel lency our master the Sul tan (may the Noble 
and the Merciful assist him ! ) .  Know that, and peace . Written the middle 
decade of MuJ:iarram the Forhicl c len, year 1248. 

From the humble Sayyid Mu�tafa al
Khiicl imi , qai;J,i of J crusalcm the N oble.84 

It is unfortunate that the j udicial functions of the na.q'ib are not given 
more fully in the document but it is to be noted that he had the powers 
of punishment and imprisonment. Whether the granting of these author
ities was the function of the qarji in the Ottoman Empire or not is not 
clarified elsewhere. The document was found in the archives of the 
ma./:ikamah of Jaffa and its purpose is obvious : to prevent the encroach
ment of the qa<f,i of Jaffa into the jurisdiction of the naqib . namely the 
ashrlif. 

It is somewhat questionable whether the a.shraf were exempt from 
confiscation of their property. Lybyer includes them in his Moslem 
Institution the members of which he states : 

. . .  were exempt from taxation . 1vnc supported out of public revenues, and 
were left in enjoyment of the i r  o w n  go\'ernmcnt as a part of the i r  general 
jurisdiction in the empire. They hacl an aclvantage over the kullar in that 
their property was not subject to con fi scation.85 

This must he with reference to the ulema, for D'Ohsson states that 
although the ulema and the J anissaries were exempt from confiscation : 

Les Emirs memes, · les desccnclants du Prophete, n'en sont pas exemptes .86 

D'Ohsson also makes particnlar reference to the fact that the ashraf, 
ulema, and Janissaries were exempt from the tax on sheep called the 
'adad-i aghnam if they possessed fewer than one hundred and fifty.87 
It must be assumed in the l ight of this statement that the ashraf, al
though they might have had special financial privileges of a limited 
nature, were not generally exempt from taxes. 

To maintain respect for the ashriif, to control them, and to show the 
esteem in which the Ottoman dynasty held the family of the Prophet. 
the office of naqib al-ashraf was given absolute authority over the corps 
and an impprtant position in court ceremonies which reflected the ortho-

.. Asad Rustum, ed., al- U�itl al-'Arabiyah li-Ta'rikh Suriyah ft 'Ahd Mubam-
mad 'A li Piisha ( Beirut : American Press, 1930-1934) , II, 9. 

•• Government, 1 18-1 19, 225. 
•• Tableau general, VII, 148. 
•• Ibid .. 239. 
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doxy of the sultans. The naqzb was originally chosen for life88 but later 
during the pleasure of the sultan89 from among whichever were sayyids 
of the two qa<f,i-'askars and the Istanbul qa<f,tsi.00 The office of naqib 
was usually held concurrently with that of the judgeship,91 but should 
its possessor be elevated to the office of shaykh al-I slam, he had to re
linquish the niqabah.92 It was the naq'ib who represented the a.shraf as 
a corporation before the sultan by means of a qapu chawilshu, or herald 
of the gate, who attended the divans of the grand vizir to receive orders 
pertaining to the corps or to hear judgments pronounced against its 
members, the execution of which rested with the naqib.93 

Besides this qapu chawushu the naq'ib had other chawushs to trans
mit his orders to the nuqaba' al-ashraf qa'im-maqam, or deputy naqibs, 
in the provinces, whom he appointed, and also a staff of clerks and 
secretaries to keep the daftars or registers of the office.94 

On the conversion of muqa!a'ahs, or benefice lands, from annual pos
session to life-time possession, or malikanah, in 1 692,95 the naqtb, in 
association with the shayllh al-Islam and the two qa<f,i-'askars, was given 
the supervision of the muqa!a'ahs to ensure the maintenance of the 
legitimate rights of the possessors.96 

The naqib received his investiture in the presence of the sultan with 
the same ceremony as that of the qa<f,i-'askars and had toward the sultan 
the same prerogatives as the shaykh al-I slam, namely of kissing his 
robe at the waist. J?ut in the ceremonies at Bayram and that of the 
bay'ah, or oath of fealty to the sovereign on his accession, the naqib had 
precedence even over the shaykh al-I slam97 and in the interment cere
mony of the deceased sultan he was placed on a par with him.98 The 
role of the naqib in the ceremony of girding the new sultan with the 
supposed sword of the Prophet varied with the period in Ottoman his-

•• Lybyer, Government, 206 ; Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I,  pt. 2, 94. 
89 Jawdat, Ta'rikh, II ,  178, 250-251 ; I I I ,  1 49, 272. 
•• D ' Ohsson, Tableau general, I V, 555 ; Codrika the Greek, "Tableau synoptique 

de !'administration turque suivant !es principes de la religion mahometane qui en 
est la base," January 1827, TMD, XIX, f. 287r. 

•1 Jawdat, Ta'rikh, II ,  250-251 ; I I I, 272 ; IV, 262. 
•• Ibid., II ,  1 78 ;  I I I, 272 ; Codrika, "Tableau synoptique," TMD, XIX, f. 287v. 

"For it was feared that otherwise odious comparisons might be drawn between 
the honours due the Sultan (with his unfortunate lack of Apostolic blood) and 
those that might be commanded by a doctor endued with this double authority :" 
Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, I ,  pt. 2, 94. 

••  D'Ohsson, Tableau general, VII, 172-1 73. 
•• Rycaut, Present State of the Ottoman Empire, 21 1 ; Lybyer, Government, 

207. 
00 Supra, 34-35 and 35, n. 1 15 .  
•• [Government o f  Egypt] ,  Administration des biens prives et des palais royaux, 

Recueil de firmans imperiaux ottomans adresses aux valis et aux khedives d'Egyptt1, 
1006 H.-1322 H. (1597 J-C.-1904 J-C.) ( Cairo : lnstitut frarn;ais d'archeologie 
orientale, 1934) , 7, no. 22 dated 22 Mu}:iarram 1216/4 June 1801 ; D'Ohsson, 
Tableau general, VII, 243. 

97 Codrika, "Tableau synoptique," TMD, XIX, f. 287r. and v. ; D'Ohsson, 
Tableau general, VII,  1 05, 106, 1 10, 1 1 2. 

•• D 'Ohsson, Tableau general, VII. 1 1 7. 
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l ory . Prior to the eighteenth century he had assisted at the ceremony 
l in t  during the period of this study, because of the rivalry in this cere
• 1 1ony between the shayl<h al-Islam and the grand vizir on the one hand 
. 111<1 the Janissary-Baktashi combination on the other, "the chief part 

1 1 1  the ceremony was given to the naqib, probably as being a politically 
1 1 1 significant figure."99 

The naqib was also guardian of the sanjaq-i sharif, the noble banner 
, .f the Prophet, which was the Ottoman war standard.100 Its bearer, the 
1 1 11lir-i 'alam, was the other Ottoman official who had to be a shar'if. He 
h:1d precedence over all the officers of the army.101 

On the fifteenth day of Rama�lan each year the naqib used to bring 
t he mantle of the Prophet out of safekeeping and, assisted by the shaykh 
al-Islam and in the presence of the sultan, dip a corner of it into water. 
The water thus made sacred was distributed in vials bearing the imperial 
'cal to all the dignitaries of the empire. 

Ccux qui la re«;oivent sont obl iges d 'cnvoyer au Nakib-ul-Eschraf <les riches 
prcsens et de recompenses pccun ia i res, ce qui produit a ce grand <lignitaire 
1111 revenue tres-considerable en outre de grands benefi ces dont ii jouit dans 
I '  f�tat.102 

The above exposition of the high rank which the naqib enjoyed in 
the religious court ceremonies ind icates the reverence the Ottoman dy
nasty considered due the ashraf. Among the people, however, and even 
:it times in the governme11t10:i a corresponding degree of esteem was 
i n  fact not generally to be found. The decline in prestige of the 
ashraf was not an Ottoman phenomenon : gross misconduct on their part 
was not unknown in the 'AbLasid period10-1 and many of them l ived in a 
poverty not con<lucive to esteem.1 ''" To maintain this class of nobility in 
public veneration within the mobile Islamic society, without greater 
I ienefit than a degree of personal inviolability, required at the very least 
constant high ability and organization . These were lacking. Thus it is 
1 1ot surprising to find that strict regulations against disrespect and a 
somewhat artificial generation of deference were continually necessary. 

It was indeed the privileges accorded the ashraf and the appeal of 
r he residual esteem that created the abuse which in its cycle reduced 
still further the position of the ashraf, namely the admission into the 

''" F. W. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam under the Sultans, ed. by Margaret 
M. Has luck ( Oxford : Clarendon, 1929 ) ,  II, 612. In the nineteenth century the 
naqib gave way to the shaykh of the l\fawlawi dervi shes : ibid., 613-61 6. 

10° Codrika, " Tableau synoptiquc," TMD, XIX, £. 287v. 
101 Rycaut, State of the O ttoman Empire, 21 1 ;  Lybyer, Government, 206 ;  

Olivier, Vo}•age, I V, 1 84. 102 Codrika, "Tableau synoptiquc," TM D, X IX, f. 'lf37v. Cf. D'Ohsson, Tableau 
, , ,:neral, II, 391-392. 10• D ' Ohsson , Tableau general, VII ,  205. 10' Mez, Renaissance of Islam, 1 52. 1 0 0  Ibid . .  1 51 .  
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corps of those who possessed sufficient money or influence to overcome 
their lack of the necessary qualification. This abuse and its effect are 
described by Paul R ycaut : 

And tho few of them can derive his  Genealogy clearly from Mahomet : 
yet those who can but only pretend to it,  are often helped out in their 
Pedigree ; as often as the Nakib desires to favour any Person, or can have 
any colour to acquire a new Subj ect ; and then to clear all scruple from the 
World, he gives him a Tree of h i s  Lineage and Descent. The Turks being 
well acquainted with this  abuse, carry the less respect to the whole Genera
tion ; so that as often as they find any of them drunk or disordered, they 
make no scruple to take off their Green Turbants first, kissing them and 
lay ing them aside with all reverence, and afterwards beat them without 
respect or mercy.106 

The lengths to which this lack of esteem for the ashraf had pro
gressed will become more fully apparent in the discussion of the ashraf 
in Aleppo and in the historical chapter to follow. 

The impressive characteristic of the Aleppo ashriif in the eighteenth 
century lies in the large membership bound into an apparently organized 
body. Only an estimate can be made of the number, based on critical 
evaluation of contemporary i i ,� m c ,; .  X ei ther cL\ r v i l: l lx n o r  l\ ussell,  two 
of the more detailed observers, have left estimates . Michael Devezin 
states that there were 12,000.107 Olivier, who spent three months in 
Aleppo in 1 795 supplies two incompatible figures : three to four thousand 
families108 and later, five to six thousand individuals . 1M An English 
traveller who visited the city in 1 797 said that "they form a body of 
nearly sixty thousand , 1 1 0  while de Perdriau , the French consul , like 
Olivier, gives two estimates which are not in agreement : more than 
ten thousand in 1 769,m and in the following year more than fifty thou
sand.112 Elsewhere the consul characterizes the ashriif as follows : 

11 n'est peut etre pas de Ville clans la Turquie qui fourmille de Cherifs 
comme Alep. . . . C'est le Corps le  plus redoutable de la  Vil le  vli son 
nombre prodigieux.113 

One cannot explain the wide variance between Browne's figure and 
the second one of de Perdriau, on the one hand , and those of Olivier, 

10• Present State of Ottoman Empire, 21 1 . Cf. also Ol ivier, Voya_qe, IV, 182-
183. Rycaut also mentions that many ashriif were slave dealers, "it being a holy 
Profession to captivate and enslave Christians :" Zoe. cit. 10• Michael Devezin, Nachrichten iiber Aleppo und Cypern ( Weimar, 1 804 ) , 8-9 
as cited in Sauvaget, A lep, 197, n. 725. This note also states that I;Iaydar al
Shihabi's estimate of the ashriif in Aleppo was 12,000. The text cited is as follows : 
"His company was twelve thousand Jan is sari es (sic ! ) " :  Sh ihabi, Lulman, 416. 108 Voyage, II, 308. 10• Ibid., IV, 170. 110 Browne, Travels, 385. 111 De Perdriau to De Praslin, 8 October 1 769, A E  B1-91 .  1 1 2  De Perdriau to De Praslin, 1 7  August 1770, AE BL9 1 .  113 De Perdriau, "Memoire [of 1 777] ," A E  B 1 -94. 
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I >evczin, and the 10,000 of de Perdriau on the other except by the 
' l u e  that Olivier has given . It is  conceivable that the lower group , vary-
1 1 1g- from four to twelve thousand, related to the heads of families, a 
customary method of enumerating in the East, while the latter, higher 
: : roup refers to individuals . In the case of the ashriif a reckoning on an 
i 1 1d ividual basis had particular pertinence , for women and children were 
1 1 1 1 1  members of the corps . 1 1 4  

Ashraf were present in al l social classes i n  Aleppo, "from the highest 
I 1 1 1fim to the lowest peasant."1 1 5 One is found for example to have been 
; 1  porter in the silq ;116 others were the tenants of the gardens along 
\ l eppo's river, the Quwayq, protecting them for the owners from the 
dl'predations of the Aleppines . 1 1 7  Yet it is obvious that the social rank 
o f  t he ashriif as a whole was higher than that of the Janissaries, for 

. all the Ulerna and E ffen d i s  belong to their body and the general ity of 
t hem have received some educat i on ,  while out of one hundred Jan i ssaries, 
t here are scarcely five who know how to read or to write their own names.118 

To say that all the ulema and effendis were ashraf is too bold a state-
1 1 1ent but a great many of them were. Rousseau, after describing the 
ashriif, continues his discussion with this phrase :  "Pour ce qui est du 
reste des ulemas . . . .  "1 19 Such association of the ashraf with the ulema 
was frequent and with good reason. 1w There seemed to be no difficulty 
in finding a candidate for nac(ib al-ashrlif of the empire among the four 
highest ulema, and there were frequent occasions in Aleppo when a 
1 1 1ufti became naqib or vice versa .1 2 1  

The ashrlif do not appear to  have been so concentrated in  a few quar
t ers of the city as were the Janissaries . The greatest concentration was 
probably in the suburb j ust beyond Biib al-Na!?r, north of the citadel.122 
According to Russell many of the wealthy ashraf lived in Banqusa,123 
which would place them somewhat east of this concentration . But in 
the battles for control of the city between the ashrlif and the Janissaries 
the former held the city, while the latter attacked it predominantly from 

1 1 •  The line of descent, after all, was through Fatimah. 
115 Browne , Travels 385 ; cf. Russell, Natural History of Aleppo, I, 160. 
2 1 •  De Perdriau to De Praslin, 8 October 1769, AE Bl-91.  
117  Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I, 47. In the early 1 840's the ashriif 

were characterized as "for the most part, composed of merchants and trades
people" : [A. A. Paton] , The Modern Syrians. 249. 1 1 8  Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 652. 

1 1 0  Rousseau, "Description succincte du pachalik d'Alep [ 1812] ," CCAlep, XXV, 
f. 28r. 120 Supra, 91.  

1 2 1  Cf. Tabbakh, !'lam, VI, 187£. ; Russell , Natural History of A leppo, I, 337-
338 ; Abbott to Liston, 26 August 1794, SP 1 10/53, f. 62r. 122 Taoutel, Daftar, 55, n. 1. 

12• Natural History of A leppo, I. 12. 
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Banqusa and Bab al-Nayrab. 1 24 This may indicate that most of the 
ashraf lived within the walls. 

Such was the diversity in the ashraf ranks, the reasonable conse
quences of a genealogical criterion of affiliation. In face of this diversity 
the question arises : why were the ashraf sufficiently organized to be
come a power in Aleppo, the "city party" as Russell called it ?125 It may 
be doubted that the bond of blood would have been adequate in itself to 
produce the cohesion present in the latter half of the eighteenth century. 
The veneration the Prophet's blood accorded the group, and the in
dividual if his conduct merited it, gave the corps a particular influence 
among the Muslim rank and file. Often this influence was used to for
ward intolerance of the minorities, especially among the lower class 
ashriif who envied the higher economic status of some Christians. The 
records are full of incidents of ashraf inciting the Muslim population 
against the minorities on the basis of disrespect to a sharif and there
fore to Islam.123 While these records reflect the minority point of view, 
yet the number of incidents and the manner in which they were reported 
leaves an impression of ashraf vindictiveness. In many, if not most, 
there was in addition a financial motive : the probability that an avania 
would be successfully exacted for the real or imagined injury. A united 
ashraf front on such occasions was an asset, for their proclivities for 
such conduct was well known and not infrequently resisted by the au
thorities as well as the minorities .127 The threat of a riot might tilt the 
balance in favor of the ashraf. 

Far more inducive to strong community interest to be protected 
at all cost were the privileges the ashriif received from a venerating 
government. Although it has been shown that there exists some doubt 
as to whether or not the group as a whole had any financial privileges,128 
those in Aleppo appear to have been exempt from certain dues, for de 
Perdriau not only to states1w but also shows how these financial priv
ileges operated in their favor m the manufacturing of silk, one of 
Aleppo's principal industries :  

Les Chretiens precedement Seuls en Possession de ce travail, ont eu !'im
prudence d'y employer des ouvriers Tures ; ce qui fait que ces derniers pos
sedent presentement autant qu'Eux. Les Chretiens ne peuvent meme soutenir 

124 Taoutel, Daftar, 72 ; Abbott to Samuel Manesty, 22 April 1 798, SP 1 1 0/53, 
£. 1 25 r. 

126 Natural History of A leppo, I, 326. 
12• Rabbath, Documents inedits, II ,  413, n. 3 ;  Eton, Survey, 34-35 ; David Hays 

to Cazalet and Cooke, London, 17 July 1 772, SP 1 10/42 ; De Perdriau to De 
Praslin, 8 October 1 769, AE B 1 -91 ; De Perdriau to De Praslin, 17 August 1 770, 
AE flL91 ; Taoutel, Daftar, 55. 127 Eton, Survey, 34-35.  

12• Supra, 93. 
129 "Ils jouissent, ainsy que !es Janissaires, de plusieurs privileges et de !'exemp

tion de certains Droits, auxquels sont Soumis !es autres habitans tant Turc que 
Chretiens" : "Memoire [of 1777]," AE fl L94. 
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Lt Concurrence <lans le debit des Etoffes, parceque Jes fabriquants Tures, 
I ; m i ssaires ou Cherifs pour Ia plus part jouissent de plusieurs Privileges et 

1 1 e  payent point pour leur Manufacture Certa in Droits auxquels sont Soumis 
ks Chretiens_rno 

Such privileges not only forced a certain cohesion among the ashraf 
hut also were a powerful attraction for those outside the ashraf ranks. 
The decline of the Ottoman Empire brought with it a decrease in se
rnrity of life and fortune. The ashrii.f privileges offered some measure of 
security of person, while the influence of the corps at least assisted in 
fending off the avaricious government officials. For those who had 
property, money and a lineage not entirely incompatible with the re-
• 1uired pedigree became the criteria of admission to the ashraf and the 
mjoyment of their protectionP1 The addition of such individuals in
creased the power of the corps as a whole and in turn made adherence 
to it all the more attractive. 

As the official inspecting the genealogies of potential ashraf, the 
naqib, more properly called naqib al-ashraf qa'im-maqam,132 admitted 
those with spurious or questionable genealogies and profited from the 
bribes offered therefor. Since he was the principal official of the corps 
on the local level, he was the ohvious candidate for leadership but did 
not always acquire it. Appointed by the naqib al-ashraf in Istanbul in 
return for the usual remuneration, he might not always be a man of 
ability, and this the leader of the party had to be. As a member of the 
wali's divan133 and a resident of Aleppo, he had the opportunity to 
influence the transitory pasha through his knowledge of provincial affairs 
and through the power he represented. Under a strong naqib the lead
i ng ashraf could aspire to hold the position that the a'yan seem to have 
once had,134 that of representing the city to the government. The a'yan 
had lost their power by the eighteenth century135 and it is conceivable 
t hat the naqib had gained the contrnl they had had over the land. 

It has been noted that the naqib al-ashriif of the empire was one of 
t he four officials who guaranteed the new system of malikanahsP6 Alep
po was one of the provinces in which this system was introclucecJl:l7 and 
the duties the naqib at the capital acquired may have been delegated to 
the local naqib. He and the mufti were the permanent residents repre
senting the central officials while the qa<fi was transitory. Mufti and 

""0 Ibid. 
m Taoutel, Dafta1·, 55 n. 1 ; Sauvaget, A lep, 1 97. Cf. supra, 95-96 for a state

ment of this abuse throughout the empire. 
132 Also naqzb al-ashriif waki/i in Ottoman parlance, having the same meaning, 

the local representative of the naqib in Istanbul : Pakalm, Tarih De:;•imlcri, II, 648. 
""" Supra, 34. 
••• Gibb and Bowen, Isanzic Society , I ,  pt. 1 ,  198-1 99, 256-257 ; supra , 35-36. 
••• Russell, Natural History of A leppo, I,  326. His term for them is "Agas." 
1•• Supra ,  94. 
••• Administration des biens prives, Recueil de firmans, 7, no. 22. 
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naq'ib were not infrequently one person. The system of auctioning and 
verifying these malikanahs must have offered opportunities for personal 
acquisition of property and for rewards and exactions. Such a recon
struction appears to be a reasonable explanation in part of the wealth 
accumulated hy leading ashraf. H.ussell indicates that many of the 
ttlema held much property and that most of them were ashriif . 1 :i 8  while 
the development of the situation is shown by Burckhardt's statement 
that at the apogee of ashraf power in the late eighteenth century "most 
of the v illages round A leppo were then in their possession , they com
mand the landed interests r and I all  the Aleppo grandees of ancient 
families . . . bel ong to their hody. " nn ln his travels in the ,'\.leppo region 
he mentions the owners of vil lages, many of whom were ashriif : 

1 )  Sarmin owned by the family of Qudsi Effendi ,  naqih al-ashriif 
from 1 793- 1 794 and ca. 1 7% to 1 800.140 

2)  al-Bara owned by Talib Effendi, relative of the deceased M ul;am
mad Effendi Taha Zadah , known as Chalabi Effendi , for many years 
naqib of Aleppo .141 

3 )  The whole plain of Khalaqah comprising eighteen villages west 
of Aleppo owned by 'Abbfis Effendi, heir of Chalabi Effendi.142 

For the ashraf party to flourish its leader had to be a man of wealth , 
political acumen, a resident of Aleppo, and preferably both an ' iilini and 
the naqib. Such a man existed in Chalabi Effendi , al-Sayyid !\1 nJ:iam
mad Effendi Taha Z;idah, the central figure of the early part of the 
period under study and the patron of that of the latter part of the pe
riod, Ibrahim Pasha Qattar Aghasi . His father, Al;mad Effendi ibn
Taha Effend i ibn-Mu�tafa Effendi, had been a qa<f,i and had amassed a 
considerable fortune with wh ich he established a11d endowed the mad
rasah al-Al,unadiyah in the city.14:i The emphasis in the waqfiyah, or 
deed of trust, on the employment of Kurds in the madrasah ,144 added to 
the non-Arab flavor in the fam ily names,145 leads one to believe that the 
family was of Kurdish origin. 

Chalabi Effendi was the oldest son of Al:imacl J <:.ffendiH6 and i n 
herited considerable wealth which "added to  h i s  personal qualities, ren
dered his influence and power so great that during twenty years he 

108 Natural History of A leppo, I, 326 and 327. 
1•• Travels in Syria, 651 -652. uo Ibid., 121-122 ; Abbott to Levant Company, 1 7 September 1793, SP 1 10/53, 

f. 5 1 r. ; Abbott to Liston, 26 August 1 794 , SP 1 10/53, f. 62r. ; Abbott to Spencer 
Smith, 9 June 1 797, SP 1 1 0/53, f. l lOv. ; Tabbakh, I'liim, VII, 172-1 73. 

141 Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 129 ;  Ghazzi, N ahr al-Dhahab, III ,  305. 142 Rurckhardt, Travels in Syria, 633. 
"" For the extensive list of properties made waqf for the inadrasah, see Ghazzi, 

Nahr al-Dhahab, II,  54-56. 
iu Ibid., 56. 
"" E.g., the use of ::iidah, chalabi and Mu�tafa, the latter almost a Turkish in 

novation : Sauvaget, A lep, 196, n. 719. 
uo Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, II, 61 .  
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, . i  1 l iged several pashas who would not yield t o  his counsels and designs 
I •  1 quit the town . ' '147 J\lthough no exaggeration of his influence, this 
' tatement is inaccurate factually. Up to 1 767 when Chalabi Effendi was 

rst exiled, 148 there is  no evidence that he had a hand in the transfer 
. , j any wali. From his return in 1 772 to his second exile in 1 776, any 
'nch evidence is lacking. 1 n  fact, in the latter year the w1ili 'Ali Pasha 
was driven out of the city , by order of the Porte. Chalahi Effendi ;md 
! 1 i s  brother 'Ali Effendi were exiled at the same time as the wali for 
t heir part in the events that Jed to the revolt. The attributed reason 
was the suspicion that their grain monopoly had been the cause of the 
-.,carcity of food in the city . 1 411 1 n the latter exile there may have been 
political intrigue within the ashraf ranks on the part of the Kawakihi 
ia mily, bitter enemies of the Chalabi family .150 One of its members, 
\ l_1mad ibn-abi-Su 'ud al-Kawrtkihi ,  thrice mufti of Aleppo, replaced him 

: t s  naqib . rn1 He in turn was banished and then exiled in 1 780 for mis-
1 1 sing the mt.ri revenues.rn� Chalahi l ·.ffendi returned from exile but at 
what date is  unknown. He is heard of ag-ctin in 1 785 when the Porte 
1 1 amed him mu(1aHil while he was muft i . 1 c.:; This was considered at the 
t ime to have been a means for the Porte to obtain his vast wealth by 
sequestration, for a niuba,�,�il 's property could be sequestered wh ile that 
of an 'alim could not. Chalabi Effendi attempted to avoid this trap by 
1 1 ot exercising the office himself lmt deputizing a certain Qara'li, his 
t reasurer during exile. 1ri4 On the death of Chalabi Effendi the following 
_1ear, however, his property was sequestered although he was still mufti . 
I t  is noted that his brother and his  son 'Abbas Effendi left immediately 
for IstanbuJ l"" and the presumption is that they were seeking to nullify 
the  sequestration. Since 'Abb:is Effendi is mentioned by Burckhardt as 
owning the  Khalaqah,1"'; they may have been at least partially success
ful.  

The leadership of the ashriif after 01alabi Effendi's death appears to 
have declined . It revived under Mul_lammad Qudsi Effendi, naq'ib and 
mufti in 1 793, and a close associate of Ibrahim Agha Oattar Aghasi , 
11m�i04�il and successor to Chalahi Effendi's supporters at the Porte.157 
I brahim Agha and Qudsi Effendi cooperated closely with each other at 

rn Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 649. 
1 4 8  Thomas to Ministry, 6 February 1 767, A li  !Jl -90 ; Tabbakh, l'liim , I I I ,  345 ; 

Wa�if, Ta'ril�h, I, 185-186. 
00 De Perdriau, "Bulletin des nouvelles," 22 February 1776, AE RL93. 
" '0 Tabbii.kh, !'lam, VI I ,  67. 
'"' Ibid., 1 09. 1 52 Ibid. , I I I ,  357. 1 0 3  Ibid., I I I ,  363 ; Ame to De Cabres, 10 December 1 785,  AE fl I -96. In this 

l etter he is characterized as : ' 'l 'homme le plus puissant cl' Alep, le chef du corps 
des gens de Joy." 

' ° ' Ame to De Cabres, 10 December 1 785, A E  IJ L96. 
" " ' Tahbii.kh , I' lam, I I I ,  366. 
' " "  S11pra, 1 00. 
1 07 Burckhardt, Trm1e/s in Syria, 649. 
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first but whether this continued or not becomes doubtful when the 
strife between the ashriif and the Janissaries broke out. 

These were the important leaders of the ashriif party in Aleppo. It 
was a risky but profitable enterprise for both Chalabi Effendi and 
Qudsi Effendi. Under them the ashriif flourished but each had op
ponents within the party : Chalabi Effendi the Kawakibis, and Qudsi 
Effendi the Jabiris.158 Had i t  not been for their greater influence at 
the Porte they would not have been so successful. Even in the days 
when the Ottoman government's control over the provinces appeared 
tenuous it was still able to affect local politics hy its attitude toward the 
officials and agents at the capital who had proteges in the provinces . 
Again it is strikingly demonstrated that it was the power of money 
that determined the vicissitudes of personal political ambitions in the 
provincial parties. Precisely for this reason, however, a change of 
factional leadership seldom had a beneficial effect on the urban popula
tion, for the only road to power was through the accumulation of 
wealth and the inevitable means was exaction, either through avanias 
or through monopolies. In both cases it was the ra' ayah and the minor
ities who ultimately supported the burden. The ever-increasing weight 
of that burden led to the denudation of the country and its commerce. 

168 Abbott to Liston, 26 August 1 794, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 62r .  



CHAPTER V 

THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER IN ALEPPO, 1 760-1 826 

The three principal factions in the history of Aleppo from 1 760 to 
1826, the provincial government , the Janissaries, and the ashrlif, have 
heen analysed separately . The picture of political conditions and de
velopments in the city during this period is incomplete without a por
trayal of the interaction of these three elements . It is a story of inces
sant struggle, of coalitions and their ruptures, of the growth of power 
and its decl ine, but throughout there is a constant downward trend, 
culminated perhaps by a natural disaster which left the city but a shadow 
of the great center of trade it had been in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. 

The first significant event in the history of this conflict of interests 
within the city occurred in 1 769 when the Janissaries were called out 
to the Russo-Turkish war. A survey of the eight years prior to this 
event may sufficiently establ ish the background against which this and 
the events that followed it wi l l have greater meaning. 

Between 1760 and 1769 Aleppo had nine wlilis, most of whom re
sided in the city. Some appear to have had certain repute, two having 
been grand vizirs,1 and one the sultan's n'ishanji, or inscriber of the im
perial cypher on firmans,  the sultan's son-in-law, and later a grand 
vizir.2 One of note was 'A�m Zadah Mul.iammad Pasha of an impor
tant family of Hama. In the year he held the wilayalt of Aleppo he 
attempted to reform the moral standards of the city by closing the 
coffee house:; at night and caus ing the dismissal of a qa<f,i who was fre
tiuenting them dressed as a J anissary or a tufinllji.3 He also attempted 
to improve the economic lot of the city by lowering the price of bread 
and executing the leader of the butchers' guild, thus breaking the dumlin 
racket.4 

Such action on the part of wiilis was rare because of their short 
tenure, indifference and avarice . 'A�m Zadah Mul)ammad Pasha was 

' 'Abd-Allah Pasha al-Farari who died in Aleppo in early 1761 : Thomas to 
Ministry, 13 March 1 761, AE BL88 : Wa�if, Ta'rikh, I, 124- 125 : Tabbakh, l'lam, 
I ll, 338 ; Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I II ,  302 ; Thurayya, Si.;il-i ' Uthmani, III ,  382-
383. In 1 763 Mu�tafa Pasha, twice grand vizir : Thomas to Ministry, 3 1  January 
1 763, AE BI-89 ; Wa�if, Ta'rzl�h. I ,  1 34. 

2 Yaghliqj i Zadah Mul)ammad Amin Pasha : von Hammer, Histoire, XVI, 
1 87 ;  Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I l l ,  306 (where it is "Baghliqj i" ) ; Wa�if, Ta'rikh, 
I. 197, 202, and 205, II, 27. 

3 Thomas to Ministry, 3 March and 13 June 1 764, AE B'-89 ; Ghazzi, Nahr al
Dhahab, III ,  303 ; Wa,�if, Ta'rikh, I, 1 52 ; al-Miiradi, Silk al-Durur, I V, 98-1 02. 

• Supra. 64-65. 
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the notable exception . The conditions he wished to reform were the 
rule ; famine was common and plague frequent.5 The wiilis were ac
customed to make the most of a shortage of grain , as did AJ:imad Pasha, 
the former nfi.r-niiriin of Killis and wizli of Aleppo from 1765 to 1767.6 

In 1767 on the death of the niu�a��il the new wali, Si!;il_Idar I:lamzah 
Pasha, also acquired the mu�aHilliq, a rarity for Aleppo, although the 
rule elsewhere,7 and a situation that both the city and the consuls sought 
to avoid ,8 combining as it did two posts favorable for exactions under 
one person, whose power was thereby increased. 

As was frequently the case the wiili's troops, dalis and tufinkjis, 
were troublesome to h im and to the city. Kiisah Mu�tafa Bahir Pasha 
released four hundred of his dalis in 1763 and then had to drive them 
into the mountains after they had pillaged two v illages .9 Two years 
later the ashriif incited a riot when one of their number was wounded by 
a dali,1° and the following year the dalis and tu fink jis battled in the 
streets for several days as a result of a quarrel over a prostitute.11 

Similarly there was considerable trouble with the nomads in the 
province during these nine years . 'A�m Zadah Mul;iammad Pasha was 
appointed sar-'askar, or army commander, over the walis of Adana and 
Urfa in 1764 to attack the Kurds in the Iskandariin region who were 
blockading the vital route along the coast . After a l ight engagement in 
which the principal brigands escaped the army disbanded and the heads 
of those captured were sent to the Porte.12 In 1767 the niutasallim for 
the new wiili SilaJ:idar I:Iiimzah Pasha was more successful : the two 

" A plague the toll from which reached 190 persons per day occurred in the 
summer of 1762 ;  Ghazzi, N ahr al-Dhahab, III ,  303. For other plagues, sec supra, 
1 6, nn. 71 and 72. 

• There is definite confusion in the sources as to the wiili of Aleppo from 
1765 to 1767. Thurayya mentions two governors, apparently at the same time ; 
Malik Ahmad Pasha was appointed beylerbey of Aleppo in March 1765 and raised 
to the vi�irate in November of the same year, becoming wali of Qonya in March 
of 1767 : Sijil-i ' U thmiini, I, 260. But in 1765 Siinbat Zadah Mul;ammad Pasha 
was appointed wali of Aleppo as a mlr-miran and was given the vizirate in 1 180/ 
began June 1766 : ibid., IV,  254. Wa�if confirms that a mir-mtran by the name 
of Ahmad Pasha went to Aleppo in Shawwal 1 1 78/March 1 765 : Ta'rikh, I .  172. 
Tho1nas records that on 17  February 1 766 a qapuji bllshi arrived with a third 
fugh for the wiili; Thomas to Ministry, 20 February 1 766, A E  BL90. The lapse 
of time between the raising of Al:imad Pasha to the vizirate in November 1765 
and the arrival of the qapuji bashi in February 1 766 would not seem unreasonable. 
In February 1767 the wiili of Aleppo was Mul:iammad Pasha : Taoutel, Daftar, 53. 
It is possible that AQ.mad Pasha was transferred in 1 766 and Siinbat Zadah 
Muhammad Pasha is the Muhammad Pasha referred to above. 

7 A. N. Poliak, Feudalism, ·s i .  The biography of SilaQ.dar I:Iamzah Pasha is in 
Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmiini, II, 254-255. 

• De Perdriau, "M emoire [of 1777 ] ," A E  B1-94 . .  
0 Thomas to Ministry, 1 March 1 763, AE BL89. For the biography of Kiisah 

Mu�tafa Bahir Pasha, see Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmiini, IV, 440-441 .  
1 0  Thomas to Ministry, 30 September 1765, AE Bl-89. 
1 1  Thomas to Ministry, 21 and 31 May 1 766, AE Bl-90. 
12 Thomas to Ministry, 13 July 1764, AE B '-89. 
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principal Kurdish chieftains were captured and executed, thus checking 
t l i e  activity of their tribes for a few years . 13  

The Bedouin were less difficult but 1765 was marked by a serious 
revolt of the Mawalis because the subsidy from the Porte for their 
a .m'ir to maintain order on the eastward caravan route had been cut. 
This matter had finally to be settled by negotiations in which Chalabi 
Hfendi was a notable participant.14 

This naqib, whose career has been sketched above,15 was then near 
t he summit of his power if he had not attained it. He is described by 
; t  contemporary as "all-powerful" in 176316 and when one of his wives 
g-ave birth the following year to his first son, great celebrations were 
held, everyone made congratulatory visits to him, and he received 
numerous presents.17 Wa�if, in speaking of his deposit ion and exile, 
i ndicates how he attained this considerable position : 

Taha Zadah al-Sayyicl Mubammad Effendi of the ashraf of Aleppo, having 
acquired distinction and fame through be ing naqib for a very long t ime and 
hav ing gradually extended the sphere of his means of subsi stence, had 
brought great and small into h i s  scrvice.18 

Here may be seen the effects of the protege system described in refer
< '.nce to Ibriihlm Pasha Qattar Aghasi , who was himself a protege of 
Chalabi Effendi .19 One may assume that the extension of "his means 
of subsistence'' implies that he developed monopolies of the city's es
sential supplies . This was one of the two roads to wealth, the other 
l ieing the acquisition of revenue farms. But since Chalabi Effendi 
sought to avoid the muf:iauilliq,�>tl the revenue farm par excellence, it 
is not likely that he took the latter course. 

Wa�if goes on to describe how Chalabi Effendi became exiled : 

His  benefit was greater than his  detriment to the people of Aleppo, but be
cause the pauper's eye for opportun ity has from of ol<l been antagonistic to 
the fortunate and furthermore because the mullas of Aleppo were envious of 
him [yet] through the sever ity of h is  tyranny could not continually lay hand 
on the property of the people, they opened the door of slander and vitupera
t ion and closed the gate of virtues.21 

Some of them reported to Istanbul the unfavorable aspects of his 
character "out of spite, " and the Porte, "according to the rule : 'he who 

1 0. 

' " Thomas to Ministry, 25 July, 1 7  August, 1 and 23 October 1767, AE B I -90. 
" Thomas to Ministry, 19 February 1765, AE BL89, quoted in part supra, 

'" Supra, 100- 1 0 1 .  
• • Thomas to  Ministry, 5 July 1 763, AE BL89. 
17 Thomas to Ministry, 1 February 1 765 , AE Bl-89. This son was 'Abbas 

l ·:ffendi, the inheritor of his lands : Tabbakh, l'lam, II I, 366 ; Burckhardt, Travels, 
(J33. 

18 Ta'rikh, l, 185 . 
1 9  Supra, 38-39. 20 Supra, 1 0 1 .  
2 1  Ta'rikh, I. 185-186. 
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hears, forsakes, '  " struck his name from the list of the ulema and ban
ished him to Edirne. His father, AJ:imad Effendi, was also exiled for 
his attempts to clear the name of his son.22 

Little is heard of the Janissaries between 1760 and the beginning 
of 1769 but this does not signify that they were powerless. On the 
contrary, they had twice caused considerable difficulty prior to 1760 but 
had been severely repressed.2:i Evidence in the period of this study 
indicates that it took a number of years for a party such as the Janis
saries to recover from a heavy blow to their organization, for such action 
invariably deprived them of their principal leaders.24 

One event that had a bearing on the fortunes of the Janissaries was 
'A+m Ziidah Mul:iammad Pasha's execution of IGwr l:f�ij j i ,  the chief 
of the butchers' guild. 2-0 It is not clear in how fa1· the Janissaries con
trolled this guild at the time, but the campaign waged against it between 
1 762 and 1 764- may well have instilled caution in their minds. 

The involvement of the Ottoman Empire in a prolonged war with 
the Russians in the fall of 1 768 had a fundamental effect on Aleppo. 
It took away from the city not only its wali, thus leaving it with a neces
sarily weaker mutasallim, but also the Janissary force. On the surface 
this would appear to have been advantageous but, in fact, it was the 
cause of considerable difficulty. In the first place, the levy of Janissaries 
was accompanied by great disorder which the government could not 
suppress,26 but its attempts culminated in mid-March of 1 769 in a 
pitched battle between the Janissaries and the dalis of the mutaisallim 
in which the latter were hested.27 But at last the {firnahji arrived and 
led the Janissaries off to the army while the city counted its losses. 

Vivant sans discipline, et rassemble de diverses contrees, ii [the corps of 
Janissaries] a commis icy beaucoup de desordre y ayant mis chacun a con
tribution. SO Personnes des deux Sexes s'en sont trouvees !es Victimes . . . .  
Ils ont mis une entrave au Commerce par !es Bazars fermes pendant plusieurs 
jours.28 

It was felt at the time that a strong wali could have avoided these 
disorders29 but no sooner had the Janissaries departed than the ashriif 
took advantage of the absence of any counterbalance to their aspirations. 
Having created a pretext, they rioted and forced the mutasallim to dis-

•• Ibid. 
23 In 1 745 by the wiili al-Haj j Ahmad Pasha and in 1 747 by Kiir Wazir Pasha : 

Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab_. III ,  298-299. 
2• A large number of the Janissary notables were massacred in 1813 and it 

was five years before they recovered even partially from that repression : infra, 
130- 1 3 1 . 

26 Supra, 65. 
•• Joseph Delleville to De Praslin, n.d. [January 1769] , AB B1-91 ; cf. Wa�if, 

Ta'rilth, I I, 1 7. 
21 Tabbakh, I'liiin, III, 347 ; Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab , III,  306. 
' ' De Perdriau to De Praslin, 15 April 1 769, AB B L91 . 
"' Ibid. 
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charge the regular guard of dalis and replace it with the f:iurras, the 
n ight watchmen of the markets, who were described as a rabble.30 A 
, ·hange of naqib ordered by the Porte did little to improve the situation 
;md again the ashriif rioted, this time because the British consul , William 
( ·1arke, had jostled a sharif in the street. Although protected by the ca
pitulations, Clarke answered the summons of the qa�li to the ma{ikamah, 
and the latter had difficulty in preventing a lynching. It took the pay
ment in private of a considerable sum to the plaintiff am! his comrades 
to extricate the consul from the awkward situation.31 

Ashraf disorders persisted in spite of the appointment of a new 
mutasallim, Hunkarli Zadah Al)mad Effendi , by the qa<f,i and the a'yan 
in the absence of the newly appointed wali, Tupa! ' Uthman Zadah 
Mul.iammad Pasha.32 The chaos in the city was not lessened by the 
call for a new levy of Janissaries in the spring of 1 770. This event is 
of interest as it concerns the question of the nature of the Janissary 
organization in Aleppo. 

It has been pointed out that the Aleppo Janissaries were yerli qulis 
hut that during the Russo-Turkish war in question the need of the army 
for additional troops led to the enrollment of gftiiullus throughout the 
empire by the process called laJ{/Ih bi-dargah.33 \Vith these circum
stances in mind it may be postulated that the levy in the spring of 1 769 
was of the yerli qulis already on the Aleppo rolls and that the 1 770 
levy was of guiiullus to supplement the previous force. On their return 
from campaign the grtiiullus were officially mustered out but in fact re
mained Janissary partisans and through the growing strength of that 
corps participated in its privileges. 

Unfortunately no estimate of the number that departed in 1 770 has 
been found but their rebellious conduct while preparing for the march 
has been briefly mentioned in several sources. All the shops were 
closed for several days. The a'yan took all possible precautions seem
ingly in vain. Payments to defray the expenses of the march were ex
torted by threats.H Al-Ghazzi relates that in the year 1 1 83 ( May 7 ,  
1 769 to April 26, 1770) there was a battle between the Janissaries and 

•• De Perdriau to De Prasl in , 8 October 1769, AE B L9 1 . 
31 Ibid. ; Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 649. De Perdriau' s report may be 

prej udiced, but, it would appear, with j ustice, for Clarke' s submission to the 
summons compromised not only his position but that of the whole European 
community by permitting an infringement of the capitulations. 

It may be noted here that Ghazzi's account of the dismissal of Raj ab Pasha for 
dalliance with his harem (Nahr a/-Dhahab, I I I,  306 ) is not correct. Raj ah Pasha 
was never in Aleppo during his wilayah. He was dismissed because he tarried in 
his harem in Bandar instead of marching to the relief of the citadel of Khiitin : 
Wa1if, Ta'rikh, I I ,  13 ; De Perdriau to De Prasl in, 24 August 1 769, AE BL9 1 .  A 
comparison of the texts indicates that Ghazzi copied from Wa�if incorrectly. 
Raj ab Pasha was original ly from Aleppo : Thurayya, Si_iil- i ' Uthmdni, I I, 373-374. 

32 De Perdriau to De Praslin, 22 February 1 770, AE B L9 1 .  
33 Supra, 72. 
•• De Perdriau to De Praslin, 12 and 28 March 1 770, AE !:1 1 -91 ; Robert 

Abbott to John Abbott, 2 May 1770, SP 1 1 0/41 ; Taoutel, Daftar, 54. 
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the ashraf, that the Qaysariyat-al-'Arab, or Bedouin market, below 
the citadel was thereby destroyed, and that a number of ashrlif were 
banished.35 The spring of 1770 would appear the logical time for such 
a battle to have occurred but corroborative evidence is necessary before 
this event may be accepted unconditionally as fact . 

The fall of 1 770 saw the free hand of the ashrlif somewhat checked . 
They rose against the mutasallim, Hunkarli Zadah AJ:imad Effendi, and 
drove him out of the city when he refused to deliver to them the banner 
of the Prophet which had rested in the citadel for thirty-five years.36 
The a'yiin fled with him, for not only had he been their choice for 
m.utasallim but their monopoly of the grain supplies was said to have 
been one of the fundamental reasons for the revolt . :17 Another was that the 
mutasallim and a'ylin were considering an invitation to 'A�m Zadah 
MuJ:iammad Pasha, who was passing by Aleppo on the road to Mar'ash 
from the walayah of Sidon , to enter Aleppo and take over its govern
ment with the objective of crushing the ashrlif.38 Certain alleged mal
practices of walis and qacf is, to be described, added fuel to the flames. 

Two deputations of ashriif to the mutasallim finally persuaded him 
to return to the city. The a'ylin reluctantly followed not long afterwards 
and the ashraf met to attempt a redress of the city's affairs. With re
gard to the grain supplies they determined to make a forced loan of 
all the millahs and threatened another revolt should their demands not 
be met .39 Two days later they met again , this time with the a'ylin and 
the mutasallim, at the home of the naq'ib to petition the Porte for the 
suppression of the rights of walis and qa<f,is which led to their taking 
advantage of the people. In the period elapsing until the granting of 
their request they decided to institute the following reforms : 

I .  Que !es diverses Depenses meme Surnumeraires du gouvernement, 
Seroient a l'avenir imposees Sur !es biens Situes hors de la ville, et non 
Sur !es maisons d' interieur, ainsy qu'il s'est practique jusqu'a present. 

2. Que Jes fraix des Procedures ne Se payeroient au Mehkeme qu'a raison 
de cinq pour cent au l ieu de dix qu'exigeoit le Cady. 

3. Que ceux qui porteroient leurs plaintes a ce Tribunal, ne pouvant en 
donner des preuves Seroient regardes comme avanistes [those who exact 
avanias] , et contraints a Sat i sfa ire a tous Depense. 

4. Que lorsqu'une Succession passeroit aux Enfans du mart, le Mehkeme 
n'y mettroit point le Scel le, ni n'en demancleroit la dixieme partie ; que 
celles passant aux Col lateraux en Seroient Susceptibles ; mais qu'alors ii 
ne Seroit paye que quatre aspres par piastre du montant des biens laisses.40 

•• Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, III ,  306. 
"" De Perdriau to De Praslin, 17 August 1 770, AE B1-91 . This banner was 

probably a replica of that held in Istanbul and brought forth on the occasion of 
iihiid. No mention has been found of the occasion of its confiscation ca. 1 745 
other than the brief remark of de Perdriau cited above. 

•• Ibid. 
•• Ibid. ; Tabbakh, I' lam, III ,  347. ou De Perdriau to De Praslin, 8 October 1 770, AE BL91.  
• 0  Ibid. 
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I t  has been shown that a ten per cent fee to the qacji in all court 
• ; 1 sl's was customary, that with regard to inheritance the qaqi levied 
1 1 · 1 1  per cent on the estate, and that a 4 asper per piaster rated fee on an 
· · s l ate passing to collaterals reflected the law.41 The usual tax on houses 
1 1 1  the city was the 'awariq, based on the area the lmi lding occupied . 
1 l 1 c revenue of which went to the sultan.42 Whether it is meant that an 
. 1 d< l itional 'awtiri<f, was col lected for local expenses , or that this should 
lw the only tax levied on houses in the city, is  not clear. It is doubtful 
1 l i at the meaning of the passage is that the Aleppines should not pay the 
1 1 1c'<iri<f, on the houses in the city. This would amount to revolt against 

1 l 1 e sultan and such was never the objective of the aslzriif or the Janis
saries. Their rebelliousness was directed against the officers of the 
: .ultan, not against the sultan h imself. 

In addition the price of bread was fixed by this counci l  at a low rate 
1 1 n til the next harvest and a former m.u (iU4�il, Kuchiik 'Al i  Agha, was 
charged with the purchase and distribution of the grain , as well as the 
supervision of the loan accounts. On these decisions having been taken . 
1 he ashraf laid down their arms.4:� 

But this was by no means the end of the matter. The Porte had 
hccn aroused by what had occurred in Aleppo and determined that the 
s i tuation must be corrected . I hll i t s  resources were directed toward 
w inning the war against Russ i a , so the government of Aleppo was given 
to a Kurd, 'Abd-al-Ral)miin Pasha of Baylan, a mir-mirtin , not as a 
f>ashaliq but as a qa'im-maqii m liq , that is .  he deputize<l for the wiili of 
.\leppo who was with the army.44 

'Abd-al-Ral)man approached the city hut was refused entrance. For 
nine days negotiations were carried on, culminating at last in the 
ashraf decision to permit him to enter with 900 cavalry , possibly on 
condition that he close his eyes to the conduct of the ashr<1f.4r. This de
cision was taken with some of the more mutinous ashriif dissenting . 
and it was they who the evening fol lowing his entry, November 5 ,  1770, 
; 1 ttacked him in the serail. But 'Abd-al-Ral)man Pasha seized the naqib 
: ind the hanner of the Prophet, which had reposed at the naqib's mansion 
since the eviction of the mutasallini, Jocked them both in the citadel, and 
proceeded to counterattack the rebels.46 According to a contemporary 
resident in Aleppo about three hundred of the ashraf were kil led in 
hattle.47 Another reported that fifteen of the most mutinous were im-

., Supra, 49-50. 
42 D'Arvieux, Nachrichten, VI,  378 ; Pakalm, Tarih Deyimleri, I , 1 1 2-1 14. 
•• De Perdriau to De Praslin, 8 October 1770, AE B1-91.  
" De Perdriau to De Praslin, 7 November 1 770, AE B1-91 . 
• • Olivier, Voyage, IV, 186. Olivier's account of this revolt is exaggerated 

and the other sources are silent on the conditions of his entry. 
•• De Perdriau to De Praslin, 7 November 1 770, AE B1-91 ; Tabbakh, J'lam, 

! I I , 347 ; Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, III ,  307. 
4 1  Abbott to Edward Gally, IO November 1 770, SP 1 1 0/41 .  
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paled and that the wealthy ashraf were placed under contribution.48 
In February of 1771 the imprisoned naqib and his son were exiled to 
Sidon and 'Abd-al-Ral)man Pasha received the wilayah of Aleppo with 
the privileges but not the rank of a three-tail vizir.49 At the same time 
he was ordered to Damascus to join with the other governors of Syria 
in repelling the advance of 'Ali Bey, who had usurped the government 
of Egypt. It is at this point that the Janissaries re-enter the picture, 
for late in March 'Abd-al-Ral)miin Pasha departed for Damascus with 
about four thousand Janissaries and dalis, his troops having thrown the 
city into confusion by the usual exactions levied on the inhabitants.50 

No mention is made in the sources of any return of the Janissaries 
from the Russian campaign but it is said that in the fall of 1 770 many 
of the troops with the grand vizir were disbanded, those of Diyar Bakr 
having been cited as an example.51 The 'yerli quli of Aleppo may have 
been among these, for the diary of the Armenian celibates, in an entry 
under the date January 1 2, 1 77 1 ,  records that "this day the prayers were 
abridged because of disorder in the city arising from the insurrection 
of the Janissaries against the 'Wlili. "52 

The departure of the Janissaries for Damascus did not end the 
city's troubles, for it had to play the reluctant host to the contingent 
passing through from Urfa to Damascus. The mutasallim on this oc
casion avoided serious plundering by ordering the inhabitants of the 
quarters to arm themselves before the arrival of the troops.53 

No sooner had 'Abd-al-Ral)man departed than some of the ashraf 
who had been banished from the city after the insurrection of the pre
ceding fall returned and sought once again to raise the city against 
the government. The mutasallim, however, acted with speed and se
verity : four were arrested and immediately impaled, and thus any repeti
tion of the previous experience was avoided. The magnitude of this 
attempt may be judged from a remark by Russell regarding the then 
naqib, Trabulus Effendi : 

In the year 1 77 1 ,  he happened to be N akeeb , at a time when the Shereefs 
raised an alarming insurrection. He then lay confined by a dangerous sick
ness, which soon after brought h im to the grave. He was unable to stem 
the torrent of the rebell ion ; but he told me, a few hours be fore he expired, 
that he foresaw his utmost efforts against measures he had all along con
demned , would not save his family from ruin : a pred iction, which in the 
sequel I had the mortification to see fulfilled.54 

•• De Perdriau to De Praslin, 29 November 1770, AE B 1-91 .  
•• De Perdriau to De Praslin, 26 February 1771 ,  A E  flL9 1 .  
" 0  Robert Abbott t o  Captain William Sholl, 2 2  March 1 771 ; Abbott t o  Gally, 

5 April 1771 ,  SP 1 1 0/41 ; De Perdriau to the abbot Terray, 2 April 1 771, AE 
BL91 ; Taoutel, Daf tar, 56. 

51 Von Hammer, Histoire, XVI, 264. 
52  Taoutel, Daftar, 55. 
53 De Perdriau to the abbot Terray, 23 May 1 771 ,  AE 8 1 -91 . 
•• Natural History of A leppo, I, 337-338. 
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Following the defeat of 'Uthman Pasha at Damascus by the troops 
1 1 f  l\lul;tammad Bey abu-Dhahab53 on June 6, 1771 'Abd-al-RaJ:iman 
1 'asha fled from the field of battle, tarried but briefly at Aleppo and 
t l i en  sought refuge in his mountain stronghold of Baylan where he de
f i ed the commands of the Porte for a number of years. 56 

The flight and disgrace of 'Abd-al-Ral)man Pasha brought a new 
·wiili to Aleppo and ushered in a four year period of comparative tran
' (  Hility. During this period Chalabi Effendi was pardoned and rein
stated to his former posts, thus becoming naqib once more.57 'Uthman 
l 'asha, wali of Damascus, was appointed sar-'askar to conduct a cam
paign against 'Ali Bey of Egypt and al-Shaykh Pahir al-'Umar of 
Sidon,58 but having been reinforced by a contingent of qapuquli Janis
saries from Istanbul he demanded of the wali of Aleppo that he send 500 
t roops but remain himself in his government,59 a relatively light burden 
for the city, especially as Damad .f:Iusayn Pasha was a mild governor.60 
I n  1 773 'Uthman Pasha himself replaced this wali, but since he was 
also wali of Damascus, he appointed the muf:i.a.f,fil as mutasallim for a 
monthly consideration of six thousand piasters.61 

In 1774 the Janissaries were again called out to the army for the 
campaign against Russia when Sultan 'Abd-al-.f:Iamid I succeeded Sul
tan MuHafa III .  Again they acr1uired by force their campaign neces
sities from the hapless city, and after departing almost all deserted to 
return to Aleppo.62 These deserters threw the city into confusion with 
their quarreling, so the mutasallim of the new wali Ibr�1him Pasha 
Zadah Mu�1ammad Pasha, who had not yet arrived, had one executed 
as an example .63 

This new willi inaugurated a period of strife between the city and 
the wilayah. Mul;ammad Pasha's  wilayah itself saw no change in the 
calm which pervaded the city hut his replacement in the following 
year by Chahtaijahli 'Ali Pasha who continued his oppressive measures 
resulted in an uprising which ended only with the latter's eviction. The 
essence of these oppressions were avanias not only against the rich but 
also against the poor and enforced by all the means at the wali's dis-

•• al-Qari, "al-Wuzara' al -laclhin I:Iakamu Dimashq" in al - Munaj j id, ed., 
Wulat IJimashq, 84 ; Volney, Voyayc, I f ,  102- 103.  

0• ])(; Pcrdriau to the ahhot Terray, I I  J une 1771 ; De Perdriau to De Boynes, 
6 July, 1 77 1 , AE B 1 -9 1 ; Saint M arcel t o  De Flcuriere, 28 March 1 79 1 ,  AE 131-97. 
The fact that abu-Dhahab, with Damascus in  his grasp, suddenly retreated to 
Egypt placed 'Abd-al-Ral:iman Pasha in an even more prej udicial position in the 
t:yes of the sultan ; V olney, Vayaye, I ,  1 03.  

•7 De Perdriau to De Boynes, 1 0 March 1 772, AE Bl-92. 
•• Volney, Voyage, l, 1 05- 1 08.  
•• De Perdriau to De Boynes, 20 and 23 May 1772, AE B1-92. 00 De Perdriau to De Boynes, 3 September 1 772, AE B '-92. He may be iden

tified with the J:Iusayn Pasha ment ioned in Thurayya, Sijil-i  ' Uthmiini, I I, 214. 
01 De Perdriau to De Boynes, 31 March 1 773, AE BL92. 02 De Perdriau to De Boynes , 7 March 1 774 ; De Perclriau, "Nouvelles," 1 7  

August 1 774, AE Bl-92. 
0" De Perdriau, "Nouvelles," 17 August 1774, AE BL92. 
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posal . Many of the leading merchants of the city left it to avoid his 
tyranny.64 Chalabi Effendi was one of the victims of this wilayah, but 
the reason given was not that he had opposed this wi'ili's designs but 
had been the instigator of his avanias.6" 

Chahtaljahli 'Ali Pasha arrived in Aleppo in early August of 1 775 
following the transfer of M ul:mmmad Pasha to Adana. The deposed 
wiili's katkhuda, his brother, and his tufinkji bashi were taken to Istan
bul by a qapuji biishi to answer charges of misconduct in office, and in 
the interim before the arrival of 'Ali Pasha the city notables named the 
well-liked Kiichiik 'Ali Agha as mutasallim.66 

'Ali Pasha's reputation of ferocity and bloodthirsty conduct had pre
ceded him to Aleppo and his first actions did nothing to belie the reports . 
A mass of executions took place to render the populace submissive, 
followed by an avania on the a'yiin of 100,000 piasters ; the bash chawush 
of the naqib, al-Sayyid Khalil ibn-al-Nawani, was executed ; the ,rnrrlifs 
fled the city and its commerce languished in consequence.67 

But what brought down 'Ali Pasha was the opposition of the Janis
saries of Aleppo to his punitive expeditions in the walliyah of Aleppo. 
In the fall of 1 775 his katld1uda., Naqib Zadah Mu!?tafa al-Trabulusi,68 
led them against the Kurds and Turkomans but was unsuccessful, 
having had to make peace at the price of many sheep.69 The hardships 
of this campaign disgruntled the Janissaries but their annoyance reached 
its acme when 'Ali Pasha ordered them to march to the assistance of 
the katkhuda, who after moving across the waliiyah exacting and de
stroying villages was besieging the town of Jisr al-Shughr with con
siderable difficulty . The yerli qulis refused on the basis that they were 
required to march only on the orders of the sultan. 'Ali Pasha, furious , 
threatened them, and this was the signal for what grew to he a general 
revolt. The qa<f,i, through fear or his own conviction , lent the Janis 
saries his official support by forbidding the a::an and issuing a bujjah, 
or evidential document, authorizing the people to take up arms against 

•• De Perdriau to De Sartine, 16 February and 19 May 1 775, AE B' -93. 
Ghazzi's report has thi s wali's name as Mul.iammad Pasha ibn- Mul)ammad Pasha 
'Uthman Bey Zadah and says that being a drunkard he remained only a few 
days : N ahr al-Dhahab, II I, 307. 

•• De Perdriau, "Nouvelles," 30 June 1775, AE B1-93. His father, Al;mad 
Effendi, who had been exiled to Aleppo on the reinstatement of his son, had 
died by this date : ibid. 

•• De Perdriau, "Suite . . .  des Nouvelles," 14 July 1 775, AE B1 -93. The 
destination of Mul)ammad Pasha was later changed to S idon : De Perdriau to 
De Sartine, 8 August 1 775, ibid. Cf. supra, 1 09  for the role Kiichiik 'Ali Agha 
played in the 1 770 revolt. 

•• The deputies and merchants of the French "nation" to De Perdriau, 8 Septem
ber 1 775 ; De Perdriau to De Sartine, 6 October 1 775, AE B1-93 ; Tabbakh, l'lam, 
III,  348. 

•• Tabbakh, !'lam, III,  348. This would appear to be the son of Trabulus 
Effendi, mentioned supra, 1 10. 

•• De Perdriau, "Relation de ce qui s'est passe au suj et de !'expulsion d' Aly 
Pacha, gouverneur d'Alep," AE Bl -93. 
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the wiili. The mufti j oined the rebels by the issuance of a fatwah de
claring the wiili unworthy of governing Muslims.70 

'Ali Pasha, in the face of an armed and belligerent populace, 
Muslims, Christians and Jews, promised pardon to all, a mutasallim of 
their own choice, and his departure from the city, but then temporized. 
The Janissaries promised him safe conduct for his person , harem, and 
effects out of the city, but as the wiili dallied there arose demands from 
the excited population, in spite of the remonstrances of the cautious 
a'yiin, that the serail be attacked by fire. Combustible materials were 
gathered but the a'yiin made one final attempt to resolve the matter. 
The mutasallim was sent to the besieged palace to offer an ultimatum, 
and 'Ali Pasha accepted it. That day, December 28, 1 775,  he left the 
city 

sans queues, sans musique, ct sans drapeaux, n'ayant avec luy que le Mut
sel im et le Serdar qui l 'accompagnerent jusqu'a la Porte <le la Ville moins 
par honneur que pour sa propre Surete. Depuis la Porte du Serai jusqu'a 
celle de Ia Ville, c'est a di re, pendant I 'Espace d'une demie Lieiic, les riies 
et les Terrasses etoient couvertes d 'une multitude innombrable de gens qui 
avoient le fusil a la main. Les uns l'accabloient d'injures ; !es autres luy 
crachoient au Vi sage. Les Enfants J uifs le montroient au <loigt en ! 'appellant 
Aly le Chien. On luy avoit assigne pour le lieu de sa retraite un couvent 
de derviches qui n'est qu'ii une demie heure de la Ville. Mais . . .  ii quitta 
ce Couvent fShaykh abu- Bak r] des le lendemain, et alla camper a deux 
l ieiies d'icy.71 

Al-Tabbakh, citing the contemporary manuscript source of al-Tra
bulusi, relates that 'Ali Pasha remained in this camp at Khan Tuman, 
southwest of Aleppo, for seventeen days and then moved to Sarmin 
where his katkhuda j oined him with cannon to place the city under 
siege. Any use of such force, however, was averted by the arrival of 
orders for his deposition and the appointment of a mutasallim until the 
arrival of his successor, A l)rnad ' Izzat Pasha from Kars. 72 

The degree to which the populace of Aleppo had to he pushed by 
the tyranny of the wiili is impressive and reflects the passive attitude 
which centuries of misrule had engendered. Speculation as to the con
sequences had 'Ali Pasha not incited the Janissaries is not hazarded by 
contemporary observers, but it is conceivable that the corps acquired 
considerable strength through their leadership of the revolt itself, while 
the fact that the ashriif are not mentioned as participants collectively, 
although they must have been so individually, indicates that Chalabi 
Effendi still held them in firm grip . This grip, however, was broken as 
a result of the revolt and the subsequent exile of Chalabi Effendi.73 

'0 Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
•• Tabbakh, !'lam, III,  349. 
'" Both Chalabi Effendi and his ·brother were banished from Aleppo for alleged 

collusion with 'Ali Pasha : supra. 101 . 
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Without a leader the ashraf were weak. The Janissaries, although not 
themselves very strong, were in virtual control of the city .74 The events 
of 1 775 demonstrate that an extremely oppressive wali would be evicted 
but that a severe governor who conducted himself without undue in
justice could dominate the situation within the city. 

In 1 778, however, there was not such a wali. Ibrahim Pasha had 
been raised to the vizirate when he acquired the wilayah of Aleppo75 
and evidently had little money with which to pay personal troops who 
could safeguard the city from disorder. Janissaries and ashraf fought 
in the streets and it took the full efforts of the a'yiin to effect a recon
ciliation.76 The situation was not ameliorated by a general lack of bread 
and a qa<j,i who evidently had something to do with the scarcity . 77 The 
wali obtained enough wheat to avoid a revolt but his departure for 
another wiliiyah shortly thereafter and the consequent vacuum gave rise 
to a new battle between the ashraf and the Jan issaries . Several ashraf 
were the victims of this quarrel but it seems to have been somewhat of 
a draw for a number of Janissaries fled to the shaykh of the Mawali 
Bedouins who refused to give them up to the a'yan .78 A mutasallim 
sent from Istanbul by the new wali, Tupal 'Uthman Zadah Mul:iammad 
A�if Pasha,79 attempted to get control of the city by the execution of 
a number of Janissaries and ashraf. News of this planned blow reached 
the populace and the two corps united to attack the serail to force the 
muta.sallim to terms, namely, the dismissal of his dali bashi and re
striction of his troops to those the city designated for him.80 This situa
tion was not, however, to last : another nmtasallim was appointed by 
the absent wali, followed closely by the reappointment of Al:1mad ' Izzat 
Pasha, who had been wah in 1 776. 

Insurrections on the part of the Kurds reinforced by qapilsuz in the 
regions neighbouring Aleppo, particularly Killis, Aintab and the Iskan
dariin area, occupied the successor of AI:imad 'Izzat Pasha, Quchah 'Abdi 
Pasha. Although appointed to Aleppo in the fall of 1 779, he did not 
come to the city until the spring of 1 780 but called for the Aleppo Janis
saries to assist him in reducing first Aintab and then Killis .  The re
moval of the Janissaries permitted greater freedom to the ashraf in 
Aleppo81 but the expenses of the wali's campaigns , reflected in extraor-

.. De Perdriau to De Sartine, 5 April 1 776, AE B1-93. 
•• Ibrahim Pasha had been the katkhuda of 'A:i:m Ziidah Mul;tammad Pasha : 

Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmtini, I, 139-140. 
76 De Perdriau, "Nouvelles," 30 April 1 778, A E  B'-94. 
77 Tabbiikh, !'lam, III,  352. 
7• Ibid. 
70 Tiipal 'Uthman Ziidah Mu!;tammad A!_;if Pasha was mu/Jaji:; of Bender, de

riving his revenue from the wilayah of Aleppo : Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmcini, IV, 
259-260. 

80 De Perdriau, "Nouvelles," 7 October 1778, AE B1-94. 81 Marie Nicolas Ame to De Sartine, 30 May 1780, AE B'-95 ; Ta:bbiikh, J'ltim, 
III, 354-355. 
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d inary taxes i n  kind, weighed heavily on the Aleppines and the dep
r·cdations of his troops on the villages of the walayah82 were serious. 
l ·:ven after this wali had been transferred to al-Raqqah, he continued to 
: 1ppear in the vicinity of A l eppo, for the inhabitants of his new govern
ment resisted his entry which he did not press. He was then assigned 
to Aydin83 but it was not until May 1 78 1  that he left North Syria, having 
heen relieved from Aleppo the previous fall .84 

Three years later Aleppo came under the rule of Keki 'Abdi Pasha 
after a succession of walis who, for their effect on Aleppine history, 
remain merely names. This 'Abdi Pasha soon became as tyrannical as 
his namesake. His avanias were apparently extremely onerous and 
1 i nally led to his expulsion from the city and the selection of a delega
t ion to report in person to the Porte on his misconduct in office. This 
delegation was composed of five Aleppines :  an 'alim, a sharif, a Janis
sary, a subordinate of the qa<Ji, and a townsman.86 Their petition having 
heen supported by similar ones from Aintab and Antioch, the Porte de
posed him and sent him to Urfa ; a qa'im-maqam replaced him until the 
designation of a new wali, I:laj j i  Mu�tafa Pasha. Again it would seem 
that the city acted as a unit against the representative of the govern
ment, but there is so little information on this expulsion that one cannot 
determine the roles therein of the political factions. 

I;Iajj i  Mu�tafa Pasha likewise did not come to Aleppo immediately 
but permitted the city to appoint its own mutasallim while he in concert 
with other officers of the Porte attempted to chastize the dereh bey, or 
lord of the valley, Kuchftk 'Ali -Oghlu Khalil Bey of Payas.87 By the 
time I:laj j i Mu�tafa Pasha reached Aleppo in December 1 785 the city 
! tad been without a resident ·wiili for fourteen months.88 It is evident 
t hat Mu�tafa Pasha did not personally intervene in the affairs of the 
c i ty,  for on his transfer in A ugust 1 78(> to Erzerum,811 he sought an 
accounting from his m utasallini. The real authority in the city, how
ever, did not rest with the mutasallim but with Chalabi Effendi primarily 
and w ith Genj Al)mad Agha I:lummu�ah secondarily.90 There followed 
a contest of influence between the wllli and Chalabi Effendi who was 
sheltering the mutasallim. vVhen it became impossible to protect him 

"" Ame to De Sartine, 30 May 1 780, AE BL95 ; Tabbakh, l'liim, I I I, 358. 
83 J awdat, Ta'rild1, II,  1 56-1 57. 
••  Tabbakh, I' liim, III, 360. 
'" His biography i s  given in Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmani, III, 411.  
"" Tabbakh, l'hzm, JU.  363. 
"' Jawdat, Ta'rtldi , III, 323-326. 
•• Ame to De Cabres, 10 December 1 785, AE BL96. 
89 Jawdat, Ta'rikh, III ,  273. 
99 When Chalabi Effendi returned from his second exile cannot be determined 

hut he was nm�iaH·il in October 1 785 : Tabbakh, !'lam, III, 363. The first mention 
made of Genj AJ:imad Agha l;Iummu�ah was when he acquired the post of 
tufinllji biishi in June 1 785 : ibid. He was to become one of the leaders of the 
Janissaries in the next thirty years : supra, 56-57, and infra, 120-1 23, 126, 1 3 1 ,  and 
1 31 .  n. 194. 
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further, Chalabi Effendi brought him to the takkiya.h of al-Shaykh abu
Bakr, but ostensibly because the mutasallim was a Janissary, two thou
sand of that corps turned out to menace the wali. This show of force led 
to their conciliation.91 The issue apparently was a group of Janissaries 
that Mu�tafa Pasha wanted surrendered to him but he \Vas faced with 
the solidarity of the Janissary corps of which the mutasallim and AJ:imad 
Agha were members. It is difficult to determine the role of Chalabi 
Effendi in this incident. He was mu(wHil and mufti , a leader of the 
ashn1f whether he was naqib at this time or not. a power in the city and 
conceivably its spokesman. Certainly he was the tactician in this conflict 
and possibly its motivator. It is hardly conceivable that a leader of his 
strength and experience in Aleppo politics did not have some control 
over the Janissaries or at least some form of agreement with them. 

He was not to enjoy the fruits of this victory, if it were his, for 
very long. An old man, worn out with age, according to a contem
porary,92 he died at the end of this year, 1 786, and was replaced as 
mufti by 'Abd-Allah ibn-Mu�tafa al-Jabiri, another rising power in the 
city.93 

The year 1 787 was notable for an extremely serious plague that 
struck Aleppo with the deaths during that summer mounting, according 
to al-Tabbakh's source, to over one hundred per day.94 Although the 
plague ceased with the approach of the winter cold, the scarcities of food 
supplies continued well into the following year,95 in the spring of which 
the city was thrown into turmoil by the departure of the yerli qulis for 
the campaign against Russia and Austria.96 This war lasted until 1 792 
and during the course of it another wali, Dayrakli Kusah Mu�tafa 
Pasha, was ejected by the populace of Aleppo after a siege of the serail 
for four days. This occurred in July 1 79197 but the reason for it is not 
given nor is it known whether Janissaries, dismissed from the army or 
deserted from it, took part. The only point that becomes evident through 
subsequent evidence is that the mutza��il Ibrahim Agha Qattar Aghasi 
appeared in this revolt as an important Aleppine leader for the first 
time. After his expulsion Kiisah Mui?tafa Pasha was sent by the Porte 
against a dereh bey, Batta.I Agha Zadah Nuri Mul.1ammad Agha, in 
Aintab who had leagued with the ashraf there to defeat the local Janis
saries. Following a five month siege Kusah Mu�tafa Pasha entered 
Aintab and executed Niiri MuJ:iammad A,gha.98 He was now free to 

01 Tabbiikh, l'lam, III, 363-364. 
•• Ame to De Cabres, 10 December, 1 785, AE B Z -96. 
•• Tabbiikh, !'lam, III, 366, VII, 1 56. 
•• Ibid., 367. 
•• Ibid., 368. 
•• Taoutel, Daftar, 67. 
•• Tabbiikh, l'lam, III, 368 ; Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, III ,  309 ; Jawdat, Ta'rilth, 

V, 254 (where the date is misprinted : 1200 A. H. instead of 1205 ) .  
•• Jawdat, Ta'rikh, V, 254 ; Abbott to Ainslie, 3 December 1 791 ,  SP 1 1 0/53, 

f. 14r. 
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turn o n  Aleppo, appearing there i n  the spring with about six thousand 
troops. On his approach lbr�ihim Agha and other notables fled to 
lstanbul but instead of assaulting Aleppo, the wali camped outside the 
walls defended by the urban populaceY0 The transfer of Kusah Mu�tafa 
Pasha, perhaps through I brahim Agha's influence at the capital , spared 
the city. The mul;iaHil returned from the Porte "more powerful than 
ever,"100 and the new wali Qil ij i 'Uthman Pasha entered the city on 
friendly terms with the mu�ia,1·� il and with only 1 50 troops . 10 1 

Ibrahim Agha was now the dominant individual 011 the Aleppo scene. 
The growth of his power through ilti:::iirns, petty avanias, the mu�iaHilliq, 
and especially through the support of the walidah sultan l.:atl.:hudasi, 
Yusuf Agha, has been described.HI� The naq'ib and mufti, Mul.iammad 
Qudsi Effendi, was described as his ' " friend and Creature .

"10a Certain 
of the essential factors of power in A leppo were now combined as per
haps they had not been before under one individual. But both the J anis
saries and the ashraf had gradually devel oped considerable authority , 
the former by accretions to their corps through the wars against Rus
sia, the latter through the protcge system of Chalab i Effendi and be
cause the Janissaries had been out of the city. The Porte, alarmed by 
this situation, over which it had but l ittle control, sent Sulaym;in Fay<;li 
Pasha to A leppo in 1 793 with instructions to correct it. 104 Th is wali, 
however, could do little and ret ired outside the city, requesting the 
Porte to send a qapuji bdshi and a {ftrnahji from the Janissary njaq to 
assist him. These officers reconci led the wali with the two corps and 
departed once more.10G On the 4th of April 1794 Sulayman Fay<;li 
Pasha died at Aleppo, 106 but a qa�li chosen perhaps because he was in
imical to lbr�U1lm Agha was sent. 107 One can perhaps see his influence 
in the subsequent deposition of NI u l.iammad Qudsi Effendi as both 
naqib and mufti,108 'Ali Effend i Taha Zadah, brother of the deceased 
Chalahi Effendi, replacing him as naqib and 'Abd-Allah Effendi al
Jabiri as mufti for the second time.1011 The new wali, 'A;pn Zadah 
'Abel-Allah Pasha, had apparently no influence , leaving the government 
to Ibrahim Agha.110 

00 Abbot to Ainslie, 19  April and 7 May 1 792, SP 1 10/53, ff.  25r. and 26r. 
100 Abbott to Ainslie, 30 July 1 792, SP 1 10/53, f. 35r. 
101 Abbott to Ainslie, 1 September 1 792, SP 1 10/53, f. 38r. 103 Supra, 38-40. 
10• Abbott to Ainslie, 12 August 1 793, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 49r. 
10•  Jawdat, Ta'rill/1, VI, 1 17. 
10• Ibid. 
10• Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmii11 i, III ,  90. He was nearly seventy years of age at 

the time of his death and was buried in the ziiwlyah of al-Shaykh abu-Bakr. 
Thurayya also states that he had previously been ·wllli of Aleppo in 1 204/1 789- 1 790, 
but no confi rmation of this has been found. 

107 Abbott to Robert Liston, 14 June 1 794, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 59v. 
10• Abbott to Liston, 26 August 1 794, SP 1 10/53, f. 62r. too Ibid. 
llO Ibid. 
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The influence of the supporters of Ibrahim Agha may b e  seen be
hind these and subsequent moves by the Porte . Qudsi Effendi was 
deposed but not Ibrfthim Agha. His property acquisitions an d monop
olies were certainly the cause of some of the unrest in the city yet 
nothing was done to strike at the root of the problem . Instead the 
Porte gave him honors111 and used him to put down a minor insurrec
tion in Killis.112 On the departure of 'A�m Ziidah 'Abd-Allah Pasha 
to take over the wilayah of Damascus, he was made m11 tasallim.  This 
post he held for three full years without a wali entering the city. In 
effect Ibrahim Agha had become wali of Aleppo. Not long after this 
Mul)ammad Qudsi Effendi was restored to the offices of naqib and 
mufti by the influence of Y1tsuf Agha, the walidah sulfan katkhudasi.113 

Although Ibrahim Agha was thus acknowledged by the Porte as 
the master of Aleppo , in fact he was not absolutely so. He had both the 
Janissaries and the ashriif to contend with. The absence of a wali and 
his generally large force of personal troops had improved their relative 
positions and had removed to a great measure the third force against 
which they had coalesced. The rivalry between them , based largely on 
the efforts of the leaders of each to monopolize the food supplies,114 
burst into the open in 1 797 with an ashraf attack. The combined 
strength of the Janissar ies and the troops of Ibrahim Agha defeated them 
in a battle in which many of the ashriif were killed and an uneasy tran
quility returned to the city. 115  

It was to be of short duration . In Rama<;liin 1 2 1 2  or about the end 
of February 1 798 the Janissaries massacred a large number of ashriif 
in the mosque of al-Utrttsh.116 Thus opened a battle with in Aleppo 
that lasted until mid-May. The ashraf fortified themselves within the 
city walls while the Janissaries held the citadel and the quarters of 
Biinqusa and Biib al-Nayrab. Both sides brought Bedouin and moun
taineers to assist them. The Kurds were all ied with the Janissaries and 
so presumably were the Rishwiin Turkomans.117 If the Bedouin were 
assisting the ashriif it is difficult to understand in what way, for the 
ashriif were blockaded w ithin the city and there is no indication of fight
ing in the environs . 

Ibrahim Agha sided with the ashriif in this conflict but primarily he 
1 1 1  He was given the rank of aniTr iikhfir, sometime shortly before September 

1795 : Abbott to Liston, 5 September 1 795, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 78v. 
1 1 2  Abbott to Liston, 17 March 1795, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 70r. 
113 Tabhakh , l'liim, VII,  172- 173. 
1 "  Choderlos to Charles de la Croix, 14 Florea! Yr. 6/3 May 1 798, CCA/ep, 

XXIII, f. 103v. 
11•  Abbott to Smith, 26 September 1 797, SP 1 10/53, f. 1 1 5v. 
1 1 8  Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, III ,  312-3 13, which contains a qa,fidah or poem by 

a contemporary shaykh ·bewailing the fate of the ashriif and condemning the 
r anissaries for their atrocities. -

1 1 7  Abbott to Samuel Manesty , 5 March 1 798, SP 1 1 0/53, f. 123r. ; Abbott to 
Manesty, 22 April 1 798, SP 1 10/53, f. 125r. 
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was concerned with the termination of the strife. With the entry of a 
new qa<f,i and the ensuing hopes for peace he refused post horses to 
Consul Abbott for his dispatches until he could report to Istanbul that 
peace had been made and thus overcome any derogatory letters sent by 
others.118 

The accommodation made by the qa<f,i was anticipated to be of short 

duration. On the 2 1 st of Apri l , two days after it had been made, several 
thousand Kurds arrived to reinforce the Janissaries and demanded 
100,000 piasters of the government to prevent them from attacking.U9 
What happened at this point is not reported but by the 10th of May 
the city was quiet once again . 

The impression left by Abbott's eyewitness account of this conflict 
is that the ashrlif suffered the heavier losses but were not defeated in 
any convincing fashion. The summary account of another observer, 
Choderlos, however, indicates that the Janissaries were more definite 
victors despite the intervention of Ibrahim Agha 's troops on the side 
of the ashraf.12-0 

The result of this civil war was that the Porte sent a wali to Aleppo 
for the first time since 1 795 . Sharif Mu�1ammad Pasha was transferred 
there from the walliyah of Mar'ash with the express command to pre
vent any recurrence of civil strife.121 But this was in no way a defeat 
for Ibrahim Agha, for he received the wilayah of Damascus and the rank 
of vizir, no doubt his long-sought objective. 1;12 

During the years of the French occupation of Egypt there is little 
information about Aleppo. I:Jaydar al-Shihabi wrote that Sharif Mul;am
mad Pasha's entry into Aleppo was prevented by the Janissaries until 
he had offered to side with them against the ashriif. After having gained 
entrance in this fashion, he then switched to the ashriif and in league 
with them overcame the Janissaries. Once again he changed sides , at
tacked the ashrlif and defeated them with a loss to them of 250, then 
fined them five hundred thousand piasters. Later the Janissaries rose 
against him and expelled him from Aleppo.123 Without any contradic
tory source on which to rely it is impossible to deny absolutely the 

validity of this account, but since it is immediately appended to the 
account of the massacre in the mosque of al-Utrush, it would reveal an 
unlikely compression of events to place this account in the summer of 

1 798, as is logical. Al-Shihabi 's knowledge of events in Aleppo at 
118 Abbott to Smith, 1 7  April 1 798 with postscript of 19 April 1 798, SP 1 1 0/53, 

f. 124v. 
119 Abbott to Manesty, 22 April 1798, SP 1 1 0/53, £. 125r. 
12° Choderlos to De la Croix, 14 Florea! Yr. 6/3 May 1 798, CCA lep, XXIII,  

f. 103v. 121 Jawdat, Ta'rikh, VI, 306-307 ; Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmani, III, 144. 
1 22 ibid., 330 ; al-Qari, "al-Wuzarii' " in al-Munaj j id, ed., Wuldt Dimashq, 90. 
12• Lubnan, 186. 
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another time appears to have been faulty ;124 his history cannot be 
called a reliable source for Aleppo. 

The Janissaries in the fall of 1 798 were ordered to send eight to 
ten thousand men to the Egyptian campaign but this number was later 
reduced to 3,600. According to the French consul , Choderlos, who was 
at the time imprisoned in the citadel , the Janissaries refused to march, 
delaying any decision until the following spring. 1 �" When, however, 
the grand vizir Kur Yusuf :Qiya'-al-Din Pasha passed through the 
walayah of Aleppo on his way to Egypt in the fal l of 1 799, seven thou
sand Janissaries under the command of A�1mad Agha I:Iummu�ah de
parted with him. 126 The following year Mu�1ammad Qudsi Effendi ,  the 
naq'ib, departed on the campaign with five to six thousand ashraf as vol
unteers. 1 27 In return for this service the grand vizir nominated him as 
qa<f,i of Egypt but the shay/di al-I slam rejected the nomination and 
Qudsi Effendi had to await his removal before obtaining his reward : the 
qa<f,a of Mecca in 1 2 19/ 1 804- 1 805 .128 

On the return of the army from Egypt Ibrahim Pasha Qattar Aghasi 
became wali of Aleppo and his eldest son, I:Iamid I;Iamud MuJ:iammad 
Bey, its tnul;i��il.1211 The situation with regard to the ashraf-Janissary 
dissension in the fall  of 1 802 is not clear but there is general agreement 
that Ibrahim Pasha managed#to get the Janissary leaders out of Aleppo. 
How it was done is the question. Burckhardt relates that on the ap
proach of the grand vizir, Ibrahim Pasha had Mul;ammad Bey make it 
known to the Janissary leaders that the grand vizir was annoyed with 
them. Mugammad Bey even produced forged letters to better the im
pression . The desired effect resulted : all the Janissaries left the city 
and Ibrahim Pasha was able to represent them as rebels to the grand 
vizir, fleeing thus on his approach . A firman was therefore issued for 
their exile.13Q 

The version of al-Shih�tbi attests that the grand vizir demanded of 
the Janissaries pay for his troops but they refused. Ibrahim Pasha then 
persuaded them through AI:imad Agha I;Iummu�ah to leave Aleppo 

12• E.g., his account of the role of abu-Maraq Pasha in the revolt of 1 804 is 
without foundation in fact : ibid., 423. 

125 Choderlos to Citizen Minister of Exterior Relations, 14 Fri 111aire Yr. 714 
December 1798, CCAlep, XXIII, ff. 129v. and 130v. 

126 Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I I I, 315 ; al-Tabbakh, l'Ui111 , I I I ,  373. It was 
AJ:.imad Agha and another leading Aleppo Janissary, Yasin i\gha, who planned 
the assassination of the French general Kleber in Cairo, and another Alcppine, 
Sulayman, who executed the plan at their behest : Shihabi, Lubnan, 3 1 5 ; Jawdat, 
TO:rikh, VII, 85-86. The biography of Kur Yusuf I;>iya'-al-Din Pasha is given in 
Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmani, I V, 670. 

127 Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I II, 3 1 5 ; Tabbakh, I'liim, VI I, 1 73 ; Jawdat, 
Ta'riklt, VIII ,  130. 

12• Jawdat, Ta'rikh, VIII,  130. 
129 Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, III ,  3 1 5 ; Louis Alexandre Corancez to Ministry, 

1 Germinal Yr. 1 1 /22 March 1803, CCA lep, XXIII, f. 167r. 
100 Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 650. In this account Ibrahim Pasha was not 

yet wiili of Aleppo. 
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while the grand vizir was in the neighbourhood, so the whole corps 
numbering 12,000 did so.131 

The differences between the accounts cannot be resolved . Neither 
13urckhardt nor al-Shih�tbi were in Aleppo at the time. Barker, the 
English consul, is silent on the question and no French consul was in 
residence. Nor do Burckhardt and al-Shihabi agree on the sequel. The 
iormer relates that Ibrahim Pasha offered to pardon the J anissary lead
ers at a price, that they accepted and came to Aleppo to pay it. But at 
that point they were arrested and imprisoned to await execution . The 
intervention on their behalf of Mul;ammad Bey in return for large sums 
saved them.132 Al-Shihabi renders a less romantic version, namely that 
after the grand vizir had left, Ibrahim Pasha persuaded the J anissary 
leaders, with the exception of Al)mad Agha I:Iummu�ah, to return after 
protracted correspondence with them.133 

The first account is hard ly in keeping with Ibrahim Pasha 's char
acter as analysed by Barker : 

[He is] a man remarkably def icient in the only qual ity that coul d render 
him a dangerous instrument [of  the Porte] . He is avowedly a most con
summate coward. He has constantly been foiled in all h i s  military enter
pri ses. But allowing him indulgence for the failing of want of spirit, he 
possesses in an eminent degree every other qual ity necessary to form a 
perfect Turkish Governor ; and is doubtless regarded by the Porte as one 
of their most valuable ServantsY14 

But the second account , that of al-Sh ihabi , appears to be pointless. It 
begs the question : why did Ibrahim Pasha want the Janissary leaders 
hack after he was rid of a formidable menace to his rule ? There appears 
to be no logical answer. The better solution perhaps is that after a 
t ime the leaders with the exception of AI:imad Agha merely drifted 
back by two's and three's. Whatever occurred in this period after the 
return of the Aleppines from the Egyptian campaigns , Ibrahim Pasha 
can be said to have been master of the situation. His son, Mui)ammad 
Bey, as muf:ia.y�il was being groomed to become a pasha, as was another, 
Mu!?tafa Bey, although he at this time held no post. 

A rival to Ibrahim Pasha existed in southern Syria, namely Al:imad 
Pasha al-Jazzar, generally known to his contemporaries as Jazzar Pasha. 
Possessor of 'Akka in the latter part of the eighteenth century, his de
feat with British assistance of Bonaparte in 1 799 had increased his in
fluence at the Porte and rendered him master of the coast from Tripoli 
to Sinai and a good part of the interior. Three times he had held the 
wilayah of Damascus, the third time having taken it by intrigue from 

131 Lubniin, 416. 
'"" Travels in Syria., 650. 
103 Lubnan, 416. 
' 3' Barker. "Bulletin," 24 May 1804, SP 105/ 1 29, f. 3 5 1 r. 
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Ibrahim Pasha.135 No love was lost between the two but on the part 
of the latter there was fear that J azzar Pasha would attempt to extend 
his sway to Aleppo. 136 The indication that this was being attempted 
was there to be seen : Mal:nni1d Bey ibn-Rustum, protected by Jazzar 
Pasha, had establ ished himself in Jisr al-Shughr on the borders of the 
waliiyah of Aleppo in defiance of Ibrahim Pasha.1:1 7  

Jazzar Pasha, however , was i n  the last  year o f  his l ife .  \Vhen n e w s  of 
his final lingering illness reached the Porte, it secretly ordered I brahim 
Pasha to be prepared to take over the waliiyahs of Damascus and Tripoli 
as wiili and to sequester the booty of Jazzar for the Porte.138 On the 
1 2th of May 1 804, the news of Jazzar's death reaclml Aleppo. Ibrahim 
Pasha immediately published the firmans he had received and departed 
for Damascus on the 21st after having appointed Mul:iammad Bey qa'im
nwqam of Aleppo and Mu�tafa Bey, his second son , to the mub-aHilliq.139 

He took with him his youngest son and three thousand troops among 
whom were some of the principal Janissaries, notably Thrfthim Agha al
J:larbali and Yasin Agha.14° 

On his arrival in Damascus l brahim Pasha had the Aleppo ] anissary 
iiglzas who accompanied him thrown into prison . Th rough the interven
tion of A l:imad Agha J:lummu�ah with the Amir Bashir al-Shihabi and 
the latter's negotiations with Ibrahim Pasha, the 11ghas ;vere released 
to the custody of the Amir . 1 41 It may have been the news of these ar
rests, as al-Shihabi asserts,142 that touched off the revolt of the ashriif 
and Janissaries against MuJ:iammad Pasha, the son of Ibrahim Pasha,143 
but the consular sources tend to credit it to the composite weight of 
tyrannical acts over a period of years.144 On the 1 st of July the ashriif 

130 al-Qari , "al-Wuzara' " in al-Munaj j id, ed., Wu/at Dimaslzq, 85-86, 88-90 ; 
Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 650 ; Browne, Travels, 367-37 1 .  

1•• Barker to  Levant Company, 16 September 1803, S P  105/129, f .  1 78r . 
137 Shihabi, Lubnan, 405-406. 
'"" Jawdat says that Ibrahim Pasha was to be wali of Damascus, Tripoli and 

Sidon and to have the sar-'askarliq of the l;Iij az : Ta'rikh, VII, 271 .  Barker, on 
the other hand, notes : "Il>rahim Pasha's authority has not been extended to the 
Pashalick of Seida, but merely to a provisionary Commission [mu.biishirlil< ]  to 
take such measures as may tend to secure the Property of the Deceased Pasha 
of Acri until the arrival . . .  of Commissioners regularly appointed to receive it :"  
"Bulletin," 24 May 1804, SP 1 05/ 129, f. 351v.  

130 Barker , "Bulletin," 24 May 1804, SP 105/129, £. 350v. ; Corancez, "Bulletin 
des nouvelles," 18 Florea! Yr. 12/8 May 1804 [sic ! ] ,  CCA lcp, XXIII,  f. 204r 
and v. 

"0 Barker, "Bulletin," 24 May 1804, SI' 105/ 129, f. 350v. ; Shihabi, Lu/man .  
416. 

w Shihabi , Lubnan,  416-41 7. 
u2 lbid., 4 1 7, especial ly the reading of Ms. N .  2, which appears more appro

priate. 
143 Shortly after becoming qa'im-maqam, Mul)ammad Bey was raised to the 

rank of Pasha and given the wilayah of Aleppo in his own right : Corancez to 
Citizen Minister of Exterior Relations, 18  Messidor Yr. 1 2/7 July 1804, CCAlep . 
XXIII,  f. 209r. 

1" Extract of a letter from Barker to Alexander Straton, 12 July 1 804, SP 
105/129, f. 354v. Corancez places the blame on the youth, avarice and tactlessness 
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and Janissaries took up arms and soon joined by the Christians, drove 
Mul].ammad Pasha and his troops out of the city.145 A qapuji bashi in 
/\ leppo at the time was chosen as mutasallim, but in fact the power in 
Aleppo was shared by Yasin Ag ha of the Janissaries and al-Sayyid 
l :Iasan ilm-al-Khalla� of the ashraf with the mufti , probably 'Abd-Allah 
l •:ffendi al-Jabiri, as mediator. 1 46 

MulJammad Pasha, in an effort to save his prestige, went imme
diately to Killis where he warred against the Kurds and co llected troops 
to regain Aleppo.147 In the meanwhile the Porte acted, sending orders 
for the qapuji bashi to continue to his assignment on the Persian frontier 
and announcing the departure of a mubashir to settle the di spute.148 
Within Aleppo itself the situation was tranquil although the leaders of 
the revolt had but an uncerta in mastery of the city . 149 There existed, 
however, the fear that the J an issary-ashraf dissension would, under these 
circumstances, come into the open once again150 and this fear was re
inforced by the arrival of the aghas who had been imprisoned by Ibrahim 
Pasha, allegedly released from the custody of the Amir Bashir in order 
to engineer a reconciliation between Mul)ammad Pasha and the city.1"1 
MuJ.:iammad Pasha returned in September with three or four thousand 
troops to besiege the city . The efforts of the mubiishir to effect a peace 
failed, Al].mad Agha I;Iummu�ah, who had returned with the Janissary 
aghas, assumed the leadership of that corps, and the battle for Aleppo 
commenced in earnest.152 In the skirmishes that took place the Alep
pines had the advantage, but within the city supplies were becoming 
short and the specter of famine loomed. This led to negotiations with 
the wali who had been confirmed in that office by the Porte, but there 
was dissension among the various elements composing the city govern
ment over what should be the terms of reconciliation. The mufti, said to 

of MuJ:iammad Pasha : Corancez to Citizen Minister of Exterior Relations, 18 
Messidor Yr. 12/7 July 1804, CCA lcp, XXIII, f. 209r. 

u• There is disagreement on the number of troops the wiili had with him. 
Barker reports six to seven hundred : Barker to Edward Stephenson, 10 July 
1 804, SP 105/129, f. 354r., wh ile Corancez, who calls Mul:iammad Pasha AJ:imad 
Pasha throughout, gives the number as 2,000 : Corancez to Citizen Minister of 
Exterior Relations, 18 Messidor Yr. 12/7 July 1804, CCAlep, XXIII,  f. 209r. 

1 4 8  Corancez to Citizen Minister of Exterior Relations , 1 8  Messidor Yr. 12/7 
July 1 804, CCAlep, XXIII, f. 209v. ; Corancez to Charge d'Affaires at I stanbul, 
12 July 1808, CCA lep, XXIV, f. 64r. ; Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 65 1 ; Jawdat, 
Ta'rikh, VII,  271 .  

. . .  Barker, "Bulletin," 1 September 1804, S P  105/ 129, f .  362v. 
"" Jawdat, Ta'rikh, VII, 271 . 
"° Corancez to Citizen M inister of Exterior Relations, 3 Fructidor Yr. 12/21 

August 1804, CCA lep, XXIII ,  f. 2 13v. 
100 Ibid. 
1 6 1  Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvelles," 1 1 Fructidor Yr. 12/29 August 1804, 

CCA lep, XXIII ,  £. 21 8r. 
m Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvelles," 24 Vendemiaire Yr. 12/ 1 6  October 1804, 

CCA lep, XXI II,  f. 223r. ; Barker to Levant Company, 1 1  October 1804, SP 105/ 
129, f. 366r. 
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have been the instigator of the revolt and the principal beneficiary of 
the food shortages through his supplies of grain, was adamant in his 
opposition to any compromise. In October a basis for peace was nego
tiated. The city was to pay Mul;ammad Pasha 300 purses or 1 50,000 
piasters while he was to release the prisoners he held and dismiss eight 
hundred particularly predatory Albanians who formed a part of his 
troops. The truce that accompanied this compromise was broken, how
ever, by the failure of the city government to raise the necessary sum, 
divided as they were as to the means of effecting the repartition . r n3 

Peace was established a short time later, namely the end of October, 
but under what conditions we are not informed. Mul.rnmmad Pasha was 
but a governor in name , however ; his tufin/?.ji bashi and the other offi
cials in the city were either J anissaries or ashraf. "The Janissaries were 
heard to declare that every body who should visit him would be looked 
upon as a spy ; on Fridays alone, the great people paid him their visit 
in a body."154 

Mul;amma<l Pasha had not g iven up his efforts to gain control of 
his government. Capitalizing on the ever-present friction between Janis
saries and ashriif, he managed to win over the latter, who felt the in
creasing dominance of the Janissaries in the city's affairs. 155 Warfare 
broke out in the streets of the city, while the wali residing outside the 
walls attended the enfeeblement of both parties . The ashraf held the 
citadel, which had at some point come into their possession,156 while the 
Janissaries were in the city below, holding some quarters while the 
ashraf held others . M ttl.iammad Pasha then threw his own troops into 
the fray, the ashriif were overcome in large measure by the Janissaries , 
and the battle now became one between the Janissaries and the wiili, 
with the ashraf in the citadel supporting the latter . Among the people 
in the city there was great misery. Bread prices had quadrupled and 
the poorer people had been reduced to eating plant roots. Corancez 
marvelled at their submissiveness and underscored the fact that this was 

"'" Corancez, "Bulletin des aouvel les," 24 Veademiairc Yr. 12/ 16 October 1804, 
CCA lep, XXIII ,  ff. 223v.-225v. Corancez was requested to mediate the conflict 
by the city leaders but his conditions were not accepted. 

154 Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 65 1 .  Cf. Edward B. B. Barker, Syria and 
Egypt, 80. The account of Edward Barker is based on letters of John Barker 
which have not been found ; in the book this revolution is dated 1814 rather than 
1804. 

1 0 5  Burckhardt, Loe. cit .;  Barker to Levant Company, 12 March 1805, SP 
105/ 129, f. 1 66r. ; Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvelles," 9 Ventose Yr. 13/28 Feb
ruary 1 805, CC A lep, XXIII,  f. 234r. 

1••  The problem of how the ashriif gained possession of the citadel is a vexing 
one on which the sources are confusing. The diary of the Armenian celibates 
proves that they had it : Taoutel, Daftar, 72 ; al-Ghazzi says that the Janissaries 
were . expelled from it in 1802 and were replaced by Albanians : N ahr al-Dhahab, 
III , · 3 16. A passage in al-Shihabi attempts to explain its acquisition by the 
ashraf. but its context docs not fit with the established facts : Lubntin. 427. 
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not a popular revolt but a revolt of the agents of the famine against the 
avarice of the government representatives.157 

Warfare was suddenly halted on June 9th, 1 805 by the arrival of a 
firman transferring MuJ:iammad Pasha to the wilayah of Tripoli and 
announcing the conferral of the government of Aleppo on 'Ala'-al-Din 
Pasha, the brother-in-law of Sa!Im III .  In the interim before his arrival 
the mufti 'Abdi Effendi was appointed mutasallim . 158 1\fol)ammad 
Pasha still lingered in the neighborhood for a time. The reason given 
was that his father Ibrahim Pasha was attempting to nullify the transfer 
by offering huge sums of money to the Porte. But Yftsnf l)iy{t' -al-Din 
Pasha, the principal supporter of the family at Istanbul , had been de
posed as grand vizir and Ihr{thim Pasha himself lost the wilayah of 
Damascus, being relegated to that of Diyar Bakr.159 

The strife that has been described is the key event in the factional 
struggle for power in Aleppo during the period under study . It marks 
the end of the ashraf as a srrious contender for leadership and the be
ginning of an eight-year Janissary hegemony. There were still ashraf, 
however, who were political ly ambitious. Having lost their own vehicle 
they changed sides, joined the Janissary party and one of them at least 
became one of its leaders . This was al-Sayyid I:Jasan ibn-al-Khalla�;, 
leader of the ashraf in the early stages of the revolt. His name is later 
found among those Janissary iighas who were executed in 1 8 1 4. 160 
This is indicative of the ease with which entry into this corps could 
be obtained, no doubt at a price. 

Had a strong wali come immediately to Aleppo after the departure 
of Mul)ammad Pasha, the Janissar ies might not have been able to con
solidate their position. But 'Al�i'-al-Din Pasha was ordered to subdue 
the rebellious wali of Kars and therefore did not come to Aleppo until 
late in the fall of 1805.161 The Janissaries had therefore time to organize 
themselves as rulers of Aleppo , and the fact that Ibrahim Pasha, osten
sibly on his way from Damascus to Diyii.r Bakr, was lingering in the 
vicinity of Aleppo162 could only have acted as an additional incentive to 
secure their position against any possible attack from him. This situation 
appears to have continued for two years. Ibrahim Pasha was sent on 

101 Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvellcs," 8 Florea! Yr. 13/28 April 1805, CCA /ep . 
XXIII, f. 238r. 

1•• Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvelles," 2 Messidor Yr. 1 3/21 June 1805, 
CCAlep, XXIII,  f. 248r. Burckhardt reports that the Janissaries were on the 
point of defeat and consequent ruin when they were saved by the transfer of 
Mul:tammad Pasha : Travels in S:yria, 652. 

1•• Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvelles," 2 Messidor Yr. 13/21 June 1805, CCA /ep . 
XXIII, f. 248r and v. ; Shihabi, Lubniin, 434. 

1•• Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 651 ; Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, III,  320-321 .  
181 Corancez, "Bulletin des nouvelles," 4 Fructidor Yr. 13/22 August 1 805, 

CCAlep, XX III, f. 258v . ; Corancez to Parandier, Charge d' Affaires in Istanbul, 
10 Brumaire Yr. 13/l November 1805, CCAlep, XXIII, f. 290v. 

182 Corancez to Parandier, 10 Brumaire Yr. 13/1 November 1805, CCAlep, 
XXIII. f. 290v. 
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various missions into Anatolia and south to Damascus but he always 
appeared near Aleppo to menace the Janissaries by his maneuverings 
but never to attack them.163 

Aleppo meanwhile was officially being governed by a succession of 
walis who came in person to the city but in fact their authority was 
purely nominal . At one point the Janissaries obtained the support of 
the wali to a scheme to attack Ibrahim Pasha and actually began prepara
tions but calmer heads appear to have prevailed. 164 How the Janissaries 
administered the city during their rule has been described above.165 
Although their power was great, they had to be wary in the use of it, 
for there was always the threat of action against them by the Porte . 
Since this would have required a great amount of money, and because 
the Janissaries could flee to the mountains in the neighborhood for 
refuge, thus nullifying the effect of a military expedition, the Porte 
would only resort to such drastic action in the extremity. The Janis
saries were careful not to disturb the central government. They remitted 
the miri, the ldiaraj, and the customs duties each year at the appointed 
time and the Porte left them to profit from mastery over the city.166 
When war was declared by the Porte against England and Russia in 
1807, the Janissaries were prepared to send a detachment if ordered but 
whether it was called for is not revealed.167 If it was it does not appear 
to have affected the Janissary strength in the city. 

With one party dominating Aleppo, one group controlling the sources 
of supplies, the manufactures, the iltiziims, and the petty avanias, it was 
inevitable that factions should appear within it. The leaders of the 
party, judging from the occurrence of their names in the sources, were 
AI:imad Agha I;Iummu�ah, Ibr�ihlm Agha al-I;Iarbal i ,  Yiis1n Agha, and 
the rising al-Sayyid I;Iasan Agha ibn-al-Khalla�. The first two of these 
became leaders of two opposed factions, the lower ranks of which quar
relled in the summer of 1 807. Al_Imad Agha gained the undisputed 
leadership of the corps by a coup which has been described.168 What 
may well have united the Janissaries despite this evidence of dissension 
was the news that Ibrahim Pasha, their inveterate enemy, had once 
more been appointed wiili of Aleppo. Assemblies of the leaders were 
immediately held and it was decided not to permit him entry unless it 
were without troops. His guard was to be composed of Kurds, with 
whom the Janissaries had recently concluded an alliance and whom they 
had called to help them defend the city.169 

183 Corancez, "Bulletin," 22 June 1806, 14 July 1806, 29 August 1 806, 10 
September 1806, 19 September 1806, CCAlep, XXIII, ff. 3 15r., 326r., 337r., 347r., 
350r. 

18' Corancez, "Bulletin," 19 September 1806, CCA lefr, XXIII, f. 350r. 
185 Supra, 57-60. 
188 Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 653-654. 
187 Corancez, "Bulletin," 16 February 1807, CCA lep, XXIII, f. 39lr. 188 Supra, 56. 100 Corancez, "Suite de Bulletin," 30 August 1807, CCAlep, XXIII, f. 419r. 
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Ibrahim Pasha appeased the Janissaries with promises and appealed 
especially to the people. vVith popular opinion in his favor the Janis
saries did not attempt to deny him entry but did not send a delegation 
to greet him and remained armed. Although he dismissed the majority 
of his troops, his eldest son, presumably MuI:iammad Pasha, remained 
outside the city with troops to come to his assistance if necessary.170 In 
spite of the continuing tension between the wali and the Janissaries, no 
open break occurred, for neither side wanted to be thrown into the 
struggle that would inevitably ensue. The Kurdish allies of the Janis
->aries were in trouble with the Porte : 'Umar Agha , their chief and 
former muiasallim of Killis,171 had been imprisoned by the then mutasal
lim of Kill is .  fsma'TI Agha, known as Ma'jun Aghasi, and many Kurdish 
notables had been executed by order of the Porte.172 The Janissaries' 
refuge and support was not available to them at least for a time. This 
disadvantage, however, was counterbalanced by the news of the Janis
sary revolt against Sultan Sallm III  in Istanbul. The fact that the 
Janissaries were apparently masters of the capital gave their local com
rades much more confidence in deal ing with the representatives of the 
central government.173 

The transfer of Ibrfthim Pasha in the summer of 1 808 relieved the 
tension within Aleppo , especially since the muf:ia��il Ibrahim Agha was 
appointed mutasallim for the new wiili, the former grand vizir Yusuf 
I;>iya'-al-Din Pasha. This mutasallim was apparently the tool of the 
mufti Al)mad ibn-'Abd-Allah al-J abiri . 1 74 Yusuf Pasha was not to re
main wiili of Aleppo for long. Shortly after he had arrived, he was 
appointed grand vizir once again and left immediately for Istanbul.17" 
For nearly two years after that no wiili resided in Aleppo, for the new 
wali, Saruri Mul;ammad Pasha, also governor of Silistria, was with 
the army combatting the Russians. 176  

The increasing intensity of the war against Russia created a demand 
for troops from the Janissaries of Aleppo. After the usual disorder ac
company ing the levy and preparation of troops for the march two thou
sand J anissaries left Aleppo in August 1810 and calm was once again 
restored to the city.177 In spite of the departure of this large number 
there were still many Janissaries in Aleppo. There are indications that 

17° Corancez, "Bulletin," 22 September 1807, 1 1  October 1 807, CCA !ep, XXIII ,  
ff. 431 r. and 436v. ; Shihabi, Lubniin, 523. 

171 K il isl i Kadri, Kilis Tarihi, 72. 
172 Corancez, "Bulletin," April 1 808, CCAlep, XXIV, f. 35v. 
1 73 Corancez to De Champagny, 4 June 1 808, CCA!ep, XXIV, f. 44r. 
m Corancez, "Bulletin," 30 June 1808, CCAlep, XXIV, f. 55r. ; Tabbakh, I'lam, 

VII, 186 and 241 ; Jawdat, Ta'rikh, IX, 286. 
176 Jawdat, Ta'rzkh, IX, 52 ; Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, III, 3 1 7. 
178 Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, 653 ; Shani Zadah, Ta'ril�h, I, 208, 259 and 

294 ; Jawdat, Ta'r!.kh, IX, 1 14. Cf. Thurayya, Sijil-i 'Uthmani, III,  1 3. 
177 Joseph Louis Rousseau to De Champagny, 30 August 1810, CCAlep, XXIV, 

i. 247v. and 248r. 
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the leaders were losing their hold over the lower ranks of the corps 
and that the leaders were becoming more bold in their exactions from 
the populace. Rousseau summarized the situation in a letter to the 
French Minister of Exterior Relations : 

. . . toutes les affaires s'y traitent par l ' intermediaire des Chefs de cette 
milice, devenus aujourd'hui plus arrogans, plus puissans et surtout plus 
riches que j amais par Jes Depouilles du Peuple que le monopole et des Ex
tortions de tout genre les mettent en etat d'accumuler Journellement.178 

Another levy of troops the following year had the same effect on 
the city and Rousseau's analysis of conditions again gives a depressing 
picture : 

Aujourd'hui la face des affaires commence a changer ici en devient de jour 
en jour plus critique. Les desordres de l'anarchie augmentent continuelle
ment ; le Commen;ant est sans ressource ; !'agriculture et l ' industrie languis
sent ; la cherte des vivres est a son comble ; . . .  en un mot, le Peuple genit 
sous le poids des vexations. Dej a, de nombreuses emigrations ont eu lieu, 
et si la Porte persiste encore clans son indifference politique et tanls a 
remedier a tant de maux, Alep avec toutes ses dependences, n'offrira bientot 
plus dans quelques terns, que ! 'example de la plus desastreuse situation.179 

The Porte's change of policy for which Rousseau hoped was not long 
in coming. In September 181 1 a new wi:ili was announced for Aleppo, 
Mu1)ammad Raghib Pasha, a foe of the grand vizir Yusuf l)Iya'-al-Din 
Pasha, who had been exiled by that grand vizir and restored to the 
rank of vizir on Yusuf �)Iya'-al-Din Pasha's disgrace. His arrival at 
Aleppo was the beginning of the local reflection of the policy of Ma1)mud 
II .  This sultan, having seen the power of the Janissaries throughout 
the empire over the government, was determined to correct that situa
tion by reform. Any such reform, however, was impossible so long as 
most of the empire acknowledged only superficially the authority of the 
Porte. The first task, therefore, was to establish that authority in the 
provinces and to this end Ma1)mud II devoted much of his effort.180 

Having been a favorite of Sultan Salim III and an officer in the 
Ni�am-i Jadid, the ·western-style troops that that sultan had tried to 
introduce, Raghib Pasha was considered to be a bitter enemy of the 
Janissaries and the news of his imminent arrival hoth intimidated the 

1•5 Ibid., f. 248v. 
179 Rousseau to Champagny, Due de Cadore, 3 July 1 8 1 1 ,  CCA!cp, XXI V, ff. 

357v. and 358r. A measure of the commercial decline of Aleppo may be derived 
from the decline in the number of French merchants resident there. In 1630 there 
were thirty , in 1693 sixteen, in 1764 twelve, but in 1810 only three : Charles-Roux, 
Les Echelles de Syrie, 7 and 83 ; Rousseau to Champagny, 15 April 1810, 
CCAlep, XXIV, f. 205v. Cf. also Olivier, Voyage, I V, 181 .  

18° Cf. the description of the manner in which Sultan Ma):imiid II reasserted his 
authority in most areas of the empire during his reign : Reed, Dcstrnction of the 
Janissaries. 1 5-33. 
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Janissaries and cheered the populace of the city. 181 He and his suite 
camped outside the city where the notables with the exception of the 
Janissary leaders went to visit him and pay their respects. He had few 
troops with him but began to hire more from among the dalis who were 
continually roaming the country and could be bought by whoever had 
the money to pay for them.182 The fall was largely spent in negotiations 
between the wali and the Jan issaries. Raghib Pasha finally entered the 
city in late November or December and took up residence at the serail 
on condition that the Janissaries end their alliance with the Kurds, 
terminate their monopoly of the food supplies, abolish their extraor
dinary courts,183 and general ly obey the police regulations he estab
l ished.184 

The career of Raghib Pasha as governor of Aleppo did not continue 
in the auspicious manner in wh ich it had begun. In an attempt to get 
allies he intervened among the feuding Bedouin , hoping by striking one 
down to get the support of the other. It has been shown how he got 
verbal assurances but how when he precipitated open conflict with the 
Janissaries this backing evaporated.186 He was soundly defeated by 
the Janissaries and was thereafter l ittle more than a puppet in their 
hands. Those who had tried to mediate the dispute received the full 
impact of the wali's ire . The qa<f,i, Barbar Zadah Mul)ammad Amin 
Effendi, and a disgraced wali, abu- Maraq Pasha, were reported to the 
Porte as obstructors of justice. The former was dismissed and the latter 
beheaded on orders from the Porte, but it was made clear in the khaft-i 
humayun of the sultan to the grand v izir regarding the deposition of 
the qa<f,i that Raghib Pasha was being tested with the wilayah of Aleppo 
and should not be assisted in any undue degree by the Porte.186 

The prestige of Raghib Pasha was to decline considerably further 
than it had after his defeat by the Janissaries. He then attempted to 
restore the authority of the Porte in Jisr al-Shughr where former dalis 
had usurped the government but was defeated.187 Having acquired in 
the fall of 1812 the districts of Killis and 'Azaz, he sought to take over 
those governments from its mutasallim but it was not until November 
of 1812 that he was successful. It had required two expeditions and con-

101 Rousseau, "Bulletin," 10 September 181 1 ,  CCAlep, XXIV, f. 390r. ; Rous
seau, "Neuvieme bulletin," 4 October-28 October 1 8 1 1 ,  CCAlep, XXIV, f. 415r. 

1•• Rousseau, "Neuvieme bulletin," entries of 13 October to 18 October 1811 ,  
CCAlep, XXIV, f .  416r. and v. 

10• Supra, 60. 
1•• Rousseau, "Neuvieme bulletin," entry of 23 October 181 1 , CCAlep, XXIV, 

f. 417r. 
1•• Supra, 1 1 -12. 
'"" Cemal Tukin, "Mahmud II. Devrinde Halep tsyam," Tarih Vesikalari, I, 

( 1941 ) ,  257-258 ; Rousseau, "Quinzieme bulletin," 1 8  July-10 August 1812, 
CCAlep, XXV, f. 64r. ; Rousseau, "Dix-septieme bulletin," 7 November-13 De
cember 1812, CCAlep, XXV, f. 79r. ; Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, II, 1 63-164 ; Jawdat, 
Ta'rikh, X, 87. 187 SuJ>ra. 12. 
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siderable troop reinforcements to overcome Fa<;lli Agha and his Kurdish 
allies.188 From that base he undertook repressive expeditions against the 
Kurds and was still conducting operations against them when he was 
relieved of his wilayah in April 1 8 1 3 .189 

Obviously Raghib Pasha had not been successful in the execution 
of his mission . He had had little authority in Aleppo ; the Janissaries 
there were still as strong as they had been prior to his arrival . His 
operations against the Kurds had not materially raised his prestige 
and had probably cost him the little money that he had possessed.190 

The choice of Chapan -Oghlu Jalal-al-Din Mul;ammad Pasha as the 
new wali of Aleppo reflected another policy of Mal;mud II .  This new 
governor was of one of the famed dereh bey families that virtually ruled 
whole portions of Anatolia. The Buzuklu Chapan -Oghlu family, of 
Turkoman origin, had held a good part of east central Anatolia since 
1 764, and the then patriarch of the family, Sulayman Bey, was extremely 
influential .191 It was part of the scheme of MaJ:imud II to break up the 
power of such families as these by employing the sons in areas other 
than those in which their control was traditional. It was thus that 
Jalal-al-Din Pasha became wali of Aleppo in 1 8 1 3 . 

The void in the consular records at this point is most unfortunate 
for it was this wali who broke the hold of the Janissaries on Aleppo 
and that of the minor dereh beys on places such as Jisr al-Shughr, 
Baylan, Payas, and the Kurdish mountains to the north of Aleppo. 
With regard to the manner in which the Aleppo Janissaries were mas
tered, we are forced to rely for detail on two rather romantic sources 
hut they are in substantial agreement. 

At first Jalal-al-Din Pasha did little to confirm the reputation for 
severity which had preceded him. He lulled the suspicions of the Janis
saries, partly through indulging in hunting and partly through diplomacy 
by means of intermediaries, one of whom al-Ghazzi identifies as Ibrahim 
Agha ibn-al-Khalla�, no doubt a relative of the former leader of the 
ashraf and then Janissary notable, al-Sayyid l:fasan Agha ibn-al-Khalla�. 
He then invited the principal aghas to a conference at the taldizyah of 
al-Shaykh abu-Bakr where he was residing. As they entered the gate 
they were executed and their heads piled in the courtyard . There is 
some disagreement on the number : Edward B. Barker reports that 
there were 2 1 ,192 while al-Ghazzi, the other principal source, notes that 

188 Rousseau, "Dix-septieme bulletin," 7 November-13  December 1812, CCAlcp, 
XXV, f. 79r. and v. 

180 Rousseau to Due de Bassano, 1 1  April 1813, CCA lcp, XXV, f. S i r. 
1•• There is every reason to believe that one of the difficulties that Raghib 

Pasha faced was lack of money. He had been in exile ; to be restored to the 
vizirate was generally expensive. He had arrived in Aleppo with few troops. 
His search for Bedouin allies betrays his inability to purchase mercenaries. 

201 J. H. Mordtmann, "Derebeyler," IA, III, 540. 1• 2  Egypt and Syria. I. 140. 
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there were 1 8, among whom was Ibrahim Agha ibn-al-Khalla�.193 
Others that no doubt were executed at this time, although al-Ghazzi 
places their execution in the following year, were al -Sayyid I;Iasan Agha 
ibn-al-Khallii.�, al-J:lajj 'Ali Agha al-Baylamani, al-J:lajj Mul.mmmad 
ibn-Ibrahim Ishbib, and particularly Al)mad Agha J:lumnm!?ah, Ibrahim 
Agha al-J:larbali, and Yasin J\gha .104 

There followed a campaign of repression against the remaining Janis
saries . Many of the more minor leaders fled, a general proscription was 
instituted with criers go ing about the city warning that those who 
sheltered Janissaries would be fined.195 The qa<f,i, ' Uthman Zadah Dali 
Amin Effendi, was most uncooperative throughout this effort to gain 
mastery over the city. The liha!!-i humayun published by Cerna! Tukin 
reveals the charges levelled against this qa<f,i by Jalal-al-Din Pasha : 

The qarj,i of Aleppo has shown mani fest opposition to h i s  [the wali's] will 
and opinion by unworthy conduct i ncompatible with the nature of the affair,  
by raising conditions detrimental to the di gnity of the vizirate and by un
seeming comments , and has shown gen tleness and mildness toward the 
fugitive rebels. 

The sultan replied as follows : 
My vizir : 

The said qaef.i being a man choleric  of tongue, such things are expected of 
him. Let this report be sent to our emissary the effendi .  Let him be con
ducted into exile at Tosya. Let the fi. nnan be written at once, let it be 
sent by a brave mubashir, and let h i m  he taken and brought to Tosya.196 

Having once established the authority of the Porte over Aleppo, 
Jalii.1-al-Din Pasha next turned to the 'wahiyah, in spite of the plague 
that had broken out all over Syria.rn7 I n  1 8 1 5  the road through Baylii.n 
to Iskanclarii.n was opened for the first time in seven years.198 Punitive 
expedition were carried out against Mursal Oghlu J:laydar Agha, chief 
of the Rihanlu Turkomans, 'Umar Agha, a Kurdish leader, and 'fii.pii.l 
'Ali Agha and Sa'id Agha, the two minor dereh beys of the region of 
Jisr al-Shughr. All were driven out of the waliiyah, although the latter 

108  Ghazzi , Nahr al-Dhahab, III,  3 19. Jawtlat mentions the incident briefly, 
giving a certain Qujah Katkhuda the credit for devising the ruse. H is figure of 
the number killed agrees with that of Ghazzi : Jawdat, Ta'rikh, X I, 36. 

'°' Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I I I, 320-321 .  Tabbiikh mentions that Ibrahim 
Agha al-l:larbali and Yasin Agha were victims of this massacre but states that 
Al).mad Agha I;Iummu�ah had died in 1 8 1 1 : 1'/ilm, III,  375. 

'"" Ghazzi, Nahr al-Dhahab, I I I ,  320. He places the amount of the fine at 
five hundred purses or 250,000 piasters ! It would more likely have been 500 
piasters. 196 Cerna! Tukin, "Mahmud I I .  Devrinde Halep isyam," Tarih Vesikalari, I 
( 1 94 1 ) '  256-257. 

197 Edward B. Barker, Egypt and Syria, I,  1 64 ;  Shihiibi, Lubnan, 603 ; Ghazzi, 
Nahr al-Dhahab, III ,  320. 

10• "Expose" addressed by the consuls of Aleppo to their respective ambassadors 
at Istanbul, 15 September 1 8 1 5, SP 105/135, ff. 75r.-76r. 
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two, having taken refuge with the Bedouin, continued to be troublesome 
for a while.10° Finally, the difficult position of Payas, which had been 
the locale of Kiichiik 'Ali Agha, his son, and his grandson, was reduced 
although Dedeh Bey and another rebel allied to him both escaped. 
This operation cleared the caravan route, a source of some concern to 
IstanbuJ .200 The return of the pilgrimage caravan late in 1816, however, 
faced the same difficulty, De<leh Bey having returned to Payas once 
again.201 This was no longer the concern of Jalal-al-Din Pasha. He had 
been transferred early in the fall to the wiliiyah of Erzerum. 

The new wiili, Al.1mad .Pasha,  had formerly been the wiili of Anatolia. 
The one year of his rule over Aleppo was mostly occupied with the 
attempted suppression by order of the Porte of the rebels invading the 
waliiyah . The lwtlihuda of AIJmad Pasha appears to have been almost 
continually out in the province driving back the various invading groups.  
;Umar Agha, the Kurdish clan chieftain whom Jalal-al-Din Pasha had 
driven off, returned with allies and established himself within ten hours 
of the city. No sooner had he been driven out202 than the Baraq Kurds 
were menacing ; again 'Uthman Agha, the katkhuda, defeated them and 
drove them off. The 'Anazah tribe of Bedouin were the next problem. 
The troops of Al)mad Pasha seemed to have been equally successful 
there203 but none of these victories appear to have been decisive. Only 
one leader was killed,204 the others escaped to continue their depreda
tions. 

Under the circumstances Khiirshid Pasha, a former grand vizir, was 
transferred to Aleppo and there were strong hopes, at least on the part 
of the French consul , that he would he able to suppress the brigands 
who were attacking the caravans.205 The following year, namely 1 818, 
was one of almost continual skirmishes with the Bedouin, while at the 
same time there was trouble on the Persian frontier and the wiili was 
ordered to have troops in readiness to march there if necessary.206 

In the fall of 1 8 1 9  there occurred a serious revolt in Diyar Bakr 
agai><st its governor, Bahram Pasha, and Khiirshid Pasha, adhering to 
an order from the Porte, sent 1 ,000 troops with their requisite supplies 
to assist in its repression.207 It may have been the example of the peo-

1•• Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, I I, 256-260 ; Jawdat, Ta'rikh, X, 191-192. 
000 Shani ladah, Ta'rikh, II, 292-293 ; Administration des biens prives, Recueil 

des firmans, 81 ,  no. 258, 83, no. 264 ; Hyacinthe Guys to Richelieu, 10 July and 5 
August 1816, CCAlep, XXV, ff. 187r. and v., 196r. and v. 201 Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, II, 321 .  

•0• Shani Zadah, Ta'rif(h, II ,  325. 
•0• Ibid., 337-339 ; Jawdat, Ta'rikh, X, 216. That the Wahhabi activ ity to the 

southeast was the undoubted cause of the Bedouin incursions has been pointed out 
supra, 13. 

•0• Namely, Kurd Ughlu who was allied with the 'Anazah : Shani Ziidah, 
Ta'rikh, II, 339. 

••• Guys to Richelieu, 3 September 1817, CCAlep, XXV, f. 271r. 200 Jawdat, Ta'rikh, X, 230. 207 Shani Ziidah, Ta'rikh, III, 57. 
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pie of Diyftr Bakr that instilled in the minds of certain Aleppines the 
idea of revolt against Khftrshid Pasha. Perhaps there was reason 
enough within Aleppo whether Diyar Bakr had revolted or not. Many 
reasons have been given. They can be divided into the immediate causes 
and the basic causes. 

The people had to bear the weight of continual contributions. In 
spite of the facts that the population had declined through emigration 
and plague, that the commerce of the city and its industry had declined, 
and that money had become extremely scarce, the required payments 
had not decreased in the slightest.ws The expeditions of governors 
against the rebels in the province and areas neighboring to it had prob
ably increased the financial burden on the city. The troops of the wiili 
were, in addition, quartered on the people. Not only did there result a 
loss of rents but the troops often severely damaged the houses .209 

These were the basic reasons. The immediate reasons were more 
numerous. Bread was lacking in the market but the warehouses of some 
individuals were full . Plague was in Damascus and according to past 
experience it could be expected shortly in Aleppo, thus aggravating the 
food shortage.:!10 The wali was not residing within the city but at al
Shaykh abu-Bakr ; the city was left in the hands of a mutasallim, �alil:i 
Qurj , who was also the li:atkhuda of Khftrshid Pasha, a man who was a 
perpetual violent drunkard and tyrant.:!11 The people were discontented 
but the ·wali did little to assuage their misery. On the contrary, having 
in mind the rerouting of the course of the Saj ftr River so that it would 
flow into the Quwayq and give Aleppo more water, he levied a heavy 
contribution on the houses of the city on the pattern of the 'awiiri<f,, an 
exaction that most of the people could not pay. This was the most im
mediate cause of the revolt which broke out apparently spontaneously 
ori the night of the 23rd of October, 1 8 1 9.212 

At first the insurrection had no central direction, no leadership, al
though Bulus Arftfin, who kept a diary of it, reports that it was begun 
by a group of ashriif notables. :! t a Most of the government officials, 
servants of Khftrshid Pasha, and notables of the city escaped to the 
wali but many of his troops were killed in their quarters after holding 
out as long as possible.214 

It was not long before the city organized itself. A council of notables 
was formed, each one being responsible for a quarter of the city, and a 

••• Guys to the Marquis de Dessolle, 10 October 1819, CCAlep, XXV, f. 396r. 
,••• Qara'li, Ahamm lf awadith, 40. 
210 Guys to the Marquis de Dessolle, 7 November 1819, CCAlep, XXV, f. 400v. 
m Qara'li, Ahamm ljawadith, 40 ; Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, III,  74. 
�12 Guys to the Marquis de Dessol le, 7 November 1819, CCAlep, XXV, f. 400r. ; 

Qara'li, Ahamm l:f awadith, 37 and 40. 
"" Qara'li, Ahamm 1f awadith, 37. 
•u Guys to the Marquis de Dessolle, 7 November 1819, CCAlep, XXV, f. 400r. 

and v. 
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chief of this council was selected, Mul�ammad Agha Qujah.215 Agents 
were appointed according to the Shar!'ah for the fugitive a'yan to sell 
their grain at a fixed price and keep the accounts for them. The council 
sent a petition to the wiili outlining the causes for the revolt and re
questing their redressment but this was rej ected by Khurshid Pasha.216 

Khurshid Pasha was in the meantime organizing his campaign to 
repress the revolt. He recalled the troops he had sent to Diyar Bakr, 
ordered his mutasallims in the towns of the walayah to join him with 
troops, blockaded the city, cut off its water, and informed the Porte.217 
The Porte, when informed, ordered the nrnta,�arrif of Kayseri, abu-Bakr 
Pasha, to the assistance of the wali of Aleppo and ordered Jalal-al-Din 
Pasha, then wali of Adana, to assist him if requested. Two thousand or 
more fopchis,218 'arabahjis219 and khumbarahjis220 were on their way 
from Salonika to Iskandarun, destined for Baghdad. But since the 
threat of full-scale war with Persia had been averted, they were ordered 
to Aleppo to assist Khftrshid Pasha. In addition letters from officials 
were sent to their Aleppo deputies admonishing them for their conduct 
and ordering them to do all in their power to halt the conftict .2·21 

The city party also received reinforcements. Not only did the in
habitants of outlying villages enter the city to assist it but the Janissary 
leaders who had been exiled from Aleppo returned, led by Mu!?tafa 
Agha ibn-al-I:Iajj 'Isa al-Chftwush,222 who took over the leadership of 
the military forces. 

\Vhile there were daily sorties and skirmishes both sides attempted 
negotiations without success. Khurshicl Pasha received the promised 
reinforcements, Jalal-al-Din Pasha with 5,000 troops, abu-Bakr $idqi 
Pasha with 3,000, the troops from Salonika, and finally Lutf-Allah 
Pasha from S ivas with 1 ,000.228 These walis also attempted to gain 
the surrender of the city on terms through their own negotiations. In 
January a division appeared in the city party, the ashraf desiring to 

2 1 5  Ibid., f. 400v. ; Qara'li, A hamm ljawadith, 40-4 1 .  
2 1 6  Qara'li, A hamm ljawadith, 41.  
217 Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, III ,  76. The motive for the revolt as recorded by 

Shani Zadah is worth noting as an example of the official blindness of the Porte 
toward conditions in the provinces : certain groups of troublemakers used the de
bauchery of the retinue of Khiirshid Pasha, himself a pious man of pure character, 
to incite revolt and to summon fugitive rebels to assist them : Ta'rikh, III, 74-75. 

21• Gunner. 
21• Gun-carriage driver. 
220 Bombardier. 
221 Shani Zadah, Ta'rikh, III ,  76-77 ; Jawdat, Ta'ril�h, XI, 37-38. 
222  Guys to the Marquis de Dessolle, 7 November 1819, CCAlep, XXV, £. 

40lv . ; Qara' li, A hamm �lawiidith, 42. It is not mentioned when these Janissaries 
were exiled. 

22" The sources do not agree on the names of these pashas, nor on where they 
came from. Qara'li has abu-Bakr �idqi Pasha as Bakir Pasha and Lutf-Allah 
Pasha as Latif Pasha : A hamm If awiidith, 44-45. The reading of J awdat, Ta'rikh, 
XI, 37-38, has been fol lowed. Cf. also Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmani, I, 185 and IV, 
89-90. 
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surrender but the Janissaries unwilling to do so at the price of their 
return to exile.224 

By the first of February , 1 820, however, both sides were ready for 
the conditional surrender that the consuls arranged . The terms were a 
full amnesty for the inhabitants of the city, the entry of the mutasallim 
with only five hundred troops ,  the destruction by the people of the 
barricades they had erected , and the departure within three days with 
safe conduct of the Janissaries who had been exiled but had returned 
to the aid of the city . ��,, The Janissary leader agreed to these terms but 
some of the lesser Jan issaries and others took up fighting after the 
mutasallim had entered. The extent of this opposit ion, however, was 
limited and soon suppressed.2�6 

There followed some months of severe repressive measures by 
Khurshid Pasha as he attempted to recoup the losses he incurred 
through the revolt. Many of the ashraf and their supporters i ncluding 
MuJ:iammad Agha Quj ah were executed, although the Janissaries who 
had been in exile were permitted to depart unmolested.227 The wali 
levied heavy taxes on the inhabitants, one of which was of the amount 
of 120 piasters per household ostensibly for the Sajur River project.228 
The Christians alone were fined 500,000 piasters and besides the fines 
there were the repairs to three districts largely destroyed to add to the 
burden.229 By the time that Khurshid Pasha was transferred in mid
July, 1 820, 1 47 Aleppines had been executed.23Q 

As nearly as can be judged th is was a popular insurrection of the 
Aleppines against the manifold abuses perpetrated by the subordinates 
of a weak governor. Although the ashriif may have touched it off and 
later assumed the leadership, the people were apparently behind them . 
The frequent mention in Bulus Arii.tin 's journal of the ashraf31 indi
cates that they had somewhat recovered their position since the Janis
saries had lost their leadership through the massacre of Jalal-al-Din 
Pasha. That there still was friction between the two corps is evident 
by the desire of the ashriif to surrender when the Janissaries were un
willing to do so. After th is rift appeared and was patched up, an all
out attack on the walis was planned and executed but it failed largely 
because after the first rush the Janissaries were left to continue alone.232 

••• Qara'li, Ahamm lfawiidith, 48. 
225 Guys to the Marquis de Dessolle, 4 February 1820, CCA lep, XXVI, f. Zr. ; 

Qara'li, Ahamm lfawiidith, 54-55. 
226 Guys to the Marquis de Dessolle, 4 February 1820, CCA lep, XXVI, f. 3r. 
227 Ibid., ff. 2v. and 3r. ; Qara'li, A hamm lfawiidith, 56. Guys praised Mul)am

mad Agha h ighly for his severe police measures to ensure order within the city 
during its defense. 22• Qara'li, A hamm l:f aw£rdith, 60. 

22" Guys to the Marquis de Dessolle, 4 February 1 820 and to the Baron de 
Pasquier, 7 March 1820, CCA/ep, XXVI, ff. 3r. and 7r. 230 Qara'li, Ahamm If awiidith, 60. 

231 Qara'J i ,  Ahamm l:fawiidith, 37-60. 
23• Ibid . .  49. 
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Aleppo apparently could not act as a unified city for any length of time. 
Yet the achievement of the Aleppines in this case was notable. The 

Porte threw into the conflict a formidable army, considering that the 
foe was but one city with crumbling walls. The siege had lasted 101 
days. It is either testimony of the determination of the inhabitants or 
of the inefficiency of the Ottoman besiegers. In the end the resistance 
proved to be useless. Aleppo lost through this insurrection much more 
than it gained . Whether it could have gained anything regardless of 
the outcome is highly dubious, but the desperation of men cannot be 
reasonably judged after the fact. 

The new wali for Aleppo was a fortunate choice. A good admin
istrator, Baylanli Mu;;tafa Pasha, evidently from his name a native of 
the walayah, tried to improve conditions.2;i3 The sources report no exac
tions but rather his attempts to control his unruly troops, although he 
hesitated to make an example by executing one because he was de
pendent on them against brigands in the walayah.2:14 But war against 
Persia created a demand for troops that the city found hard to meet. 
Three thousand, half cavalry and half infantry, were demanded and 
the cost to the city was estimated at a million and a half piasters.:ui5 
Presumably the troops were raised although no further mention is 
made of the question . 

On the 1 3th of August, 1 822 Aleppo was rocked by a violent earth
quake, the damage from which was extreme not only in the city but 
throughout the whole walayah and much of the rest of northern Syria. 
The number of lives lost is estimated as up to 30,000 and it is said 
that but a small part of Aleppo was left standing.!IB6 But it was the 
after-effects of the earthquake that were the most difficult for the Alep
pines. Forced out into the environs of the city by continuing shocks, 
they were prey for the marauding bands of Bedouin, Kurds, and even 
the Albanians of the city garrison.2;)7 Mu�tafa Pasha was absent at 
the time combatting the insurgent 'Abel-Allah Pasha of 'Akka and the 
city was in the hands of a provisional governor, Bahram Mu\lammad 
Pasha. Shortly thereafter he was appointed wiili,2;{s only to gather 
troops and depart for Baghdad. But during the brief time that he was 
in Aleppo he caused the naq�b al-ashraf, N u'man Effendi, a friend of 

233 Guys to the Baron de Pasquier, 2 January 182 1 ,  CCA/ef', XX V I ,  f. 54r. 
On Baylanli MuHafa Pasha, see Thurayya, Sijil-i ' Uthmani, IV, 470-471.  

••• Guys to the Baron de Pasquier, 8 March 1821 , CCA lep, XXVI, f. 62v. 
Guys reports : "La conduite sage et reservee du Pacha paroit Jui avoir concilie 
l'attachement de tous !es habitants :" ibid., f. 63r. 

••• Guys to the Baron de Pasquiers, 15  November 1821 ,  CCAlep, XXVI, f. 
89r. 

••• John Cartwright, Consul-general of the Levant Company at Istanbul, to 
Levant Company, 3 September 1822, SP 105/140. This report was based on a 
letter from John Barker, then in Antioch. 

••• Lesseps to Ministry, 24 August 1822, CCAlep, XXVI, f. 1 76v. 
m Jawdat, Ta'rikh .  X I I ,  74. Cf. Thurayya, Siji/- i " Uth 111iini, I I ,  33. 
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the former wali Mu�tafa Pasha, to be assassinated. The motivator of 
the assassination was Al:imad Bey ibn-Ibrahim Pasha Qagar Aghasi 
who coveted the post of mutasallim held by the naqt.b's brother, and the 
naq'ib was the power behind the mutasallim. 239 

Al;mad Bey received the position of mutasallim and held it through 
the wilayah of Darandahli al-Sayyid I:lasan Ri<;l.a' Pasha, the successor 
of Bahram Pasha. This wiili was vexatious to the Aleppines and the 
mutasallim apparently shared in the dislike of the people.240 The Kurds, 
Turkomans and Bedouin were all openly at war with the wali but the 
attempts of AI:imad Bey to suppress them were futile.241 It was evidently 
the Janissaries who were the most opposed to AI:imad Bey, possibly be
cause he cherished the hatred of his father for them. When Baylanli 
Mu�tafa Pasha was appointed once again to the wilayah of Aleppo, all 
the Janissaries went out to greet him, while AI;mad Bey and many of 
the notables, including the then naqib, successor to Nu'man Effendi, 
fled from the city.242 

The assassination of Nu'm;-m Effendi had the effect of reestablishing 
the Janissaries as the power in Aleppo, for Mugafa Pasha supported 
them. When in the spring of 1 824 Mu�tafa Pasha once more left Aleppo, 
he effected a reconciliation between the Janissaries and the ashriif but 
placed two of the strongholds of the city in the hands of the Janis
saries. 243 It was also during this period that there arose a new Janis
sary leader, Mul.iammad Agha ibn-al-Qattan .244 

The new wali, 11ul;ammad Wal;id Pasha, entered the city with three 
thousand troops and the determination to be a wali in fact. His first 
order was to forbid the Janissaries to bear arms and this, together with 
his show of force, gave him control over an uneasy city.245 His principal 
basis for this control was, however, his troops and it was not long be
fore he dismissed many of them and others were drawn away to assist 
in suppressing a revolt at Aintab.246 

In an attempt to reduce the tension in the city, some of the notables 
arranged a meeting between ibn-al-Qattan and the governor. The Janis
sary leader, holding his forces under strict rein, had them in readiness 
near al-Shaykh abu-Bakr when he met the wiili and the weak position 
of the latter became apparent. He conciliated the Janissaries and with
drew the disarmament order.247 At a later meeting he capitulated com
pletely and agreed to the Janissaries' terms, namely that he would not 

"'" Tabbakh, !'lam, VII, 240 ; Ghazzi, N ahr al-Dhahab, III,  334-335. 
"'0 Barker to Levant Company, 12 February 1823, SP 105/141.  
241 Lesseps to Ministry, 10  May 1823, CCAlep, XXVI, f. 3 l lv. 
242 Lesseps to Ministry, 15  June and 19 June 1823, CCAlep, XXVI, ff. 331 r.  

and 341 r. and v. 
20 Lesseps to Ministry, 20 June 1824, CCA!ep, XXVII, f. 227r . 
... Ibid. 
,.. Lesseps to Ministry, 6 July 1824, CCAlep, XXVII, f. 270r. and v. 
••• Lesseps to Guilleminot, 21 July 1824, CCAlep, XXVII, f. 286v . 
.., Ibid., f. 287r. 
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torment the population of the city and would not introduce any new 
troops but rely on the Janissaries as his military force.248 

Although in the following month ibn-al-Qattan was killed acciden
tally in a game of jarid, the Janissaries were able to maintain their posi
tion . The wali tried to dictate the choice of successor but was rebuffed 
decisively.249 Through the year 1 825 there was little change in the situa
tion. At one point a levy of half a million piasters caused dissension 
among the Aleppines but armed Janissaries and ashriif toured the suqs 
and forced the shops to open, placing those that remained closed under 
seal of arrest.250 Later in the year famine at the time of the harvest 
brought the threat of a revolt by the ashraf but the arrest and exile of 
three of the principal leaders broke the impending insurrection.251 

In the early part of 1826 there were a number of incidents of attacks 
of ashraf against the Christians over the Greek war but the wali with 
the help of the principal Janissaries and ashraf calmed the populace. 

Neither of the consular records have any information on the destruc
tion of the Janissaries in Aleppo, the British because Barker had been 
transferred in 1 825,  and the French for no apparent reason. Lesseps 
was still there, but there is a gap in the record. It is clear, however, 
that there was no difficulty. Al-Ghazzi mentions only that they were de
stroyed and then summarizes their later history in Aleppo.252 There is 
one more item of definite information. The correspondent in Istanbul of 
the Journal des de bats, writing on August 7th, 1 826, reported that the 
firman of the sultan had been executed in Aleppo without opposition on 
the part of the Janissaries there. 253 

Subsequent reports from Lesseps made no mention of the Janis
saries, while his successor reported in 1830 the organization of a new 
army corps. 'Ali Pasha, then wali of Aleppo, received orders to make 
a levy of troops which would be trained in the European fashion. In
structors had arrived to accomplish the task but there was considerable 
religious opposition among the people toward the new regime. The 
ulema were leading the resistance and urging men to avoid the levy.2114 

As late as 1 842, however, there were still indications that the Janis
sary party and that of the ashraf were not dead in Aleppo : 

Although the heads of the Janissary faction had long been taken off, the 
body itself remained, as well as the sons of those unfortunate individuals 
and the older chiefs of inferior note. The most influential man among them 

••• Lesseps to Guilleminot, 28 July 1824, CCA!ep, XXVII, f. 288r. and v. 
m Lesseps, "Bulletin politique de la Syrie," August 1824, CCAlep, XXVII, f. 

3 1 6v. ; Lesseps, "Bulletin politique de la Syrie," December 1824, CCAlep, XXVIII, 
£. 2r. 200 Lesseps to Ministry, 25 March 1825, CCAlep, XXVIII ,  f. 60v. 

201  Lesseps to Ministry, 11 September 1825, CCAlep, XX VIII, f. 129v. 
2•2 Nahr al-Dhahab, II I, 335. 
m Journal des de bats ( Paris ) ,  11 September 1 826. 
m Joseph Malivoire to Ministry, 22 February and 15 November 1830, CCAlep, 

XXIX, ff. 1 6r. and 5lv.  
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was an individual called Abdallah B abolsi , of low extraction, rough exterior, 
and destitute of education, but possessed of unbending energy, inflexible at
tachment to his own people, and generosity in pecuniary matters.25" 

When the Ottomans returned to Syria after the Egyptian occupa
tion, they had used the Janissary organization that still existed, and 
the ashraf remained constituted as a party of some influence well into 
the nineteenth century.2-06 But the power of both had been destroyed. 
They could no longer mount revolts as they had done . \Vhat existed 
after the Egyptian occupation were the mere vestiges of organizations 
which for their own interests had been able to oppose, although never 
fully successfully, the decl ining power of the Ottoman government in 
Syria. 

••• [A. A. Paton] ,  The lVlodcrn Syrians, 246. 
••• Ibid., 247 and 243. 



CONCLUSION 

The Islamic conception of the role of government may be said to be 
the establishment of the optimum conditions under which the Muslim, 
acting in his capacity as a member of the Islamic community, may serve 
and glorify God. The government of the Ottoman Empire in the latter 
part of the eighteenth century had strayed far from this ideal . As the 
institution to which the Muslims of the Empire looked for the God
ordained expansion of the domain of Islam, the Ottoman sultanate had 
failed signally to acquit its responsibilities : the domain of Islam was 
shrinking, not only through the loss of territory inhabited predominantly 
by Christians, but also through the loss of regions, such as the Crimea, 
in which the majority were Muslims. As the preserver of the orthodoxy 
of the Islamic community, the sultanate had l ikewise failed : Shi'ism had 
been permitted to maintain itself with impunity in Persia for three cen
turies. The impotence of the Ottoman Empire in the face of these ex
ternal forces was a cause of concern to many thoughtful Muslims but 
most were not personally affected by them. 

·what was of direct concern to them was the patent inability of the 
Sublime Porte to safeguard their own lives and property. Furthermore, 
it was apparent that the Ottoman government was l ittle concerned about 
its incompetence in internal affairs . The method of educating the sultan, 
possessor of supreme authority in the empire, was virtually guaranteed 
to produce the dangerous combination of ineptitude and willfulness. 
The grand vizir, responsible for the daily conduct of government in his 
place, was ineffectual . Authority was delegated to him and was subject 
to withdrawal at the whim of the sultan. Grand vizirs seldom remained 
in office long enough to have any beneficial effect on the conduct of 
government, even if the desire to do so had been there. 

The morale of government officialdom, however, was deadened by 
systematic corruption. Office and influence were for sale at generally 
established prices. The grand vizir bought his post as did all lesser 
officials ; iltizlinis were sold at auction ; and virtually all governmental 
actions for the benefit of an individual or group required monetary com
pensation. The attainment of office was thus not based on the criterion 
of merit but on influence and the ability to pay. The consequence was a 
governmental structure manipulated by its officials in their own self
interest, each one seeking to recoup his outlay for the position from 
the perquisites it made available to him before his inevitable dismissal. 

What made the system the more noxious was that power, which 
should have been correlative to authority, ultimately resided not in the 
sultan, nor in the grand vizir, but in the Janissary corps, a political 
pressure group highly protective of its ancient privileges which it failed 
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to  recompense by competent defense of  the Empire. Recruiting its mem
bers largely from the artisan classes, it was a turbulent body, expensive 
to maintain, untrained in the rapidly developing arts of warfare, and 
therefore virtually useless for its originally intended purpose. Yet be
cause it was armed, it was an instrument of power and could be em
ployed to curtail the authority of the sultan and of the offic ials to whom 
he delegated it. The authoritative activities of the officials hence took 
place in an atmosphere tinged with an unreality that further nurtured 
irresponsibility, for their actions were always subject to cancrllation by 
the exercise of the residual power in the hands of the Janissaries. 

The role of the ulema tmder these circumstances should have been to 
act as the conscience of the government, recalling it to its responsibilities 
in promoting the Islamic idea l .  But there were a number of reasons why 
the ulema failed to do so in any effective manner. Among the ulema 
there was a latent cynicism , horn of a long experience with misgovern
ment, as to the capacity of temporal power to rule in any but a despotic 
manner. Government was assumed to have a predilection for contraven
ing the Shari'ah. The �ufi brotherhoods, rivals of the ulema but since 
the twelfth century progressing from an uneasy coexistence to a limited 
integration with them, originally reinforced this pessimistic view in
directly by accenting otherworldly concerns in their teaching, but their 
adherents had become increasingly worldly in their conduct the more 
their orders became institutionalized. 

It was a similar institutionalization which perhaps most profoundly 
vitiated any inclination on the part of the ulema to act as the conscience 
of the government. We have described the character of the religious 
institution in the late eighteenth century, its hierarchical structure and 
the custom of purchasing both rank and exemption from following the 
prescribed course of advancement. The impression left is that the qa<f,is 
were fully as corrupt as �he 'Wiilis and the muftis only a l i ttle less so be
cause of their predominantly local origin. The ulema had little inclina
tion and constituted too poor an example to play the role of idealists. 

In fact, the teachings of the ulema and the �ilfis served rather to rein
force the government however much it departed from the I slamic ideal . 
Central to their views was the principle of quietism, the injunction that 
it was incumbent on the Muslim to obey the ruler however unjust and 
tyrannical he might be, for this was preferable to rebellion and anarchy. 
True, it was possible for the religious institution to approve the dep
osition of a sultan on the grounds that he had failed to rule in accord
ance with the Shari'ah, and this was done twice in the period under 
study. This act, however, on the part of the shaykh al-Islam was con
sonant with that sense of pragmatism of the ulema which contributed to 
their poor stance as idealists , namely, a recognition of the ultimate 
-validity of power, in these cases manifested in the actions first of the 
qapuquli Janissaries and then of the troops of Bayriiqdar Mu�tafa Pasha. 
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In sum, then, the Ottoman Empire, which had so spectacularly ful
filled the role of champion of Islam against the dtir al-l;tarb in its earlier 
centuries, had reached the point where its institutions had become in
valid now that a transition from territorial expansion to contraction had 
taken place. The essential conservatism of the ideology on which it was 
based, however, an ideology which emphasized that what had been 
established as good and true in the past should not be departed from, 
restricted change and confined it to aberrations of its traditional institu
tions. The Empire had, in essence, become parasitic, sapping the vitality 
of its inhabitants and demanding extra-legal, arbitrary control over their 
persons and possessions. The central authority of the sultan, having 
weakened, became rapacious in its need to maintain the fiction of its 
majesty. The effect extended down to the lowliest subject. 

The reaction of the people depended on the status of the individual 
in the society. For those who had some power and influence the defense 
mechanism was to seek more. As the tentacles of a system of sale of 
offices and of influence reached out into the provinces, it bound the 
local notables, especially the a'yan, to the intrigues of the capital and 
divorced them from consideration of local interests. For the lesser folk 
it meant a search for personal security in whatever grouping appeared 
to promise them such a benefit. In Aleppo these groupings were those 
with special immunities, the Janissaries and the ashrtif. They sought in 
them a form of corporate defense and an outlet for localism in the face of 
governmental unconcern. 

Neither one was particularly effective in this role. The ashrtif suf
fered from an absence of structural solidarity. As has been shown, no 
intermediate organization between the naqib and the lower ranks appears 
to have existed, and thus control over the actions of the latter was weak 
and ephemeral. The leader and those immediately beneath him were 
able to maintain their positions through personal followings bound to 
them by the actualities or potentialities of patronage. But such rivalries 
as those between Chalabi Effendi and the Kawakibi family and between 
Qudsi Effendi and the ] �tbiri family show that the upper ranks lacked 
internal solidarity. Only in so far as they were Aleppines did they 
represent localism and in so far as their fortunes were protected, did 
they lead a corporate defense against governmental exactions. It is ap
parent that these leaders, wealthy and landed, had more interest in ac
quiring the authority by which to maintain the status quo than in any 
consideration of the common benefit. 

This lack of organizational stability and control may have been the 
paramount reason for the defeat of the ashrtif by the ] anissaries. The 
ashrtif were not the unified body with a strong corporate spirit and extra
urban liens that was the ] anissary corps. 

The military origins of the ] anissary party were a definite basis for 
organizational strength. It has been established that the foundation of 
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the corps in Aleppo was through the creation of a military body for 
police purposes, the yerli quli, with perhaps a subsequent assimilation 
of ex-qapuqiili Janissaries from Damascus. Accretion to this corps and 
a closer bond with the declining qapuquli Janissaries came through the 
practice of enrolling volunteers into the qapuqitlis and possibly through 
the creation of a ready reserve in provincial cities in peacetime. A sys
tem of patronage similar to that of the ashriif but reinforced by military 
gradation gave the Janissaries a compactness which provided better 
discipline in their ranks than in those of the ashriif. The low class 
origins of the large majority if not all of the Janissaries further con
solidated the bond between them. Probable ethnic ties with the Kurds, 
Turkomans and Bedouin produced a basis of understanding that at 
times flowered into alliance in spite of the distance which separated 
nomad or semi-nomad from the city. Opposition to the established 
authority abetted occasional collaboration. 

As with the ashriif, however, identity of the Janissary party with 
the urban population as a whole did not exist. The disparities were 
multifold. The very factors that drew them to the waliiyah malcontents 
separated them from the Aleppines. Their moral conduct was notorious 
and the refuge of their privileges abused. Their control of the butchers' 
guild was exploited to the detriment of the Aleppines as was the con
trol of essential commodities, other guilds, and the whole city when 
they acquired it. If their rule of Aleppo was better than that of the 
authorized administration in the years 1 805 to 1 8 1 3 ,  it was because 
the burden of exactions was more evenly distributed, because the author
ity was local even if directed for the benefit of but a segment of the 
populace, and because there al ways existed the threat of concerted Otto
man action against them. 

It was due to the vigor of Sultan Malpniid II ,  his manipulation of 
the more powerful dereh beys, and his gradual elevation of subordinates 
who had an interest in strengthening the empire that the disobedience 
of the Aleppo Janissaries was curtailed and at least a semblance of 
Ottoman control re-established. One bold stroke by Chap:m fJghlu 
Jalal-al-Din Pasha was sufficient to cripple the party for some ten 
years. This is testimony of the disaffection between the corps and 
their fellow Aleppines, to the role personal leadership played in the ac
tions of this group, and to the reputation of this wali. 

But if the wiliiyah of Jam-al-Din Pasha represented the restoration 
of Ottoman control over Aleppo , it also demonstrated that however 
urgent the attainment of this objective was for Sultan l\fal)miid, it re
sulted in no immediate benefit for the A leppines. On the contrary, it 
had the effect of removing the one remaining body, however imperfect 
it might have been, which sought a measure of local autonomy. This 
having been partially accomplished by the reduction of Janissary power 
to the level of the crippled ashraf, the population of Aleppo was exposed 
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to the almost unrestrained despotism of the central government repre
sented by the wali. 

The fact that a revolt should have broken out in 1819 when neither 
Janissaries nor ashraf were in a strong position demonstrates the des
peration of the population in face of continual Ottoman misrule. Pushed 
to extremities the Aleppines could produce a facsimile of unity. That 
this was a popular revolt is shown by the fact that no leadership evolved 
for several days. But unity was ephemeral ; the traditional fission re
appeared and remained until the abolition of Janissary privileges and 
the dissolution of their fac;ade withdrew some of the essentials of their 
solidarity. 

The period treated in this study witnessed a culmination of trends 
in the history of Aleppo which had a profound effect on the social out
look of its inhabitants. The failure of opposition to a parasitic sovereign 
authority, whose representatives were transitory and divided among 
themselves, fostered an attitude of deep disillusionment, of fatalism, 
and of distrust of all political formations. The denudation of the de:.. 
pendencies of the city served to isolate it both physically and mentally. 
This isolation penetrated into the city itself, dividing it into ever smaller 
nuclei. The city was a unit in name only in its internal interrelations. 
It was nothing more than a congeries of largely self-contained, mentally 
ingrown quarters. 

It is perhaps desirable to place these conclus'ions in the larger con
text provided by the French orientalist Claude Cahen, who believes 
that a major weakness of Islamic society has been that it has not elab
orated or preserved a true concept of the state or of public law. 

Dans une societe ou la Loi, donnee par Dieu, est sous la sauvegarde de la 
Communaute, et ou la Souverain, qui doit en organiser !'application, n'en 
est ni la source ni le garant, r:atat ne peut etre conc;u que comme une 
superstructure avec laquelle la population ne ressent pas de solidarite , super
structure d'autant plus etrangere qu'en fait les princes sont amenes a prendre 
des mesures exterieures a la Loi . . . D'autant plus essentielle alors dans tous 
les milieux la recherche de formes de solidarite (en meme temps que de 
protection) purement prives.1 

In Aleppo at the end of the eighteenth and early in the nineteenth 
centuries these forms of solidarity were not in fact purely private but 
were based on organizations which were the recipients of public priv
ileges. These organizations had, however, been warped to serve private 
ends. The failure of either the Janissaries or the ashraf to accomplish 
the purposes for which they were employed in the face of a recovery 
of the central government's authority threw the individual back on 
smaller, more personal, more tangible units such as the family in his 

1 "Mouvements populaires," SI, VI ( 1959) , 26. 
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search for personal security. His focus of loyalty became more re
stricted. 

It was only in the early twentieth century that the Aleppine sensed 
an appeal for confidence in a new form of loyalty, that of Arab national
ism. But the legacy of insecurity and mistrust is dying only slowly 
and has hindered the response to that appeal. 
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